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Abstract
The growing demand for wireless communication capacity andthe overutilisation of the con-
ventional radio frequency (RF) spectrum have inspired research into using alternative spectrum
regions for communication. Using optical wireless communications (OWC), for example, of-
fers significant advantages over RF communication in terms of higher bandwidth, lower im-
plementation costs and energy savings. In OWC systems, the information signal has to be
real and non-negative. Therefore, modifications to the conventional communication algorithms
are required. Multicarrier modulation schemes like orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) promise to deliver a more efficient use of the communication capacity through adaptive
bit and energy loading techniques. Three OFDM-based schemes – direct-current-biased OFDM
(DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM), and pulse-amplitude mod-
ulated discrete multitone (PAM-DMT) – have been introducedin the literature.
The current work investigates the recently introduced scheme subcarrier-index modulation OFDM
as a potential energy-efficient modulation technique with reduced peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) suitable for applications in OWC. A theoretical model for the analysis of SIM-OFDM in a
linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is provided. A closed-form solution for the
PAPR in SIM-OFDM is also proposed. Following the work on SIM-OFDM, a novel inherently
unipolar modulation scheme, unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM), is
proposed as an alternative to the existing similar schemes:ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. Further-
more, an enhanced U-OFDM signal generation algorithm is introduced which allows the spectral
efficiency gap between the inherently unipolar modulation schemes – U-OFDM, ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT – and the conventionally used DCO-OFDM to be closed.This results in an OFDM-
based modulation approach which is electrically and optically more efficient than any other
OFDM-based technique proposed so far for intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD)
communication systems.
Non-linear distortion in the optical front-end elements isone of the major limitations for high-
speed communication in OWC. This work presents a generalised approach for analysing non-
linear distortion in OFDM-based modulation schemes. The presented technique leads to a closed-
form analytical solution for an arbitrary memoryless distortion of the information signal and has
been proven to work for the majority of the known unipolar OFDM-based modulation techniques
- DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM.
The high-speed communication capabilities of novel Gallium Nitride basedµm-sized light emit-
ting diodes (µLEDs) are investigated, and a record-setting result of3.5 Gb/s using a single50-µm
device is demonstrated. The capabilities of using such devices at practical transmission distances
are also investigated, and a1 Gb/s link using a single device is demonstrated at a distanceof up
to 10 m. Furthermore, a proof-of-concept experiment is realisedwhere a50-µm LED is success-
fully modulated using U-OFDM and enhanced U-OFDM to achievenotable energy savings in
comparison to DCO-OFDM.
Lay Summary
Demand for wireless communication capacity is growing exponentially and the over-utilisation
of the conventional radio frequency (RF) spectrum is expected to significantly limit the advance-
ments in the wireless communications field towards higher data rates. The issues has inspired
research into alternative spectrum regions for communication purposes. Using optical wireless
communications (OWC), for example, offers a number of significant advantages over RF com-
munication. The field has undergone heavy research over the past decade, leading to a wide
range of new communication concepts and a number of impressive high-speed communication
demonstrations. Despite the advancements, a lot of research questions remain open.
The current work focuses primarily on novel communication protocols for energy-efficient high-
speed OWC. A number of existing concepts are reviewed and their analysis is expanded. A
novel inherently unipolar modulation scheme, unipolar orth gonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (U-OFDM), is proposed as an alternative to other existing similar schemes. Furthermore, an
enhanced U-OFDM signal generation algorithm is introducedwhich doubles the communication
capacity in comparison to the other similar approaches. This results in an OFDM-based modu-
lation approach which is more energy efficient than any otherOFDM-based technique proposed
for OWC systems.
Non-linear distortion is one of the major limitations for achieving high-speed data rates in OWC.
This work presents a generalised approach for analysing non-li ear distortion in OFDM-based
modulation schemes. The presented technique leads to a closed-f rm analytical solution for an
arbitrary memoryless distortion of the information signaland has been demonstrated to work for
the majority of the known unipolar OFDM-based modulation schemes.
The high-speed communication capabilities of novel micro light emitting diodes (µLEDs) are
investigated, and a record-setting result of3.5 Gb/s is demonstrated. The practical capabilities of
these devices are also investigated, and a1 Gb/s link is demonstrated at a distance of up to10 m.
Furthermore, a proof-of-concept experiment is realised where aµLED is successfully modulated
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ŝ
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The radio frequency (RF) spectrum conventionally used for communication is almost completely
depleted, which threatens to leave a significant gap betweenth capabilities of the state-of-the-art
wireless access networks and the exponentially increasingw reless data rate demands. Fortu-
nately, alternative parts of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum such as millimetre wave radiation
and optical radiation can be used for communication. Both regions of the spectrum are currently
undergoing heavy research.
The concept of optical wireless communications (OWC) constitutes wireless data communication
using the visible light (VL) and the infrared (IR) region of the EM spectrum as a transmission
medium. OWC and its subset of visible light communications (VLC) provide a number of ad-
vantages over RF and millimetre wave communications, whichin lude, but are not limited to: 1)
a large amount of unregulated bandwidth; 2) improved data security at the physical layer; 3) no
interference with sensitive electronic equipment. In addition, the existing lighting infrastructure
could be re-used for communication, which facilitates easir ystem deployment and promises to
deliver significant energy savings.
The significant research efforts in the field of OWC have led towell-established theoretical mod-
els and a number of impressive experimental demonstrationsof high-speed OWC links. A lot of
the research problems related to the development of energy-efficient optical modulation schemes
and to the effects of non-linear distortion on the communication performance still remain open.
This work presents a number of new advancements in the field inc udi g: further analysis on
existing modulation techniques, novel optical modulationmethods and new and improved tech-




The increasing popularity of smart mobile devices and multiedia streaming applications has led
to a tremendous increase in mobile data traffic. By 2017, morethan 11 Exabytes of monthly data
traffic is expected in wireless networks [1]. At the same time, th available RF spectrum with
favourable communication properties, in the range up to10 GHz, has been almost completely
utilised [2]. Therefore, it is anticipated that the increasing demands will not be met despite the
significant technological advances in the field of mobile communications [3].
In an attempt to tackle the looming spectrum crisis, researchers have focused their efforst to
explore unconventional parts of the electromagnetic spectrum in search of additional communi-
cation bandwidth. The so-called “millimetre” wave region from 28 GHz to250 GHz is gaining
a lot of interest [3]. Wave propagation at such short wavelengths, however, is limited mostly to
line-of-sight (LoS) scenarios [3]. Millimetre waves provide a promising option for the realisa-
tion of multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) systems as the short wavelength allows multiple
antennas to be more easily fit within a relatively small area such as the area available on a hand-
held device. Overall, however, as the propagation properties in millimetre wave systems begin to
resemble the propagation properties in OWC systems, these sort wavelengths begin to lose the
ubiquitous coverage advantage that RF wavelengths have over optical wavelengths.
According to the DIN 5031 standard, optical radiation includes electromagnetic radiation in the
wavelength range from100 nm up to1 mm. The range between100 nm and400 nm is known
as the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum. The range between400 nm and800 nm is the visible radiation
spectrum, commonly referred to as the light spectrum. Wavelengths between800 nm and2.5 µm
belong to the so-called near IR region, and like the UV waves ar not perceivable by the human
eye. The concept of OWC typically refers to communication usi g the visible light spectrum and
the infrared spectrum as defined here. The total bandwidth resou ces in these two regions amount
to approximately630 THz, which is thousands of times higher than the bandwidth avail ble in
the conventionally-used RF communication spectrum below10 GHz. In addition, both the VL
and the IR regions are not subject to regulation. Further benefits of OWC over RF communica-
tion include: security at the physical layer is increased due to the inability of light to penetrate
solid objects; light does not interfere with sensitive electronic equipment; light can be used in
RF-sensitive environments such as airplanes and petrochemi al plants; the existing lighting in-
frastructure could be re-used for simultaneous illumination and communication.
2
Introduction
Another approach towards mitigating the effects of the spectrum shortage involves the scaling
down of the communication cells’ coverage area. Smaller cells s rve a lower number of users,
which, in turn, translates to higher spectrum resource availability per user [3]. The problem with
dense cell deployment, however, is the increased interferenc between individual access nodes,
limiting the degree of frequency reuse which can be achieved. F mtocells and attocells, for ex-
ample, are envisioned for deployment in indoor environments wi h a large number of users. The
deployment of a large number of such cells is inevitably limited by the generated interference. In
order to mitigate the interference problems, researchers have resorted to the introduction of beam-
forming and beamsteering techniques for RF and millimetre wave communication, which require
multiple antenna elements and sophisticated signal processing techniques [3]. As a result, the
overall network complexity increases significantly, whileth energy efficiency is decreased [3].
Beamforming techniques for OWC involve the introduction ofsimple passive optical elements,
whose properties have been studied and well-understood over the course of many years. Hence,
OWC provides a unique advantage over RF communication and millimetre waves with regards to
beamforming and beamsteering techniques. Furthermore, the complete inability of optical wave-
lengths to penetrate opaque objects means that interference between neighbouring cells is always
expected to be lower than the interference between neighbouring cells realised with millimetre
waves which, despite being severely attenuated, can still penetrate most objects.
Another limiting factor for the use of millimetre waves is the requirement for high-bandwidth
high-power amplifiers operating at high frequencies [3]. Such devices are not readily available
and are yet to be developed. Information encoding in OWC is limited to intensity modulation
and direct detection (IM/DD) where only the envelope of the electromagnetic radiation is mod-
ulated [3–5]. The electrical-to-optical transceivers andthe optical-to-electrical transceivers are
simple light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes (LDs) andphotodiodes (PDs). Therefore, com-
munication at such short wavelengths can be easily achievedwith standard off-the-shelf compo-
nents, which have been extensively studied and well-understood. Therefore, OWC systems could
be of relatively lower complexity and relatively cheaper tomillimetre-wave systems.
Research in OWC has begun with the pioneering work of Gfellerand Bapst in 1979 [6]. The ini-
tial studies suggested the feasibility of wireless communication at hundreds of Mb/s and demon-
strated links at over a hundred kb/s, which was revolutionary for its time. Since that initial work,
research in OWC has produced a deep understanding of the OWC system [4, 7–9]. Some very
impressive demonstrations of high-speed OWC links have been made over the past few years. To
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name a few: a1-Gb/s link was demonstrated by Khalidet. al. using a commercially available
white phosphor-coated LED [10]; a3.4-Gb/s transmission was shown by Cossuet al. using a
commercially available red-green-blue (RGB) LED [11];Gb/s was demonstrated by Azharet
al. using white LEDs and a4 × 4 MIMO system [12].
Despite the significant research progress in OWC and the impressive experimental results, a lot
of questions still remain open at the physical layer. Particularly interesting is the problem of
developing a suitable modulation scheme to be used within the context of the IM/DD system.
According to the available literature, single-carrier modulation schemes such as pulse-position
modulation (PPM), pulse-width modulation (PWM), on-off keying (OOK) andM -ary pulse-
amplitude modulation (M -PAM) are the most straightforward candidates in an IM/DD system
due to their energy efficiency and robustness to non-linear distortion [4, 7, 13–15]. At high data
rates, however, intersymbol interference (ISI) becomes a problem in a bandwidth-limited com-
munication channel. As a result, multi-carrier modulationschemes like orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) become advantageous [14–16]. OFDM allows for low-complexity
equalisation as well as for adaptive bit and energy loading which enable optimal usage of the
communication channel resources. In fact, the highest datarate demonstrations in VLC have all
been performed with the help of OFDM [10–12]. Furthermore, OFDM is especially appealing
due to the fact that it appears in a number of widely adopted wireless standards such as long
term evolution (LTE) and IEEE 802.11. As a result, the OFDM-based OWC system can be more
easily integrated into the context of the future heterogeneous networks since the protocol stack
from the already available standards can be re-used. Optical OFDM is still a subject of research
due to the system’s vulnerability to non-linear distortiona d due to its rather energy-inefficient
nature in IM/DD systems [14–16]. The current work investigates energy-efficient approaches for
OFDM implementation in an IM/DD system as well as methods forreducing the high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) of the OFDM signal which leads to reduced non-linear distortion of
the information signal. Novel work on modelling and evaluating the non-linear distortion effects
on OFDM-based modulation signals is also presented. The work culminates with an experimen-
tal demonstration of record setting communication rates using VLC and with a proof-of-concept




In this thesis, a number of OFDM-based modulation schemes for IM/DD systems are investi-
gated. Well-known concepts in the field are studied in more detail compared to what is available
in the literature. Performance of the concepts is evaluatedsuch that existing issues with these
modulation schemes can be identified and suitable solutionsare suggested. As a result, novel
and improved modulation techniques are proposed followed by suitable theoretical, simulation
and experimental analysis. The analysis of non-linear distort on in the optical system is further
extended compared to the existing analytical approaches. The work concludes with practical ex-
perimental applications based on the studied OFDM theory leading to new and exciting results in
the field.
The newly introduced concept of subcarrier-index modulation orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (SIM-OFDM) is studied in detail. A theoretical performance evaluation of the mod-
ulation scheme, which was missing in the literature, is conducted. An inherent flaw is identified
in the process, and a solution is proposed, leading to a modified modulation technique termed
enhanced SIM-OFDM. The newly proposed scheme is analysed inthe context of a linear addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as a basis for further research on the topic. Despite
the reduced PAPR of SIM-OFDM which leads to a reduction of thenon-linear distortion in the
system, it is concluded that the limited spectral efficiencyof the SIM-OFDM concept makes
it rather unattractive for high-speed OFDM-based communication. Nevertheless, the scheme
is ideal for energy-efficient low-spectral efficiency applications. Furthermore, it can be imple-
mented in an adaptive bit and energy loading scenario, wheret SIM-OFDM concept can be
combined with the conventional OFDM concept as the SIM-OFDMtechnique would be suitable
for high-frequency subcarriers where the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) would not allow high
spectral efficiency. The work conducted on SIM-OFDM has led to the publication of [17].
The work on SIM-OFDM has inspired the introduction of a new unipolar OFDM-based mod-
ulation scheme termed unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM). The
new scheme is suggested as an alternative to the already existing concepts of asymmetrically
clipped optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and pulse-amplitude-
modulated discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT). Its performance is evaluated in a linear
AWGN channel and compared against the performance of the conventional state-of-the-art tech-
nique of direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM).
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An analytical model is created for the performance of U-OFDM, and it is shown that the modu-
lation scheme performs equivalently to ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT – at exactly3 dB of lower
energy efficiency compared to a real bipolar OFDM signal, which is assumed to be the perfor-
mance benchmark. An improved decoding technique is suggested, which allows the aforemen-
tioned3 dB gap in performance relative to the benchmark to be almost cmpletely closed. A
similar improved decoding technique can be devised for ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT and has
even been proposed by other researchers concurrently with the work presented here. A theoret-
ical model for the performance of this improved decoding technique is provided. The loss of
spectral efficiency in the modulation process of U-OFDM is identified as a major problem for
its application at high spectral efficiencies. This problemalso pertains to the generation pro-
cesses in the other unipolar state-of-the-art techniques ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. A solution
is devised in the form of a modified technique termed enhancedunipolar orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (eU-OFDM), which exploits the framestructure of the U-OFDM concept
and allows multiple U-OFDM information streams to be superimposed on top of each other. The
novel concept effectively opens up a new degree of freedom inthe signal space of the so-called
inherently unipolar modulation schemes, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM, and provides
a possible solution to the long-standing problem of spectral efficiency loss in energy efficient
unipolar OFDM. The performance of eU-OFDM is analysed theoretically for a linear AWGN
channel. Suggestions for an extension of this modified concept to ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT
are also provided. The work conducted on U-OFDM and eU-OFDM has led to the publication
of [18,19].
The current work looks at the problem of analysing non-linear distortion in an OWC system in
a novel fashion. The well-known approach of using the Bussgang theorem for the analysis of
normally-distributed (OFDM) signals passing through a non-linear system is employed. A novel
representation of the non-linear distortion function is proposed. This facilitates the derivation of a
closed-form analytical solution for an arbitrary signal distortion. A closed-form solution not only
speeds up system analysis, but can also be indispensable in system optimisation procedures when
compared to Monte Carlo simulations. Furthermore, pulse shaping techniques, employed for
the generation of band-limited analog signals in the digital-to-analog transition step of an OWC
system, are investigated in the context of the so-called inherently unipolar OFDM techniques –
ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, U-OFDM. It is shown that the applicationof a pulse-shaping filter
does not compromise the validity of the analysis technique used to evaluate the effects of non-
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linear distortion on the system performance. Furthermore,it is revealed that the three modulation
schemes ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM perform equivalentlyin a non-linear AWGN
channel. The work conducted on pulse shaping and modelling of on-linear distortion has led to
the publication of [20–22].
Following the theoretical research on OFDM-based modulation schemes, a set of experiments
is devised for illustrating the merit of the OFDM concept in anumber of practical applica-
tions. The communication capabilities of a novel Gallium Nitride (GaN)µm-sized light emitting
diode (µLED) with a diameter of50 µm are investigated using DCO-OFDM. A record-setting
result of over3 Gb/s is established in collaboration with the partnering institutions of Univer-
sity of Oxford and University of Strathclyde as part of the joint Ultra-parallel Visible Light
Communications (UP-VLC) project. An adaptive bit and energy loading algorithm based on
the work of Campello [23] is devised. A novel combination of channel estimation techniques
is also proposed. It allows for the effects of non-linear distortion to be evaluated in a practical
OFDM system. An experimental proof-of-concept OWC link using U-OFDM and eU-OFDM is
also demonstrated for the first time, showing significant energy savings when using the proposed
inherently unipolar OFDM concepts instead of the conventional technique DCO-OFDM. The
conducted experimental work has led to the publication of [24].
1.3 Thesis Layout
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the OWC system and the
fundamental concepts necessary for its understanding and modelling. The individual sections
focus on the different transmission link scenarios, the front-end elements, the optical free-space
channel, the fundamental sources of noise in such a system, and the different signal modulation
techniques which have already been introduced in the literature.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of SIM-OFDM. A theoreticalperformance analysis is presented
and matched to Monte Carlo simulation results. A fundamental flaw is identified in the original
concept and an enhanced SIM-OFDM scheme is proposed to solvethis issue. Afterwards, a
theoretical performance model is presented for the enhanced concept followed by performance
evaluation and a conclusion on the merits of the scheme for high-speed OWC.
Chapter 4 presents the U-OFDM concept. A theoretical performance analysis, supported with
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Monte Carlo simulations, is provided for both the so-calledconventionaland the so-calledim-
proveddecoders. A disadvantage of the modulation algorithm is ident fi d, after which the eU-
OFDM algorithm is presented as a viable solution. The enhanced technique is also analysed in
detail, after which a performance comparison to the other state-of-the-art techniques is presented.
The chapter concludes with a suggestion for extending the eU-OFDM concept to the other inher-
ently unipolar modulation schemes ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT.
Chapter 5 presents and overview of the Bussgang theorem and its applications for modelling non-
linear distortion in OFDM signals. A novel representation fr memoryless non-linear distortions
is proposed, which enables the derivation of closed-form solutions when the Bussgang analysis is
applied to an arbitrary distortion function. The issue of pulse shaping in relation to the inherently
unipolar OFDM-based modulation schemes – ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM – is also
discussed. It is shown that the pulse shaping operation doesnot ignificantly alter the accuracy
of the non-linear analysis. In addition, the chapter also demonstrates the equivalent performance
of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM in a memoryless non-linearAWGN channel.
Chapter 6 presents and experimental investigation of the communication properties of a novel
GaN µLED device. It also touches upon various signal processing and adaptive modulation
techniques which are employed in the conducted investigation. Furthermore, this chapter presents
an experimental proof of concept for an OWC system using U-OFDM and eU-OFDM.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the key findings of this work. It draws concluding remarks based
on the obtained results. Furthermore, the chapter identifies some of the limitations of the pre-




The optical spectrum has unique physical characteristics,which are expected to significantly aid
the efforts against the looming “spectrum crunch”. The OWC system has been studied in quite
a lot of detail and a deep understanding of the underlying issue has been obtained. Despite the
significant research efforts in the field, a lot of the questions remain open. The current work
provides further understanding to the common OFDM-based moulation techniques employed
in OWC and proposes novel solutions which are expected to significantly improve the system
implementation at the physical layer. This chapter lists the major contributions of this thesis and





The earliest accounts of using light for information transfer can be dated back to more than two
thousand years ago. Alexander Graham Bell introduced the first voice transmission system using
visible light in the second half of the 19th century. The firstconcepts of using digital modulation
techniques with optical signals for high-speed applications were introduced in 1979 by Gfeller
and Bapst. Over the next 35 years, until present day, opticalwireless communications (OWC)
has undergone significant research and development. Theoretical models have been developed
for the accurate analysis of OWC systems. The physical properties of suitable front-end devices
have been investigated in detail and appropriate single-carrier and multi-carrier modulation tech-
niques have been developed. These techniques have enabled the demonstration of multi-Gb/s




Optical communication embodies any form of communication where electromagnetic radiation
in the optical spectrum is used to convey information between two distinct points in space. Fol-
lowing this line of thought, acquisition of information regarding the surrounding world using the
sense of sight is probably the earliest form of OWC. Some of the first forms of man-engineered
OWC schemes can be dated thousands of years ago. For example,the ancient Greeks used sig-
nalling fires to indicate an incoming threat. The Greek histor an Polybius devised a fire and
smoke signalling mechanism where entire messages could be conv yed using the Greek alpha-
bet. Other interesting examples relate to the use of light beacons by the ancient Chinese warriors
along the Great Wall of China to indicate an imminent threat.The native Americans are also
known to have used smoke signals in order to signal their presence in a possibly hostile territory.
Smoke signals are used even nowadays in some traditional practices, for example, to indicate the
successful election of a new pope by the cardinals in the Vatican. Lighthouses are still used today
to indicate the close proximity of shore lines to incoming ship . The first advanced form of OWC
can probably be attributed to Alexander Graham Bell’s photophone invention in the second half
of the 19th century [25]. The device used Selenium, highly-responsive to light fluctuations, in
order to recover a voice signal from a light beam modulated with a reflective membrane that is
sensitive to sound vibrations [25].
The modern concept of OWC incorporates the transmission of high-speed digital signals using
infrared (IR), visible light (VL), and even ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Work in the field has begun
after the invention of the laser diode in the 1960s [26, 27]. The concept of short-range OWC as
a means for realizing an access network for independent userterminals, as is the focus of this
work, was introduced in the 1979 publication by Gfeller and Bapst [6]. The authors have shown
theoretically that using IR communication for realizing a wireless link can deliver transmission
speeds at hundreds of Mb/s and have experimentally demonstrated a communication link at a rate
of over 100 kb/s. The field of OWC has gone a long way since that pioneering work. In 1993,
the infrared data association (IrDA) introduced a protocolstandard for infrared communication
[28]. In 2006, Afganiet al. have presented the first experimental demonstration of orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based visible light communications (VLC) [29]. In
2009, O’Brienet al. have demonstrated a complete transmission system capable of delivering
over300 Mb/s using IR light [30]. The advances in solid state lighting technologies have turned




















Figure 2.1: Classification of OWC links according to degree of directionality and according to
light propagation through a line-of-sight (LoS) or non-line-of-sight (non-LoS) path.
the near future [31]. Ciaramellaet al. have demonstrated a1-Gb/s wireless link using an off-
the-shelf phosphor-coated white LED and an over-3-Gb/s wireless link using an off-the-shelf
red-green-blue (RGB) LED. In 2011, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
introduced a standard for VLC [32].
2.2 Optical Wireless Communication Links
Optical wireless links may be realized in many different configurations. However, it is often
useful to classify them according to two main criteria as described in this section. Fig. 2.1
illustrates and summarizes the presented OWC link concepts[4].
The first criterion for link classification is the degree of directionality that is required for the
proper operation of the OWC link. Directed links employ transmitters with a narrow light emis-
sion pattern and receivers with a narrow field of view (FOV) [4]. Such links are typically useful
for energy-efficient high-speed transmission at longer distances [4]. Alignment is critical in such
links, and so they are useful mostly in static scenarios. Non-directed links, on the other hand, ex-
hibit a wide emission pattern at the transmitter and a large FOV at the receiver [4]. They are suit-
able for short-range applications where ubiquitous coverage is desired in order to accommodate
for arbitrary motion by mobile users. Hybrid configurationsbetween directed and non-directed


















































Figure 2.2: Optical wireless communication system.
between neighbouring transmitters should be mitigated.
The second criterion for link classification is related to the path along which light propagates from
the transmitter to the receiver. The so-called line-of-sight (LoS) links require the existence of a
direct and unobstructed propagation path from the transmitter to the receiver through free space.
On the contrary, non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links propagatethrough reflections, without a clear
direct path from the transmitter to the receiver [4]. LoS links typically maximize the achievable
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver and minimize the impact of signal reflections on the
performance [4]. NLoS links, on the other hand, are robust against shadowing effects, which
makes them suitable for fulfilling ubiquitous coverage requirements [4].
2.3 Optical Wireless Communication System
A typical OWC system is depicted in Fig. 2.2. An incoming bit stream is divided into data blocks
which are mapped to symbols from a known digital modulation scheme such as pulse-width
modulation (PWM), pulse-position modulation (PPM),-ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(M -QAM) or M -ary pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM). If OFDM is employed, the result-
ing data symbols are modulated onto different frequency subcarriers according to one of the fol-
lowing schemes: direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-
OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM)
or pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT). An inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) operation produces a time-domain signal when OFDM is used. The discrete
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time-domain signal is subjected to a number of pre-distortion echniques that make it suitable
for modulating the employed light source. The pre-distortion stage includes oversampling, pulse
shaping as well as clipping any values below the allowed minium or above the allowed max-
imum. Clipping is performed in order to accommodate the modulated signal within the linear
dynamic range of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC), the amplifier, and the LED. The pre-
distorted signal is supplied to a DAC which outputs an analogsignal. In practice, this stage of
the system usually consists of a zero-order-hold electrical circuit or other type of interpolator
followed by a low pass filter. The analog output of the DAC is encoded into a current signal, am-
plified to a suitable level by a transconductance amplifier (TCA) with appropriate bias and passed
through the employed electrical-to-optical front-end converter device such as an LED. OWC with
incoherent illumination devices is realised as a baseband modulation technique. Therefore, fre-
quency up-conversion is not required. Light intensity at the diode varies with the current. At the
receiver side, a photodetector front-end element transforms the variations in the intensity of the
received light into variations of a current signal, which isturned into a voltage signal by a tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). The resulting voltage signal isdi cretised at an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and passed on to the processing circuitry, which performs the demodulation
steps including: matched filtering, downsampling, fast Fourier transform (FFT) if OFDM is used,
equalisation, and bit demodulation.
2.4 Front-end Elements
2.4.1 Transmitter Front-end
The conversion of electrical signals into optical signals can be realized with the use of LEDs or
laser diodes (LDs). LEDs emitting in the visible light spectrum appear to be the most favourable
candidates for transmitter front-end elements due to theirincreasing popularity in illumination
applications [5]. A relatively limited emission spectrum at different wavelengths can be achieved
through the use of different materials and technologies. Commercially available white LEDs
exist as two major variants: 1) RGB LEDs where white light is achieved as a combination of the
three main colour components red, green and blue provided bythree separate devices [11, 24];
and 2) blue LED chips with a yellow-phosphor coating where the relatively narrow emission of
the blue device is absorbed and re-emitted by the phosphor coating resulting in a wide emission
profile across the visible light spectrum and effectively rend ring white light [10, 24]. The slow
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absorption and re-emission time of the phosphor limits the3-dB modulation bandwidth of the
LED to about 2 MHz [24, 33]. In many applications, the addition f a blue filter at the receiver
allows the slow signal component from the phosphor to be remov d. Modulation speeds of up to
20 MHz have been reported for phosphor-coated commerciallyavailable white LEDs with this
technique [10, 33]. The modulation speed of the LED is limited by the carrier lifetimes and the
innate junction capacitance of the device [24,34–36]. The carrier lifetime is reduced by increasing
the current density in the junction. Therefore, the modulation speed of an LED can be increased
by significantly reducing the size of the device. This has ledto the introduction of the so-called
µm-sized light emitting diodes (µLEDs) [24,34–36]. A fundamental problem of the small LEDs,
however, is the fact that their efficiency drops with an increase in the current density [37].
Unlike LEDs, LDs increase their efficiency as the current-density level increases [37, 38]. That
is why, LDs are significantly faster and more efficient than LEDs [4, 37, 38]. Another advantage
of LDs over LEDs is their ability to emit light in a very narrowavelength band, which can
significantly increase the possibility for parallel data trnsmission and, hence, can increase the
utilization of the employed electromagnetic spectrum. At the same time, however, the narrow-
band emission profile leads to an increased complexity in thedesign of LD-based illumination
devices because precise colour mixing is required for the gen ration of white light with a suitable
colour temperature. The main disadvantage of LDs is their cost [4,37,38]. Some other drawbacks
include the necessity for additional optics in order to ensure eye-safe radiation levels in an inhab-
ited environment [4]. A diffusive element is required at theoutput of the transmitter in order to
destroy the spatial coherence of the laser light. Such elements with very high efficiency can be
designed [4]. Computer-generated holographic diffusers can reach an efficiency of nearly100%
and in addition allow for extreme flexibility in the design ofthe desired output pattern [4]. Re-
search efforts for increasing the modulation speeds of LEDswithout compromising their output
efficiency have led to the introduction of techniques from LDdesign into LED design. Hence,
the so-called resonant-cavity light emitting diodes (RCLEDs) have emerged [39,40].
Depending on the communication scenario, as described in Section 2.2, a specific set of optical
elements at the transmitter may be required. The purposes ofillumination and ubiquitous com-
munication coverage would generally lead to a requirement for a wide radiation profile. Research
has shown that an indoor cellular concept, employing multiple luminaires as access points (APs),
achieves the best combination of communication capacity and coverage [41]. Reducing inter-cell
interference in such a deployment configuration requires certain limitations on the radiation pro-
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file of the transmitter [42,43]. Therefore, depending on thesp cific indoor environment, a proper
combination of optical lenses and diffusive elements wouldbe required at the transmitter. LEDs,
in general, tend to be larger in size than LD for the same optical efficiency [37, 38]. Hence, the
use of LDs could potentially reduce the design complexity ofthe transmitter optics. In general,
the radiant/luminous intensity of a surface point varies with d rection. A generalized Lambertian
law has been widely adopted for modelling the intensity of such a source. At an angle ofφ, the





wherePtx [W] is the overall transmitted optical power (radiant flux),andR(φ) [1/sr] is the radi-
ation profile of the source where the Lambertian emission orderm is dependent on the intensity
half angle as:








A bare LED device, for example, follows the emission profile of a Lambertian source and has a
radiation half angle ofφ 1
2
= 60◦ (m = 1). The design of suitable optical elements allows the
emission order to be shaped in accordance with the specifications of the particular application.
2.4.2 Receiver Front-end
A number of photodetector elements can be used for light detection at the receiver side. Some
examples include imaging sensors [44, 45], solar panels [46], and even LEDs [47, 48] as suit-
able photodetectors in a variety of applications. However,these devices generally have a slow
frequency response and are rather unsuitable for high-speed communication. The foremost can-
didates for receiver front-end elements in high-data-rateOWC systems are photodiodes (PDs)
[4,49,50].
Based on their mode of operation, PDs can be generally dividento three types [4]: ordi-
nary positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) PDs, avalanche photodiodes (APDs), and single-photon
avalanche diodes (SPADs). APDs are essentially PIN diodes op rated at high reverse-bias volt-
ages. This mode of operation leads to a high internal gain and, therefore, to high responsivity
to light, which makes APDs suitable for applications where th received light signal intensity is
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expected to be low. At the same time, the high sensitivity of these devices makes them more sus-
ceptible to shot noise, induced by ambient light and even by the information signal itself [4]. The
linear operation of APDs can also be compromised when the irradiance over the devices is high.
SPADs essentially present a mode of APD operation when the revers bias is well-beyond the
breakdown voltage, the so-called Geiger mode of operation,and hence, the gain is so high that
the reception of a single photon of light can be enough to trigger an avalanche effect inside the
device leading to a high output current level [51]. As a consequence, SPADs are only applicable
in a scenario where light levels are extremely low. Furthermore, their operation is highly non-
linear [51], which makes them suitable for a limited range ofdata modulation schemes. Since
the scope of the current work falls on high-speed communication using OFDM, in the rest of this
document, a PD will refer to a PIN PD or an APD, where the appropriate clarifications will be
made if the exact mode of operation is important for the present d concepts.
The amount of light that is collected by a PD is proportional to its area,Arx. Therefore, the larger
is the area of the device, the more light it can collect, and, hence, the higher is its tolerance to
movement and rotation in a mobile communications scenario.The larger PD also relaxes the
requirements on the optical output of the transmitter and allows for a wider light transmission
profile. At the same time, the larger is the area, the slower isthe switching speed of the device
and, so, the worse is the frequency response profile. Therefor , there exists an optimal trade-off
point between speed and device area depending on the specificappli ation. A straightforward
approach towards increasing the collection area of the device is to introduce optics at the receiver
in order to increase the receiver’s light collection ability. There exist two main groups of optical
concentrators [4]: 1) imaging concentrators; and 2) non-imaging concentrators. The imaging
concentrators project the original image of the transmitter on the receiver area. They are es-
pecially useful in multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO)configurations, where multiple LED
transmitters are used to convey independent information streams to the receiver [52–54]. The
spatial separation of the different transmitter front-ends allows them to be successfully detected
and separated at the receiver with the help of multiple detector elements and signal processing
techniques. The imaging concentrators facilitate this source separation at the receiver by pre-
serving the original transmitter image. Non-imaging concentrators, on the other hand, destroy
the original image of the transmitter devices and make MIMO techniques with a single optical
system infeasible [52]. These concentrators, however, cana hieve very high optical gains, close
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(2.3)
whereψ is the angle at which light is incident on the receiver;ψFOV is the receiver FOV,i.e., the
incidence angle beyond which the receiver does not accept any light; andnref is the refractive
index of the optics material. In some communication scenarios, the receiver would be expected
to detect only a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, and this portion would be narrower than
the spectrum which the PD can detect. Then, an optical filter would be introduced in order to
avoid interference from information streams in other partsof the spectrum and in order to avoid
the negative effects of strong ambient light sources [4]. Such filters can achieve very narrow
bandwidths (less than1 nm is commercially available) and high optical efficiency. The gain,
Gof(ψ), of such a filter would be the integral of the filter response ovr the emission spectrum
of the source [4]. Similarly, the attenuation of interfering light components can be estimated
by integrating the filter response over the spectrum of the int rfering light. Any losses due to
reflections and filter imperfections can be included inGof(ψ) [4]. The filter gain is expressed
as a function of the light incidence angle because the filter response to different wavelengths
often would change as the light hits the filter surface at different angles [4]. For most practical
applications, such changes would be incremental and, hence, i significant [4]. The angle of
incidence of the incoming light changes the effective collection area of the receiver device due
to the geometry of light propagation. The change is proportional tocos(ψ), and so the overall
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One more important parameter, which needs to be discussed inr lation to the receiver front-end,
is the responsivity of the PD,R [A/W]. It quantifies the amount of current induced at the PD
in response to a given amount of incoming optical radiation.The responsivity changes with the
light wavelength, therefore,R would typically be calculated by integrating the PD responsivity
for individual wavelengths over the electromagnetic spectrum of the transmitted light reaching
the PD. The PD responsivity to the interfering signal components can be calculated analogously.
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2.5 Optical Wireless Communication Channel
As indicated in Fig. 2.2, the received information signal can be represented as:
ŝ[n] = h[n] ∗ s[n] + n[n] (2.5)
whereh[n] indicates the discrete-time communication channel impulse re ponse,n[n] stands for
the independent identically distributed instances of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
receiver and[·] ∗ [·] denotes the convolution operator. The AWGN componentn[ ] is described
in the following section in more detail. The communication channelh[n] encompasses all linear
distortion effects from the moment the discrete-time OFDM signal is generated at the signal
processor in the transmitter up until the point a discrete-time version of that signal is obtained at
the receiver, ready for OFDM demodulation. In a carefully designed system, where all electrical
components have been well-chosen to accommodate for the desir d communication bandwidth,
h[n] is expected to be an effect induced only by the dispersive free-space communication channel.
The physical properties of the front-end devices describedn Section 2.4 allow an OWC system
to be realised as an intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) system only [4]. The
phase and the amplitude of the individual electromagnetic waves cannot be modulated, and so
information can be reliably encoded only in the signal intensity [4]. A typical receiver element
is thousands or even millions of times larger than any wavelength used in OWC [4]. As a result,
the received information signal is an average of thousands or millions of different wave modes
[4]. Hence, multipath fading effects, typical for radio frequency (RF) communication, are not
observed in OWC. The only channel effects in OWC are: geometric path loss due to the free-
space propagation of light; and intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by multipath reflections
when the maximum delay spread of the channel approaches the duration of the symbols in the
information signal. The rest of this section describes how the OWC channel can be derived
analytically.
The free-space light intensity loss as a function of the distancedtr between the transmitter and
the receiver is proportional tod2tr [4]. Therefore, if a transmission source emits light as described
in (2.1), and the receiver collects light as described in (2.4), the relationship between transmitted
light intensity and received light intensity is [4]:









whereHLoS(0) is the LoS direct current (DC) gain of the optical channel. A non-LoS propaga-
tion channel can be modelled by dividing the surface area of reflecting elements into small units
that analogously to the receiver absorb light from the source according to (2.6) [4, 55]. The ab-
sorbed light is then re-emitted from each unit surface area with a generalized Lambertian pattern
according to (2.1). The intensity of the re-emitted light isdetermined by a surface reflectivity
coefficient,ρ, which is specific to each material. The majority of the reflectiv surfaces are non-
smooth and exhibit a Lambertian radiation pattern with a half-angleφ 1
2
,us
= 60◦ (mus = 1).
Smooth surfaces have a more directional emission pattern which can be modelled by adjusting
the ordermus of the Lambertian radiation pattern [56]. Following this model, the light incident
on a surface unitus coming from the source can be represented as:







whereφus , ψus , Aus anddus are the corresponding angle of transmission, angle of incide e,
surface area and distance for the LoS link from the source to surface elementus. Equation (2.7)
effectively represents the light incident on surface element us due to the LoS path. The light















whereρu is the reflectivity of surface elementu, andUs is the total number of surface elements;
φu,us , ψu,us anddu,us are the corresponding angle of transmission, angle of incide e, and dis-
tance for the LoS link from the surface elementu o surface elementus. The light collected at














whereφu,rx, ψu,rx anddu,rx are the corresponding angle of transmission, angle of incide e, and
distance for the LoS link from the surface elementu to the receiver. The total amount of light





P lrx = H(0)Ptx, (2.10)
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whereH(0) is the DC gain of the optical channel due to all possible lightpropagation paths.
In case the symbol period of the designed OWC system approaches the maximum time it takes
for significant reflections of the signal to reach the receiver, ISI is likely to occur. The impulse
response of the free-space dispersive channel can then be calculated using the hereby described
ray-tracing algorithm by additionally estimating the timeit takes for light to reach the receiver
along each reflection path. The procedure is described in detail in [55].
2.6 Noise in Optical Wireless Communication
Every electrical element introduces a noise component to aninformation signal. Assuming that all
electrical elements in an OWC system are operated in their lin ar region,i.e., no significant non-
linear distortion is introduced to the information signal,the only significant noise contribution that
influences the performance is generated in the receiver circuit at the point where the information
signal is at its weakest level. Two major noise contributorsexi t at the optical receiver.
The first noise component is contributed by the so-called “shot noise”, resulting from the random-
ness in the generation of electrons by incoming photons in the PD [4, 7, 57]. It is rather intuitive
that higher average light intensities are likely to lead to larger shot noise levels as higher light
levels lead to a higher number of random photon-electron interac ion events. Typically, ambient
light sources contain low-frequency components and their inte fering effect can be avoided at the
receiver with suitable signal processing techniques. However, the shot noise that they introduce
is unavoidable and can have detrimental effects on the communication signal, leading to reduced
performance. In case the ambient light intensity is significantly stronger than the intensity of
the information signal, shot noise can be described as a random AWGN process whose power
spectral density (PSD) is calculated as:






whereq = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the charge of an electron in coulombs, andP̄rx is the average
received optical power at the receiver. The OWC signal itself can also be responsible for some
of the shot noise generated at the receiver. This is especially true in scenarios where the func-
tions of illumination and data communication are performedby the same light emitting device
as well as in scenarios where ambient light levels are low [4]. It should also be noted that APD-







Figure 2.3: A shunt-feedback transimpedance amplifier. ParameterRTIA represents the feed-
back resistor in the amplifier configuration, and parameterCPD represents the par-
asitic capacitance of the photodiode.
the avalanche effect is usually sufficient to overcome the effect of subsequent thermal noise intro-
duced in the system, but at the same time can amplify and aggravate the shot noise component [4].
The second significant noise component in the receiver system is introduced by thermal noise
at the TIA stage. In its largest part, this noise component cabe modelled as AWGN [57, 58].
The power of the thermal noise component is dependent on the selected TIA topology and on the
parameter values that describe the individual components which are used for the realisation of the
amplifier circuit. A typical “shunt-feedback” TIA configuration is shown in Fig. 2.3 [57, 58]. In
most TIA topologies, the thermal noise component is dominated by the thermal noise generated
at the resistorRTIA. Hence, provided that the modulation bandwidth does not exceed a few









wherekB = 1.381×10−23 [J/K] is the Boltzmann constant in joules per kelvin, andTk [K] is the
device temperature in kelvin. The modulation range in whichthis assumption is valid depends on
the particular topology and the particular elements used torealise a given TIA configuration. High
modulation speeds, where the bandwidth exceeds a few hundred MHz, require a more thorough
calculation of the thermal noise energy where the thermal noise contribution of the other elements
in the TIA circuit are taken into account as described in [57,58].
The AWGN generated by shot noise at the APD and the AWGN generated by thermal noise at the









The physical properties of the front-end devices describedn Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2 do
not allow modulation or detection of the amplitude and the phase of the employed electromagnetic
wave. As a result, coherent modulation is infeasible in a practic l OWC system. Information can
be encoded and conveyed only in the intensity of the light emission. As a result, OWC systems
can only be realised as IM/DD systems. This means that the modulation signal is real and positive,
which puts restrictions on the set of modulation schemes which can be adopted from the field of
RF communication in the field of OWC.
2.7.1 Single-carrier Modulation
Real single-carrier modulation techniques from the field ofRF communication can be adapted for
OWC in a relatively straightforward manner. These include PPM, PWM, on-off keying (OOK),
unipolarM -PAM. The single-carrier modulation techniques typicallyhave: 1) lower implemen-
tation complexity than multicarrier schemes; 2) better performance in flat fading channels; and 3)
less issues with non-linear distortion because their time-domain signal distribution can be more
easily shaped and constrained within a desired range in comparison to the signal distribution of
multicarrier modulation techniques.
2.7.2 Multi-carrier Modulation
A communication channel with limited coherence bandwidth can lead to ISI at high data rates. In
OWC, signal reflections can be a source of ISI when the information symbol period approaches
the maximum delay spread of the free space optical channel. With off-the-shelf components,
however, the limiting factor for the communication rate is like y to be the limited modulation
bandwidth of the front-end devices themselves [10, 11, 24].The frequency response of most
commercially available LEDs can be considered flat for a bandwidth of about 2-20 MHz [10,
11, 24]. This suggests that high-speed OWC is likely to require modulation rates well-beyond
the 3-dB modulation bandwidth of the front-end components and anappropriate equalisation
technique at the receiver. Hence, OFDM is a very appealing modulation scheme. It enables low-
complexity equalisation with single-tap equalisers in thefrequency domain as well as adaptive
data and energy loading techniques in different regions of the communication bandwidth based
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on the communication channel properties. This allows for optimal utilisation of the available
communication resources. The highest data rates reported in the field of VLC – over3 Gb/s
for a single LED [24] – have been achieved using OFDM [10, 11, 24]. OFDM also provides
a straightforward multiple access scheme at the medium access control (MAC) level, while a
multiple access technique has to be implemented additionally for the single-carrier modulation
schemes.
The OWC multicarrier modulation techniques presented in this section are modifications of con-
ventional OFDM. The different OFDM frequency subcarriers are modulated withM -QAM sym-
bols in DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM and withM -PAM symbols in PAM-DMT. It should be
noted that theM -QAM symbols are modulated on the amplitude and phase component of the
real time-domain signal and in that sense they do not modulate the electromagnetic wave as in
RF communication but the frequency-domain representationof the intensity-modulated signal. A
time-domain OFDM frame is obtained by taking the IFFT of a block f Nfft M -QAM/M -PAM
symbols. A Hermitian symmetry constraint is imposed in the block of symbols before the IFFT.
According to the properties of the Fourier transform, this constraint generates a real time-domain
signal [5]. The subcarriers at positionsk=0 andk=Nfft2 , i.e. the DC subcarrier and the180
◦
subcarrier, are set to zero as part of the Hermitian symmetryr quirement. The resulting real
time-domain signal, however, is bipolar in nature. Becausean IM/DD system can employ only
non-negative signals, the following three different methods have been designed as the state-of-
the-art techniques for the generation of unipolar signals,suitable for OWC.
2.7.2.1 DCO-OFDM
The introduction of a positive DC bias around which the bipolar signal can vary, constitutes a
straightforward technique for turning a bipolar signal into a unipolar signal. This approach is
known in the literature as DCO-OFDM [59]. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the concept.






k=0 (1 − δ[Mk]) log2(Mk)
(Nfft +Ncp)
bits/s/Hz. (2.14)
where the factorlog2(Mk) indicates the number of bits that are encoded in theM -QAM constel-
lation at subcarrierk; Ncp is the length of the cyclic prefix; andδ[·] denotes the Kronecker delta
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(a) Bipolar OFDM before biasing.











Figure 2.4: DCO-OFDM Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated.








The factorsNfft−2 and1/2 occur due to the Hermitian symmetry requirement.
OFDM is characterised by a very high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Based on the calcu-








whereNa is the number subcarriers modulated withM -QAM. Following this result, it is clear
that it is impractical to introduce a biasing level that ensure all possible time-domain OFDM
samples are non-negative. In addition, electronic devicestypically have a limited active range
with both a lower and an upper bound. Hence, excessive biasing could cause the OFDM signal
to be clipped from above. In a practical scenario, the signalwould be inevitably clipped on both
sides of the distribution. A key design objective is to optimise the signal distribution and biasing
in order to ensure high achievable SNR at the receiver while keeping the non-linear distortion due
to signal clipping in an acceptable range [14]. Acceptable lev ls for signal clipping vary with the
employedM -QAM constellation size, but typically amount to a few standrd deviations on each











whereEbk denotes the energy per bit on the subcarrier with indexk.
The average electrical power of the transmitted modulations g al is proportional to [21,60]:
P avgelec = E{i2(t)}, (2.18)
wherei(t) is the current signal through the front-end device. Then, the electrical SNR of the










whereη is the spectral efficiency of the information signal. The aver g optical power of the
transmitted modulation signal is proportional to [21,60]:
P avgopt = E {i(t)} . (2.20)










For the remainder of this thesis, it is assumed that the transi io from a voltage alternating
current (AC) signal,s(t), to a current AC signal in the TCA is linear with gain1, unless specif-
ically stated otherwise. It should be pointed out that in a real application, the actual voltage and
the equivalent resistance in the front-end components willneed to be taken into account when
estimating the absolute electrical energy levels consumedin the system. For practical purposes,
the energy dissipated in the signal processing components should also be accounted for. In that
sense, an estimation of the entire system efficiency in termsof bits transmitted per joule of dissi-
pated electrical energy would be a better performance measur . For the estimation of the optical
efficiency, the conversion efficiency between electrical and optical power will also have to be
taken into account. For the sake of simplicity, in this work it is assumed that the significant part
of the electrical energy in the system is consumed in the transmiter front-end,i.e., in the LED/LD.
Normalising the voltage through the front-end device to be equal to the biased information signal
amplitude and assuming equivalent resistance of1Ω is a fair assumption which simplifies the
conducted analysis and does not introduce any loss of generality in the comparison between the
performance of the different modulation schemes presented.
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(a) ACO-OFDM before clipping.











(b) ACO-OFDM after clipping and rescal-
ing.
Figure 2.5: ACO-OFDM Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated.
The DC-bias in DCO-OFDM causes a substantial increase in both electrical and optical energy





E {s2(t)} − E {s(t)}2 = kbiasσs, (2.22)
Then, relative to the original bipolar OFDM signal, the addition of a bias signal causes an energy






This approximation is valid if the non-linear effects in thesystem, such as clipping, do not signifi-
cantly affect the amount of dissipated energy [60]. For practic l approximations, this assumption
can be considered valid. For the rest of this work, a biasing level specified in dB would represent
the bias level that leads to an electrical energy dissipation increase of that same specified amount
in dB, in accordance with the description in (2.23).
2.7.2.2 ACO-OFDM
The bias in DCO-OFDM increases substantially the dissipated el ctrical energy and the required
optical power at the transmitter [14]. The modulation technique known as ACO-OFDM, illus-
trated in Fig. 2.5, avoids the biasing requirement by exploiting the properties of the Fourier
transform in order to generate an inherently unipolar OFDM signal that requires no biasing [61].
In ACO-OFDM, only odd-indexed frequency subcarriers are modulated. This creates a certain
symmetry among the bipolar OFDM samples in the time-domain.If s(k, n) is the contribution of

























Whenk is odd,s(k, n) = −s(k, n+Nfft/2). Whenk is even,s(k, n) = s(k, n+Nfft/2). Hence, if
only the odd-indexed subcarriers are modulated and the even-ind xed subcarriers are set to zero,
the time-domain signal,s[n], can be described as:
s[n] = −s[n+Nfft/2]. (2.25)
If only the even-indexed subcarriers are modulated and the odd-indexed subcarriers are set to
zero, the time-domain signal can be described as:
s[n] = s[n+Nfft/2]. (2.26)
The inverse relations also hold because complex exponential functions are orthogonal to each
other. If a time-domain signal has the property in (2.25), inthe frequency domain, only the odd-
indexed subcarriers are non-zero. Analogously, if a time-domain signal has the property in (2.26),
in the frequency domain only the even-indexed subcarriers are non-zero.
Clipping at zero of the negative samples of any time-domain sig al,s[n], can be represented as:
s[n] = fclip{s[n]} =
1
2
(s[n] + |s[n]|) (2.27)
In ACO-OFDM, only the odd-indexed subcarriers are modulated with information symbols,
while the even-indexed subcarriers are set to zero. Hence, (2.25) applies to the scheme. There-
fore, |s[n]|=|s[n + Nfft/2]|. The created symmetry allows for all negative-valued samples to be
set to zero. The resulting distortion|s[n]| from (2.27), has the property in (2.26). Therefore, it
contributes only to the values of the even-indexed subcarriers. The factor1/2 appears due to
the clipping operation and is consistent with the ACO-OFDM analysis presented in [61]. The
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(a) Bipolar PAM-DMT before clipping.











(b) Unipolar PAM-DMT after clipping and
rescaling.
Figure 2.6: PAM-DMT Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated.
clipped unipolar signal is rescaled by a factor of
√
2 in order to preserve the amount of dissipated
energy. This leads to an overall achieved SNR penalty of3 dB [61]. The short proof described
here has been developed in the context of the current work. Itconcisely summarizes the original
ACO-OFDM analysis from [61]. Not modulating the even-indexed subcarriers sacrifices approx-
imately half the spectral efficiency, compared to DCO-OFDM.Equation (2.14) can be used to
calculate the spectral efficiency of ACO-OFDM. When all subcarriers are loaded with the same







It is clear from (2.15) and (2.28) that the signal generationprocess in ACO-OFDM sacrifices half
of the spectral efficiency in comparison to DCO-OFDM. This means that for the same modulation
bandwidth, ACO-OFDM can deliver significant energy savings, but at the cost of half the data
rate in comparison to DCO-OFDM.
2.7.2.3 PAM-DMT
PAM-DMT is an inherently unipolar OFDM-based modulation scheme, which is generated sim-
ilarly to ACO-OFDM. PAM-DMT, however, exploits an alternative property of the FFT. A
PAM-DMT time-domain signal is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In this technique, all frequency subcar-
riers are modulated with imaginaryM -PAM symbols. Due to the imposed Hermitian symmetry






































In the time-domain, a PAM-DMT frame exhibits an antisymmetry wheres[0]=0, s[Nfft/2]=0 if
Nfft is an even number, ands[n]=− s[Nfft −n]. Hence,|s[0]|=0, |s[Nfft/2]|=0 if Nfft is an even
number, and|s[n]|=|s[Nfft − n]|. Therefore, if all negative time-domain samples are set to zer ,
as in (2.27), the resulting distortion component|s[n]| exhibits a Hermitian symmetry in the time
domain. As a result, the frequency profile of the distortion term is a real-valued signal. Hence, it
is completely orthogonal to the information, which is encoded with imaginary values. The proof
presented in this work has not been completed in the originalPAM-DMT paper [62]. However,
with the clipping representation in (2.27), it becomes straightforward to formulate and has been
formally completed in the context of the current work. The spctral efficiency of PAM-DMT can
be calculated using (2.14), whereM denotes theM -PAM modulation order. When all subcarriers







In an AWGN channel,
√
M -PAM has approximately the same bit error rate (BER) performance
asM -QAM for the same amount of dissipated energy. Therefore, PAM-DMT is comparable to
ACO-OFDM in terms of spectral efficiency for the same energy effici ncy.
2.8 Non-linear Distortion in OFDM-based OWC Systems
In a practical implementation of an OWC system, non-linear distortion is anticipated. Its effects
on the communication performance are an open subject of invest gation. A large number of
works have been published on the topic of non-linear distorton in an OFDM-based OWC system
[14, 15, 63–65]. One popular approach for the analytical evauation of OFDM’s performance in
the presence of non-linear distortion has been introduced in [66]. It can be described as follows.
Dardariet al. have shown that a non-linear distortion in an OFDM-based system translates into
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a signal gain factor and an additional noise component, bothof which can be explained and
quantified using the Bussgang theorem [66]. In an OFDM frame,for a large number of subcar-
riers,N
fft
>64, the time-domain signal follows a continuous Gaussian distribution [14, 15, 66].
In General, ifX is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable andz(X) is an arbitrary memoryless
distortion function ofX, then using the Bussgang theorem in [67] and Rowe’s subsequent work
in [68],
z(X) = αX + Yn (2.31)
E{XYn} = 0, (2.32)
whereα is a constant,E{·} denotes the statistical expectation operator, andY is an additive






whereσx denotes the standard deviation ofX. The noise component,Yn, can be quantified with
the following equations:
E{Y 2n } = E{z2(X)} − α2σ2x (2.34)
E{Yn} = E{z(X)} (2.35)
σ2
Y
= E{Y 2n } − E{Yn}2, (2.36)
whereσ2
Y
is the variance ofYn. When the FFT operation is applied in the demodulation process
at the receiver, in the frequency domain the noiseYn is transformed into additive Gaussian noise
in accordance with the central limit theorem (CLT). The noise variance is preserved from the
time domain, and the time-domain signal mean contributes only t the DC(k = 0) subcarrier.
Hence, each modulated subcarrier is subjected to additional zero-mean additive Gaussian noise
with varianceσ2
Y
. Overall, the system experiences an increase in the additive Gaussian noise
energy byσ2
Y
and a decrease in the information signal energy by a factor ofα2. The achieved
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whereEnewbk denotes the resulting energy per bit at subcarrierk,Ebk is the initial energy per bit at
subcarrierk, σ2n is the variance of the channel AWGN, assumed to be the same at all subcarriers,
andσ2
NY




Visible light communication has been used for thousands of years. The early concepts have all
been dependent on the human ability to recognise different visible light signals until the invention
of the photophone by Alexander Graham Bell in the second halfof the 19th century. In its
contemporary form, suitable for high-speed digital communication, OWC was first presented in
1979 by Gfeller and Bapst. Over the past 35 years, OWC has undergon significant development
and has slowly become one of the most prominent candidates for delivering high-speed wireless
connectivity.
The physical constraints and the implementation issues of OWC have been studied in a lot of
detail. Accurate models of the OWC system as well as accuratemodels of the individual system
components such as the front-end devices and the wireless communication channel have been
developed. The generalised Lambertian law is suitable for mdelling the light emission profile
of an optical transmitter. The same principles can also be used to describe the optical gain of the
receiver front-end. Furthermore, reflecting surfaces can be divided into small reflecting elements
which can be modelled as simultaneous optical receivers andtr smitters whose functionality
can be described with the generalised Lambertian law. This enabl s straightforward ray-tracing
algorithms and accurate characterisation of the free-space optical communication channel. The
sources of noise in the OWC system have been studied in detailand two dominant sources of
AWGN have been identified. The major contributors to AWGN in the communication system are
shot noise due to strong ambient light and thermal noise at the TIA stage.
Suitable modifications of the commonly-accepted communication concepts from the field of RF
communication have been proposed leading to the demonstration of multi-Gb/s connectivity us-
ing VLC. Novel OFDM-based modulation schemes suitable for energy-efficient communication
in IM/DD systems have been proposed. These state-of-the-art chniques, including ACO-OFDM
and PAM-DMT, can deliver significant energy savings in comparison to the conventional DCO-
OFDM scheme. They, however, suffer from an inherent flaw since high energy-efficiency is
achieved at the cost of half of the scheme’s spectral efficiency. There is a lot of potential for fur-
ther advancements in the field of OWC as the problem of building a energy-efficient high-speed
OWC link is still considered an open subject of investigation. The current work extends the exist-




An Analytical Framework for
Subcarrier-Index Modulation OFDM
A novel modulation technique called subcarrier-index modulation orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (SIM-OFDM) has recently been proposed. SIM-OFDM uses different frequency
subcarrier states to convey information and supposedly leads to power savings and increased
performance in comparison to conventional orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).
In this chapter, an analytical framework to compute the bit error rate (BER) performance of SIM-
OFDM over a linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) communication channel is provided.
The new framework offers an accurate estimation of the BER. Furthermore, the performance of
SIM-OFDM is compared with the performance of conventional OFDM. It is shown that SIM-
OFDM suffers from an error propagation effect, which hinders its ability for power-efficient
communication. In the second part of this chapter, a solution to the error-propagation effect is
proposed, demonstrating an enhanced SIM-OFDM modulation scheme, which is able to deliver
the anticipated performance benefit and offers a further advantage over conventional OFDM in
terms of reduced peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Overall, however, it is shown that SIM-
OFDM is a communication protocol with poor spectral efficieny, which is not likely to deliver
high data-rates in wireless communication environments where modulation bandwidth is a scarce
resource.
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3.1 Introduction
The combination of ever-increasing demand for higher communication speeds and significant
reduction in available radio frequency spectrum has forcedesearchers to investigate the possibil-
ities for new degrees of freedom in the constellation space of the information signal. The concept
of multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) has attracted a lot of interest and a vast number of
techniques have been proposed for the successful analysis and implementation of MIMO-based
communication systems [12, 69–81]. One such MIMO technique, spatial modulation (SM), was
introduced by Mesleh,et al. in [76]. SM employs multiple receiver and transmitter elements
where only one transmitter element is turned on during the duration of an information symbol.
As a result, the unique propagation signature of every symbol transmitted through a different
antenna can be used to convey information. The activation ofa single transmitter at a given
time instance allows interchannel interference (ICI) to beavoided and makes inter-antenna syn-
chronization obsolete. SM has gained a lot of popularity since its introduction in 2006 and has
led to many scientific publications in the field [76–81]. The technique described in this chapter,
SIM-OFDM, is inspired by the SM concept.
SIM-OFDM is a modification of the conventional OFDM modulation scheme. In conventional
OFDM, a number of different frequency subcarriers are modulated with a signal from a modu-
lation scheme such as on-off keying (OOK),M -ary pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) or
M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM). The novel approach of SIM-OFDM ex-
ploits an additional dimension in the OFDM frame coming fromthe state of each subcarrier -
active or inactive. A detailed description of the modulation scheme can be found in [82]. SIM-
OFDM is still a rather unexplored topic. An analytical approach towards deriving its performance
in combination with4-QAM in a fading channel is provided by the authors in [82]. According
to the presented results, SIM-OFDM has the potential to outperform the conventional OFDM
modulation scheme. However, a complete analytical description of the system BER performance
is still missing. This work presents a suitable generalisedth oretical model for evaluating SIM-
OFDM’s performance for an arbitraryM -QAM constellation size in a linear flat AWGN channel.
As a result, an underlying issue with the SIM-OFDM frame structure is discovered which deters
the modulation scheme’s performance. A feasible fix to the problem is presented in combination
with a modified BER analysis.
The problem of high PAPR in OFDM has been long-recognised andextensively studied. A large
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number of PAPR reduction techniques have already been proposed. Some examples include:
clipping and filtering, coding, non-linear companding, tone reservation, tone injection, selective
mapping, partial transmit sequence [83]. Some of these techniques promise very significant re-
duction of the OFDM signal’s PAPR distribution. The novel enha ced SIM-OFDM, proposed in
this chapter, has an inherent ability to reduce the PAPR in anOFDM based communication sys-
tem. Consequently, it can be beneficial in communication scearios which lead to high non-linear
distortion of the information signal.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2discusses the existing SIM-OFDM
modulation concept and is divided in the following manner: Section 3.2.1 introduces the modu-
lation and demodulation algorithm of SIM-OFDM; Section 3.2.2 presents the analytical frame-
work; and Section 3.2.3 confirms the validity of the theoretical BER estimations through exten-
sive Monte Carlo simulations. Section 3.3 proposes an enhanced SIM-OFDM algorithm with an
improved frame structure and is divided as follows: Section3.3.1 presents the enhanced concept;
Section 3.3.2 presents the analytical framework for the enhanced SIM-OFDM algorithm; Section
3.3.3 confirms the validity of the theoretical analysis; andSection 3.3.4 analyses the PAPR of the
novel technique. Finally, Section 3.4 provides concludingremarks to the topic.
3.2 Subcarrier-Index Modulation (SIM) OFDM
3.2.1 Concept
In SIM-OFDM, the incoming bit stream is divided into blocks,where each of the blocks has a
length ofNfft(
log2(M)
2 + 1), whereNfft is the total number of frequency subcarriers in an OFDM
frame, andM is the constellation size of the employedM -QAM modulation scheme. Each block
of bits is divided into two parts. The firstNfft bits of the block form a sub-block, which in the rest
of this work will be referred to asBOOK. The remainingNfft
log2(M)
2 bits form a sub-block, which
will be referred to asBQAM. Fig. 3.1 illustrates this.BOOK is inspected and the majority bit type
is determined by checking which bit value, 1 or 0, has more occurrences. All subcarriers which
have the same relative position inside the OFDM frame as the bits from the majority bit type
insideBOOK are classified asactive, and the rest are classified asinactive. Inactivesubcarriers
are assigned the amplitude value0 + 0j. The firstNfft2 activesubcarriers are assigned amplitude
values corresponding to theM -QAM constellation symbols necessary to encodeBQAM. The
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Figure 3.1: SIM-OFDM subcarrier mapping [82]. In this example, it is assumed that 1 is the
majority bit inBOOK. The average energy perM -QAM symbol allocated to excess
active subcarriers is denoted byEavg.
remainingactivesubcarriers arexcesssubcarriers and can be used to signal to the destination the
majority bit type ofBOOK. They are assigned a value whose energy is equal to the average nergy
for the givenM -QAM scheme. Afterwards, anNfft-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
operation is performed in order to obtain the time-domain signal, which is transmitted as in
conventional OFDM. A slight modification of SIM-OFDM suggests that majority bit type can be
signalled either through secure communication channels, or by reserving one particular frequency
subcarrier and transmitting the desired value with sufficiently high SNR. In the context of this
work, it is assumed that either one of these modifications is employed, and the majority bit type
is known at the demodulator. This assumption is considered fair as the majority bit type needs
to be signalled once for every SIM-OFDM frame, which for a large Nfft requires very little
overhead compared to the overall data-rate. Furthermore, such assumption simplifies the analysis
tremendously without affecting the achievable BER significantly. It should be noted that in the
provided SIM-OFDM description, it is assumed that all subcarriers in the OFDM frame can be
used to encode information. In case only a subset of the subcarriers can be utilised, due to
frequency-dependent noise or severe channel attenuation in certain frequency bands, the concept
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can be easily extended only to those subcarriers that allow reliable communication by omitting
the faulty subcarriers. The size ofBOOK andBQAM as well as any other relevant parameters
would change accordingly. It should also be noted that according to the authors in [82], this
modulation scheme can be realised in two configurations: 1) power saving policy (PSP) where
the power of theinactive subcarriers is saved; and 2) power reallocation policy (PRP) where
the unused power from theinactive subcarriers is reallocated to theactive ones, which leads
to performance enhancement. A typical OFDM-based communication system implementation
would be able to deliver a modulation signal with a range of arbitrary energy levels, which means
that a definition of two energy configurations such as PSP and PRP is obsolete from a signal
generation perspective. Furthermore, by convention, a fair BER comparison between the energy
efficiency of two different modulation schemes requires theus of equal energy per bit as assumed
in the rest of this work. In that sense, the two power policiesintroduced in [82] are not necessarily
fair.
Once a signal is received at the destination, it is transformed into the frequency domain with a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation. Then all subcarriers are inspected. Those, whose energy
is above a certain threshold, are marked asactive, and the rest are marked asinactive. It is certain
that at least half of the total number of subcarriers need to be detected asactive. Hence, in case
less thanNfft2 activesubcarriers are detected, the threshold value is decreasedby a small step and
the inspection is performed again. This procedure is conducte iteratively until at leastNfft2 active
subcarriers are detected. Then,BOOK is reconstructed from the detected states of the subcarriers
and the known majority bit type. Afterwards, the firstNfft2 activesubcarriers are demodulated
according to the respectiveM -QAM scheme in order to reconstructBQAM.
3.2.2 Theoretical Bit-error Rate (BER) Analysis
The BER derivation presented in this section is developed under three assumptions. First, the
number of OFDM subcarriers,Nfft, is large enough, so that the number ofactive excessubcar-
riers, which do not encodeM -QAM symbols, on average, is a very small portion of the overall
number of subcarriers. Hence, the performance analysis of the excess subcarriers does not need
to be conducted separately from the analysis of the subcarriers which encodeM -QAM infor-
mation. Any inaccuracy is insignificant as confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations in the
presented results. Second, the magnitude of the employed thr shold is smaller than the energy
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of theM -QAM constellation point with the lowest energy. Otherwise, the constellation points,
whose energy is below the threshold by default, would not be recognisable even in high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) conditions. This would lead to an error floor above zero. The third assumption
states that the bit value encoded by theactivesubcarriers,i.e. the majority bit value inBOOK,
is known at the decoder. It might be passed via the secured communication channels or on a
specially-assigned subcarrier in the OFDM frame using OOK with high SNR.
Let k be a variable indicating the position of a subcarrier in the SIM-OFDM frame. The random
variablebk indicates the value of the corresponding bit inBOOK. The probabilities related tobk
are:








The random variableak indicates whether a subcarrier at positionk is active, indicated by the
value 1, orinactive, indicated by the value 0. The random variablemb=1 indicates that the
majority bits have the value 1 andmb=0 indicates that the majority bits have the value 0. The
probabilities related to these two random variables are:





























P{ak = 1} = P1Pm1 + P0Pm0, (3.5)
P{ak = 0} = 1 − P{ak = 1}. (3.6)
The variabledk indicates whether the detection of thekth subcarrier is correct, indicated by 1, or
incorrect, indicated by 0. Ifak = 0, then the received signal distribution on subcarrierk looks
as depicted in Fig. 3.2(a). The mean value0 + 0j corresponds to the transmitted constellation
point for aninactivesubcarrier and the Gaussian variation around it is caused bythe AWGN in
the receiver system.The red circle marks all points in the complex two-dimensional (2D) space
whose energy is equal to the threshold. Equations (3.7) and (3.8) express the detection probabil-
ities for this case in mathematical form;σ2n = BNo is the variance of the AWGN, whereB is
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(b) Activesubcarrier:1 + j transmitted
Figure 3.2: Contour lines of the distribution of the received subcarrier value, Ŝ[k], as a func-
tion of the transmitted constellation symbol. This specificexample depicts a4-QAM
constellation. Lines are not drawn to scale.






























= 1 − e−
vt
σ2n (3.7)
P{dk = 0|ak = 0} = 1 − P{dk = 1|ak = 0} (3.8)
In caseak = 1, then the received signal distribution is depicted in Fig. 3.2(b). The 2D Gaussian
distribution is centred at the transmitted symbol. This occurs with equal probability for eachM -
QAM constellation point. Hence, in order to calculate the detection error probability, the noise
probability density function (PDF) needs to be integrated within the red circle for each point in
theM -QAM constellation as its mean value. Then a weighted sum of all results is taken in order
to obtain the average detection error probability for an active subcarrier. Equations (3.9) and
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(3.10) express the related calculations for this case;µi indicates constellation point numberi.
























P{dk = 1|ak = 1} = 1 − P{dk = 0|ak = 1} (3.10)
After a frame passes through the demodulator, each subcarrier can be classified in one of four
categories:
• Trueactive(ta) - A subcarrier isactiveand recognized as such.
• Falseinactive(fi) - A subcarrier isactivebut recognized asinactive.
• True inactive(ti) - A subcarrier isinactiveand recognized as such.
• Falseactive(fa) - A subcarrier isinactivebut recognized asactive.
With the probabilities ofactive/inactivesubcarriers and the probabilities of correct/false detection
available, the following four probabilities can be derivedfor each demodulated subcarrier:
Pta = P{dk = 1|ak = 1}P{ak = 1} (3.11)
Pfi = P{dk = 0|ak = 1}P{ak = 1} (3.12)
Pti = P{dk = 1|ak = 0}P{ak = 0} (3.13)
Pfa = P{dk = 0|ak = 0}P{ak = 0} (3.14)
In casePfa > Pfi, then for a largeNfft it is almost certain that for the majority of cases more
than Nfft2 activesubcarriers will be detected. Hence, the threshold value will almost never need
to be readjusted during the demodulation process. In casePfa < Pfp, then for the majority of
cases the threshold value will need to be readjusted by the algorithm. Hence, it is safe to assume
that a single threshold value - the first one which causesPfa > Pfi - can be used for analysing
the system performance. A comparison betweenPfa andPfi can be used to determine whether
a given initial threshold value would be effective or it would get readjusted by the demodulation
algorithm.
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Based on the different cases for correct and wrong detection, the BER in each subcarrier can
be determined and hence its contribution towards the overall BER. As described before, theac-
tive/inactivestate of each subcarrier encodes a bit in an OOK fashion. Then, t contribution of
each subcarrier towards the overall BER coming from the encodi g ofBOOK is expressed as:
OBk = ((Pta + Pti)Pmi + (Pfa + Pfi)Pmc)
2
Nfft (log2(M) + 2)
, (3.15)
wherePmc stands for the probability that the majority bit type inBOOK is correctly determined
at the decoder, andPmi stands for the probability that the majority bit type is incorrectly de-






bits in the entire frame. Whenever, the subcarrier is correctly identified as
active/inactive, but the majority bit type is incorrect, the bit at this position in BOOK is wrong,






occurs when the subcarrier is incorrectly identified asactive/inactive, and the majority bit type
is correctly identified. As mentioned before, in this analysis it is assumed that the majority bit
type is transmitted independently of the rest of the frame. HncePmc andPmi are dependant
on the method by which they are conveyed to the destination. In this work this is considered
insignificant and it is assumed thatPmc = 1 andPmi = 1 − Pmc = 0.
The analysis of the BER inBOOK is rather trivial since it resembles regular OOK modulation.
However, the analysis ofBQAM is more complicated. According to the description in section
3.2.1, it is guaranteed by the modulation scheme that at least Nfft2 active subcarriers will be mod-
ulated with anM -QAM symbol. Therefore, for the firstNfft2 subcarriers it is certain that any
active subcarrier carriesM -QAM information. If a subcarrier is incorrectly determined asactive,
this leads toM -QAM demodulation of a random value, which means that an average of12 of the
demodulated bits will be wrong for theM -QAM symbol attributed to that subcarrier. In case a
subcarrier is correctly identified asctive, two possible cases can occur. In one case, a detection
error has been made in any of the previous subcarriers in the frame. This means that the bits de-
coded for the current subcarrier are misplaced inBQAM. This can be avoided if an equal number
of falseactiveas well as falseinactiveprevious subcarriers have been detected, but the probability
for that happening is assumed low and hence not considered fothe sake of simplicity. Therefore,
the only possibility for the current bits to be in their correct place inBQAM is considered to be
when no detection errors have been made for previous subcarriers. Probability for this to happen
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is expressed by:
Pnek = (Pta + Pti)
k−1




The value of the correctly detected active subcarrier is demodulated as anM -QAM symbol and
the BER is as in the respectiveM -QAM modulation scheme. The contribution of this case to the












The factor 2 log2(M)Nfft(log2(M)+2) comes from the fact thatlog2(M) bits are being demodulated and the
total number of bits isNfft(log2(M)+2)2 ; BERMQAM (Eb/No) stands for the BER coming from the
respectiveM -QAM modulation scheme for which a closed-form expression is provided in [84].
The BER in the other two previously described cases – when a detection error has been made
for a previous subcarrier and when the current subcarrier isincorrectly identified asactive– is
expressed as:
QB2k = ((1 − Pnek)Pta + Pfa)
log2(M)
Nfft(log2(M) + 2)




In this equation, it is assumed that on average half of the decoded bits are wrong.
The analysis for the subcarriers at positionk > Nfft2 is similar to the one for the subcarriers at
positionk ≤ Nfft2 . In this case, however, it is also necessary to check for the probability that less
thanNfft2 activesubcarriers have been detected at previous positions, since only the first
Nfft
2 active
subcarriers are modulated with anM -QAM signal and actually have a contribution to the BER
in BQAM. Equation (3.19) expresses the probability,Pqck , that less than
Nfft
2 activesubcarriers
have been detected up to the subcarrier at positionk for k > Nfft2 . Equation (3.20) expresses the
probability, Pqcnek , that less than
Nfft
2 activesubcarriers have been detected up to subcarrierk
without any detection errors. The distinction between the two cases is made because detection
errors in previous subcarriers, as stated before, inevitably lead to errors in the bits carried by
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the current subcarrier since they are misplaced inBQAM. The separate contributions of a single
subcarrierk to the BER inBQAM is expressed in equations (3.21) and (3.22). The total BER



















































+ 1, ..., Nfft (3.21)






+ 1, ..., Nfft (3.22)
QBk = QB1k + QB2k (3.23)
The overall contribution of subcarrierk to the BER is:
BERk = QBk + OBk. (3.24)






For a system under PRP a simple modification of the equations ca be adopted in order to closely
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations for: a)
Power saving policy (PSP); and b) Power reallocation policy(PRP).
approximate the performance. If a large number of subcarriersNfft is used, the assumption can be
made that most of the vector realizations ofBOOK will be typical sequences. Hence, the number
of activeandinactivesubcarriers in most signal realisations will be close to theav rage number
of activeandinactivesubcarriers. From that, a constant shift of
10 log10 (1 + P{ak = 0}/P{ak = 1}) (3.26)
can be applied to all BER curves which would produce an accurate approximation of the system
performance under PRP.
3.2.3 Results and Discussion
The current section provides a verification of the proposed th oretical analysis through Monte
Carlo simulations. In addition, the performance of SIM-OFDM in comparison to conventional
OFDM is discussed. The numerical simulations of the SIM-OFDM system are performed with
Nfft = 512 subcarriers. The Monte Carlo simulation results in comparison to the theoretical
model are presented in Fig. 3.3(a) for the PSP and in Fig. 3.3(b) for the PRP. Theoretical results
match numerical results quite well, thus, confirming the validity of the analysis from Section
3.2.2. The threshold value, which is used, is half the energyof theM -QAM symbol with the
lowest energy. As stated before, it is assumed that the majority bit type inBOOK is known at the
demodulatori.e.Pmc=1 in equation (3.15).
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the performance of SIM-OFDM and conventional M -QAM
OFDM forM = 4, 16, 64, 256.
The performance of SIM-OFDM presented in Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.3(b) is not fairly estimated.
The x-axes of these figures present the SNR in terms of the energy per bit allocated to each
M -QAM symbol as in conventional OFDM. However, this does not take into account the fact
that a portion of the bits, those contained inBOOK, are encoded by the subcarrier states and
not in the complex amplitudes of the subcarriers. For the PSPpolicy, each frequency subcarrier
has the energy corresponding only to the bits encoded inBQAM, in agreement with the original
PSP description of the scheme provided in [82]. Thus, the actual EbNo ratio in SIM-OFDM is
lower than presented. This is unfair to the SIM-OFDM system.The PRP policy, on the other
hand, is only fair for a 4-QAM SIM-OFDM system which has the same spectral efficiency and
power as in a conventional OFDM implementation where all subcarriers are fully loaded with
4-QAM. As the order of theM -QAM modulation grows, however, the PRP policy also becomes
unfair, but in favour of SIM-OFDM since the spectral efficiency of SIM-OFDM is lower than
the spectral efficiency of a fully loaded OFDM frame. Hence, for a fair comparison between
SIM-OFDM and OFDM, a fair assessment of the system energy hasto be made such that the
Eb
No
ratio is accurate and fair for both systems. Such a comparison is presented in Fig. 3.4. The
presented results clearly indicate that SIM-OFDM cannot outperform conventional OFDM in
terms of energy efficiency for any given constellation size.
Based on the analysis conducted in Section 3.2.2, two main issues which limit the performance
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of SIM-OFDM can be identified. First, an OOK detector at the destination requires the usage of
a threshold. The threshold has to be lower than the lowest-energyM -QAM symbol. Otherwise,
any symbols with energy below the threshold would not be detect d even in high-SNR conditions
and this would lead to an error floor above zero. At the same tim, a low threshold requirement
diminishes the advantage of the OOK encoding when a higher orderM -QAM scheme is used.
This occurs because even though, on average, a lot of energy is used in a subcarrier for higher
orderM -QAM, the threshold needs to remain low and below the smallest symbol energy. Hence,
the system’s ability to correctly distinguish subcarrier states does not improve significantly with
an increase of the constellation size since the threshold cannot change significantly. Second, an
incorrect detection of a subcarrier state not only leads to inc rrect demodulation of theM -QAM
symbol it encodes, but also to incorrect demodulation of allsubsequentM -QAM symbols. This
happens because an incorrect detection of a subcarrier statch nges the order inBQAM and mis-
places all subsequent bits in that part of the frame. This effect has the most significant impact
on the BER performance. Effectively, in order to demodulateanM -QAM symbol correctly, it is
necessary not only to detect its subcarrier asactive, but also to have detected any previous sub-
carrier states –activeor inactive– correctly. As the total number of subcarriers,Nfft, increases,
the issue becomes worse. The rest of this chapter proposes a solution to these two problems.
3.3 Enhanced Subcarrier-Index Modulation (SIM) OFDM
3.3.1 Concept
As described in Section 3.2.3, the error propagation effectin SIM-OFDM becomes worse as the
number of subcarriersNfft grows. This means that the best performance can be obtained wh n
Nfft = 2, which is the minimum number of subcarriers for a non-trivial OFDM frame size. A
small SIM-OFDM frame size, however, is impractical due to the overhead from the cyclic prefix
and the overhead for signalling the majority bit type to the receiver. Therefore, a solution needs to
be developed to limit the error-propagation effect in SIM-OFDM irrespective of the frame size.
A slight modification in the wayBOOK is encoded can achieve the desired effect. Instead of
each bit fromBOOK being encoded in a single subcarrier state, it can be encodedin the states
of two consecutive subcarriers – a subcarrier pair. Fig. 3.5illustrates the principle of the new
encoding scheme. Whenever a1 is encountered inBOOK, the first subcarrier of the pair is set as
activeand the second one asinactive. Whenever a0 is encountered inBOOK, the first subcarrier
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Figure 3.5: Enhanced SIM-OFDM modulation.
of the pair is set asinactive and the second one asctive. In this configuration, the size of
BOOK which can be represented by the subcarrier states is
Nfft
2 – half the size than in the original
SIM-OFDM scheme. The important difference in this case, however, is that for each pair it is
certain that exactly one of the subcarriers isactive. This means that bits fromBQAM cannot be
misplaced due to wrong detection of previous subcarrier state . The error is contained within
each pair of subcarriers. In addition, bit-majority information forBOOK is not required, and the
total number of active subcarriers is constant –Nfft2 . A threshold also is not required for the OOK
detection. Instead, the subcarrier with higher energy within t e pair can be recognised asctive.
The only disadvantage of the enhanced modulation scheme, copared to the original introduced







while the spectral efficiency of the enhanced SIM-OFDM is:
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The spectral efficiency of a complexM -QAM OFDM signal islog2(M)Nfft/(Nfft + Ncp). It
should be noted that the spectral efficiency overhead of the Hermitian symmetry required for
the generation of a real signal is not included in the presentd spectral efficiency calculations
since the SIM-OFDM concept is also applicable to radio frequency (RF) communication. In
case a real SIM-OFDM signal is required, the Hermitian symmetry imposed in the frequency
domain would further decrease all presented spectral efficiency values in this chapter by a factor
of (Nfft − 2)/(2Nfft).
The spectral efficiency of the enhanced SIM-OFDM concept canbe increased if the subcarrier
pairs are expanded to blocks with a total number of subcarriersNB > 2 out of whichNA subcar-
riers areactiveand encodeM -QAM information. For example, ifNB = 8 is used, there are70
combinations in whichNA = 4 subcarriers areactive. Therefore, a total of6 bits (26 = 64 < 70)
fromBOOK can be encoded by combinations ofactivesubcarriers in a block ofNB = 8 subcar-
riers. This already yields a better spectral efficiency thanin (3.28). A generalised expression for






















The closerNA is toNB, the closer is the system spectral efficiency to conventional OFDM. If NA
approaches1, the system starts to resemble pulse-position modulation (PPM). AsNB approaches
Nfft, andNA approaches
N
2 , the system’s spectral efficiency gets closer to the spectral efficiency
of the original SIM-OFDM.
3.3.2 Theoretical Bit-error-rate Analysis
The BER derivation presented in this section describes the operation of the enhanced SIM-OFDM
system forNA = 1 andNB = 2 in a linear AWGN channel. Analysis for a different combination
of NA andNB can be conducted in an analogous manner. No fading is assumedsince it is not
an issue in scenarios related to optical wireless communications (OWC) for which SIM-OFDM
is primarily considered. There is no dependence between thedifferent subcarrier pairs in the
enhanced SIM-OFDM frame. Therefore, the BER analysis of a single subcarrier pair that follows
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Figure 3.6: Contour lines of the distribution of the received subcarrier pair as a function of the
transmitted constellation symbol. Lines are not drawn to scale.
applies to the entire system.
At the receiver side, each subcarrier pair is corrupted by AWGN. Hence, the distributions of both
received subcarrier values resemble the example illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The ’×’ sign marks a
possible value of the receivedactivesubcarrier̂S[k]. In this case, all values, which theinactive
subcarrier may take and still be correctly recognized asin ctive, are contained inside the thick
blue circle. Hence, integrating the Gaussian distribution, centred at0, inside the thick blue circle
gives the probability for correctly distinguishing between theinactiveandactivesubcarrier in the
pair. Using some results from [85], this integration can be represented as:

































= 1 − e−
|x+jy|2
σ2n , (3.30)
wheredk = 1 when the subcarriers are correctly distinguished, anddk = 0 when they are not.
The variablêS[k] stands for the complex value of the receivedactivesubcarrier, andσ2n = BNo
stands for the variance of the AWGN. Equation (3.31) expresses the probability density that the
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value of theactivesubcarrier takes the valuex + jy. There is an equal probability,1M , that the
original value of the subcarrier, before the addition of theAWGN, is equal to any one of theM
constellation points. Hence, the probability density thatt e subcarrier value at the receiver is
equal tox+ jy is expressed as a weighted sum ofM different probability densities coming from
the Gaussian functions centred at theM constellation points:














Symbolµi marks constellation point numberi while Re{µi} and Im{µi} denote the real and
imaginary part ofµi, respectively. Equation (3.32) expresses the probabilityfor correctly deter-
mining theactiveand theinactivesubcarrier in a pair. Equation (3.33) expresses the complemen-
tary probability – that theactiveand theinactivesubcarrier are incorrectly determined.





P{dk = 1|Ŝ[k] = x+ jy}P{Ŝ[k] = x+ jy}dxdy









P{dk = 0} = 1 − P{dk = 1} (3.33)
Based on the calculated detection probabilities, the BER performance for the system can be
calculated. When the subcarrier states are incorrectly detected, the bit fromBOOK, which they
encode, is erroneous. That bit amounts to 1log2(M)+1 of all the bits encoded in a subcarrier pair.
Hence, the contribution ofBOOK to the BER is expressed as:




A wrong detection of a subcarrier state leads toM -QAM demodulation of an unmodulated sub-
carrier, which adds additional errors to the frame. Such an eve t occurs with very high probability
in the fourM -QAM symbols closest to0. Probability for wrong detection of any other symbol
in the constellation is low in comparison. The four symbols closest to0 encode bits which dif-
fer by only one bit on average when theM -QAM constellation is Gray-mapped. Hence, in the
majority of cases only1 bit is wrong inBQAM for wrong subcarrier detection. This assumption
might not hold in low-SNR regions, however, for SNR values ofpractical interest, it appears to be
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correct, as confirmed by the results presented in the next section. Hence, the first part of the BER
contribution ofBQAM is the same as the BER contribution of (3.34). If a subcarrierstate is cor-
rectly identified, there still exists the possibility that theM -QAM demodulation leads to errors.
This effect is characterised by the well-known BER analysisfor M -QAM, BERMQAM(Eb/No),
presented in [84]. It can be used in order to completeBERBQAM which is the contribution of
BQAM to the overall BER. The final factor indicates that the bits encoded byM -QAM symbols
are log2(M)log2(M)+1 of all the bits encoded in a subcarrier pair:











The final expression for the BER of the enhanced SIM-OFDM system is as follows:
BERSIM−OFDM = BERBOOK + BERBQAM . (3.36)
3.3.3 Results and Discussion
The current section confirms the validity of the analytical approach from Section 3.3.2 through
Monte Carlo simulations. The numerical simulations of the enhanced SIM-OFDM are performed
for NA=1 andNB=2 in accordance with the analysis from Section 3.3.2. The results are shown
in Fig. 3.7. The presented results indicate a very good agreement between the theoretical model
suggested in Section 3.3.2 and the conducted Monte Carlo simulations, which confirms the va-
lidity of the analytical approach.
A comparison between the enhanced SIM-OFDM concept and conventional OFDM is shown in
Fig. 3.8. For the sameM -QAM modulation order, SIM-OFDM requires less energy per bit than
OFDM to achieve a given target BER. At the same time,M -QAM SIM-OFDM is less spectrally-
efficient thanM -QAM OFDM as illustrated in (3.28). This means that for the same amount
of system bandwidth and the same constellation size, SIM-OFDM requires less energy per bit,
but is capable of delivering lower data-rate. In the absenceof any additional constraints, such
as non-linear distortion or processing power, it is fair to make an energy-efficiency comparison
only between systems with the same spectral efficiency. Due to the fractional part in (3.28),
for the presented results, it is not possible to find a comparison between realisations of SIM-
OFDM and OFDM with equivalent spectral efficiency. Nevertheless, the presented curves clearly
illustrate that SIM-OFDM does not show superior performance to conventional OFDM for high-
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations for the per-
formance of enhanced SIM-OFDM (NA=1 andNB=2). A linear AWGN channel is
assumed.
throughput scenarios where high spectral efficiency is requi d. For example,16-QAM OFDM is
both energy and spectrally more efficient than64-QAM SIM-OFDM. The extra12 bit/s/Hz gained
from the subcarrier-state encoding (1 bit/s/Hz in the original SIM-OFDM) leads to a sacrifice of
log2(M) bits/s/Hz perinactivesubcarrier, which means that forM > 2, SIM-OFDM has a loss
in spectral efficiency compared to OFDM for the same constellation size. At the same time,
the energy gain introduced by SIM-OFDM is not really substantial enough to justify the loss
in the spectral efficiency. For example, forM=4, the energy gain of SIM-OFDM compared to
OFDM is about1 dB. AsM increases, this gain is reduced as it originates from: 1) theextra bit
on top of theM -QAM symbol which increases the energy per symbol; and 2) theOOK/PPM-
like encoding of the bits inBOOK that utilises the high energy of eachM -QAM symbol in an
OOK/PPM fashion. AsM increases, the extra energy per symbol from the additional bit nd the
extraBOOK bit with low BER become a smaller and smaller portion of the ovrall information
frame. As a result, the benefit of their utilisation is reduced. The spectral efficiency of the scheme
can be increased as described in Section 3.3.1 and denoted by(3.29). However, that would lead
to an increase in BER as the additionalactivesubcarriers lead to more possibilities for errors in
the subcarrier-state detection and to less additional energy perM -QAM symbol. Overall, the
BER performance would not be better than presented in Fig. 3.8, which means that any potential
energy savings compared to OFDM would not be significant enough to justify the realisation of
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between enhanced SIM-OFDM (NA=1 andNB=2) and conventional
OFDM performance. A linear AWGN channel is assumed.
this more complicated SIM-OFDM modulation scheme.
3.3.4 Peak-to-average Power Ratio (PAPR)
Conventional OFDM suffers from a high PAPR, which can present a considerable problem
in electrical components with a limited dynamic range, suchas amplifiers, digital-to-analog
converters (DACs), analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and light emitting diodes (LEDs) [84].
The structure of the enhanced SIM-OFDM frame leads to a reduction of the PAPR when com-
pared to conventional OFDM. This is highly beneficial, especially in the context of OWC where
both the average and the peak light intensity are further limited by eye safety regulations [86].
The PAPR is defined as the ratio of the maximum achievable power at any point in time,max{s2[n]},

























Figure 3.9: Graphical representation of sum of complex numbers with thesame power -
c1, c2, c3 ∈ C; |c1|2 = |c2|2 = |c3|2; |2c1|2 > |c2 + c3|2




Nfft , c ∈ C. (3.39)
The complex exponential in (3.38) is cancelled by the complex exponential in (3.39) and the result
is a summation ofNfft equal complex numbersc. When two complex numbers are summed,
they yield a result with the highest possible amplitude whentheir phases are equal and their
amplitudes are as high as possible. Fig. 3.9 illustrates theconcept graphically. Hence, (3.39)
guarantees a peak value ats[n] whenc has the highest possible amplitude. The maximum power
is achieved ats[0] when each subcarrier is modulated with the same constellation symbol with
the highest possible energy. That symbol is marked asShe. Thens[0] =
√
NfftShe and|s[0]|2 =
s[0]s[0]∗ = NfftSheS∗he. For a squareM -QAM constellation,She = (
√





M − 1)2 [84]. Hence, the maximum power is:
max{s2[n]} = 2Nfft(
√
M − 1)2. (3.40)
Note that this result is correct only when theM -QAM constellation points take odd integer values
in both the real and imaginary dimension as is the common repres ntation ofM -QAM constella-
tions. In some scenarios, the constellation could be rescald in order to meet a certain constraint
such as a pre-determined average power of the communicationsignal. In any such scenario, the
results formax{s2[n]} andE{s2[n]} presented here would still be valid but would include the
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scaling factor used for the normalisation of the signal.
The average power of the signal is equal to the average frame energy divided by the number of
points in time domain. The average frame energy is equal to the average energy per subcarrier
multiplied by the number of subcarriers. The average energyper subcarrier is equal to the average























An alternative derivation of (3.42) is proposed in [84].
Since in the enhanced SIM-OFDM a number of subcarriers are always “switched off”,i.e. set to
0, the condition in (3.39) cannot be fulfilled. A complex exponential never takes the value0; its
amplitude is always1. Hence, in the enhanced SIM-OFDM, (3.39) is always violated, and it is
not possible to allocate all the signal energy at a single point in the time domain. This already
suggests a reduction of the peak power value. Adding zeros tothe expression in (3.38) means that
a smaller number of complex values have to be summed in order to obtains[n]. For a peak-power
value, they still should have the highest possible power andbe the same due to the property of
complex numbers, described in Fig. 3.9. Hence, the peak value is achieved ats[0] when allactive



































Equations (3.43)–(3.45) are a generalisation of equations(3.40)–(3.42) for an arbitrary number
of activesubcarriers. The PAPR depends on both the number ofactivesubcarriers, expressed by





. The lowest PAPR is achieved in
frequency shift keying (FSK) becauseNa = 1 and there is no additional subcarrier modulation.
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The highest PAPR is achieved in the case of conventionalM -QAM OFDM whenNa = Nfft,
and bothNfft andM are as high as possible. The advantage of SIM-OFDM over conventional
OFDM comes from the fact that in general it has lessactivesubcarriers. For example,M -QAM
SIM-OFDM withNA = 1 andNB = 2 has half the PAPR when compared toM -QAM OFDM
for any total number of subcarriers,Nfft.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, a novel, simple and accurate analytical framework to compute the BER of SIM-
OFDM in a linear AWGN channel has been proposed. As a result ofthe analysis, a propagation
error effect within the SIM-OFDM frame has been discovered.In order to correct this issue,
an enhanced SIM-OFDM modulation scheme has been proposed. Analytical results and Monte
Carlo simulations have shown that the SIM-OFDM concept is inherently unable to provide high
data-rate communication in a system with limited bandwidthdue to its lower spectral efficiency
when compared to conventional OFDM. Nevertheless, SIM-OFDM could be successfully applied
in low-data-rate systems as it provides a reduction of the energy requirements and the PAPR in
comparison to conventional OFDM. The original concept of encoding an additional bit into the
subcarrier states leads to interesting possibilities for further research and has become an inspira-
tion for the unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM) concept presented






A novel modulation technique named unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-
OFDM) is proposed. U-OFDM is a method for the generation of aninherently non-negative or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal whic could lead to significant energy
savings in comparison to the conventional approach for OFDMimplementation in optical wire-
less communications (OWC) named direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (DCO-OFDM). Furthermore, a closed-form framework to compute the bit error
rate (BER) of U-OFDM over a linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) communication
channel is provided in this chapter. A performance comparison of U-OFDM and other state-
of-the-art techniques for unipolar OFDM signal generationis also provided. An inherent disad-
vantage of the known inherently unipolar modulation schemes, such as asymmetrically clipped
optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-FDM), pulse-amplitude-modulated
discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT) and U-OFDM, is then cessity to sacrifice half of the
spectral efficiency in the modulation process when comparedto DCO-OFDM. In order to com-
pensate for this disadvantage, an improved U-OFDM modulation scheme named enhanced unipo-
lar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (eU-OFDM)is also proposed, and it is shown
that the enhanced concept can make up for the spectral efficiency loss in U-OFDM while still
providing significant energy benefits over DCO-OFDM. All result and conclusions have been
supported by a detailed theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simulations.
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4.1 Introduction
The physical properties of commercially available light emitting diodes (LEDs) and photodiodes
(PDs), which are the foremost candidates for low-cost front-end devices in OWC, allow OWC to
be realised as an intensity modulation and direct detection(IM/DD) system only. Light emitted
by of-the-shelf LEDs is incoherent and so information can bereliably encoded only in the signal
intensity. The phase and the amplitude of the light wave cannot be modulated or detected with
LEDs and PDs. Therefore, an OWC system can be realised only asan IM/DD system. This
limits the set of conventional modulation schemes that can be adopted from the field of radio
frequency (RF) communications and directly translated into OWC. Signal modulation techniques
such as on-off keying (OOK), pulse-position modulation (PPM), andM -ary pulse-amplitude
modulation (M -PAM) are relatively straightforward to implement as they provide real signals
that can be directly mapped to light intensity. As transmission rates increase, however, the limited
modulation bandwidth of the front-end devices and the limited bandwidth of the OWC channel
lead to intersymbol interference (ISI) in the time-domain modulation signal. Hence, a technique
such as OFDM becomes more appropriate as a modulation scheme. OFDM enables simple cost-
effective equalisation with single-tap equalisers in the frequency domain. In addition, data and
energy can be loaded adaptively in different frequency bands ccording to the channel properties.
This results in an optimal exploitation of the communication resources. Furthermore, at a system
level, OFDM provides a straightforward and low-complexitymultiple access scheme, which has
to be implemented additionally for other modulation schemes such as OOK, PPM andM -PAM.
In practice, OFDM is realised in a digital signal processor (DSP) by taking an inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) of a block of symbols from a conventional modulation scheme such asM -ary
quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM). This operation effectively maps theM -QAM sym-
bols to different frequency bands of the resulting time-domain signal. The procedure, however,
produces complex-valued bipolar time-domain samples, while intensity modulation requires real
non-negative signals. Hence, the OFDM signal has to be modified before it becomes suitable
for an IM/DD system. A real signal can be obtained by imposinga Hermitian symmetry in the
information block on which an IFFT operation is applied during the signal generation procedure.
The resulting time-domain samples, however, would still bebipolar. A number of different ap-
proaches for obtaining a unipolar signal exist in the literature. One straightforward method is to
add a bias value to all samples, which would make the resulting signal non-negative. This ap-
proach is known as DCO-OFDM. The direct current (DC) biasingleads to a significant increase
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in the energy consumption compared to conventional OFDM in abipolar system. For example,
a minimum bias, resulting in an energy penalty of about6 dB compared to bipolar OFDM, is
required for4-QAM DCO-OFDM. Hence, researchers have explored alternative methods for
generation of unipolar signals. This has led to the introduction of new inherently non-negative
modulation schemes such as ACO-OFDM [61] and PAM-DMT [62]. These modulation tech-
niques exploit the properties of the fast Fourier transform(FFT) and the OFDM frame structure
in order to create a symmetric time-domain signal in which any negative values can simply be
reduced to zero without compromising the information in theOFDM frame, and, thus, a unipolar
signal without the use of biasing can be realised. The clipping of the negative values in ACO-
OFDM andM -PAM leads to a an electrical energy penalty of3 dB when compared to conven-
tional bipolar OFDM. The scheme presented in this chapter, U-OFDM, is inspired by the concept
of subcarrier-index modulation orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (SIM-OFDM) in an
attempt to close the3 dB gap between OFDM and ACO-OFDM for bipolar signals, whilstgen-
erating a unipolar signal, which does not require biasing. It should be noted that the concepts
presented for U-OFDM in the first part of this chapter have also been introduced by another
research group as Flip-OFDM in [87] and in [88]. The concept of U-OFDM and Flip-OFDM
have been developed in parallel completely independently from each other and within roughly the
same time frame. It is interesting to note that all four approaches – ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT,
Flip-OFDM and U-OFDM – achieve the same performance in both alinear and a non-linear
AWGN channel as will be illustrated later in the context of this work [18, 21, 61, 62, 87, 88]. For
an equivalentM -QAM/M -PAM modulation order, the spectral efficiency of each of these four
methods is halved in comparison to DCO-OFDM. However, the energy penalty in comparison
to a bipolar OFDM signal is only3 dB for anyM -QAM/M -PAM constellation size. Thus, the
premise is that a larger constellation can be used in ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM in
order to compensate for the loss in spectral efficiency from the modulation technique, but the en-
ergy efficiency can still be better than in DCO-OFDM. Improved decoders which are equivalent
in performance have been developed for ACO-OFDM [89], U-OFDM [18] and Flip-OFDM [88].
Even though, to the best of the author’s knowledge, such an improved decoder is not presented in
the literature for PAM-DMT, it would be straightforward to design. The improved decoders make
the power efficiency of all four schemes almost equivalent tothe case for a bipolar OFDM signal
but can only work for a flat-fading communication channel. A serious problem for the inherently
non-negative modulation schemes arises from the decreasedspectral efficiency, which requires
M -QAM DCO-OFDM to be compared toM2-QAM ACO-OFDM/U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM and to
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M -PAM PAM-DMT in order to keep the achievable data rate equivalent for systems with equiv-
alent bandwidth. This causes a substantial loss of energy efficiency compared to DCO-OFDM in
all four schemes for a spectral efficiency above1 bit/s/Hz [90]. Dissanayake et. al. have proposed
a technique to simultaneously transmit ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM in an attempt to close the
spectral efficiency gap [91]. However, this method still requires a DC-bias for the generation
of DCO-OFDM. The second part of this chapter proposes a solution to the problem of spectral
efficiency loss in U-OFDM, which could be extended to ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT relatively
straightforwardly.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2presents the U-OFDM modulation
concept and is divided in the following manner: Section 4.2.1 introduces the modulation and de-
modulation algorithm of U-OFDM; Section 4.2.2 presents theanalytical framework; and Section
3.2.3 confirms the validity of the theoretical BER estimations through extensive Monte Carlo
simulations. Section 4.3 proposes an enhanced U-OFDM algorithm with an improved frame
structure and is divided as follows: Section 4.3.1 presentsthe enhanced concept; Section 4.3.3
presents the analytical framework for the enhanced U-OFDM algorithm, and Section 4.3.4 con-
firms the validity of the theoretical analysis. Section 4.4 discusses the possibility for extension
of the enhanced U-OFDM concept to the other inherently unipolar modulation schemes: ACO-
OFDM and PAM-DMT. Finally, Section 3.4 provides concludingremarks to the topic.
4.2 Unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM)
4.2.1 Concept
The concept of U-OFDM is an algorithm for the generation of aninherently unipolar modulation
signal which presents an alternative to the already familiar techniques of ACO-OFDM and PAM-
DMT. The modulation process begins with conventional generation of a real bipolar OFDM
signal such as the one in Fig. 4.1. The sign of a real time-domain sample amounts to exactly
one bit of information. All additional information in the sample is represented by its absolute
value. Absolute values are always positive. Therefore, theabsolute value of a bipolar time-
domain signal is a unipolar signal which can be used for transmission in IM/DD systems. Such
a signal, however, has two problems. First, the one-bit information for all signs has to somehow
be correctly conveyed to the destination. Second, the use ofa n n-linear transformation such
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Figure 4.1: A typical real OFDM time-domain signal. The first three samples constitute the
cyclic prefix.






Sample pair encodes a positive sign
Sample pair encodes a negative sign
Figure 4.2: A unipolar time domain signal. The first six samples constitute he cyclic prefix.
as obtaining the absolute value of a signal creates a waveform whose frequency profile is sig-
nificantly different than initially intended. This effect is very detrimental to the OFDM concept
where adaptive bit and energy loading in the frequency domain is used in order to optimise per-
formance in a non-flat channel. A solution to the first issue can be devised from Section 3.3.1
which introduced a very simple concept for encoding exactlyone bit of information into the po-
sition of an arbitrary information symbol. Following that same line of thought, each time-domain
sample can be encoded into a pair of new time-domain samples.If the original OFDM sample
is positive, the first sample of the new pair is set asactive, and the second sample is set asin-
active. If, on the other hand, the original OFDM sample is negative,th first sample of the new
pair is set asinactive, and the second sample is set asactive. Activesamples are set equal to
the absolute value of the bipolar OFDM sample they correspond t , andinactivesamples are set
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Figure 4.3: A U-OFDM time domain signal. The first frame contains only positive samples of the
original bipolar OFDM signal. The second frame contains only egative samples of
the original bipolar OFDM signal. First three samples of each frame constitute the
cyclic prefix.
to zero. That is how the signal illustrated in Fig. 4.2 can be otained from the signal in Fig.
4.1. Fig. 4.2 only illustrates how the signs of the bipolar samples can be encoded in the position
of theactivesample in a pair. The described operation for sign encoding is still non-linear and
changes the frequency profile of the original OFDM signal. This issue has been circumvented by
an additional change in the signal structure. The actual U-OFDM signal is obtained when the first
samples of each pair are grouped in their original order to form the so calledpositiveblock while
the second samples are grouped in their original order to form the so callednegativeblock. The
positiveblock is transmitted first and thenegativeblock is transmitted second. That is how the
signal illustrated in Fig. 4.3 is obtained. This operation ca also be described as the act of taking
all negative samples from the original bipolar frame, replacing them with zeros and then flipping
their values and transmitting them in a second frame where thpositions of the original positive
samples are occupied by zeros. This description of the signal generation process has inspired the
name Flip-OFDM used by the authors in [87]. Alternatively, the same modulation procedure can
be expressed as the act of transmitting two copies of the original bipolar frame one after the other.
The first copy corresponds to thepositiveblock. The second copy corresponds to thenegative
block and has been multiplied by−1 in order to switch the signs of the samples. The signal is
made unipolar by removing any negative values from both copies by clipping at zero. After both
U-OFDM frames are received at the destination, the originalbipolar frame can be recovered by
subtracting the second U-OFDM frame from the first one. Afterwards, the demodulation pro-
cess continues with conventional OFDM demodulation of the reconstructed bipolar signal. In the
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context of this work, this demodulation algorithm will be referred to asconventionalU-OFDM
demodulation. The following paragraph explains why the U-OFDM signal structure avoids the
non-linearity effects from the clipping-at-zero operation.
As presented in (2.27), the clipping of a signals[n] at zero can be represented as:
s[n] = fclip{s[n]} =
1
2
(s[n] + |s[n]|). (4.1)
If s[n] represents the samples of the original bipolar frame, then ttransmitted samples from the




(s[n] + |s[n]|). (4.2)




(−s[n] + | − s[n]|) = 1
2
(−s[n] + |s[n]|). (4.3)
After the signal is transmitted through the dispersive channel h[n], corrupted by AWGN, and











(−s[n] + |s[n]|) + n2[n] ∗ h−1[n], (4.5)
where∗ denotes the convolution operator,h−1[n] is the inverse of the dispersive channelh[n],





E,p[n] − ŝE,n[n] =
1
2
(s[n] + |s[n]|) + n1[n] ∗ h−1[n]−
− 1
2
(−s[n] + |s[n]|) − n2[n] ∗ h−1[n] = s[n] + (n1[n] − n2[n]) ∗ h−1[n]. (4.6)
The reconstructed signal,ŝ
E
[n], consists of the original signal,s[n], and a Gaussian noise compo-
nent which is coloured according to the inverted frequency profile of the channelh[n]. Despite the
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time-domain representation of (4.4) – (4.6), it should be noted that the equalisation step does not
need to be performed in the time domain. The subtraction stepcan also be performed either in the
time domain or the frequency domain, but a time-domain operation would be the preferred choice
as it would halve the number of required FFT operations. Therefore, the most cost-effective se-
quence of demodulation steps would be subtraction→ FFT→ equalisation. Two observations
should be made regarding the U-OFDM signal. First, the clipping term|s[n]| is common for both
U-OFDM frames and is completely removed by the subtraction operation. Any frequency com-
ponents outside the desired spectrum resulting from the clipping operation are contained in that
term. Hence, the spectrum of the estimated bipolar signalŝ[ ] is not adversely affected by the
clipping operation. Second, the noise in both U-OFDM framesis combined leading to a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty of3 dB compared to conventional bipolar OFDM transmission.
Since U-OFDM employs two frames to transmit the same information as conventional OFDM,











is half the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM, presented in (2.15), and roughly the same as the
spectral efficiency of ACO-OFDM, presented in (2.28). It should be noted that this is true when
the FFT size for all three modulation schemes is the same. Then, U-OFDM experiences double
the initial latency to decode a single information frame because two consecutive frames need to
be received in order for the demodulation process to begin. The authors in [87] have made the
case that Flip-OFDM/U-OFDM is computationally more efficient than ACO-OFDM as it requires
a smaller FFT size for decoding the same information per frame. This is true for the case when
the two U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM frames have a combined length equal to one ACO-OFDM frame.
Then, the information latency in both schemes would be the same. However, in that case, since the
FFT size of U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM is half the FFT size of ACO-OFDM, the overhead of the cyclic
prefix is doubled. This means that the spectral efficiency of U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM would be less
than the spectral efficiency of ACO-OFDM. For a large number of practical scenarios, when the
cyclic prefix length is small, this does not introduce a significant difference. However, it would
lead to a significant sacrifice of U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM throughput in high-speed communication
scenarios, when the cyclic prefix length is expected to constitute a large portion of the frame
size. Therefore, if equal spectral efficiency between ACO-OFDM and U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM is
assumed for an arbitrary communication scenario, computational efficiency of U-OFDM/Flip-
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OFDM over ACO-OFDM cannot be claimed.
As already described, the subtraction operation in the demoulation process of U-OFDM causes
the noise in each pair of U-OFDM frames to combine leading to a3-dB SNR penalty. Follow-
ing the logic used for the demodulation algorithm in Section3.3.1, an alternative demodulation
method can be proposed in an attempt to reduce the SNR penalty. E ch pair of samples, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.2, encodes the amplitude and the sign of the original bipolar sample. In the
same way, the value of eachactivesample in Fig. 4.3 encodes the absolute value of the original
bipolar OFDM sample while its position encodes the sign. If the receiver is able to detect which
is theactivesample at each position of the U-OFDM frames, it can successfully guess the origi-
nal sign and simply discard theinactivesample since it carries no further information, just noise.
This procedure is ideally expected to remove half of the AWGNvariance from the reconstructed
bipolar signal in comparison to the decoder employing a subtraction operation, and, thus, it is
expected to improve the performance. A simple and efficient way to guess theactivesample is
by comparing the amplitudes of the two samples at each position in a pair of U-OFDM frames
- the sample with the higher amplitude is marked asactive. After reconstruction of the bipolar
signal, the demodulation process continues with conventional OFDM demodulation. In the con-
text of this work, this decoding scheme will be referred to asthe improvedU-OFDM decoder. A
similar approach for ACO-OFDM demodulation has been reported very recently by Asadzadeh
et. al. in [89], leading to the equivalent improvement in performance as illustrated in this work.
It would be fairly straightforward to design the same decoding scheme for PAM-DMT as well,
following the logic used in [89]. Something to note regarding the improveddecoder is that this
technique is only applicable in relatively flat communication channels where the ISI is negligi-
ble. If the ISI is considerable, then this demodulator requires equalisation to be performed in the
time domain. In addition, since this method discards half ofthe U-OFDM samples, the channel
attenuation at different frequency subcarriers is not consistent. This renders use of adaptive bit
loading techniques difficult. Furthermore, when present, low-frequency noise from ambient light
flickering and the baseline wander effect in electrical circuits would further hinder the opera-
tion of the improveddemodulation algorithm. This should be taken into account in a practical
implementation. In OWC, the communication channel would often be flat, especially when a
strong line-of-sight (LoS) propagation path is present. Asa result, theimproveddecoder could
be applied selectively, when the channel conditions are favourable, as it requires only a small
modification in the processing algorithm compared to theconventionaldecoder.
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4.2.2 Theoretical Bit-error-rate Analysis
This section presents a theoretical BER analysis of U-OFDM in a linear AWGN channel. The
analysis of theconventionalU-OFDM decoder is trivial as the only difference to conventio al
bipolar OFDM performance that needs to be taken into accountis the combining of AWGN
in the subtraction operation. Therefore, the theoretical BER for this demodulation scheme can
be obtained by adding3 dB to the SNR requirements of conventional bipolar OFDM for an
arbitrary desired BER. The rest of this section presents thetheoretical approach for analysing the
performance of theimproveddemodulator for U-OFDM in an AWGN channel. In the context
of the following mathematical formulas,σn is the standard deviation of the AWGN,i.e. , σn =
√
BNo, whereB denotes the double-sided signal bandwidth andNo denotes the AWGN power
spectral density (PSD);σs is the standard deviation of the real bipolar OFDM signal,s[n], before













−1 , s < 0
0 , s = 0
1 , s > 0;
(4.8)

























Modelling the performance of theimprovedU-OFDM decoder analytically is not a trivial task
due to the fact that during the demodulation procedure each individual sample in the time domain
is subjected to a varying non-linear transformation, whichdepends on two independent random
variables from the AWGN. This is caused by theactive-sample selection procedure. The distri-
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Distribution of received inactive sample
Distribution of received active sample (s[n]=s)
0 x |s|
φ
Figure 4.4: Distribution of the received U-OFDM samplesŝ[n]. The received U-OFDM sam-
ples are expressed in multiples of the AWGN standard deviation. The transmitted
activesample has a value of|sa[n]| = |s| and the transmittedinactivesample has
a value of0. In this example,|s| = 2.5σn. The probability that the receivedac-
tive sample,̂sa[n], has a value ofx is expressed by1/σnφ((x − |s|)/σn)dx, and
the probability that the receivedinactivesample,̂si[n], has a value lower thanx is
denoted in the figure by the shaded area under the blue/left curve and expressed as
1 − Q(x/σn). Similarly, the probability that̂si[n] takes the valuex is expressed by
1/σnφ(x/σn)dx, and the probability that̂sa[n] takes a value lower thanx is denoted
by the shaded area under the black/right curve and expresseda 1−Q((x−|s|)/σn).
bution of a pair of receivedactive-inactivesamples is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The originalinactive
sample at the transmitter has a value of0, so the receivedinactivesample, corrupted with AWGN
from the receiver circuit, has a Gaussian distribution centred around the original value of0. Sim-
ilarly, the originalactivesample at the transmitter has a value ofs, so the receivedactivesample,
corrupted with AWGN, has a Gaussian distribution centred around the original value ofs. Let’s
assume that the receivedactivesample takes the value ofx due to the AWGN. In order tocor-
rectly detect it asactiveat the demodulator, the value of theinactivesample has to take a value
smaller thanx. From Fig. 4.4, the probability that theactivesample takes the valuex and at the
same time theinactivesample takes a value smaller thanx is:
P{ŝa[n] = x ∩ ŝi[n] ≤ x} = P{ŝa[n] = x}P{ŝi[n] ≤ x} =
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This event is equivalent to the joint event ofcorrect detection and the receivedactive sample
having a value ofx. The probability ofcorrect detection alone is the sum of the probabilities of
all possible events{ŝa[n] = x ∩ ŝi[n] ≤ x}. Hence,


























The probability that theactivesample has the valuex, given that it has beencorrectly detected,
is:
P {ŝa[n] = x|̂sa[n] ≥ ŝi[n]} =




















































Therefore, (4.14) provides the probability that the original bipolar OFDM sample,s[n] = s,
is mapped tosgn(s)x at the receiver whencorrect detection of theactivesample occurs. This
mapping is not deterministic and varies due to the AWGN at therec iver even when the same pair
of activeandinactivesamples is transmitted. In order to create a more deterministic view of the
transformation which each original bipolar sample undergos in the event ofcorrect detection,
it can be assumed that each bipolar sample is mapped to the mean of sgn(s)x plus an additional






















































































The variance of the noise component can be calculated as:
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) − f2c (s). (4.16)
The communication channel is assumed to be flat when theimproveddecoder is employed. As
a result, the original bipolar OFDM frame can be loaded evenly in the frequency domain, which
means that its time-domain samples can be approximated by independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables when the FFT size is greater or equal to64, Nfft ≥ 64 due to
the central limit theorem (CLT) [14,92]. Due to the flat channel, the received U-OFDM samples
would not experience any dependence in time either. At the same time, the AWGN components at
each time instance are also independent. Hence, the realisations of the noise component described
in (4.16) are independent from each other. As a result, due tothe CLT, the noise component is
transformed into an AWGN component by the FFT operation in the demodulator. The noise
variance is preserved from the time domain while the noise mean value reflects only on the DC
subcarrier which is not used for communication.
Following the logic described so far and the description in Fig. 4.4, the probability that the
inactivesample takes the valuex and at the same time theactivesample takes a value smaller
thanx, i.e. , theinactivesample is misinterpreted asctive, is:















The probability ofincorrect detection alone is the sum of the probabilities of all possible events
{ŝi[n] = x ∩ ŝa[n] < x}. Hence,
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Alternatively, this probability can be expressed as1 − P{ŝa[n] ≥ ŝi[n]}. The probability that the
inactivesample has the valuex, given that it has beeni correctlydetected asactive, is:
P {ŝi[n] = x|̂sa[n] < ŝi[n]} =


















































Therefore, (4.19) provides the probability that the original bipolar OFDM sample,s[n] = s, is
mapped to−sgn(s)x at the receiver when theinactivesample isincorrectly detected asactive.
This mapping is not deterministic and varies due to the AWGN at the receiver even when the same
pair of activeand inactivesamples is transmitted. In order to create a more deterministic view
of the transformation which each original bipolar sample undergoes in the event of incorrect
detection, it can be assumed that the bipolar sample is mapped to the mean of−sgn(s)x plus
an additional noise component which represents the variation around that mean. The mean of


















































































































































) − f2w(s). (4.21)
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As in the case forcorrectdistinction between theactiveandinactivesample, the noise component
in the case forincorrect detection is transformed into an AWGN component in the frequency
domain by the FFT operation at the demodulator.
According to the Bussgang theorem, introduced in Section 2.8, a zero-mean Gaussian random
variable,X, subjected to a non-linear transformation,z(X), has the following properties:
z(X) = αX + Yn (4.22)
E{XYn} = 0 (4.23)
α = const. (4.24)
Based on these properties, the constantα and the variance of the noiseYn can be calculated for
the two separate cases ofcorrect and incorrect detection of theactiveand inactivesamples. In
the case forcorrectdetection, the original bipolar sample,s[n], is mapped tofc(s). In that case,

















yc = E{Y 2n,c} − E{Yn,c}2 = E{f2c (s)} − α2cσ2s − E{fc(s)}2 =











ds− α2cσ2s . (4.26)
It is apparent from (4.15) thatfc(s) is an odd function, so its mean in (4.26) is zero. In the case for


















yw = E{Y 2n,w} − E{Yn,w}2 = E{f2w(s)} − α2wσ2s − E{fw(s)}2 =











ds− α2wσ2s . (4.28)
It is apparent from (4.20) thatfw(s) is an odd function, so its mean in (4.28) is zero. The noise
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componentYn is not correlated with the signal, according to the Bussgangtheorem. At the same
time, the detection events at eachactive-inactive sample pair are independent as well. Conse-
quently,Yn is transformed by the FFT operation at the demodulator into AWGN and its variance
adds to the variance of the AWGN in the frequency domain.
The variances in (4.16) and (4.21) are given as functions ofs, the realization of the signals[n].















































For a large number of samples in a U-OFDM frame, the number ofcorrectly and incorrectly
detectedactivesamples will have a ratio which corresponds to the probabilities forcorrect and
incorrect detection –dc and1 − dc, respectively. Hence, the average gain factor,ᾱ, and the
average noise variance in frequency domain,N̄ , become:
ᾱ = dcαc + (1 − dc)αw (4.32)
N̄ = dc(v̄c + yc) + (1 − dc)(v̄w + yw) (4.33)
The achieved average electrical signal-to-noise ratio (SNRelec) can be plugged in the well-known







The comparison between theoretical model and Monte Carlo simulations of the system perfor-
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical U-OFDM performance vs. Monte Carlo simulations
mance is presented in Fig. 4.5. There is good agreement between th presented model and the
conducted simulations.
From (2.19) and (2.21), the ratio between the achieved optical s gnal-to-noise ratio (SNRopt), and
the achieved electrical SNR (SNRelec) can be expressed as the ratio between the average optical
power, P avg
opt
presented in (2.20), and the average electrical power,P avgelec presented in (2.18).
Half of the U-OFDM time-domain samples are equal to zero and the o her half follow a clipped
Gaussian distribution. Hence, using the statistics of the clipped Gaussian distribution [14], the












The ratioαo−e can be used to obtain the equivalentSNRelec for a given value ofSNRopt. Thus,
since an analytical formula for the BER performance of the system as a function of the electrical
SNR has been provided, the BER performance of the system can be evaluated analytically as a
function of the optical SNR as well. This concept applies forb th theconventionaldemodulation
algorithm and theimproveddemodulation algorithm. For theimprovedalgorithm, the BER as a
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Figure 4.6: Performance improvement introduced by theimproveddecoder for U-OFDM. The
letter “i” denotes the curves for theimproveddecoder. The performance of OFDM
for bipolar real signals is illustrated in this figure.







4.2.3 Results and Discussion
This section evaluates the performance of U-OFDM in a linearAWGN channel. The AWGN
channel is a good approximation of the OWC channel for the system scenarios described in
Chapter 2. Any frequency-dependent channel effects as wellas non-linear distortion effects are
specific for a particular system realisation and a particular deployment scenario. Therefore, they
are not included in the analysis, and the linear AWGN channelis adopted as an appropriate
fundamental scenario for the evaluation of U-OFDM’s performance. Furthermore, in this sec-
tion, a comparison is made between the performance of the conventional DCO-OFDM scheme
presented in Section 2.7.2.1 and the performance of U-OFDM.Since it is practically impossi-
ble to avoid clipping effects from below in DCO-OFDM due to the igh peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) of the OFDM signal, as described in Section 2.7.2.1, clipping of any negative values
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in DCO-OFDM is the only non-linear distortion adopted in this study.
As already described previously, theimprovedU-OFDM decoder is aimed at closing the3-dB
gap between the performance of a bipolar OFDM signal and the performance of theconven-
tional U-OFDM decoder. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the degree to which theimproveddecoder is able
to complete the task. For anM -QAM constellation size of4, the improveddecoder closes most
of the performance gap, but is still about1.3 dB away from the target. As the constellation size
increases, the gap is reduced. ForM = 64, for example, the performance difference between
bipolar OFDM and theimprovedU-OFDM is approximately0.4 dB. ForM = 1024, the dif-
ference is0.1 dB. Higher constellation sizes lead to more energy per symbol on average, thus,
leading to more signal power per time-domain sample. This, in turn, reduces the probability
for making errors in the sample selection process conductedin the improvedU-OFDM decod-
ing algorithm, and therefore increases the performance improvement relative to theconventional
U-OFDM decoding algorithm.
The performance of theconventionalU-OFDM decoder is compared against the performance of
DCO-OFDM in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 in terms of electrical and optical energy requirements, re-
spectively. It should be noted that binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) OFDM and4-QAM OFDM
perform equivalently in an AWGN channel, and as a result, BPSK DCO-OFDM and4-QAM
DCO-OFDM perform equivalently. Therefore, they are represented by a single BER curve.
It should also be pointed out that the biasing levels for DCO-OFDM have been optimised for
BER=[10−4; 10−3] through Monte Carlo simulations,i.e., lower bias levels in any of the pre-
sented cases would lead to higher BER values while higher bias levels would lead to an increase
in the signal power without reducing the BER. In terms of electrical energy dissipation, thecon-
ventionalU-OFDM decoder exhibits performance improvement over DCO-OFDM only in the
case of4-QAM U-OFDM vs. BPSK DCO-OFDM. The improvement is approximately 4 dB. For
higher constellations, U-OFDM exhibits either similar or worse performance than DCO-OFDM.
It is evident that, as the constellation size increases, U-OFDM requires significantly largerM -
QAM constellations in order to achieve the same spectral effici ncy, and, as a result, suffers in
performance. In terms of optical energy dissipation, U-OFDM again has an advantage over DCO-
OFDM only for the case of4-QAM U-OFDM vs. BPSK DCO-OFDM, where the performance
improvement is approximately1.4 dB at a BER of10−4. For higher constellations, the optical ef-
ficiency of U-OFDM becomes worse than the efficiency of DCO-OFDM. The improveddecoder
could improve the performance of U-OFDM with up to3 dB as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.7: Performance of theconventionaldecoder for U-OFDM in comparison to the per-
formance of DCO-OFDM. The presented BER curves are generated as a function of
the electrical SNR as defined in (2.19). The biasing levels for BPSK/4-QAM,8-QAM,
and16-QAM DCO-OFDM have been set to6 dB,7 dB and7.5 dB according to the
biasing representation in (2.23).

























Figure 4.8: Performance of theconventionaldecoder for U-OFDM in comparison to the perfor-
mance of DCO-OFDM. The presented BER curves are generated asa function of
the optical SNR as defined in (2.21). The biasing levels for BPSK/4-QAM,8-QAM,
and16-QAM DCO-OFDM have been set to6 dB,7 dB and7.5 dB according to the
biasing representation in (2.23).
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However, it is applicable only in favourable communicationchannel conditions as described at
the end of Section 4.2. Furthermore, theimproveddecoder would be insufficient to compensate
the electrical energy loss for U-OFDM constellation sizes larger thanM=256 and the optical
power loss for U-OFDM constellation sizes larger thanM=16 as can be inferred from the results
presented in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively. Clearly, asolution to the spectral efficiency loss
in U-OFDM is required.
4.3 Enhanced Unipolar Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (U-OFDM)
The results in Section 4.2.3 show the great potential for enegy savings introduced by a unipolar
OFDM-based modulation scheme that requires no biasing. At the same time, the loss in spectral
efficiency, introduced by the proposed OFDM modulation scheme, clearly diminishes the energy-
saving effect of U-OFDM at low spectral efficiency and even completely eliminates any energy-
saving benefit at higher spectral efficiency. Furthermore, if moderately high spectral efficiency,
in the order of4b/s/Hz or5 b/s/Hz, is required, an impractical constellation size, inthe order of
65536 or 1048576, would be necessary. Hence, in order for U-OFDM to become suitable for
high-speed communication, an appropriate solution to the problem of spectral efficiency loss in
the generation process has to be devised. The current section proposes an approach for solving
this issue. It is referred to as eU-OFDM.
4.3.1 Concept
The eU-OFDM concept is described in Fig. 4.9. The scheme combines multiple U-OFDM infor-
mation streams in a single unipolar time-domain signal. Allsignal generation steps are performed
in the digital domain and after a conventional digital-to-analog conversion, the resulting analog
signal can modulate the LED without any biasing apart from the minimum requirement to turn
on the LED. A single discrete U-OFDM signal in the time domainwould look exactly as the
information stream atDepth 1in Fig. 4.9. A frameP contains the positive samples of an origi-
nally bipolar OFDM frame and zeros in the places of the negative samples. A frameN holds the
absolute values of the negative samples of that same bipolarOFDM frame and zeros in the places
of the positive samples. The signal atDepth 1is generated following the procedure described in
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 x 4
Figure 4.9: Illustration of the enhanced U-OFDM concept up toDepth 3. CP denotes the indi-
vidual cyclic prefix of a frame.Pdi denotes the unipolar frame which contains the
positive samples of theith originally bipolar OFDM frame atDepthd. Ndi denotes
the unipolar frame which contains the absolute values of thenegative samples of
theith originally bipolar OFDM frame atDepthd. The digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) block represents the required operations, includingsignal amplification, for
transition from a digital signal to an analog signal, capable of driving the LED front-
end.
Section 4.2.1. A second U-OFDM information signal, depicted atDepth 2, is superimposed over
the signal atDepth 1, and it does not affect the ability of the receiver processorto separate the
two signals if the following structure is followed. AtDepth 2, each U-OFDM frame is replicated
and transmitted twice, where the second frame instance is anexact copy of the first one. Hence,
in Fig. 4.9, the second frame atDepth 2is an exact replica of the first frame, the fourth frame is
an exact replica of the third frame,tc. This is denoted by the frame labels. Since atDepth 2each
U-OFDM frame is transmitted twice, the amplitude of each frame instance is scaled by
√
1/2 in
order to keep the utilised energy per bit constant. A third signal, atDepth 3, can be introduced
similarly to the second signal, however, the individual U-OFDM frames are replicated four times
where the amplitude of each frame instance is scaled by
√
1/4, again in order to preserve the
dissipated energy per bit. Additional information signalscan be added, where at depthd, each
U-OFDM frame is replicated2d−1 times and its amplitude is scaled by1/
√
2d−1.
After the information signal is received, the data signal atDepth 1can be demodulated straight
away with theconventionalU-OFDM decoding algorithm. Every second frame, holding theneg-
ative values of the original bipolar OFDM frame, is subtracted from its preceding frame, holding
the positive values of the original bipolar OFDM frame. Then, the conventional OFDM demodu-
lator is applied on the obtained bipolar frames. For example, atDepth 1, the first bipolar frame is
recovered with the operationP11 −N11, the second bipolar frame is recovered with the operation
P12−N12 and so forth. No additional signals interfere with the successful demodulation because
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the interference that falls onP11 is equivalent to the interference that falls onN11, caused by
P21 + P31 in the presented example. Hence, the subtraction operationcancels out both inter-
ference terms. Analogously, the interference is removed from all subsequent frames atDepth 1.
Hence, the bits encoded atDepth 1can be successfully recovered with the conventional U-OFDM
demodulator. Once the demodulation atDepth 1is complete, the demodulated bits can be remod-
ulated again in order to recover the transmitted U-OFDM signal atDepth 1. This signal is then
subtracted from the overall received signal, and the resultcon ains only the information streams
atDepth 2and above. Every two equivalent frames atDepth 2are summed. For example, the first
and the second frame atDepth 2are summed, the third and the fourth frames are summed,etc.
Afterwards, the demodulation process continues withconventionalU-OFDM demodulation – ex-
actly the same way as for the recovery of the information atDepth 1. Again, subsequent streams
do not hinder the process because the interference from all subsequent streams is structured in
such a way that it is completely removed by the subtraction operation. After the bits atDepth
2 are recovered, they are remodulated and the result is subtracted from the remaining received
signal. This iterative procedure continues until the information at all depths is decoded.
4.3.2 Spectral Efficiency
The newly-introduced scheme has increased spectral efficiency when compared to U-OFDM. The
spectral efficiency of the modified scheme can be calculated as the sum of the spectral efficiencies


















whereD is the maximum employed modulation depth in the new scheme. It quals the total
number of U-OFDM streams that are superimposed in the generat d modulation signal. As the
maximum modulation depth is increased, the spectral efficiency of eU-OFDM increases as shown
in Table 4.1.
D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ηeU(D)
ηDCO
[%] 50 75 87.5 93.75 96.88 98.44 99.22
Table 4.1: Spectral efficiency of eU-OFDM as a function of the maximum modulation depthD.
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Two practical issues should be considered at this point. First, OFDM transmission cannot start
before at least a full block of bits, required for the generation of one full OFDM frame, is avail-
able at the transmitter. In real-time streaming applications, this introduces a latency of at least
one frame length. When eU-OFDM is used, the latency increases with the modulation depth
because the binary data for at least2D−1 OFDM frames has to be available to the processor at
the transmitter before one full eU-OFDM data block, as the ondepicted in Fig. 4.9, can be
modulated for transmission. At the receiver site, some latency is also expected because at least
2d frames have to be received before the demodulation at depthd can be completed. Second, it
can be assumed that the FFT/IFFT operation dominates the computational complexity at the re-
ceiver [87]. The eU-OFDM demodulation process requires additional FFT/IFFT operations to be
performed at the receiver compared to the demodulation processes in U-OFDM and OFDM. If all
subtraction procedures in the eU-OFDM demodulator are performed in the time domain, the to-
tal number of FFT/IFFT operations is approximately double the number of FFT/IFFT operations
required in OFDM because every demodulated frame has to be remodulated and, therefore, an
additional IFFT operation is required. When the communication channel is not flat, this approach
would introduce additional complexity in the equalisationprocess because the remodulated sig-
nal components would have to be distorted by the channel transfer characteristic before they are
subtracted from the overall received signal. Therefore, itmight be more practical if all subtrac-
tion operations in the demodulation process are performed in the frequency domain after the FFT
operation. Then, in every eU-OFDM frame, equalization has to be performed only once for the
entire information signal, and no channel effects would have to be introduced to the remodulated
signal. In such an implementation, however, the number of requi d FFT/IFFT operations is
roughly four times higher than in conventional OFDM demodulation. This occurs because every
remodulated frame has to be split into two frames, one holding the positive values of the bipolar
frame and the other holding the negative values of the bipolar frame, according to the U-OFDM
algorithm, and then both of these frames have to be translated in o the frequency domain with
an FFT in order to be subtracted from the overall received signal. In summary, this leads to four
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FFT/IFFT operations per OFDM frame in comparison to DCO-OFDM. The implementation of
eU-OFDM also introduces additional memory costs compared to OFDM because the data equiva-
lent of2D OFDM frames has to be buffered for the complete demodulationof e full eU-OFDM
block as the one shown in Fig. 4.9. The presented implementatio issues put a practical limit on
the highest eU-OFDM modulation depth that can be implemented with a given hardware budget.
In practical applications, the hardware complexity is not expected to be problematic because for
a relatively small maximum modulation depth, the gap in spectral efficiency between eU-OFDM
and DCO-OFDM is almost completely closed. For example, forD=3 andD= 5, η
eU
is already
87.5% and96.88% of η
DCO
, respectively, which means the difference is practically negligible. A
more detailed analysis of the eU-OFDM implementation cost can be addressed in future work.
4.3.3 Theoretical Bit-error-rate Analysis
4.3.3.1 Electrical Power
A real bipolar time-domain OFDM signal follows a Gaussian distribution with average electrical
power ofE{s2(t)}=σ2s , whereσs is the standard deviation of the time-domain waveforms(t)
[15, 21]. Therefore, half of the time-domain samples in a U-OFDM signal follow a Gaussian
distribution truncated at zero and the other half of the samples are equal to zero [18, 21]. As a
result, it is straightforward to show that the average powerof the time-domain U-OFDM signal
is σ2s /2 [18,21]. The eU-OFDM signal is a combination of superimposed independent U-OFDM
signals, and, therefore, its average time-domain electrical power grows with the number of signals
that are superimposed. It can be derived as [21,60]:
P avg
elec,eU
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whereseU(t) is the eU-OFDM waveform in the time domain,sd(t) is the U-OFDM signal at
depthd, andφ(0) is the probability density function (PDF) of the standard normal distribution.
The time-domain expectation of the U-OFDM signal at depthd is E {sd(t)}=φ(0)σs/
√
2d−1. It
is used in the calculation of (4.39) and can be derived from the s atistics of the truncated Gaussian
distribution described in [14]. The average number of bits that are encoded in a eU-OFDM signal
is2−1/2D−1 times more than the number of bits that are encoded in a U-OFDMsignal during the
same time interval. Therefore, the increase in the requiredSNR per bit in eU-OFDM compared
to U-OFDM for the sameM -QAM constellation size is the ratio of the average electrical power
calculated in (4.39) and the average electrical power of theU-OFDM signal,σs/2, divided by the
ratio of the bits encoded in the two modulation schemes,2−1/2D−1. Hence, the increase in the
required SNR for eU-OFDM is:



























whereB is the used double-sided communication bandwidth andNo is the double-sided PSD of
the AWGN at the receiver. Fig. 4.10(a) showsα(D) for different values of the maximum mod-
ulation depth. The average SNR penalty of eU-OFDM in comparison to U-OFDM converges
to about4 dB as the spectral efficiency converges to the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM. As
described in Section 4.2.2, U-OFDM suffers a constant SNR penalty of 3 dB in comparison to
a bipolar OFDM signal. Therefore, when this penalty is combined with the maximum penalty
of about4 dB in Fig. 4.10(a), it can be concluded that irrespective of the employedM -QAM
constellation size, eU-OFDM suffers a maximum electrical SNR penalty of about7 dB in com-
parison to a bipolar OFDM signal. The results in Section 4.2.3 indicate that DCO-OFDM suffers
a penalty of about7 dB in terms of electrical SNR requirements relative to a bipolar OFDM signal
for BPSK and4-QAM. Furthermore, the penalty increases when largerM -QAM constellations
are used because larger constellations are more sensitive to non-linear distortion, and therefore,
higher biasing levels are required in order to reduce the clipping effect on any negative signal
samples. Therefore, depending on the usedM -QAM constellation size, eU-OFDM is expected
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(b) Penalty per additional bit at a specific depth.
Figure 4.10: Energy penalty with increasing modulation depth.
to have comparable or significantly better performance thanDCO-OFDM.
At this point, note the additional electrical energy per bitthat is introduced at each modulation
depth,d, shown in Fig. 4.10(b). The presented curve shows the additional electrical energy per
additional bit that is introduced when an additional U-OFDMsignal is introduced to the over-
all information signal. The results are normalised to the enrgy per bit atDepth 1. Since the
additional signals are added on top of an already existing time-domain signal, the additional elec-
trical energy per additional bit that they introduce increases significantly with the modulation
depth. This means that introducing additional U-OFDM streams to close the spectral efficiency
gap between eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM becomes energy inefficientv ry quickly. When the
additional latency, the increased hardware complexity andthe size of the spectral efficiency gap,
illustrated in Table 4.1, are also taken into consideration, it becomes evident that a practical im-
plementation of eU-OFDM is likely to be realised for a maximumodulation depth of not more
than a few streams. In case it is important that the spectral efficiency gap is closed completely, an
alternative eU-OFDM implementation can be considered withd fferentM -QAM constellation
sizes at each depth. For example, two 16-QAM streams match the spectral efficiency of 8-QAM
DCO-OFDM; a 64-QAM stream atDepth 1in combination with a 16-QAM stream atDepth 2
or a combination of a 32-QAM stream atDepth 1and two subsequent 16-QAM streams atDepth
2 andDepth 3is enough to achieve the same spectral efficiency as 16-QAM DCO-OFDM. A
detailed study of the optimal constellation size combinations can be addressed in future work.
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Figure 4.11: The performance of16-QAM eU-OFDM at different depths as a function of the elec-
trical SNR. Note that the electrical energy per bit represent the average electrical
energy per bit for all streams combined in accordance with the definition in (4.39)
and (4.41). The curve named “Theory” represents the theoretically performance
bound.
A theoretical bound for the BER of eU-OFDM as a function of theel ctrical SNR can be es-
timated using the well-established formula for calculating the BER of conventional real bipolar
M -QAM OFDM [93]. The only necessary modification in that formula is a scaling of the re-
quired SNR by a factor of2α to account for the3-dB performance degradation in U-OFDM and
to account for the SNR penalty incurred in eU-OFDM. The proposed theoretical bound is equiv-
alent to the BER curve for the information stream atDepth 1in eU-OFDM because in that stream
any distortion is caused only by the AWGN process at the receiv r since any inter-stream inter-
ference is completely removed by the subtraction operationin the demodulation procedure. The
BER of the U-OFDM signals at higher depths increases with thedepth because the performance
is affected by the BER at lower depths. Any errors in the bit demodulation at a given depth prop-
agate into the performance of the data streams at subsequentdepths because they translate into
imperfections in the iterative signal cancellation algorithm. This results in reduced signal quality
at all subsequent U-OFDM streams. With an increase in the SNR, the bit errors are reduced. As a
result, the performance at all depths converges to the performance of the stream atDepth 1. This
performance trend is illustrated in Fig. 4.11. The presented results show good agreement between
the theoretical performance bound and the results of the Monte Carlo simulations conducted.
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4.3.3.2 Optical Power
The average optical power of the time-domain eU-OFDM signalis [21,60]:
P avg
opt,eU

































The ratio of (4.39) and (4.42) can be used to establish a relationship between the electrical SNR
and the optical SNR. Hence, for a given value of the optical SNR, the equivalent achieved elec-
trical SNR can be calculated using this relationship. Then,the closed-form BER bound as a
function of the electrical SNR can be used to establish a performance bound as a function of the
optical SNR. Fig. 4.12 illustrates the close agreement betwe n the proposed theoretical bound
and the Monte Carlo simulations conducted. All calculations presented in this section are valid
for an ideal front-end transmitter device under the assumption that modulation using eU-OFDM
does not require biasing of the LED. However, a typical LED requires a minimum bias voltage
at which the device “turns on” and begins to emit light. In theestimation of the optical efficiency
of the system, a zero bias can be assumed, because before the LED “turns on” any light intensity
output is negligible. However, when the electrical efficieny of the system is estimated, the bias
should be taken into account. If the bias level is small relative to the dynamic range of the infor-
mation signal, it would not introduce considerable variations in the estimated energy efficiency
relative to an ideal system. Furthermore, the “turn on” biaslevel is device-specific. Consequently,
it is disregarded in the presented theoretical study for matters of simplicity.
4.3.4 Results and Discussion
This section presents the performance of eU-OFDM in a linearAWGN channel. Appendix C
presents a study which illustrates why an investigation in aflat AWGN channel is sufficient for
comparing the performance of different OFDM based modulation schemes. As in Section 4.2.3,
the only non-linear effect considered in this section is theeff ct of clipping any negative val-
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Figure 4.12: The performance of16-QAM eU-OFDM at different depths as a function of the
optical SNR. Note that the optical energy per bit representsthe average optical
energy per bit for all streams combined in accordance with the definition in (4.42)
and (4.43). The curve named “Theory” represents the theoretical performance
bound.
ues in the information signal due to the electrical characteistics of an ideal LED. The novel
scheme, eU-OFDM, generates a strictly positive signal and,therefore, it completely avoids clip-
ping of the signal from below, while DCO-OFDM is subjected tothis non-linear effect. In the
presented study, the maximum depth of eU-OFDM is chosen to beD=3 because at this depth,
the larger part of the spectral efficiency gap between DCO-OFDM and U-OFDM is closed. In
addition, for this value ofD, the implementation complexity is still quite manageable and the the-
oretical/simulation results provided in this section can be compared against experimental results
described in Chapter 6. Therefore, in all results presentedi this section, the spectral efficiency
of eU-OFDM is87.5% of the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM, in agreement with Table 4.1.
The average BER achieved for the decoded information at all depths in eU-OFDM is compared
against the BER of DCO-OFDM and U-OFDM for differentM -QAM constellation sizes. Fig.
4.13 presents the BER results for constellation sizesM = [2, 4, 8, 16] as a function of the elec-
trical SNR. For U-OFDM, an actual constellation size ofM2 is used for each respective value of
M , so that equal spectral efficiency can be achieved by the threschemes. The results have been
presented for BER values down to10−4 because most forward error correction (FEC) codes in
practice are able to deliver reliable communication at suchBERs [94]. The electrical efficiency
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the performance of eU-OFDM, U-OFDM, andDCO-OFDM
for differentM -QAM modulation orders as a function of the electrical SNR: (a)
BPSK; (b)4-QAM; (c) 8-QAM; (d) 16-QAM. The optimum bias levels for BPSK,
4-QAM,8-QAM, and16-QAM DCO-OFDM are estimated using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations and set at6 dB,6 dB,7 dB, and7.5 dB, respectively, following the descrip-
tion in (2.23).
improvement of eU-OFDM over DCO-OFDM begins at around2 B for BPSK and increases to
about4 dB for 16-QAM. In DCO-OFDM, the bias levels for the differentM -QAM constellations
are optimised through Monte Carlo simulations and appear tobe in agreement with previous work
as in [14, 95]. The introduced bias levels are deemed optimalbecause in each of the presented
cases adding less bias leads to more clipping distortion and, therefore, to higher BER for a given
SNR. At the same time, adding more bias leads to higher energydissipation without any reduc-
tion of the BER. The bias levels are expressed as the estimated SNR increase in dB relative to a
bipolar OFDM signal as described in (2.23). In eU-OFDM, for am ximum depth ofD=3, the
SNR penalty isα≈1.95 dB according to Fig. 4.10(a). This SNR penalty is constant irrespective
of the constellation size. Therefore, the apparent increase in energy efficiency of eU-OFDM over
DCO-OFDM with an increase in theM -QAM modulation order can be explained and even quan-
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the performance of eU-OFDM, U-OFDM, andDCO-OFDM
for differentM -QAM modulation orders as a function of the optical SNR: (a)
BPSK; (b)4-QAM; (c) 8-QAM; (d) 16-QAM. The optimum bias levels for BPSK,
4-QAM,8-QAM, and16-QAM DCO-OFDM are estimated using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations and set at6 dB,6 dB,7 dB, and7.5 dB, respectively, following the descrip-
tion in (2.23).
tified. Fig. 4.13 also clearly illustrates the loss in energyefficiency for U-OFDM as the spectral
efficiency increases. In Fig. 4.13(a),4-QAM U-OFDM is more energy-efficient than both BPSK
eU-OFDM and BPSK DCO-OFDM. In Fig. 4.13(b)-4.13(c),16-QAM U-OFDM and64-QAM
U-OFDM are less energy efficient than4-QAM eU-OFDM and8-QAM eU-OFDM, respectively,
while at the same time exhibiting approximately the same effici ncy as4-QAM DCO-OFDM and
8-QAM DCO-OFDM. In Fig. 4.13(d),256-QAM U-OFDM is evidently less energy efficient than
both16-QAM eU-OFDM and16-QAM DCO-OFDM. Fig. 4.14 presents the same performance
trends in all three investigated modulation schemes as a function of the optical SNR. For BPSK
and4-QAM, eU-OFDM exhibits an efficiency advantage of about0.5 dB over DCO-OFDM. This
optical power advantage reaches almost2 dB for 16-QAM. At the same time, U-OFDM exhibits
an advantage only for a constellation size ofM = 4 compared with BPSK eU-OFDM and BPSK
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Figure 4.15: Performance of eU-OFDM compared against the performance ofDCO-OFDM for
differentM -QAM modulation orders as a function of the electrical SNR. The op-
timum bias levels for64-QAM, 256-QAM, and1024-QAM DCO-OFDM are esti-
mated using Monte Carlo simulations and set at9.5 dB,11 dB, and13 dB, respec-
tively, following the description in (2.23).
DCO-OFDM in Fig. 4.14(a).
A performance comparison between eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM is pre ented for higher spectral
efficiency values as well. Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 show results forM = [64, 256, 1024]. In this
study, U-OFDM is not considered because it was already demonstrated that the scheme clearly
loses its energy advantage over both eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM for 256-QAM U-OFDM com-
pared to16-QAM eU-OFDM/DCO-OFDM. The results presented in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16
show that for1024-QAM, eU-OFDM can reach savings of approximately7 dB in electrical en-
ergy dissipation over DCO-OFDM and savings of approximately 3 dB in required optical power.
Such results can make a significant difference in future high-speed OWC systems.
4.4 Extension to Other Unipolar OFDM-based Modulation Schemes
The concept described in this paper is based on the unique time-do ain structure in every pair
of U-OFDM frames. Analogous unique structures are also present in the other two well-known
unipolar OFDM modulation schemes – ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. Henc , the eU-OFDM
concept could be extended to ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of eU-OFDM compared against the performance ofDCO-OFDM for
differentM -QAM modulation orders as a function of the optical SNR. The optimum
bias levels for64-QAM, 256-QAM, and1024-QAM DCO-OFDM are estimated
using Monte Carlo simulations and set at9.5 dB, 11 dB, and13 dB, respectively,
following the description in (2.23).
4.4.1 Asymmetrically-clipped Optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM)
In ACO-OFDM, only the odd subcarriers are modulated. As a consequence, the samples within
one time-domain frame of the bipolar signal,s[n], before the asymmetrical clipping have the
property:s[n]=− s[n+Nfft/2] as shown in Section 2.7.2.2 [21,61]. If only the even subcarriers
are modulated, the time-domain frame has the property:s[n]=s[n + Nfft/2] [21]. The opposite
relations also hold as described in Section 2.7.2.2. Therefore, as long as the interference in
the first half of the frame, from sample0 to sampleNfft/2−1, is equivalent to the interference
in the second half of the frame, from sampleNfft/2 to sampleNfft−1, any distortion due to
interference falls only on the even subcarriers in the frequency domain. Hence, it is orthogonal to
the information, which is modulated only on the odd subcarriers [21, 61]. A way to enhance the
data rate of ACO-OFDM is presented in Fig. 4.17.
The demodulation process at the receiver would be applied inthe same manner as for eU-OFDM.
The information atDepth 1can be recovered directly as in conventional ACO-OFDM because
all subsequent data streams are arranged such that they reflect only on the even subcarriers in
the frequency domain. After the first stream is decoded, the information can be remodulated
again and subtracted from the overall signal. Then, frames which are equivalent atDepth 2can
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of the enhanced ACO-OFDM concept up to depth 3.CP indicates the
unique cyclic prefix of each frame.Adi indicates the first half – from sample0 to
sampleNfft/2−1 – of theith ACO-OFDM frame atDepthd. Bdi indicates the
second half – from sampleNfft/2 to sampleNfft−1 – of theith ACO-OFDM frame
at Depthd.
Figure 4.18: Illustration of the enhanced PAM-DMT concept up to depth 3. CP indicates the
unique cyclic prefix of each frame.Adi indicates the first half – from sample0 to
sampleNfft/2−1 – of theith PAM-DMT frame atDepthd. Bdi indicates the second
half – from sampleNfft/2 to sampleNfft−1 – of theith PAM-DMT frame atDepth
d. Furthermore,Adi[n] = Ādi[Nfft/2 − 1 − n] andBdi[n] = B̄di[Nfft/2 − 1 − n]
so that the Hermitian symmetry of the interference at each depth is satisfied.
be recombined and the demodulation procedure can continue as for the stream atDepth 1. The
algorithm can be applied until the information from all streams is recovered.
4.4.2 Pulse-amplitude-modulated Discrete Multitone Modulation (PAM-DMT)
In PAM-DMT, all subcarriers are modulated with imaginary symbols from anM -PAM scheme
as described in Section 2.7.2.3 [21, 62]. In case the interference over a single PAM-DMT frame
duration possesses a Hermitian symmetry in the time-domain, its frequency profile is a real signal.
Hence, the interference is completely orthogonal to the useful information which is encoded in
imaginary symbols [21]. A way to introduce additional PAM-DMT data within the modulation
signal is presented in Fig. 4.18.
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The demodulation process at the receiver is analogous to thedemodulation process of eU-OFDM
and the demodulation process of the proposed enhanced version of ACO-OFDM from Section
4.4.1. The information atDepth 1can be recovered directly. Afterwards, the data is remodu-
lated and then subtracted from the overall signal. Then, theidentical frames atDepth 2can be
recombined, after which they can be demodulated as the data at Depth 1. The information at all
additional depths is recovered in a similar fashion.
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4.5 Summary
A novel modulation approach for the generation of energy-effici nt unipolar OFDM signals,
coined U-OFDM, has been introduced in this chapter. The scheme offers significant energy
savings in terms of electrical energy consumption and optical power requirements when com-
pared to the conventional DCO-OFDM. All benefits, however, come at a50% reduction in the
scheme’s spectral efficiency. When equal spectral efficiency is assumed, U-OFDM manages to
outperform DCO-OFDM only for relatively smallM -QAM constellation sizes. A modified ap-
proach, termed eU-OFDM, has been proposed as a solution to the spectral efficiency reduction
problem in U-OFDM. Using this approach, the spectral efficien y gap between U-OFDM and
DCO-OFDM is practically closed, while significant power savings are attained.
The problem of spectral efficiency loss has been a long-lasting issue in the inherently unipolar
state-of-the-art techniques including: ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and the novel U-OFDM. The
solution proposed in this chapter in the form of eU-OFDM exploits the OFDM frame structure
in a novel way and allows multiple information streams to be transmitted simultaneously. The
novel concept effectively introduces a new degree of freedom in the signal space of U-OFDM,
ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. For the first time, the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM has been
matched by an inherently unipolar OFDM-based modulation scheme which does not require an
increase in theM -QAM modulation order and still attains manageable implementation complex-




Non-linear Distortion in OFDM-based
Modulation Schemes for OWC
Non-linear distortion is anticipated in an optical wireless communications (OWC) system. Dur-
ing the design process, it is important that one fully understands and is able to quantify the
effects of non-linear distortion on the system performance. The orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) modulation signals are particularly vulnerable to non-linear distortion due
to the generally high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) they possess. There exist multiple ap-
proaches for analysing the effects of non-linear distortion on an OFDM-based information signal.
One particularly popular approach proves that in the frequency domain, non-linear distortion ef-
fectively translates into additional Gaussian noise, whose statistics can be estimated with the help
of the Bussgang theorem.
The current work provides an extension to the Bussgang theorem approach where a novel method
for approximating non-linear distortion allows a closed-form theoretical solution to be obtained
for an arbitrary distortion function. The technique can be applied to most existing OFDM-based
modulation schemes in OWC, in particular: direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (ACO-OFDM), pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone modulation
(PAM-DMT), unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM). The latter three
are shown to have equivalent performance in a non-linear additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, thus, providing further evidence that these concepts are, in essence, three different ap-
proaches towards the same energy-efficiency goal.
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5.1 Introduction
In an OWC system, an information signal is subject to a numberof linear and non-linear dis-
tortions. The linear distortions like signal attenuation and intersymbol interference (ISI) can be
compensated at the receiver with amplifiers and equalisers.The non-linear distortions, how-
ever, are often irreversible. Some examples include: quantisation effects in the digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) at the transmitter and quantisation effects in the analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) at the receiver, as well as the effects of the non-linear output characteristic of a light
emitting diode (LED). That is why, during the system design process, it is necessary to be able
to characterise and evaluate distortion effects as completely as possible.
A number of possible sources of non-linear distortion existin an OWC system. An electronic
device usually has a limited dynamic range and often a non-linear characteristic within that dy-
namic range. Furthermore, transitions between the digitals gnal domain and the analog signal
domain always lead to signal quantisation effects even if the electrical components behave almost
ideally. As indicated in the system description in Fig. 2.2,a processed digital time-domain signal
has to be passed through a DAC in order to obtain a signal, which can be used to modulate the
LED. As a rule of thumb, an increase in the resolution of a DAC increases the design complexity
and cost. At the same time, decreasing the resolution leads to more pronounced signal quantisa-
tion effects. In addition, non-linear distortion is alwaysanticipated in OFDM-based systems due
to the high PAPR of the information signal and the limited range of the electronic components
which leads to clipping effects. An adequate analysis of thedistortion effects on an information
signal allows for making informed choices between cost and accur cy in the design of the DAC
and ADC components.
The most prominent source of non-linear distortion in an OWCsystem is the LED at the analog
front-end of the transmitter. The voltage-to-current (V-I) relationship in an LED is not linear.
However, when a suitable V-I transducer is designed, this transition step in the system can be
almost completely linearised. However, the current-to-light (I-L) relationship between the cur-
rent through the LED and the emitted light intensity is also non-linear. Furthermore, there is
inevitably a minimum and a maximum allowed current level at which the diode can properly
operate. Therefore, the OFDM signal is inevitably clipped during the processing stage in order
to ensure that the analog signal fits within the active range of the LED. Analogously, non-linear
effects due to the non-linear relationship between light intensity, current and voltage are also
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present in the photodiode (PD) at the receiver. However, this front-end device is anticipated to
operate in a much smaller range, which means that the distortion is expected to be insignificant
compared to the distortion incurred at the transmitter.
A number of publications on non-linear distortion in OFDM-based modulation schemes already
exist in the literature [14, 15, 63–66, 96–99]. A large number of these works are focused specif-
ically on the non-linear distortions that occur in an OWC system [14, 15, 63–65]. The analysis
of the non-linear distortion effects is often quite complicated. Some general procedures for ob-
taining an analytical solution [66] have been introduced inthe literature. However, a closed-form
solution is not always feasible. The current work presents anovel complete generalised proce-
dure whichalwaysleads to a closed-form analytical solution. It can be applied to all the cases
presented in [14, 15, 63–65] as well as to any other arbitrarymemoryless non-linear distortion,
which can be anticipated in an OWC system using OFDM modulation. The specific case studies
presented in the current work provide a complete picture of the important non-linear effects at the
OWC transmitter, where the most significant non-linear distortion is anticipated. The application
of pulse shaping techniques is also considered in the context of non-linear distortion unlike in
previous works on the same subject [14,15,63–65].
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2introduces the concept of pulse shap-
ing and describes the effect of common pulse shapes on the investigated OFDM-based modulation
schemes, specifically focusing on the inherently unipolar OFDM algorithms: 1) ACO-OFDM in
Section 5.2.1; 2) PAM-DMT in Section 5.2.2; and 3) U-OFDM in Section 5.2.3. Section 5.3
introduces the generalised algorithm for the analysis of non-linear distortion in an OFDM-based
communication system. Section 5.4 explains how the analytic l framework can be applied to the
different OFDM-based modulation schemes analysed in this work, including: 1) DCO-OFDM in
Section 5.4.1; 2) ACO-OFDM in Section 5.4.2; 3) PAM-DMT in Section 5.4.3; and 4) U-OFDM
in Section 5.4.4. Section 5.5 confirms the validity of the analysis by means of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, and presents the effects of non-linear distortion on the system performance for different
transmission scenarios. Finally, Section 5.6 provides concluding remarks.
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5.2 Pulse Shaping
A pulse shaping operation enables a set of digital samples tobe mapped to a continuous analog
signal with desirable properties. It is often employed in communication channels with limited
bandwidth. The typical flat bandwidth response of off-the-slf LEDs, for example, is around2
MHz for white phosphor-coated LEDs and up to20 MHz when blue filtering at the receiver is
employed or when a colour LED is used [33]. It is usually desirable that the frequency profile
of the transmitted information signal fits within the flat bandwidth of the front-end elements in
order to avoid significant distortion.
Different pulse shaping filters have different time-domainproperties as well as a different band-
width span. A commonly-employed pulse shape is the square pulse which corresponds to the
zero-order hold function of a DAC [100]. This shape is of low implementation complexity and
has a duration in the time domain which is limited to the period of a single information symbol.
However, it spans an infinite spectrum profile. Therefore, itcannot be realised without distor-
tion to the information signal. In practice, when square pulses are used, the signal would also
be low-pass filtered following the zero-order hold element in order to limit the frequency profile
of the resulting signal. A common reference point for the bandwidth is the first zero crossing
in the frequency domain, which occurs at1/Ts if Ts is the symbol duration in the time domain.
Another very similar shape is the triangle pulse, which corresponds to a first order interpolation
technique [100]. This shape is effectively the convolutionof two square pulses, so the magnitude
of its out-of-band components is reduced and the overall signal profile is improved to some ex-
tent (theoretically it is still infinite). The pulse duration, however, spans over two symbol periods
in the time domain which causes the time-domain informationsamples to be convoluted. Exact
recovery of the original discrete information signal (withno ISI) requires very accurate sampling
at the receiver. Furthermore, matched filtering cannot be don without introducing ISI. In theory,
the sinc function is the most bandwidth efficient interpolati n filter [100]. It requires a bandwidth
of 1/2Ts, so it is approximately two times more efficient than a squarepulse low-passed at the first
zero crossing in the frequency domain. However, the sinc spans a time-domain impulse response
with an infinite duration. This means that for practical purposes the shape has to be truncated.
Also, due to the longer impulse response, this pulse shape requires more processing during the
pulse shaping and the matched filtering operations. In addition, ime jitter can introduce signifi-
cant ISI. For these reasons, the raised-cosine filter and itsmodified version, the root-raised cosine
filter, are typically used in practical implementations. They enable the generation of an interpo-
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Figure 5.1: (a) The ACO-OFDM signal pulse-shaped after the negative samples are initially
removed. (b) The pulse-shaped ACO-OFDM signal after the addition of a bias level
necessary to make it unipolar.
lation pulse with an arbitrary frequency span between1/2Ts and1/Ts depending on a specified
roll-off factor. The raised cosine allows the designer to trade between the length of the pulse
in the time domain and the bandwidth requirement of the information signal. In practice, these
filters are implemented by oversampling the discrete information signal, interpolating it with the
desired pulse shape and then supplying it to a DAC, which consists of a zero-order hold and a
low-pass filter as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
As described in Section 2.7 and Section 4.2.1, the information signals in ACO-OFDM, PAM-
DMT, and U-OFDM are turned into unipolar signals after the negative samples are removed. A
bipolar pulse shape like the sinc and the raised-cosine filter transform aunipolar signal into a
bipolar signal. An example is shown in Fig. 5.1. This issue can be resolv d by introducing a
bias level which makes all samples non-negative. However, th effect of this process is an in-
crease in the electrical energy of the signal by approximately 2-3 dB, according to Monte Carlo
simulations. Alternatively, all negative samples after the pulse shaping operation can be clipped
at zero again, but this leads to the distortion illustrated in Fig. 5.2. If the pulse shaping oper-
ation is performed before the negative samples in ACO-OFDM,PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM are
clipped, then, the clipping operation would produce a unipolar pulse-shaped information signal.
Furthermore, as shown in (2.27), the clipping operation leads to a unipolar signal that can be rep-
resented as the sum of the original bipolar signal and a distortion term which contains frequency
components both inside and outside the desired bandwidth. The useful signal is preserved inside
the limited bandwidth and is not affected by the distortion term as described in Section 2.7. The
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Figure 5.2: (a) Distortion in ACO-OFDM/U-OFDM after clipping the negative samples of the
pulse-shaped signal. (b) Distortion in PAM-DMT after the negative samples of the
pulse-shaped signal are clipped.
rest of this section provides a detailed proof to this claim.
Given thatFs denotes the sampling frequency,Ts denotes the time-domain symbol period,T=FsTs,
andp[t] denotes the discrete pulse shape, then the portion of the oversampled pulse-shaped dis-
crete bipolar signal (before any negative values are clipped), which contains the information in a




























+Ncp)T−(n −Nfft)T ]. (5.1)
In 5.1,Npcp stands for the length of the cyclic prefix that is sufficient toremove any effects of
p[t] between individual OFDM frames, ands[n, 0] denotes thenth sample of the OFDM frame
at position0, assumed to be the current frame. The portion of the discrete-time pulse-shaped
bipolar signal which is relevant for sampling the first
N
fft





























s[n, 0]p[t−nT ] (5.2)
The discrete-time pulse-shaped bipolar signal relevant for sampling the next
N
fft
2 points of the



























The discrete-time pulse-shaped unipolar signal, ready fordigital-to-analog conversion and trans-
















2 is applied in ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT in order to equalise the transmis-
sion energy. At the receiver, the discrete-time samples of agiven frame after matched filtering
can be expressed as:






















































where[] ∗ [] denotes the convolution operator,n[t] denotes the AWGN process at the receiver,
andh[t] denotes the discrete time-domain impulse response of the communications channel. The
cyclic prefix is assumed to be of sufficient length in order to remove any ISI between individual
OFDM frames due to the channel and to turn thecontinuous-time convolution of the unipolar in-
formation signal,s[t], and the channel,h[t], into circular convolution in thediscretetime domain.
Hence, the ISI effect can be completely reversed by equalisation. Assuming perfect channel
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From Section 2.7.2.2, in ACO-OFDM,s[n] = −s[n+N
fft
/2]. Therefore,s′1[t] ≈ −s′2[t+ Nfft2 T ]
except for the third terms of the expressions in (5.2) and (5.3). The differences occur because in
the time domain,p[t] spans a non-causal impulse response beyond a single informati n symbol
duration and beyond the boundaries of the OFDM frame. WhenNpcp << Nfft , however, these














































∣. Therefore, the distortion due to clipping reflects only on the even subcarriers
as in (2.26).
5.2.2 PAM-DMT
From Section 2.7.2.3, in PAM-DMT,s[n] = −s[N
fft
−n]. Therefore, based on the representations
in (5.2) and (5.3),s′1[t] ≈ −s′2[NfftT − t]. There are differences in the first term in (5.2) and the
third term in (5.3). The differences are caused by the non-causal time-domain impulse response
of p[t]. However, they are not significant ifNpcp << Nfft . Therefore, it can be concluded that
|s′1[t]| ≈ |s′2[NfftT − t]|. The impulse response of the pulse-shaping filter is an even function.















. It is Hermitian symmetric in
the time domain. Therefore, the distortion translates intoa real signal component in the frequency
domain and is orthogonal to the useful information as explained in Section 2.7.2.3.
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5.2.3 U-OFDM
As described in Section 4.2.1, the U-OFDM bipolar (before clipping of the negative values)
discrete-time signal is encoded in two consecutive frames. The oversampled and pulse-shaped
discrete-time bipolar part ofs′[t] which contains the information of thepositiveblock can be
expressed as′p[t] in the form of equation (5.1). The oversampled and pulse-shaped discrete-
time bipolar part ofs′[t] which contains the information of thenegativeblock can be expressed in
the same form as′n[t]. If sp[n] are the bipolar time-domain information symbols of thepositive
block, andsn[n] are the bipolar time-domain information symbols of thenegativeblock, then by
designsp[n] = −sn[n]. Hence, a closer inspection of equation (5.1) reveals thats′p[t] = −s′n[t]
except for the third terms in the presented summation. The diff rences appear becausep[t] spans
a non-causal impulse response. WhenNpcp << Nfft , these differences are not significant. The


































wheren1[t] andn2[t] are two independent identically-distributed realisations f the AWGN at the
receiver. At the receiver, the original bipolar OFDM samples are reconstructed by subtracting the
samples of thenegativeblock from the samples of thepositiveblock:


























equivalent and as such are completely removed by the subtraction operation in the demodulation
process. The noise variance doubles due to the subtraction as shown in Section 4.2.1.
One important implication of these proofs is that the pulse shaping process can be incorporated
in the non-linear distortion framework for ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM described in
the rest of this section. When pulse shaping is applied afterthe negative values in these schemes
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are clipped at zero, then the distribution of the samples in the time domain pulse-shaped signal
changes. This compromises the accuracy of the analysis. To elab rate, the time-domain OFDM
samples follow a Gaussian distribution. Hence, in ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM,
the positive samples alone as well as the negative samples alone follow a Gaussian distribution
clipped at zero. The pulse shaping process is a linear operation, which linearly combines the
discrete-time samples of an OFDM frame, scaled by the samplevalu s of a pulse-shaping filter’s
impulse response. Linearly combining samples which followa clipped Gaussian distribution
does not render samples that follow the same distribution. On the other hand, linearly combining
samples which follow a Gaussian distribution generates samples which also follow a Gaussian
distribution. Therefore, if the pulse shaping operation isperformed before the signal is clipped at
zero, the pulse-shaped samples after the clipping operation foll w a clipped Gaussian distribution.
This distribution enables the analysis presented in the rest of this section.
5.3 Complete Framework for a Closed-form Theoretical Analysis of
Non-linear Distortion in OFDM-based OWC
The non-linear distortion analysis approach described in Section 2.8 has been used in a number
of works in an analytical or semi-analytical fashion [14, 1566]. The resulting analytical solu-
tion, however, is never guaranteed to be in closed-form. Every time a closed-form solution is
required with this approach, an additional creative step isrequired because the derivation has to
be tailored according to the non-linear distortion function under investigation. In this section, a
general derivation procedure is presented. Italwaysleads to a closed-form analytical solution for
an arbitrary memoryless distortion function. The concept can be easily applied to most of the
OFDM-based modulation schemes presented in this work. The remainder of this section intro-
duces the modified technique and describes how it can be applied to DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM.
An arbitrary memoryless distortion function,z(X), can be represented with a set of intervals,
I, having cardinality,|I|, and with a set of continuous polynomials which can be considere as
accurate approximations of the function in each of the respective intervals. Such polynomials
can be generated by interpolation of empirical data, or by pol nomial expansion techniques such
as Taylor polynomial expansion. The selected polynomial degre can set the accuracy of the
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j (U(x− xmin,i) − U(x− xmax,i)) (5.10)
wherei denotes theith function interval,ni is the polynomial order in intervali, ci,j denotes the
jth coefficient of the polynomial in intervali, U(x) is the unit step function, soxmin,i andxmax,i
are the lower and the upper boundary of intervali, respectively. Using this representation, the





















































































where the functionD(t, a, b, µ, σx) is defined in (A.1). The time-domain signal variance,σ2x =
σ2s , is derived in (2.17). It should be noted that after the pulseshaping operation, the variance of
the oversampled time-domain signal distribution is not consta t over time and that the individual
time-domain samples are not really independently distributed. However, in [66], Dardariet al.
have shown that for the commonly-used pulse shapes in practice this does not compromise the
validity of the analysis technique. The simulations conducted in this work and the results pre-
sented in the next section also support this claim. The calculations that characterise the statistics
of Yn in (2.34)-(2.36) can be expressed as:






























































































































































With the help of equations (A.1), (A.5), (A.6) and the standard rules for differentiation, it is rather
straightforward to obtain closed-form expressions for (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13). The procedure
is also easily programmable on a computer. A simple example of how to compute (5.11), (5.12)
and (5.13) in closed-form is presented in Appendix B.
The presented analysis based on the Bussgang theorem is valid for zero-mean Gaussian signals.
The four modulation schemes - DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT,U-OFDM - are all non-
zero-mean modified versions of the original bipolar zero-mean OFDM signal. As a result, the
modifications have to be taken into account in the analysis inorder to correctly interpret the ef-
fects of the non-linear distortion. All manipulations of the original bipolar OFDM signal up to the
point where an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation is performed during the demod-
ulation procedure at the receiver have to be considered. Forexample, ifz1(x) is a memoryless
distortion at one stage in the system, for instance, caused by clipping of the signal,z2(x) is a
subsequent memoryless distortion, for example caused by quantisation at the DAC,z3(x) is a
third memoryless distortion, for example, caused by addinga positive signal bias, then the over-
all distortion effect after the three separate consecutivedistortions isz(s′[t]) = z3(z2(z1(s′[t]))).
Regardless if a distortion is linear or non-linear, it can and should be incorporated in the analysis
provided that it is memoryless. In this work, it is assumed that no distortion with memory is
present in the system or any such distortion can be completely qualised, for example ISI.
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5.4 Application to OFDM-based Modulation Schemes
5.4.1 DC-biased Optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM)
The presented analytical framework can be applied to DCO-OFDM straightforwardly as it would
be applied to conventional bipolar OFDM. The positive bias of the signal can be analysed as part
of the overall non-linear transformation and its effects donot need to be considered separately
like in other similar works [14,15].
5.4.2 Asymmetrically-clipped Optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM)
The clipping at zero operation in the modulation process of ACO-OFDM is a non-linear trans-
formation, but has no adverse effect on the odd subcarriers of the system. A slight modification
in the analytical procedure has to be made in order to accountf r this effect. In ACO-OFDM,
the bipolar time-domain OFDM signal before clipping of the negative samples consists of a set
of positive samples and a set of negative samples. The two sets of samples have identical dis-
tribution and identical contribution to the value of each modulated subcarrier in the frequency
domain [61]. As a result, when one of the sets is set to zero, this has no adverse effect on the
useful signal apart from an amplitude attenuation factor of0.5. Since only the positive samples
are used in the transmission, the non-linear distortion in the system pertains only to the set of
positive samples. As a result, the effect of the non-linear distortion on the modulated subcarriers
is the same as if the same distortion function mirrored around zero is applied on the unclipped
bipolar OFDM signal. Hence, in the calculation process, theintervals of the non-linear transform
can be specified from0 to ∞. Then (5.11),(5.12) and (5.13) can be calculated for the intrval
[0;∞] and scaled by 2 to account for the complementary identical half of the signal distribution.





























































The estimated noise variance due to the distortion,σ2
Y
, has to be halved before it is added to
the variance of the AWGN, because the noise has no correlation with the signal and, therefore,
distributes evenly on both odd and even subcarriers. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) should be
further scaled by a factor of0.5 due to the removal of the negative samples. Then in the analysis













It should be noted that the originally negative samples thatare clipped to zero do not influence
the modulated subcarrier values because having a value of zer , they are excluded from any
contribution in the IFFT transform at the receiver. If thesesamples, are distorted, however, and
have a value which is different from zero, they begin to influence the result in the frequency
domain. Therefore, it is not enough to only analyse the distort on of the positive samples, as
described in this section, but the distortion of the clippedsamples should also be taken into
account. Let’s define the overall distortion of the information signal up to the demodulator as
zd(s
′[t]); this is just the distortion to the signal without includingthe distortion due to the AWGN.
If zd(0) 6= 0, then the zeros generated due to clipping of the negative samples are distorted. Their
distortion distorts the information in the the odd subcarriers which is avoided when these samples
are0. In order to account for this effect,zd(0) can be interpreted as a direct current (DC) shift
and subtracted fromzd(s′[t]). Then, the analysis described in this section can be appliedwithout
having to additionally model the distortion coming from thedistorted clipped samples. Hence,
the effective overall distortion function on the positive OFDM samples is:
z(s′[t])s′[t]≥0 = zd(s
′[t])s′[t]≥0 − zd(0) (5.18)
5.4.3 Pulse-amplitude-modulated Discrete Multitone Modulation (PAM-DMT)
The time-domain information signal in PAM-DMT possesses the same statistical properties as
the information signal in ACO-OFDM. The power of the additive Gaussian noise introduced by
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the non-linearity distortion is equally split between the real and the imaginary components of the
subcarriers in the frequency domain. As a result, the non-linearity distortion analysis for PAM-
DMT is exactly the same as for ACO-OFDM. It should be noted that PAM-DMT usesM -ary
pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) while ACO-OFDM usesM2-QAM for modulation of the
frequency subcarriers at the same spectral efficiency of thesystem. In a real additive Gaussian
noise channel,M -PAM andM2-QAM have identical bit error rate (BER) performance.
5.4.4 Unipolar Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (U-OFDM)
In the modulation process for U-OFDM, the signs of the negative samples are switched, the
samples are transmitted as positive samples and then turnedback into negative samples by the
subtraction operation at the demodulator as described in Section 4.2.1. As a result, any non-linear
transformation of the bipolar OFDM signal is symmetric around zero,i.e., z(s′[t]) = −z(−s′[t]).
Because all time-domain samples are transmitted as positive amples,z(s′[t])s′[t]≤0 is a mirrored
version ofz(s′[t])s′[t]≥0. Therefore,z(s
′[t]) = −z(−s′[t]) in the calculations of (5.11),(5.12) and
(5.13). Alternatively, because the Gaussian probability density function (PDF) of OFDM is sym-
metric around zero, it is possible to specifyz(s′[t]) only in the interval[0;∞] and perform the
calculations of (5.11),(5.12) and (5.13) only in this interval. If this approach is adopted, in all
calculations, the final result has to be doubled to account for the negative half of the signal distri-
bution just as in the analysis case for ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT.The subtraction operation at











Note that the bipolar signal is obtained by subtracting thenegativeblock from thepositiveblock
at the demodulator. However, when all zero samples corresponding to clipped negative samples
from the original bipolar signal are distorted tozd(0)6=0, then all originally positive samples are
shifted by−zd(0) after the subtraction operation and all originally negative samples are shifted
by zd(0), wherezd(s′[t]) is the non-linear distortion function up to the subtractionoperation at the
demodulator. This means that the subtraction operation at the demodulator introduces additional
distortion, which has to be accounted for by subtractingzd(0) from zd(s′[t]), i.e., the resulting
overall non-linear distortion function is:
z(s′[t])s′[t]≥0 = zd(s
′[t])s′[t]≥0 − zd(0). (5.20)
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The analysis of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM indicates that all three schemes expe-
rience exactly the same SNR deterioration for the same non-li ear distortion effects because the
time-domain information signals in the three schemes are chara terised by equivalent statistical
properties for the same spectral efficiency. This conclusion is also supported by the numerical re-
sults presented in the following section. Therefore, in addition to the equivalent performance in a
linear AWGN channel, the three schemes are expected to exhibit equivalent performance in a non-
linear AWGN channel as well. Hence, this work provides furthe evidence that the three schemes
are simply three different but equally-valid approaches towards the same energy-efficiency goal.
5.5 Numerical Results
This section investigates the joint effect of three non-linear distortions at the OWC transmitter.
The effects under investigation include clipping which accounts for the limited dynamic range of
the electronic devices, quantisation effects in the DAC, and the I-L output characteristic of the
LED. Non-linearities at the receiver site are not included in the investigation because they are
considered negligible in comparison to the non-linear effects at the transmitter. The non-linear
distortion at the receiver can be analysed analogously using the concepts presented in Section 5.3
and Section 5.4. In the analysis and in the numerical simulations presented in this section, the
oversampled pulse-shaped signals′[t] has an oversampling ratio of10.
For comparison purposes, the average electrical energy perbit,Eb,elec, and average optical energy
per bit,Eb,opt, consumed at the transmitter have been defined as in (2.19) and (2.21), but the non-

















whereP avgelec denotes the average electrical power of the time-domain information signal, pro-
portional to the mean square of the electrical signal;P avgopt is the average optical power of the
time-domain information signal, proportional to the average intensity of the time-domain optical
signal;η is the spectral efficiency of the respective modulation scheme defined in (2.15), (2.28),
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(2.30) or (4.7);zelec(s′[t]) is the current signal flowing through the diode including alldistortions
up to that point in the system;zopt(s′[t]) is the light intensity output of the diode including all
distortions up to that point in the system;B is the double-sided signal bandwidth in Hz. For the
examples presented in this section,zelec(s′[t]) includes clipping of the signal, quantisation effects
at the DAC as well as the addition of a positive bias level, while zopt(s′[t]) includes also the I-L
output characteristic of the diode.
The zero-order-hold DAC investigated in this work has a limited range of output amplitudes
betweens′min ands′max, and also has a finite bit resolution,qb. The discrete output levels of the
device are assumed to be equally spaced in the interval[s′min; s′max], and the distance between
any two levels is assumed to be:
dq =
s′max − s′min
2qb − 1 . (5.23)
Each quantisation threshold is set in the middle between twoneighbouring quantisation levels.
For instance, the threshold betweens′min ands′min+dq is set ats′min +dq/2. The values ofs′min
ands′max are a function of the desired DAC accuracy and of the LED active range,[imin; imax].
Therefore, these signal limits account for the combined clipping effect at the DAC and at the
LED. In the presented investigations, the resolution of theDAC is set toqb=8 bits.
After the information signal is quantised by the DAC output characteristic, it is biased by a con-
stant positive signal and is passed through the LED output chara teristic. The LED output char-
acteristic is a continuous function, specified in the interval [imin; imax]. It represents the transition
from a current signal to an optical signal in the device. The output characteristic of the LED used
in this study is obtained through interpolation of the data presented in the device datasheet [101].
A third-degree polynomial is used in the interpolation procedure. The calculated coefficients are
provided in Table 5.1. The relationship between the device current and the radiated luminous flux
Interval ci,3 ci,2 ci,1 ci,0
i = 1 ⇔ i(t) < imin 0 0 0 0.1947
i = 2 ⇔ imin < i(t) < imax 0.2855 -1.0886 2.0565 -0.0003
i = 3 ⇔ imax < i(t) 0 0 0 1.2531
Table 5.1: Polynomial coefficients of the LED output characteristic:ci,j is the coefficient of de-
greej in interval i.
has been adopted from the datasheet as a suitable representation of the relationship between the
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current and the optical radiation power.
The information signal is contained in the current signal through the LED. The initial (before
distortion and biasing) average energy per bit of the original bipolar OFDM signal is defined as
Eb. The actual dissipated electrical energy per bit at the LED is defined asEb,elec assuming that
the device resistance is normalised to1Ω and taking into account the quantisation effects and the
addition of a bias level,i.e., Eb,elec = E{i2(t)}/(Bη) = E{(z3(z2(z1(s′[t]))) + ibias)2}/(Bη)
wherez1(s′[t]) denotes the clipping effect on the oversampled pulse-shaped signal,s′[t], z2(·)
denotes the quantisation effect of the DAC, andz3(·) denotes the conversion step from a voltage
signal to a current signal, which is assumed linear with gain1. For the evaluation of the optical
efficiency of the system, the quantityEb,opt is defined asEb,opt = E{z4(z3(z2(z1(s′[t]))) +
ibias)}/(Bη) wherez4(·) denotes the transition step from a current signal to an optical s gnal in
the LED, characterised by the polynomial described in Table5.1.
The typical3-dB modulation bandwidth of white commercially-availableLEDs is in the order
of 2MHz [33]. This bandwidth is assumed in the presented investigations. The coherence band-
width of a typical indoor optical channel is in the order of 90MHz, which is significantly higher
than the assumed modulation bandwidth of the LED [33]. Therefore, the channel can be assumed
flat within the communication bandwidth and ISI does not haveto be considered. In an alterna-
tive scenario, where ISI becomes an issue, the non-linearity nalysis presented in this work still
applies provided that channel knowledge is available at therec iver, and the information signal
can be equalised. In the following investigation, the current signal at the receiver is assumed to
be:
î(t) = z4(i(t))H(0)R (5.24)
whereH(0) is the optical channel gain define in Section 2.5, andR is the PD responsivity.
Taking into account the LED emission spectrum and the PD responsivity to the different optical
wavelengths, the average responsivity to white light is calcul ted asR = 0.52 [102]. This value
is used in the numerical simulations. The optical channel gain depends on a number of different
factors as described in Section 2.5. In the current investigation, the channel gain is arbitrarily
selected depending on theM -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM) modulation order
in use. The aim is to use a channel gain which requires the LED to be operated in its full active
region because then the energy advantage of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM over DCO-
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OFDM should be most pronounced. If the information signal requires a small modulation depth
of the LED and varies only slightly around the bias level, theen rgy consumption depends almost
entirely on the bias level, which means that there will be relatively small performance differences
between the four schemes.
In an OWC system, the main contributor to the AWGN is expectedto be shot noise at the photo
detector due to background light. The power spectral density of the noise in this study is specified
in the order ofNo=10−21 W/Hz in agreement with other similar work [33]. This value is used
in all numerical simulations. Then, the variance of the AWGNis σ2
N
=BNo.
Fig. 5.3-5.5 present the investigation results which compare 4-QAM DCO-OFDM, 16-QAM
ACO-OFDM, 4-PAM PAM-DMT, and 16-QAM U-OFDM - all with equivalent spectral effi-
ciency of1 bit/s/Hz. The assumed optical channel gain isH(0)=4×10−6 because this value
allows all the investigated schemes to achieve BER values inthe order of10−3 and10−4 - within
the requirements of most forward error correction (FEC) codes required for successful communi-
cation [15,33,94] - and at the same time to use the active region of the LED as fully as possible.
In the conducted investigation, the bias levels for ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM are
set toibias = 0.1A, while the bias level for DCO-OFDM is set toibias = 0.19A. The distribution
region[−3σ; 3σ] is quantised for DCO-OFDM, and the distribution region[0; 3σ] is quantised for
the other schemes. Any signal values which fall outside the presented regions are clipped. These
clipping levels are set as the default clipping levels. The AWGN power is constant. In order
to increase the SNR in the system, the information signal through the LED has to be amplified.
However, if the modulation signal falls outside the allowedoperational range of the LED when
amplified, it is clipped further due to the non-linear outputcharacteristic of the LED, presented
in Table 5.1. As a result, the BER curves presented in Fig. 5.3-5.5 are V-shaped. There is
a clear dip in the curves because at first, an amplification of the information signal increases
the SNR, however, after a certain point, the clipping distortion becomes more dominant than
the improvement due to the increase in the transmitted power. For the performance comparison
between the different schemes, the power of the transmittedsignal is used rather than the power
of the received signal because it gives a better illustration of the energy efficiency in the system
where most of the energy is consumed at the transmitter. The ac i ved SNR at the receiver can
be calculated by using the power levels presented in Fig. 5.3-5.5 and by taking into account the
optical channel gain, the responsivity gain and the noise power at the receiver.
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Figure 5.3: A performance comparison between4-QAM DCO-OFDM,16-QAM ACO-OFDM,
4-PAM PAM-DMT, and16-QAM U-OFDM in terms of the electrical power at the
transmitterP avgelec . The power dissipation due to the bias level is not taken intoac-
count.





























Figure 5.4: A performance comparison between4-QAM DCO-OFDM,16-QAM ACO-OFDM,
4-PAM PAM-DMT, and16-QAM U-OFDM in terms of the electrical power at the
transmitterP avgelec . The power requirement estimation includes the contribution of the
bias level to the electrical power dissipation.
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Figure 5.5: A performance comparison between4-QAM DCO-OFDM,16-QAM ACO-OFDM,
4-PAM PAM-DMT, and16-QAM U-OFDM in terms of the optical power at the
transmitterP avgopt . The bias level contribution to the power dissipation is taken into
account.
Fig. 5.3 presents the electrical energy efficiency of the four schemes if the bias level is not taken
into account. As expected, for bipolar signals, DCO-OFDM clearly outperforms the other three
schemes. The benefits of the latter, however, are caused by the biasing requirement. This is
shown in Fig. 5.4, where ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM require approximately1dB
less energy per bit for a BER of10−3 and approximately the same energy for a BER of10−4
compared to DCO-OFDM. The results in Fig. 5.5 indicate that DCO-OFDM is approximately
1dB less optically efficient than the other three schemes for a BER of 10−3, and approximately
0.3dB worse for a BER of10−4. The presented curves clearly demonstrate that the BER values
decrease as expected with the increase in the SNR up to a certain point. Afterwards, the active
region of the LED is completely depleted, and any increase inthe signal power leads to increase
in the clipping distortion and, hence, to higher BER. Overall, the conducted theoretical analysis
matches quite well the results of the Monte Carlo simulations for square pulse shapes. When a
root-raised cosine filter is used to pulse shape the information signal, the Monte Carlo results are
slightly better than the theory because the matched filter atthe receiver filters out the frequency
components of the distortion noise which fall outside the signal bandwidth. Nevertheless, the
results for the root-raised cosine filter follow closely theoretical approximation and confirm
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Figure 5.6: Low channel gain,H(0)=2x10−6, scenario which illustrates the advantage of a
smaller constellation. The performance of4-QAM DCO-OFDM,16-QAM ACO-
OFDM, 4-QAM PAM-DMT, and16-QAM U-OFDM is compared.
the validity of the presented analytical framework. For practical calculations, the presented anal-
ysis can serve as a good approximation of a lower bound on the performance of a system which
employs a pulse shaping filter with limited bandwidth. To thebest of the author’s knowledge,
other techniques for the analysis of non-linear distortionwhich are present in the literature do not
even consider bandlimited pulse shaping filters and work with simple square pulse shapes (Box-
car filter) for which the analysis presented in this work is exact [14,15,63–65]. The BER curves
for ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM fall on top of each other aspredicted by the theo-
retical analysis. This clearly demonstrates the equivalent p rformance of the three schemes in a
non-linear AWGN channel. The requirement for biggerM -QAM constellations in ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM makes these schemes more vulnerable to non-li ear distortion when
compared to DCO-OFDM. Larger constellations are more vulnerabl to distortion. An example
is presented in Fig. 5.6 where the channel gain is decreased to H(0) = 2×10−6, the bias level
in DCO-OFDM is set toibias = 0.5A, and it is kept atibias = 0.1A in the other three schemes.
Despite the higher energy requirement, in this scenario DCO-OFDM is still able to achieve a
BER of10−4. On the other hand, the other three schemes do not even reach aBER of10−3. This
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison of4-QAM DCO-OFDM,16-QAM ACO-OFDM,4-QAM
PAM-DMT, and16-QAM U-OFDM in a high channel gain,H(0)=4x10−4, sce-
nario: (a) Electrical power efficiency (in terms ofP avgelec ) including energy dissipation
due to the bias current; (b) Optical power efficiency (in terms ofP avgopt ) including the
bias level.
example illustrates how a slight change in the channel conditi s can make a big difference in the
selection of a modulation scheme for a given system configuration.
The final investigation is performed for a scenario where thechannel gain is significantly higher,
H(0) = 4×10−4. In this case, the required modulation depth of the information signal is much
lower than in the other cases and the main contribution to energy consumption is the positive
bias level of the signal. Fig. 5.7 presents the results for this example. The bias level of DCO-
OFDM is ibias = 0.1018A, which is the minimum bias level required to fully accommodate the
information signal. The bias level in the other three schemes is kept at the minimum level of
ibias = 0.1A. The difference in the electrical energy efficiency betweenDCO-OFDM and the
other three schemes is approximately0.06 dB. The difference in the optical power requirement
is approximately0.04 dB. All four schemes are almost equivalent in their energy requi ments
because the main contributor to the energy dissipation is the bias of the LED. Note that the power
efficiency of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM is always expectd to be lower than the
theoretical values presented in the respective introductory papers - [61], [62], [18] - because any
clipped values that are ideally set to zero at the modulator,re actually set to the bias level at the
transmitter and, therefore, also contribute to the power dissipation.
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5.6 Summary
In this section, a complete analytical approach for the analysis of memoryless non-linear dis-
tortion in an OWC system has been presented. The novel approach enables the analysis of an
arbitrary distortion function and the derivation of analytical solutions in closed form. The con-
cept is valid for four OFDM-based modulation schemes proposed for intensity modulation and
direct detection (IM/DD) systems: DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM. An
investigation has been conducted on the joint distortion effects caused by quantisation in a DAC
and by the non-linear relationship between the electrical current and the emitted light in an LED.
These distortion effects are anticipated to be the major sources of non-linearity in an OWC sys-
tem. Monte Carlo simulations conducted exhibit good agreement with the proposed theory, thus
confirming the validity of the analysis technique.
The analytical work as well as the numerical results presented in this section indicate that ACO-
OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM exhibit equivalent performance in a non-linear AWGN chan-
nel, which suggests that the schemes are three different butequally valid approaches towards
energy efficiency. The presented performance analysis shows that the optimal choice of a mod-
ulation scheme is strongly dependent on the communicationsscenario and can vary. The theo-
retical analysis approach presented here provides a quick and accurate way to estimate system
performance and to optimise the system parameters without computationally expensive Monte
Carlo simulations and numerical integration. Further workn the subject can include an analyti-
cal approach for modelling the effects of non-linear distortion on the performance of the enhanced






This chapter presents a performance investigation of a visible light communications (VLC) sys-
tem based on a single novel Gallium Nitride (GaN)µm-sized light emitting diode (µLED). A
device of such size exhibits a frequency profile with a 3-dB modulation bandwidth of at least 60
MHz - significantly higher than the typical commercially-available white lighting light emitting
diodes (LEDs). The modulation scheme used in this investigation is orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiplexing (OFDM). It enables the non-flat frequencyresponse of the device to be used
in an optimal fashion. Adaptive data and energy loading techniques are successfully applied in
order to achieve a demonstration of optical wireless communication at speeds exceeding 3 Gb/s.
To date, this is the fastest demonstration of a wireless VLC system using a single LED.
The chapter presents a systematic study of the achievable data rates, the practical transmission
distances and the coverage area that are achievable with a wireless VLC link using a single GaN
µLED with a diameter of 50µm. The work on GaNµLEDs is extended by discussing the possible
deployment scenarios at a practical transmission distanceof at least 1 m and the feasibility of a
Gb/s wireless link at a distance of up to 10 m without the need for complex optics is demonstrated.
All results have been obtained indoors at ambient lighting levels of 1000 lx. The results presented
in this chapter illustrate the enormous potential of the technology and demonstrate that high-speed
VLC is not limited to short-range applications.
The inherently unipolar OFDM modulation schemes, asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multi-
tone modulation (PAM-DMT), presented in Chapter 2.7 have ben studied theoretically quite
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extensively. The novel unipolar modulation schemes, unipolar rthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (U-OFDM) and enhanced unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (eU-
OFDM), presented in this work have also been studied quite extensively in Chapter 4 and Chapter
5. However, very little work seems to have been done on practical implementation of such mod-
ulation schemes. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the current work presents the first ex-
perimental proof-of-concept demonstration of both U-OFDMand eU-OFDM and clearly demon-
strates the significant energy advantages that these two schemes can introduce in an optical wire-
less communications (OWC) system, consistent with the theoretical results from Chapter 4.
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6.1 Introduction
Incoherent solid-state lighting elements such as LEDs are ve y prominent VLC transmitters due
to their low cost and high availability. They are envisionedas the most likely candidates for
VLC front-end devices. Several physical challenges are limiting the communication speeds in
VLC and are hindering the future development of high-speed commercial VLC systems [10].
One major challenge is the slow modulation response of commercial white luminaires based on a
blue LED chip with a yellow phosphor coating, popular for lighting applications. The relatively
long carrier life-time of the yellow phosphor leads to a slowresponse time and restricts the flat
modulation bandwidth of the device to several MHz [10]. A common workaround for this issues
is the application of a blue short-pass filter at the receiver, which removes the slow component
from the modulated signal and enables flat modulation frequencies of up to 20 MHz [10]. Despite
the bandwidth limitation of the LEDs, signal processing techniques such as equalization, high-
order modulation/multiplexing, and parallel data transmission have enabled communication of
up to 1 Gb/s using a single commercially-available phosphor-coated LED and up to 3 Gb/s using
commercially-available red-green-blue LEDs [10,12,103].
Significant research effort is being directed towards the dev lopment of faster LEDs. An example
of such novel devices are resonant-cavity light emitting diodes (RCLEDs) [39]. The application
of an RCLED has enabled demonstrations of communication links of up to 3 Gb/s over a plastic
optical fiber (POF) [40]. Other devices with comparable modulation bandwidth can be manufac-
tured by reducing the innate junction capacitance of the diodes and by controlling the differential
carrier lifetimes through injected current density. For example, in [34],µLEDs with small di-
ameters, of the order of tens ofµm, are introduced. The reduced size of the LEDs leads to
notable improvements in their modulation frequency respone. VLC links with a transmission
speed of up to 512 Mb/s [34] and up to1 Gb/s [35] have been successfully demonstrated for such
µLEDs using on-off keying (OOK) modulation. Another similardevice has been used in [36] for
a demonstration of a1.07 Gb/s communication link over a POF.
In this chapter, the communication capabilities of GaNµLEDs [34] in combination with OFDM
are investigated in Experiment I. An experimental measurement of theµLED bandwidth and a
physical demonstration of an OFDM-based system are presented. OFDM is chosen because it
allows cost-effective equalisation with single-tap equalisers in the frequency domain. Moreover,
this modulation scheme allows adaptive data and energy allocation to different frequency regions
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based on the properties of the communication system. In addition, the scheme can easily avoid
low-frequency distortion effects caused by ambient light interference and by the baseline wander
effect in the electrical components. The purpose of the experiment is to establish the maximum
modulation bandwidth and the highest data rates that can be achi ved with aµLED. As a result,
to the best of the author’s knowledge, the fastest single-link wireless VLC system is presented in
this chapter.
The high-speed demonstration in Experiment I is realised ata short transmission distance of
5 cm. The main reason for the limited distance is the use of a wide-bandwidth positive-intrinsic-
negative (PIN) photodiode (PD) receiver without dedicatedoptics, suitable for precise mea-
surements. The current chapter also presents Experiment IIin which an alternative avalanche
photodiode (APD) receiver with dedicated optics is used. This allows the wireless link to be es-
tablished over practical distances for indoor OWC. The feasibility of a Gb/s communication link
is demonstrated in a wide indoor distance range between 1 m and 10 m. A discussion on coverage
and practical applications is also conducted. In particular, Experiment II includes: 1) Study I in
which the goal is to investigate the possibility of establishing a Gb/s transmission over a range
of distances from1 m to 2.5 m where the LED emission profile is optimised at each transmis-
sion distance; 2) Study II in which the goal is to demonstratethat high-speed transmission can be
achieved within the range from1 m to2.5 m even if the LED transmission profile is not optimised
for transmission at each distance; In essence, this study resembles the application of aµLED in a
mobile application, where the receiver can move in three dimensions relative to the transmitter; 3)
Study III in which the goal is to demonstrate that a Gb/s transmis ion can be established even at
longer transmission distances of up to10 m, which could be ideal for the realisation of high-speed
indoor wireless links intended to replace longer wires.
Following the high-speed wireless link demonstration, an energy-efficient OFDM realisation is
also presented in Experiment III. In this experiment, the feasibility of U-OFDM and the feasibility
of eU-OFDM is demonstrated for the first time in a proof-of-con ept realisation of a VLC link.
The measured results clearly indicate that a LED can be operated at a minimum biasing level,
and despite the issues of reduced communication bandwidth an significant non-linear distortion,
an inherently-unipolar OFDM-based modulation scheme suchas U-OFDM and eU-OFDM can
be realised and significant energy savings can be achieved, consistent with the simulation results
presented in Chapter 4.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2discusses the possible applications
and deployment scenarios forµLEDs. Section 6.3 presents the first high-speed transmission
investigation where: a description of the experimental set-up is provided in Section 6.3.1; the
modulation parameters are described in Section 6.3.2; the exp rimental results are presented in
Section 6.3.3 including the communication channel characte istics in Section 6.3.3.1 and the
achievable data rates in Section 6.3.3.2. Section 6.4 presents the second high-speed transmission
investigation at practical indoor distances where: the experimental set-up is described in Section
6.4.1; the modulation parameters are shown in Section 6.4.2; the results of the study are presented
in Section 6.4.3 where the results of Study I are presented inSection 6.4.3.1, the results of Study
II are presented in Section 6.4.3.2 and the results of Study III are presented in Section 6.4.3.3.
Section 6.5 presents the energy-efficiency demonstration using U-OFDM and eU-OFDM where:
the experimental set-up and the modulation parameters are introduced in Section 6.5.1; a num-
ber of signal processing techniques necessary for the invest gation are described in Section 6.5.2
where a novel empirical technique for evaluating the performance effects of non-linear distortion
is described in Section 6.5.2.1, a signal pre-distortion technique required for the successful im-
plementation of the modulation schemes is described in Section 6.5.2.2, and the technique for
estimating the energy dissipated by the modulation signal is described in Section 6.5.2.3; the
performance results and a comparison to direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) is provided in Section 6.5.3. Finally, Section 6.6 provides
concluding remarks.
6.2 Envisioned Usage Scenarios
The typical ceiling heights in indoor environments range from 2.5 m to 3.5 m. Conventionally,
luminaires are mounted at the height of the ceiling or up to approximately0.5 m below. The
typical mobile receivers for high-speed communication access are anticipated to be located in the
range between an average desk height of about0.85 m up to the average human height of about
1.75 m. Therefore, wireless VLC transmission in indoor environme ts is likely to encompass
links at distances of up to approximately2–3 m. An example office deployment is presented in
Fig. 6.1(a).
In a practicalµLED deployment scenario, where simultaneous illuminationand high-speed data
communication have to be provided by the light sources, a large ray ofµLED devices would
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be required since a singleµLED with a diameter of50µm has a maximum output power of
about4.5 mW. Alternatively, a hybrid system consisting of high powerwhite LEDs and high
bandwidthµLEDs could be used to meet the requirements for simultaneousillumination and
communication. The results presented in this chapter have two important implications. Firstly,
the high-speed communication experiments illustrate the pot ntial of theµLED technology and
demonstrate that the novel devices can be modulated at very high frequencies of up to 800 MHz.
Secondly, the presented results on achievable coverage enable a quick practical estimation of the
number of devices that are required in a given application with specific coverage requirements.
The results demonstrate the possibility for achieving unprecedented extremely dense deployments
of high-speed parallel data links (> 1 Tb/s/m2) usingµLEDs. Note that indoor lighting with
simultaneous high-speed wireless access is not the only appic tion for aµLED. A device of
such size can be easily integrated into a typical electronicdisplay. Moreover, any indicator light
can be easily turned into a high-speed data access port. SuchµLEDs can replace wire interfaces
in high-speed data links at short distances and have the potential to play a significant role in the
future concept of “the internet of things”. For illumination purposes, white light emission can
be achieved through combination of aµLED with a number of novel colour-converter materials
[104] or through the introduction of additional red and green d vices as in commercially-available
red-green-blue (RGB) LEDs.
An alternative application of a GaNµLED is high-speed underwater communication. A potential
deployment scenario in such a context is depicted in Fig. 6.1(b). An unmanned underwater
vehicle (UUV) can be used for taking measurements or retrieving data from fixed underwater
sensors such as the ones mounted on other UUVs, bridge foundatio s, oil platforms,etc. Blue
light, centred at a wavelength of450 nm, is a good choice for underwater wireless communication
as it suffers relatively low attenuation in that propagation medium.
6.3 Experiment I
6.3.1 Experimental Set-up
The OFDM-based experimental system set-up is presented in Fig. 6.2. First, a pseudo-random
bit stream is generated and encoded intoM -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM)
symbols. The resultingM -QAM symbols are modulated onto different frequency subcarriers
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(a) Office
(b) Underwater
Figure 6.1: Envisioned system deployments
and rescaled accordingly if adaptive energy loading is employed. Afterwards, an inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) operation is applied on a block of symbols. This generates a discrete
time-domain signal, which is up-sampled by a factor of2 and pulse-shaped with a discrete root
raised cosine (RRC) filter with a roll-off factor of0.1. The pulse-shaping filter confines the fre-
quency profile of the information signal within a desired bandwidth, thus reducing intersymbol
interference (ISI) effects when compared with the square pulse which is used when no pulse
shaping is applied. The small roll-off factor of the filter causes the frequency requirements of
the system to approach the theoretical Nyquist rate set by anideal sinc pulse [93]. The use of
the RRC filter also allows for straightforward and accurate matched-filtering at the receiver, thus
eliminating any excess additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the receiver system. Following
the pulse-shaping operation, any signal values outside theallowed operational range set by the
electrical properties of theµLED, are clipped. All digital processing is performed in MATLAB R©.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental set-up for Experimet I.
The resulting conditioned discrete signal is sent to an arbitr ry waveform generator (AWG), Ag-
ilent 81180A, which maps it to an analog signal. The analog output of the generator is amplified
with a high-power amplifier, Mini-Circuits ZHL-6A-S+, which drives theµLED by modulating
the voltage over the device. The selectedµLED emits blue light with a relatively narrow wave-
length distribution centred around450 nm and has a maximum optical radiation of approximately
4.5 mW [34]. A constant direct current (DC) bias level is added to the information signal using
a bias-T, Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW+. The light emission from theµLED is collected via an
optical condenser 01TA25 from Comar Optics and imaged onto ahigh-speed photodetector, New
Focus 1601-AC. The analog output of the photodetector is captured by a digital oscilloscope, Ag-
ilent MSO7104B. Afterwards, the digitized information signal is processed in MATLABR© with
a sequence of processing steps that include: synchronisation, matched-filtering, down-sampling,
fast Fourier transform (FFT), equalisation, andM -QAM demodulation.
6.3.2 Modulation Parameters
The modulation scheme employed in the current investigation is DCO-OFDM, described in Sec-
tion 2.7.2.1. As a prerequisite of the Hermitian symmetry imposed in the OFDM frame, the DC
subcarrier and theπ-shifted subcarrier are set to zero. In addition, half of thesubcarriers are
fixed as complex conjugates of the other half of the subcarriers. In an OFDM frame, a total of
Nfft subcarriers are equally distributed in the bandwidth range[−1/2Ts; 1/2Ts] whereTs is the
time-domain sampling period which corresponds to the Nyquist rate. Some subcarriers might
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be left unmodulated in order to avoid distortion effects from ambient light sources and from the
DC-wander effect. Certain subcarriers can also be omitted if signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels
are not sufficient in a given frequency band. The spectral effici ncy of the scheme,η, is defined





Then, the data rate of the system is:
Rb = Bη bits/s. (6.2)
In this experiment, the FFT size is set toNfft=1024. After exhaustive experiments, the optimal
cyclic prefix length is determined to beNcp=5.
The active range of theµLED is limited in terms of a minimum and a maximum signal level.
Hence, clipping of the OFDM signal, which has a high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) as
described in (2.16), is practically unavoidable. Exhaustive experiments have shown that clipping
levels at -3.2σs and 3.2σs, whereσs is the standard deviation of the time-domain signal, described
in (2.17), lead to an optimal utilisation of the limitedµLED active range. The optimal bias level is
determined to be at a voltage ofVbias=5.2 V corresponding to a bias current ofIbias=40 mA. The
peak-to-peak voltage swing of the modulating signal is set at Vpp = 3.5 V in order to utilise the
full dynamic range of theµLED. The sampling frequency of the AWG is fixed atFs=3.2Gs/s,
which results in a maximum achievable single-sided bandwidth of B/2=800MHz since a RRC
pulse shaping filter with an oversampling ratio of2 is also applied to the digital signal.
6.3.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.3.1 Communication Channel
The communication channel is estimated with a set of pilot OFDM frames that consist of pseudo-
random4-QAM symbols with equal energy. The absolute channel gain and the absolute achieved
SNR, obtained using error vector magnitude estimation, areshown in Fig. 6.3 as a function of
the subcarrier index. The channel gain follows the frequency profile of theµLED. The 3-dB
attenuation point occurs at around30 MHz. However, overall the channel gain decreases quite
gradually and the channel is suitable forM -QAM modulation in almost the full bandwidth up to
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Figure 6.3: Estimated: (a) channel gain; and (b) SNR.
a frequency of about800 MHz. The estimated achievable SNR in the communication channel
follows closely the estimated channel gain. This suggests that the AWGN power spectral density
in the system is uniform within the communication bandwidth. The estimated SNR values at
the low-frequency subcarriers are slightly lower than expected when compared with the channel
gain. This effect is attributed to the non-linear distortion n the system which limits the achievable
SNR. The effect is discussed in more detail in Section 6.5.2.1. Note that in the presented results
in Fig. 6.3(b) the achievable SNR is estimated both for the cas when an RRC filter pulse shaping
at the transmitter with matched-filtering at the receiver isapplied to the communication signal and
for the case when a simple square pulse without matched filtering is applied to the information
signal. The conclusion is that the RRC filter notably improves the SNR with improvement in
the order of2–3 dB in the higher frequency range. In order to show that the improved frequency
profile of the RRC filter is the main reason for the improvementa d not the matched filter, an
SNR estimation is also performed for an oversampled and matched-filtered version of the square-
pulse information signal. The matched-filter shows consistent improvement over the case where
no matched filter is applied. However, the achieved SNR is still clearly lower than the SNR
achieved after the application of the RRC filter. The conclusion is that the introduction of an
RRC filter pulse-shaping technique leads to a notable difference in the practical implementation
of an OFDM-based VLC system.
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Figure 6.4: Allocated: (a) bits; and (b) energy.
6.3.3.2 Adaptive Bit and Energy Loading
The adaptive bit and energy loading algorithm adopted in thecurrent experiment is based on the
work of Campello, who has defined the optimal bit and energy loading conditions for the prob-
lems of rate maximisation and performance margin maximisation in [23]. A number of other
works exist on the subject. For example, Fasanoet al. have proposed algorithms for margin
and rate maximisation of a constrained multicarrier systemin [105]. The algorithm used in the
current study, presented in Algorithm 1, resembles the ratemaximization algorithm in [105].
Other notable publications on the subject include: 1) Sonalkar and Shively’s algorithm for a
constrained system, which adopts a bit removal approach andsuccessfully reduces the compu-
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tational complexity [106]; 2) Levin’s algorithm which operates in the logarithmic domain for
reduced complexity and successfully incorporates the necessary overhead for Reed Solomon and
Trellis forward error correction (FEC) codes [107]; 3) Fasano nd Di Blasio’s dynamic loading
algorithm which reduces the complexity by modifying the previous bit and energy allocation in
the OFDM frame rather than conducting the entire allocationprocess [108]; and 4) Lee at al.’s
algorithm which extends the adaptive bit and energy loadingconcepts to a multiuser system [109].
For the current experimental set-up, the optimal bit allocati n according to the algorithm is shown
in Fig. 6.4(a). The achievable communication capacity for the estimated SNR values on the
different subcarriers is also presented in the same figure [95]. The gap between theM -QAM
bit loading and the capacity can only be closed using channelcoding techniques. In general,
however, theM -QAM bit loading follows the communication capacity trend,and the achieved
throughput is close to the theoretical maximum. Fig. 6.4(b)shows the energy that is assigned
to each subcarrier. The adaptive algorithm attempts to ensur a constant achieved SNR on all
received subcarriers that have been loaded with the sameM -QAM constellation. The optimally-
loaded modulation signal achieves a data-rate ofRb=3.75Gb/s with a BER=2 × 10−3. Based
on the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommendations, the addition of a FEC
code with an overhead of about7%, such as the RS(1023,1007)/BCH(2047/1952), is expected
to guarantee reliable communication for the achieved bit error rate (BER) [110]. Because of the
FEC overhead, the actual achievable throughput becomesRb=3.5Gb/s.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Bit and Energy Loading
total allocated energy ← 0
set all subcarrier constellations to zero
set the allocated energy on all subcarriers to zero
set the candidate constellations for all subcarriers to BPSK
while total allocated energy ≤ total available energy do
(energy requirement, selected subcarrier) ← find the subcarrier that requires the smallest additional en-
ergy to upgrade to its candidate constellation
if total allocated energy + energy requirement ≤ total available energy then
upgrade selectedsubcarrier to its candidate constellation
upgrade energy on selectedsubcarrier to the required energy for the upgraded constellation
upgrade the candidate constellation for selectedsubcarrier to the next available constellation size
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Figure 6.5: Experimental set-up for Experiment II.
6.4 Experiment II
6.4.1 Experimental Set-up
Fig. 6.5 presents a diagram of the experimental OFDM-based VLC system set-up for Experiment
II. The system control interface is implemented in MATLABR©, and the procedure is operated
by a laptop computer. The system functionality is very similar to the functionality in Experi-
ment I and is described as follows. First, a pseudo-random bit stream is encoded into a sequence
of M -QAM symbols. Afterwards, the generatedM -QAM symbols are assigned to different
frequency subcarriers and rescaled to appropriate amplitude levels if adaptive energy loading
is employed. An IFFT operation is applied on a block ofM -QAM symbols, and a discrete
time-domain modulation signal is produced. The samples areconditioned for digital-to-analog
conversion by oversampling and a pulse shaping operation with a RRC filter. Following the pulse-
shaping procedure, any values outside the allowed dynamic range of theµLED, are clipped. All
digital processing steps are implemented in MATLABR©. The conditioned pulse-shaped digital
signal is sent to an AWG, Agilent 81180A, which performs digital-to-analog conversion via a
zero-order-hold digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The analog output of the generator is am-
plified with a high-power amplifier, Mini-Circuits ZHL-1A-S+. A DC bias level is introduced
to the modulation signal using a bias-T, Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW+. The biased signal is
used to drive theµLED by modulating the voltage over the device. The sameµLED as in Ex-
periment I, emitting blue light with a relatively narrow distr bution and a peak wavelength of
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Figure 6.6: Receiver configuration for Experiment II, originally proposed in [105].
450 nm, is used in this experiment [34]. The maximum optical radiation of theµLED is around
4.5 mW. In order to facilitate transmission at longer distances, the light output of theµLED is col-
limated using an aspheric lens, Thor Labs ACL108 with a diameter of 1 cm and a focal distance
of 8 mm. At the receiver, the incoming light is first passed through a Brightline Fluorescence
447/60 nm filter. The blue filter is used to reduce the collected ambient light which is responsi-
ble for additional shot noise energy and reduces the linear range of the employed APD receiver.
The receiver constitutes a custom-designed polymethyl methacrylate optical concentrator (with
a field of view (FOV) of30◦) and a 1.95-mm-in-diameter photodetector, Pacific SiliconSe sor
AD1900-9-TO5i. The analog output of the APD is turned into a voltage signal with a differ-
ential transimpedance amplifier (TIA), Maxim MAX3665. Figure 6.6 provides a description of
the non-imaging concentrator and a cross section illustration of the receiver. More details on the
receiver system are provided in [111], where this receiver configuration is first introduced. The
differential output of the TIA is further amplified by a pair of Mini-Circuits ZHL-6A-S+ ampli-
fiers, and, afterwards, it is sampled and digitized by a digital oscilloscope, Agilent MSO7104B.
The second amplifier stage is introduced in order to increasethe voltage swing of the oscilloscope
input, which improves the overall quality of the received signal before the processing stage. The
frequency response of the complete receiver system (APD + amplifiers + oscilloscope) is pro-
vided in Fig. 6.7(a). The digitised received signal, retrieved from the oscilloscope, is processed
in MATLAB R© with a sequence of steps that include: synchronisation, matched-filtering, down-
sampling, FFT, equalisation, andM -QAM demodulation.
6.4.2 Modulation Parameters
The modulation parameters in Experiment II are very similarto the parameters in Experiment
I with a few small differences. First, an RRC filter with an oversampling ratio of4 and a roll-
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(a) Frequency response of the receiver.



















(b) Estimated channel SNR.
Figure 6.7: Receiver characteristics.
off factor of 0.1 is employed in Experiment II since the lower modulation bandwidth utilised
in this experiment allows for higher degree of oversamplingby the AWG. In relation to this,
the single-sided communication bandwidth is set to250 MHz due to the lower bandwidth of the
APD receiver compared with the bandwidth of the PIN receiverused in Experiment I. Exhaustive
experiments have shown that the achievable SNR at this rate,depicted in Fig. 6.7(b), is sufficient
to accommodate at least4-QAM on the high-frequency subcarriers (where the SNR is thelow st),
and no significant increase in terms of data rate is achieved if more bandwidth is used. The
Nyquist rate criterion and the oversampling ratio of4 in the RRC filter translate into a sampling
rate of2 Gs/s at the AWG. Most of the other parameters in this experiment have been kept the
same as in Experiment I, described in Section 6.3.2. The onlyther difference is the selection
of a lower peak-to-peak voltage swing of the information signal for which a level of2.5V is
selected since higher voltage levels do not seem to introduce a notable performance difference.
The system performs adaptive bit and energy loading on the diff rent subcarriers according to
Algorithm 1.
6.4.3 Results and Discussion
Three performance investigations are conducted in this experiment. The first study investigates
the feasibility to design a single-µLED VLC system which supports a target data-rate of1 Gb/s
at fixed practical distances for an indoor communication scenario. The second study investigates
the system performance in terms of achievable data-rate at various short-range distances after
the transmission profile of theµLED has been optimized for a target data-rate of1 Gb/s at a
distance of2 m – approximately the average transmission distance for a mobile receiver in an
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indoor deployment scenario as described in Section 6.2. In essence, the first study represents a
fixed point-to-point transmission link, while the second study represents a mobile point-to-point
transmission with a fixed transmitter configuration. The third study investigates the feasibility of
longer transmission, which spans beyond the expected typical requirements for most indoor sce-
narios. Such a link can be used to replace cable connections in a large indoor space, in airplanes,
ships,etc. The presented performance results can easily be scaled to alarge number ofµLEDs,
which can be combined in a single transmitter array in order to provide increased communication
coverage or to provide extremely high data rates by exploiting he possibility for high-density
deployment of individual parallel transmission links. Allresults, presented for the three studies,
have been obtained at office ambient lighting levels of1000 lx. This demonstrates that strong
background lighting does not hinder the performance of the presented high-speed communica-
tion system which uses an APD receiver. All results have beenachieved at a BER<3×10−3 for
which a number of FEC codes with an overhead of7% can provide reliable communication [110].
6.4.3.1 Study I
At different indoor distances, the light emission profile ofthe transmitter is adjusted such that a
spot of light is generated, where the data-rate achievable at the centre of the spot is1 Gb/s after
taking into account the7% overhead for the FEC code. Once the link is realised, the receiv r is
moved towards the edge of the spot in order to estimate the covrage provided by the transmit-
ter light emission profile. The achievable data-rate is estimated at the point where the received
signal variance drops by3 dB. The distance from the centre is recorded for this point. Asec-
ond measurement is performed at the visible edge of the spot.The data rate is again estimated
and the distance is recorded in order to determine the visible coverage of the transmitter. The
estimated data-rate is presented in Fig. 6.8(a) and the spotcoverage is shown in Fig. 6.9. At a
transmission distance between1 m and2.5 m, a1 Gb/s transmission can be achieved by adjusting
the µLED emission profile which is accomplished by varying the distance between the device
and the aspheric lens used for light collimation.
An interesting observation can be made based on the presented r sults. If the noise at the receiver
is independent of the information signal, when the varianceof the received signal is decreased
by 3 dB, this should translate into a3 dB decrease in the achieved SNR. In turn, this would
result into a spectral efficiency decrease of approximately1 bit/s/Hz, according to the Shannon
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(a) Data-rate – Study I



















(b) Data-rate – Study II
Figure 6.8: Achievable data-rate for different distances between the transmitter and the receiver.
The FEC overhead (assumed to be 7%) is not included in the presnt d results.
capacity formula and approximately1−2 bit/s/Hz according to the typical SNR requirements for
M -QAM [93]. Since the communication bandwidth is250 MHz, the achievable data-rate should
decrease by approximately250 − 500 Mb/s. From the results in Fig. 6.8(a), it is clear that the
data-rate decreases less than expected. Therefore, it can be concluded that the dominant source of
noise at the receiver is dependent on the information signala d decreases as the received signal
level decreases.
As shown in Fig. 6.9, at most transmission distances, the3-dB signal energy attenuation occurs
at approximately the same distance of about6 mm from the centre of the light spot and the visible
edge of the light spot occurs at around17 mm. This indicates that the light emission profile is quite
collimated. Nevertheless, as the transmission distance incr ases, the losses due to imperfections
in the light collimation increase and the achievable data rate gradually decreases towards the spot
edge. At the same time, the light distribution within the spot is not uniform for the different
distances due to imperfections in the lens. This effect is responsible for variations in the3-dB
attenuation distance from the spot centre. It is especiallypronounced at a transmission distance of
1 m, where the3-dB attenuation occurs at around12 mm from the spot centre. The effect of non-
uniform light distribution within a light spot can be correct d with the addition of a holographic
diffuser at the transmitter.
The results of this study demonstrate the feasibility of a prctical VLC system usingµLEDs.
However, in a deployment scenario where substantial coverage is desired, such a system would
require an array ofµLEDs. On the other hand, the confined coverage which a singleµLED
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Figure 6.9: Light spot radius at different distances between the transmitter and the receiver.
can achieve enables high-density deployment of communication links which could significantly
boost the data-rate per unit of coverage area. In relation tothis, it should be noted that dense
deployment of wireless links in radio frequency (RF) can only be achieved through beamforming
and beamforming in RF is achieved with multiple antennas andmultiple transmitter chains that
require high energy dissipation as well as high computationl and hardware complexity. As
demonstrated in this experiment, beamforming in VLC is possible with a single LED device and
simple passive optical components.
6.4.3.2 Study II
In this study, the light emission profile of the transmitter is optimised such that the data-rate
achieved at the centre of the light spot is approximately1 Gb/s at a distance of2 meters . Then,
the receiver is placed at different distances from the transmitter and the data-rate and coverage are
characterized in the manner described in Section 6.4.3.1. The results are presented in Fig. 6.8(b)
and Fig. 6.9. The light emission is optimised for transmission at2 m. As the receiver is moved
further from the source, the light beam diverges. This increases the overall link coverage. How-
ever, the achievable data-rate decreases due to the reducedSNR at the receiver. When the receiver
is moved towards the source, the light beam becomes narrower. As a result, the spot coverage de-
creases, and the data-rate increases due to the improved SNR. For transmission distances shorter
than2m, data-rates beyond1 Gb/s are achievable at the expense of reduced coverage. Because
of the high received light intensity at shorter distances, non-linear effects at the receiver appear
as the APD approaches saturation. Nevertheless, all communicatio results are well-within the
limits for FEC.
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6.4.3.3 Study III - 10 Meter Transmission
In the third study, the distance between the transmitter andthe receiver is set to10 meters. Data-
rate and coverage measurements are performed twice. Duringthe first measurement, the receiver
configuration is used as it is, while during the second measurment an additional aspheric lens,
Edmund Optics Plano-Convex lens with a 75-mm diameter and focal length, is introduced at the
receiver. In the first measurement, a data rate of451.4 Mbps is achieved. In the second measure-
ment, the additional lens improves the light collection significantly, and, as a result, the data-rate
can reach1.1 Gb/s (without FEC). At this transmission distance, the3 dB signal attenuation point
is at a distance of2.5 cm from the spot centre. The visible spot radius is about4 cm. The achieved
results are consistent with the fact that light diverges more at longer transmission distances due to
the imperfect light collimation. Therefore, the data-ratecan be improved by using better transmit-
ter optics, which improves light collimation, or, alternatively, the receiver optics can be modified
to allow for improved light collection.
6.5 Energy-efficient OFDM Communication
The high-speed communication capabilities ofµLEDs using OFDM have been demonstrated in
Experiment I and Experiment II. Experiment III aims at demonstrating the possibility of using
U-OFDM and eU-OFDM for modulating theµLEDs, which is expected to lead to a significant re-
duction in the energy consumption at the transmitter and to asignificant reduction in the required
optical power. The latter is desired in low-illumination scenarios such as dimming applications.
Adaptive bit loading has not been utilised in this experiment because fixed constellation loading
allows the results from this study to be more easily related to the theoretical results presented in
Section 4.3.4.
6.5.1 Experimental Set-up
The set-up for this investigation is presented in Fig. 6.10.The modulation procedure begins with
the generation of a discrete OFDM/U-OFDM/eU-OFDM signal using MATLAB R©. The signal
generation process includes a series of steps: pseudo-randm bit generation,M -QAM modula-
tion, IFFT, oversampling, and pulse shaping. For U-OFDM andeU-OFDM, the pulse shaping
procedure is performed after thepositiveand thenegativeframes are generated but before any
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Figure 6.10: Experimental set-up for Experiment III.
negative values are removed, as described in Section 5.2. The discrete time samples of the result-
ing signal are sent to an AWG, Agilent 81180A, which outputs an analog waveform by perform-
ing digital-to-analog conversion with a 12-bit zero-order-hold DAC. The output signal from the
AWG is used to directly modulate the voltage over the LED. TheAWG employs a DC-coupled
output amplifier with a maximum voltage swing of2 V and a maximum DC offset of1.5 V. At the
same time, the LED has a turn-on voltage of≈3 V. Therefore, in order to utilise the active region
of the device for transmission of the information signal, bias s added to the information signal
using a bias-T, Mini Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW+. The LED emissions collimated with an aspheric
lens, Thorlabs ACL108, and directed towards the receiver. An aspheric lens, Thorlabs ACL4532,
collects the light at the receiver site and focuses it on a PINphotodetector, New Focus 1601-AC.
The output of the photodetector is a continuous analog signal which is filtered with a commercial
low-pass filter, Mini Circuits SLP-50+, in order to remove any excess noise from the signal due
to the large bandwidth (> 1 GHz) of the photodetector. The output of the filter is captured with
a digital oscilloscope, Agilent MSO7104B, which performs digital to analog conversion with a
12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The digitised signal is processed in MATLABR© with
a series of steps that include: synchronisation, matched filt ring, down-sampling, FFT, channel
estimation, equalisation, andM -QAM demodulation. Any additional demodulation steps which
are required in U-OFDM and eU-OFDM are performed in accordance with the demodulation
process described in Section 4.2 and 4.3.1.
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The parameters which describe the OFDM techniques used in this section are: 1) an FFT size
of Nfft=1024, where only 501 subcarriers are modulated with uniqueM -QAM symbols due to
the Hermitian symmetry requirement described in Section 2.7.2 and because the first 10 subcar-
riers are omitted due to the baseline wandering effect; 2) cyclic prefix length ofNcp=5; 3) a
single-sided communication bandwidth ofB/2=20MHz for DCO-OFDM and U-OFDM where
the achievable SNR is expected to be relatively flat based on the results in Experiment I; the
bandwidth for eU-OFDM is set toB/2=23MHz in order to compensate for the spectral effi-
ciency difference since a maximum modulation depth ofD=3 is used in eU-OFDM; 4) digital
clipping of the OFDM time-domain signal at−3σs and3σs, in order to reduce the high PAPR
of the OFDM signal; the range of[−3σ; 3σ] contains more than99.7% of the signal distribution,
and according to the results presented in Section 4.3.4, it is more than enough to ensure that the
digital clipping does not limit the performance of the communication system for the presented
modulation orders; in U-OFDM and eU-OFDM, every single information stream is clipped at
[0; 3σ]; 5) RRC pulse shaping with an oversampling factor of 4 and a roll-off factor of 0.1.
6.5.2 Signal Processing Techniques
6.5.2.1 Channel Estimation
For bit and energy loading at the transmitter as well as for equalisation at the receiver, the com-
munication channel has to be accurately estimated. Therefor , a suitable channel estimation
technique should be employed. The received signal can be expr ssed as:
Ŝ[k] = H[k]S[k] + N[k], (6.3)
whereH[k] is the complex channel gain in the frequency domain,S[k] is the transmitted signal in
the frequency domain, andN[k] is the frequency-domain realisation of the AWGN process at the
receiver. It is assumed thatH[k] contains all frequency-dependent attenuation and phase rotation
of the information signal from the moment the signal is generated in the OFDM/U-OFDM/eU-
OFDM modulation process at the transmitter until the momentit is demodulated at the receiver.
In order to allow for better characterisation of the communication channel, two separate estima-
tion techniques have been used. In the first technique, multiple identical copies of a single OFDM
pilot frame are transmitted in series. The AWGN is assumed tobe zero-mean. Therefore, whenN
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identical copies of the pilot frame are transmitted, the communication channel can be estimated
































N − 1 . (6.5)
In the rest of this chapter, the described channel and noise variance estimation technique is re-
ferred to as Estimator I. The estimated channel gain can be used in the equalisation procedure.
The estimated channel gain and the estimated noise variancec be used to estimate the achiev-
able SNR levels at each subcarrier in the OFDM frame. The SNR estimation can be used to
determine how much data can be transmitted on a given subcarrier. As a result, modulation of
some subcarriers might be avoided or the modulating symbolscould be pre-equalised to ensure
equivalent performance for all subcarriers that are loadedwith the same constellation size. It
should be noted that the SNR quantity described in this section does not take into account the
energy dissipated in the DC component of the information sigal. As a result, It is different from
the SNR defined in (2.19). Another aspect of the communication system that should be discussed
is the inherent non-linearity of a real OWC channel. Non-linear distortion occurs in the digital-to-
analog/analog-to-digital conversion, in the electrical-to-optical transition in the LED front-end,
and in the transition step from an optical signal to an electrical signal in the photodetector. The
DAC of the employed AWG and the ADC of the oscilloscope have 12-bit precision, which is
enough to consider any non-linear distortion from these elem nts insignificant for the achievable
SNR levels reported in this chapter. The PIN photodetector is perated in a range which appears
to also introduce negligible distortion to the informationsignal. Therefore, it is safe to assume
that any significant non-linear distortion in the system is expected to be caused by the LED out-
put characteristic. The received time-domain informationsignal without the AWGN takes the
following form:
ŝ[n] = h[n] ∗ z(s[n]) (6.6)
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wherez(·) denotes the non-linear electrical-to-optical conversiontep at the LED,[·] ∗ [·] denotes
the convolution operator, andh[n] is the time-domain impulse response of the communication
channel. According to the analysis in Chapter 5, a time-domain non-linear distortion of an OFDM
signal translates into an SNR penalty in the frequency domain. Estimator I is designed for a linear
AWGN channel. When the communication system contains significa t non-linear distortion,








rather than the true communication channel frequency responseH[k]. In (6.7),F{·} denotes the
FFT operation and[k] is the non-linear distortion in the frequency domain. When the non-linear
distortion is significant,d[k] could lead to inaccurate estimation of the communication channel.
It also compromises the estimation of the noise variance in (6.5), because the way Estimator I is
defined,d[k] does not contribute to the estimated noise variance. Therefor , in the high SNR com-
munication scenarios, where the non-linear distortion is the limiting factor for the performance,
the SNR levels estimated with Estimator I could be inaccurate. As a result, a second estima-
tion approach, named Estimator II, is introduced in conjunctio with Estimator I. In Estimator
II, multiple different realisations of an OFDM pilot frame are transmitted sequentially instead of
one frame copy being sent multiple times as in Estimator I. InEstimator II, the communication















H[k](Si[k] + di[k]) + Ni[k]
Si[k]
. (6.8)
In (6.8), both the AWGN realisations and the non-linear distortion terms are averaged out during
the channel estimation procedure. Therefore, the channel estimation procedure is expected to be
more accurate when the non-linear distortion is the limiting factor for the system performance.
Furthermore, the technique in Estimator II improves the accuracy of the noise variance estima-
tion procedure because the non-linear distortion term contributes to the sum in (6.5). In certain
practical scenarios, where the non-linearity distortion is significant, it can be beneficial to apply
both Estimator I and Estimator II in order to evaluate how much the non-linear distortion affects
the performance of the communication system. This, in turn,ca be used when optimising the
active range of the LED.
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(b) V-L characteristic of the LED.
Figure 6.11: LED characteristics.
6.5.2.2 Non-linear Distortion
The main source of non-linear distortion in the presented communication set-up is the output
characteristic of the LED. The voltage-to-current (V-I) characteristic of the LED is non-linear as
illustrated by the measured data presented in Fig. 6.11(a).The current-to-light (I-L) characteristic
of the LED can be assumed linear for the most part of the deviceactive region. For high current
values, however, the light output of the device tends to saturate as the output efficiency of the
LED decreases with increasing current density and increasing temperature. As the information
signal modulates the voltage over the LED, Fig. 6.11(b) presents the input-output (voltage-to-
light (V-L)) relationship of the LED. The active region of the device starts at around3V, where
the light output begins.
For energy efficiency purposes, the LED should be operated aslow as possible in its active region.
This part of the region, however, causes significant non-linear distortion to the information signal
as can be inferred from the data in Fig. 6.11(b). The same conclusion can be made from Fig.
6.12(a) and Fig. 6.12(b). In Fig. 6.12(a), the channel gain for DCO-OFDM estimated with
Estimator I exhibits noticeable variation, while the curvecomputed with Estimator II appears
smooth. This is a good indication that the non-linear distortion is significant. The data in Fig.
6.12(b) leads to the same conclusion because the SNR values at the different subcarriers of DCO-
OFDM computed with Estimator II are about3 dB lower than the SNR values computed with
Estimator I. A non-linear pre-distortion technique described in [112] was attempted in order to
mitigate the effects of the non-linearity. The technique consists of simply computing the inverse
of the V-L function presented in Fig. 6.11(b) and then passing the discrete modulation signal
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(b) SNR before pre-distortion.














(c) SNR after pre-distortion.














(d) SNR after pre-equalisation.
Figure 6.12: Communication channel characteristics estimated for an OFDM signal centred at
around 3.5 V with a peak-to-peak voltage swing of about1 V. Subcarriers with
indices [0; 10] have not been used for communication due to significant DC-
wandering effects at the transmitter, caused by AC-coupling in the bias-T.
through that inverse function before converting it to an analog signal. The effect of this pre-
distortion technique is illustrated in Fig. 6.12(c) where th SNR curves estimated with Estimator
I and Estimator II are closely adjacent to each other. This suggests that the non-linearity has
been significantly reduced. It is interesting to note, however, that the SNR after the pre-distortion
does not appear to be better than the SNR estimated with Estimator II before the pre-distortion
technique. The BER results obtained during the experimentshave also confirmed that the pre-
distortion technique does not seem to improve the performance of DCO-OFDM. However, the
pre-distortion is very beneficial for U-OFDM and eU-OFDM. When no pre-distortion is applied,
both schemes exhibit performance outside the FEC limits. Both U-OFDM and eU-OFDM appear
to be more sensitive to non-linear distortion than DCO-OFDM. The effect is likely to arise
from the fact that the time-domain information signal in both schemes is concentrated in a more
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non-linear part of the LED active range compared with the information signal in DCO-OFDM.
The higher modulation depths of eU-OFDM are especially vulnerable to this effect because the
imperfections in the time-domain signal due to non-linear distortion add up in the demodulation
process. When no pre-distortion is used, U-OFDM and eU-OFDMrequire significant bias in
order to be realised in the relatively linear region of the LED V-L characteristic. This tends to
significantly reduce any energy advantage they have over DCO-OFDM. When the pre-distortion
is applied, both U-OFDM and eU-OFDM can be realised with minium biasing requirements
and demonstrate a significant energy advantage over DCO-OFDM.
When operated at low current density,.e., at low bias currents, the LED appears to have a slower
frequency response. It is clear from Fig. 6.12(a) that the frequency response of the LED is not
flat. In order to ensure equivalent received SNR levels at allOFDM subcarriers, a pre-equalisation
technique has been employed. It consists of rescaling the energy allocated to each subcarrier in-
versely proportional to the SNR values computed with Estimator II and presented in Fig. 6.12(c).
As a result, the achieved SNR profile looks flat as shown in Fig.6.12(d).
6.5.2.3 Estimation of Energy Dissipation
In order to estimate the average electrical power dissipated at the transmitter front-end, the voltage
over the LED is probed and captured with the oscilloscope. Afterwards, the V-I characteristic of
the LED is used in order to estimate the current which flows through the device. The average






whereV[n] is thenth discrete voltage sample captured by the oscilloscope,I(·) is the V-I char-
acteristic presented in Fig. 6.11(a), andNtotal is the total number of discrete voltage samples
captured with the oscilloscope.
In order to compare the optical efficiency of the different modulation schemes, the average irradi-
ance level at the receiver is measured with a commercially available spectral irradiance receiver,
Labsphere E1000. The irradiance receiver is positioned in place of the receiver lens. The av-
erage irradiance level is measured for each scheme while theLED is being modulated with the
respective information signal.
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6.5.3 Performance Results
The current section presents a performance comparison between DCO-OFDM, U-OFDM and eU-
OFDM for the communication set-up presented in Section 6.5.1 using the electrical and optical
power metrics presented in Section 6.5.2.3. A number of system-related factors cause the results
presented here to differ from the results presented in Section 4.3.4 and would have to be modelled
in future work for a good match between theory and experimental measurements. First, the
frequency response of the transmission system is not flat andnee s to be equalised through pre-
distortion. This leads to an SNR penalty. Second, the free-space optical channel loss has to be
accounted for in order to establish an accurate relationship between the transmitted optical power
and the received optical power. Third, the frequency respone of the receiver system including
any absolute gain factors needs to be characterised experimentally in addition to the AWGN
levels at the receiver. Fourth, the non-linear relationship between voltage, current and light in
the LED, as well as the significant turn-on voltage requirement (almost3 V), introduce additional
differences that have to be accurately modelled and estimated for a good match between the
theoretical/numerical results and the experimental results. Finally, the non-linear relationship
between voltage and current leads to differences between the method for estimating electrical
power in the simulation results presented in Section 4.3.4 and the experimental results presented
in the current section. Nevertheless, the performance trends, derived from the theoretical analysis
and the Monte Carlo simulations, can be identified in the results presented in Fig. 6.13 and Fig.
6.14.
When compared with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) eU-OFDM and BPSK DCO-OFDM,4-
QAM U-OFDM is more efficient both in terms of electrical and optical power. The difference
to eU-OFDM in terms of both electrical and optical power is approximately1.5 dB at a BER
of 10−3 and almost2 dB at a BER of10−4. Compared with BPSK DCO-OFDM,4-QAM U-
OFDM requires3.5 dB less electrical power and3 dB less optical power for a BER of10−3,
and it also requires4 dB less electrical power and3.5 dB less optical power for a BER of10−4.
The 16-QAM U-OFDM scheme performs worse than4-QAM eU-OFDM using approximately
equivalent optical power and1 dB more electrical power at a BER of10−3. For a BER of10−4,
the difference between U-OFDM and eU-OFDM is approximately3 dB in terms of electrical
power and approximately1 dB in terms of optical power in favour of eU-OFDM. At the same
time, 4-QAM DCO-OFDM is approximately1 dB worse than4-QAM eU-OFDM in terms of
electrical power at a BER of10−3 and2 dB worse at a BER of10−4. In terms of optical power,
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Figure 6.13: Performance comparison as a function of the electrical power dissipated in the
LED: (a) BPSK DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs.4-QAM U-OFDM (20 Mb/s); (b)
4-QAM DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs. 16-QAM U-OFDM (40 Mb/s); (c) 8-QAM
DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs. 64-QAM U-OFDM (60 Mb/s); (d) 16-QAM DCO-
OFDM/eU-OFDM vs.256-QAM U-OFDM (80 Mb/s).
DCO-OFDM is0.7 dB worse at a BER of10−3 and1 dB worse at a BER of10−4 when compared
with eU-OFDM. The non-linear distortion introduces a noticeable effect on the16-QAM U-
OFDM signal and the corresponding curves in Fig. 6.13(b) andFig. 6.14(b) exhibit a noticeable
change in slope for a BER lower than10−3. In Fig. 6.13(c),8-QAM eU-OFDM exhibits a2 dB
improvement over DCO-OFDM in electrical power dissipationf r a BER of10−3 and a BER of
10−4. At the same time, the optical power requirement of8-QAM eU-OFDM is approximately
1 dB less than the optical power requirement of8-QAM DCO-OFDM for both a BER of10−3
and a BER of10−4. The U-OFDM scheme forM ≥ 64 could not be realised within the FEC
limits due to the non-linear distortion. The non-linear pre-distortion procedure does not appear
to improve the performance when the signal exceeds4.5V. This could be due to non-linearity
in the upper part of the LED active region which is not memoryless, so a more complicated pre-
distortion procedure, like the one in [113], should be applied. For16-QAM, eU-OFDM is again
more efficient than DCO-OFDM with2 dB of electrical power improvement and1.5 dB of optical
power improvement at a BER of10−3. At a BER close to10−4, the eU-OFDM scheme requires
approximately the same electrical and optical power as16-QAM DCO-OFDM as the non-linear
distortion limits the system performance. For higherM -QAM constellation sizes, eU-OFDM
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Figure 6.14: Performance comparison as a function of the optical power measured at the re-
ceiver: (a) BPSK DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs.4-QAM U-OFDM (20 Mb/s); (b)
4-QAM DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs. 16-QAM U-OFDM (40 Mb/s); (c) 8-QAM
DCO-OFDM/eU-OFDM vs. 64-QAM U-OFDM (60 Mb/s); (d) 16-QAM DCO-
OFDM/eU-OFDM vs.256-QAM U-OFDM (80 Mb/s).
could not be realised within the FEC limits.
Non-linear distortion due to the LED output characteristicappears to limit the performance of
the eU-OFDM OWC system. The memoryless pre-distortion technique described in Section
6.5.2.2 improves the performance significantly. In a futureimplementation, the issue of non-
linearity could be avoided by introducing a transconductane amplifier (TCA) which modulates
the current through the LED rather than the voltage over the device. The LED efficiency drop
could be reduced with appropriate heat-sinking techniques. Furthermore, the issue of LED effi-
ciency drooping at high current densities suggests that energy-efficient implementations, both for
communication and illumination applications, would benefit from a system configuration with
multiple LEDs operated in parallel at the lower end of their active region. This could reduce the
non-linear distortion in eU-OFDM as it would enable the output ower to be scaled linearly with
the number of output devices.
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6.6 Summary
The results presented in this chapter have demonstrated thefeasibility of a3.5-Gb/s optical wire-
less link using a single Gallium NitrideµLED and OFDM modulation which allows for adaptive
bit and energy loading leading to an optimal utilisation of the communication resources. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, this is the highest achieveddata rate in a single-LED wireless
VLC demonstration up-to-date. The demonstration has been prformed for a narrow-field-of-
view link over a5-cm distance. The coverage can be improved with the introduction of dedicated
optics, with ganging of multipleµLEDs in order to increase the transmitted optical power or with
the introduction of a more sensitive photodetector such as an APD.
The feasibility of a Gb/s link has been demonstrated for a GaNµLED using simple lenses and
an APD photodetector over a practical distance ranging froma few meters, for a potential indoor
short-distance scenario, to at least10 m for a longer-distance transmission. In the context of
energy and spectrally efficient wireless communications, thi is an important result taking into
account the total output optical power of4.5 mW of theµLED and comparing it to RF systems.
These results suggest great implications for a large numberof potential VLC applications. The
area coverage of a singleµLED is in the order of a fewcm2, and so is insufficient for ubiquitous
coverage. Yet, it is more than enough to avoid stringent alignment requirements. The introduction
of integrated arrays of multiple transmitter devices couldbe sufficient to provide simultaneous
illumination and Gb/s communication in an indoor environmet.
A proof-of-concept experimental investigation of VLC using eU-OFDM modulation and U-
OFDM modulation has been presented in this chapter. The results of the study indicate that both
techniques can be realised in practice and can deliver significa t energy savings over the con-
ventional DCO-OFDM. The most significant limitation for theuse of U-OFDM and eU-OFDM
in practical OWC systems is expected to be the non-linear distortion. Techniques for non-linear
distortion mitigation, such as signal pre-distortion, canenable both schemes to be realised. Fu-
ture work on non-linear distortion reduction by the use of improved predistortion techniques and
by the use of transmitter front-end devices with more linearoutput characteristics is expected to
enable even higher performance results to be achieved with eU-OFDM.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions, Limitations and Future
work
In this thesis, a number of unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based
modulation schemes suitable for intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) systems
have been investigated. The well-known concepts of direct-current-biased optical orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone
modulation (PAM-DMT) have been studied in more detail compared to what is already avail-
able in the literature. Some of the existing issues with these modulation schemes have been
identified and suitable solutions have been suggested. The work has led to novel and improved
modulation techniques for which suitable theoretical, simulation and experimental analysis has
been presented. The non-linear distortion in the optical system has been analysed from a new
point of view and the existing analytical concepts have beenfurther extended with a technique
that always leads to a closed-form analytical solution. Thework concludes with experimental
demonstrations of high-speed optical wireless communications (OWC) using OFDM and a proof-
of-concept demonstration of unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM) and
enhanced unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (eU-OFDM) leading to the energy
savings predicted by the presented theoretical work.
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7.1 Summary and Conclusions
The recently introduced concept of subcarrier-index modulation orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (SIM-OFDM) has been studied in detail. A novelaccurate analytical framework
to compute the bit error rate (BER) of SIM-OFDM in a linear additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel has been proposed. As a result of the analysis, a propagation error effect within
the SIM-OFDM frame has been discovered. The error propagation limits the performance of
SIM-OFDM and does not allow the scheme to deliver the anticipated energy savings in compar-
ison to conventional OFDM. An enhanced SIM-OFDM modulationscheme has been proposed
as a means to correct this issue. The performance of the new scheme has been analysed in a
linear AWGN channel, which can serve as a basis for further research on the topic. The modi-
fied structure of the enhanced SIM-OFDM successfully avoidsthe error propagation effect and
allows the scheme to deliver energy efficiency improvementsin he order of1 dB in comparison
to OFDM. Furthermore, the frame structure used in the enhanced SIM-OFDM leads to a reduc-
tion of the time-domain signal peak-to-average power ratio(PAPR), which has been found to be
proportional to the number ofactivesubcarriers employed in the scheme.
Even though the enhanced SIM-OFDM offers an inherently reduc PAPR and lower energy
requirements in comparison to conventional OFDM, the limited spectral efficiency of the novel
concept makes it unattractive for high-speed OFDM-based communication. Nevertheless, SIM-
OFDM can be used in energy-efficient low-spectral-efficiency applications. Furthermore, SIM-
OFDM can also be used in adaptive bit and energy loading scenarios, where the SIM-OFDM
concept can be combined with the conventional OFDM concept bcause SIM-OFDM is suitable
for modulation of those subcarriers where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low and does not al-
low for high spectral efficiency modulation. This enables better utilisation of the communication
channel resources.
A novel unipolar OFDM-based modulation scheme termed U-OFDM has been proposed. The
novel scheme is an alternative to the concepts of ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. A theoretical
framework has been presented for evaluating the performance of U-OFDM in a linear AWGN
channel which has been compared against the performance of th commonly adopted state-of-
the-art technique of DCO-OFDM. It has been shown that U-OFDMperforms equivalently to
ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT with a3 dB lower energy efficiency compared to a real bipolar
OFDM information signal, which can be considered as a performance benchmark. An improved
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decoding technique has been suggested, and this improved deco er can improve the performance
of U-OFDM with up to3 dB in a linear AWGN channel, ideally closing the gap to the bench-
mark performance. An accurate theoretical framework for evaluating the performance of this
improved decoding technique has been proposed. All benefitsof U-OFDM, however, come at a
50% reduction in the scheme’s spectral efficiency. The same problem is observed in the genera-
tion processes of the other unipolar state-of-the-art techniques ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. As
a result, when the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM is matchedby introducing a larger modu-
lation order, U-OFDM, and similarly ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT, cannot deliver any benefits
over DCO-OFDM for spectral efficiency values higher than0.5 bits/s/Hz.
A solution to the issue of the spectral efficiency loss has been proposed in the form of a modi-
fied technique named eU-OFDM, where the structure of the U-OFDM frame can be exploited in
order to combine multiple individual information streams and, thus, increase the overall spectral
efficiency of the scheme while still retaining a lot of its energy efficiency. The performance of
eU-OFDM has been analysed theoretically for a linear AWGN channel. It has been shown that
in a linear AWGN channel, eU-OFDM always performs with an energy requirement which is a
fixed multiple of the energy required in a bipolar real OFDM signal for a given BER. Conse-
quently, as the modulation order of the scheme increases, thenergy advantage of eU-OFDM
over DCO-OFDM increases as the latter requires higher bias levels, and thus more energy, for
higher modulation orders because larger constellations catolerate less non-linear distortion due
to signal clipping. The electrical energy advantage of eU-OFDM over DCO-OFDM starts at
approximately2 dB for binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and increases to approximately7 dB
for 1024-QAM at a maximum modulation depth ofD=3. At the same time, the optical power
requirement of eU-OFDM is approximately the same as the optical power requirement of DCO-
OFDM for BPSK and approximately3 dB lower for1024-QAM. The presented simulation results
suggest that eU-OFDM can achieve very significant energy effici ncy benefits over DCO-OFDM
or can potentially deliver higher data rates in dimming applications since the optical power re-
quired in eU-OFDM is less than in DCO-OFDM for a given data rate nd BER. Suggestions for
an extension of the eU-OFDM concept to ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT have also been provided.
The problem of analysing non-linear distortion in an OWC system has been investigated from a
novel point of view. The already known approach of using the Bussgang theorem for analysing
the performance of OFDM signals in a non-linear system has been extended by introducing a
novel representation of the non-linear distortion function as a set of polynomials. This represen-
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tation enables the derivation of a very accurate closed-form analytical performance evaluation.
The derivation procedure can be applied for an arbitrary memoryless distortion function, and the
algorithm can be easily automated following the proposed framework. This analytical approach
can be very beneficial for the automation of the performance aalysis of OFDM-based systems
in which the information signal is subjected to non-linear distortion. Furthermore, this approach
could significantly reduce the computational efforts and simulation times in optimisation pro-
cedures for OFDM-based systems with non-linear distortionwhen compared to a Monte Carlo
simulation approach. Pulse shaping techniques have been introduced in the non-linearity analy-
sis for the investigated OFDM-based techniques – DCO-OFDM,ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and
U-OFDM. It has been shown that the use of a pulse-shaping filter do s not compromise the va-
lidity of the analysis technique for evaluating the effectsof non-linear distortion on the system
performance. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated, both theoretically and through numerical
simulations, that ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and U-OFDM perform equivalently in a non-linear
AWGN channel.
The communication capabilities of a novel Gallium Nitride (GaN)µm-sized light emitting diode
(µLED) with a diameter of50 µm have been investigated using DCO-OFDM. It has been shown
that such devices can be modulated with bandwidths of up to800 MHz, and a record-setting data
rate of3.5 Gb/s has been achieved using an adaptive bit and energy loading lgorithm. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, this is the fastest single-link wireless visible light communications
(VLC) system demonstration up-to-date. In addition, the feasibility of a Gb/s OWC link over a
transmission distance of up-to10 m has been demonstrated for a GaNµLED using simple lenses.
The coverage provided by a singleµLED is in the order of a fewcm2, and is not sufficient for
ubiquitous coverage in a typical indoor scenario. However,this is more than enough to avoid
stringent alignment requirements for realising fixed linksat shorter distances. An integrated
array of a large number of such transmitter devices could provide simultaneous illumination and
high-speed communication in an indoor environment. The limited coverage of a single device,
however, allows for the deployment of very high data densitie , n the order of> 1Tb/s/m2,
which is unprecedented in wireless communications.
Finally, a proof-of-concept experiment has been conductedin order to demonstrate the plausibil-
ity and the high potential of U-OFDM and eU-OFDM. The demonstrated results indicate that
both techniques are practically feasible and tend to deliver th anticipated energy efficiency. At
low spectral efficiency of0.5 bit/s/Hz,4-QAM U-OFDM achieves the best results in comparison
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to eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM with an electrical energy efficiencyimprovement of3.5 dB and
a lower optical power requirement of3 dB in comparison to DCO-OFDM. For higher spectral
efficiencies, eU-OFDM achieves the best results by delivering improvements in electrical energy
dissipation of approximately2 dB and improvements in the optical power requirement of approx-
imately1 dB in comparison to DCO-OFDM for all of the presented cases. Non-linear distortion
has proven to be a limitation for the realisation of U-OFDM and eU-OFDM in an OWC system.
Signal processing techniques, such as signal pre-distortion, can mitigate the non-linearity issues
and improve the system performance.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
The analytical work presented for SIM-OFDM in Chapter 3 follows closely the results of the
conducted numerical simulations. However, the performance analysis has been performed for
an ideal flat linear AWGN channel. The presented energy efficincy results in combination with
the reduced spectral efficiency of the modulation approach have been considered as sufficient
evidence to dismiss SIM-OFDM as a suitable scheme for high-speed optical wireless commu-
nication. Nevertheless, it could be suitable for energy-effici nt applications where high spectral
efficiency is not required. In that sense, a more realistic communication channel including non-
linear effects of the transmitter and receiver system in both optical an radio frequency (RF) com-
munication should be considered in the analysis. Furthermore, in RF communication, the effect
of channel fading on the system performance should be analysed. The suitability of different
forward error correction (FEC) coding techniques used in coventional OFDM also should be
investigated in potential applications of SIM-OFDM.
The novel modulation schemes proposed in Chapter 4 have beenanalysed in the context of a lin-
ear AWGN channel, which is a fair starting point for analysing the performance of a modulation
scheme in an IM/DD communication system. The effects of non-linear distortion on U-OFDM
have been analysed in Chapter 5. However, an adequate theoretical approach for modelling the
effects of non-linear distortion on the performance of eU-OFDM has not been provided. This
is because the proposed non-linearity analysis is based on the Bussgang theorem and is valid
only for signals with Gaussian distribution. The distributon of eU-OFDM is the convolution of
the distributions of the individual U-OFDM signals used in the scheme, and, as a result, it is not
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Gaussian. Further work on the subject may include the designof a adequate analytical technique
for modelling the effects of non-linear distortion on the performance eU-OFDM. Furthermore, in
a practical communication system, appropriate channel estimation and FEC techniques have to
be used, and the applicability of the conventional techniques sed in OFDM is yet to be investi-
gated for the newly proposed modulation schemes. The use of different modulation orders at the
different depths in eU-OFDM should also be analysed in future work. In practical applications,
the effects of different synchronisation techniques on thesystem performance would have to be
evaluated for U-OFDM and eU-OFDM as well.
The non-linearity analysis presented in Chapter 5 gives very accurate analytical predictions in
closed form for the performance of the investigated modulation schemes which can be subjected
to arbitrary distortion effects. Nevertheless, the proposed approach is only valid for memoryless
non-linear distortion effects. For modulation frequencies in the flat region of the light emitting
diode (LED) response, the assumption of memoryless non-linear distortion can be considered
fair. In general, however, the non-linear distortion effects in LEDs are not memoryless, as con-
firmed by others [113]. Therefore, for modulation frequencis beyond the3-dB bandwidth of the
LED, the provided analytical approach could begin to disagree with experimental measurements.
Another assumption in the analysis is the independent and identical Gaussian distribution of the
time-domain OFDM samples. The assumption for an independent i tically distributed (i.i.d.)
time-domain signal is only valid when all frequency subcarriers are loaded with equal energy.
Therefore, when adaptive bit and energy loading is employedin the OFDM modulation process,
the accuracy of the theoretical model could decrease. Furthermore, the Gaussianity assumption
of the time-domain signal is only true for an OFDM frame size of Nfft > 64, which means that
for smaller frame sizes, the model could be inaccurate.
The experimental results presented in Chapter 6 do not take into account the overhead required
for estimating the communication channel, which, depending o the scenario, will inevitably lead
to a reduction in the achievable data rates. All processing has been performed offline. The im-
plementation cost and complexity of a real-time OFDM systemat such high data rates has to be
addressed when a practical realisation of the system is considered. In that sense, the implemen-
tation of a suitable FEC code is likely to be limited by the implementation complexity and by the
hardware cost. As a result, more strict requirements on the ac i vable BER might be required de-
pending on the selected FEC algorithm. Adaptive bit and energy loading has not be demonstrated
in the proof-of-concept experiment for U-OFDM and eU-OFDM.Instead, a fixed constellation
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size with pre-equalisation according to the channel properties has been chosen in order to illus-
trate that the expected performance trend of the two schemesobtained in the analysis in Chapter
4 is achievable in practice. Further work on the subject may include the introduction of adaptive
bit and energy loading as well as modulation of theµLED at the maximum possible rate in order
to demonstrate the ability of the schemes to reach high-speed communication rates comparable




Derivation of the D-Function for
Equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13)

































































































whereQ(x) is defined as the tail probability of the standard normal distribu ion, andφ(x) is
















Derivation of the D-Function for Equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13)








































































































Example of Non-linear Distortion
Analysis in Closed Form
This example demonstrates the application of (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) for a clipping distortion of
the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) information signal at valuesxmin and
xmax. The non-linear distortion function is presented in Fig. B.1. The intervals and polynomial
coefficients corresponding to the non-linear distortion fuction are presented in Table B.1.
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Figure B.1: Non-linear distortion function corresponding to clippingof the signal atxmin and
xmax.
Interval ci,1 ci,0
i = 1 ⇔ −∞ < x < xmin 0 xmin
i = 2 ⇔ xmin < x < xmax 1 0
i = 3 ⇔ xmax < x <∞ 0 xmax
Table B.1: Polynomial coefficients of the non-linear distortion function.
Using Appendix A, the derivatives of the D-Function necessary to complete the calculations can
be computed as:





























































































































































































































































































































































































On the Performance of eU-OFDM in a
Non-flat Communication Channel
When subjected to the same communication channel, the individual subcarriers between the
different orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based modulation techniques are
subjected to the same channel attenuation (the channel frequency response can be considered flat
per individual subcarrier). As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty due to the channel
attenuation in each technique is the same. In order to illustrate his effect, a simple investigation
has been conducted using the free-space dispersive visiblelight communications (VLC) channel
presented in [114]. An estimation for the VLC channel is presented in Fig. 3 of the cited source.
In this study, the initial delay of10 ns in the impulse response has been ignored and the channel
response has been sampled at a rate of2 Gsamples/s (communication bandwidth of1 GHz) up
to 25 ns, where the last notable contributions of the reflections appe r to arrive at the destina-
tion. As a result, the digital representation of the VLC channel response used in the simulation
appears as in Fig. C.1(a). The channel gain for the differentmodulated subcarriers (fast Fourier
transform (FFT) size of 2048) is presented in Fig. C.1(b).
























(b) Channel gain in the frequency domain (FFT
size of 2048 with 1024 subcarriers which can be
modulated due to the required Hermitian sym-
metry).
Figure C.1: Dispersive channel used to illustrate the effects on eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM.
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A comparison between the performance of enhanced unipolar orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (eU-OFDM) and direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (DCO-OFDM) has been presented for differentM -ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(M -QAM) constellation sizes in Fig. C.2-C.5. In all of the presented cases, it is clear that the
performance difference between eU-OFDM and DCO-OFDM is almost equivalent for both the
flat channel and the highly dispersive channel (only the slopes of the curves change due to uneven
SNR between the subcarriers within one frame; pre-equalization is not used in this simulation).
The results confirm the claim that a comparison in a flat channel is sufficient for comparing the
performance of two OFDM-based modulation schemes.


















(a) Flat channel 4-QAM.


















(b) Dispersive channel 4-QAM.
Figure C.2: Performance difference between 4-QAM eU-OFDM and 4-QAM DCO-OFDM for a
flat channel and a highly dispersive channel.


















(a) Flat channel 16-QAM.


















(b) Dispersive channel 16-QAM.
Figure C.3: Performance difference between 16-QAM eU-OFDM and 16-QAM DCO-OFDM for
a flat channel and a highly dispersive channel.
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(a) Flat channel 64-QAM.


















(b) Dispersive channel 64-QAM.
Figure C.4: Performance difference between 64-QAM eU-OFDM and 64-QAM DCO-OFDM for
a flat channel and a highly dispersive channel.


















(a) Flat channel 256-QAM.


















(b) Dispersive channel 256-QAM.
Figure C.5: Performance difference between 256-QAM eU-OFDM and 256-QAM DCO-OFDM
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Complete Modeling of Nonlinear Distortion in
OFDM-Based Optical Wireless Communication
Dobroslav Tsonev, Sinan Sinanovic, and Harald Haas
Abstract—This paper presents a complete analytical framework
for modeling memoryless nonlinear effects in an intensity modula-
tion and direct detection optical wireless communication system
based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. The the-
ory employs the Bussgang theorem, which is widely accepted as
a means to characterize the impact of nonlinear distortions on nor-
mally distributed signals. This paper proposes a new method to gen-
eralize this approach, and it describes how a closed-form analytical
expression for the system bit error rate can be obtained for an arbi-
trary memoryless distortion. Major distortion effects at the trans-
mitter stage such as quantization and nonlinearity from the light
emitting diode are analyzed. Four known orthogonal-frequency-
division-multiplexing-based modulation schemes for optical com-
munication are considered in this paper: direct-current-biased
optical OFDM, asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM, pulse-
amplitude-modulated discrete multitone modulation, and unipolar
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.
Index Terms—Nonlinear distortion, orthogonal frequency




IRELESS data rates have been growing exponentially in
the past decade. According to some recent forecasts, in
2015 more than 6 Exabytes of wireless data would be required
per month [1]. The continuously enhanced wireless communica-
tion standards will not be able to fully satisfy the future demand
for mobile data throughput because the available radio frequency
(RF) spectrum is very limited. Hence, an expansion of the wire-
less spectrum into a new and largely unexplored domain—the
visible light spectrum—has the potential to change the face of
future wireless communications. The advantages of an optical
wireless system include among others: 1) vast amount of unused
bandwidth; 2) no licensing fees; 3) low-cost front end devices;
and 4) no interference with sensitive electronic systems. In ad-
dition, the existing lighting infrastructure can be used for the
realization of visible light communication.
Optical wireless communication (OWC) using incoherent
off-the-shelf illumination devices, which are the foremost
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candidates for mass-produced front-end elements, is realizable
as an intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) system.
This means that only signal intensity can be detected reliably.
Hence, without modification it is not possible to use all digital
modulation techniques known in RF communication. Unipolar
techniques like on-off keying, pulse-position modulation, and
pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) can be adopted in a rela-
tively straightforward way. As transmission rates increase, how-
ever, unwanted intersymbol interference (ISI) appears. Hence,
more resilient techniques such as orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) are preferred. OFDM allows
equalization to be performed with single-tap equalizers in the
frequency domain, which reduces design complexity and equal-
ization cost. It also allows different frequency subcarriers to
be adaptively loaded with information according to the channel
characteristics. This enables more optimal usage of the chan-
nel, especially when attenuation or interference is significant in
certain frequency bands [2]. Conventional OFDM signals are
bipolar and complex-valued. However, they have to be both
real and unipolar in IM/DD systems. It is possible to trans-
form an OFDM signal into a real signal by imposing Hermitian
symmetry on the subcarriers in the frequency domain. Further-
more, a number of possible approaches to deal with the issue
of bipolarity in OFDM signals have been proposed. The current
paper focuses on four of them, in particular: direct-current-
biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM), asymmetrically clipped
optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [3], pulse-amplitude-modulated
discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT) [4], and unipolar
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (U-OFDM) [5]. It
analytically characterizes their performance in a nonlinear ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel which is typical
for an OWC system. Some of the schemes—DCO-OFDM and
ACO-OFDM—have already been analyzed in the context of cer-
tain nonlinearities that are present in OWC [6]–[10]. This paper
gives a more complete analysis encompassing the joint effect
of a number of different distortions which to the best of the
authors’ knowledge have not been analyzed jointly in OWC and
have never been analyzed for PAM-DMT and U-OFDM. An in-
teresting observation is that the concepts presented for U-OFDM
have been previously introduced in Flip-OFDM [11]. In addi-
tion, the four schemes, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, U-OFDM,
and Flip-OFDM, perform equivalently in a simple AWGN
channel [3]–[5], [11].
An information signal in an OWC system undergoes a num-
ber of distortions, including nonlinear ones. Linear distortions
such as attenuation and ISI can be compensated with am-
plifiers, equalizers, and signal processing. Nonlinear distor-
tions, however, often make irreversible changes to the signal.
0733-8724 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Optical wireless communication system.
Therefore, it is necessary to be able to characterize and evaluate
distortion effects as fully as possible. Such examples include
quantization effects in the digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), as well as the effects
caused by the nonlinear output characteristic of a light emitting
diode (LED). A number of works have been published on distor-
tion in OFDM-based modulation schemes [6]–[10], [12]–[16].
A significant number of them focus specifically on the nonlinear
distortions present in an OWC system [6]–[10]. The analysis of
nonlinear distortion is not straightforward. Even though general
procedures have been introduced for obtaining an analytical
solution [12], a closed-form solution is not always available.
This paper describes a complete general procedure which al-
ways leads to a closed-form solution. It can be used to solve the
problems presented in [6]–[10] as well as to analyze any other
arbitrary memoryless nonlinear distortion, which can be part of
an OWC system based on OFDM. The specific case study in this
paper involves a complete set of the significant nonlinear effects
at the transmitter combining distortion due to quantization at
the DAC as well as distortion due to the nonlinear characteristic
of the LED. Pulse shaping has also been considered unlike in
previous works on the subject [6]–[10].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides a description of the OWC system. Section III describes the
modulation schemes under investigation. Section IV discusses
the issues incurred by pulse shaping techniques in IM/DD trans-
mission systems. Section V introduces the expected nonlinear-
ities in an OWC system. Section VI presents the theoretical
approach for obtaining a closed-form assessment of the perfor-
mance. Section VII confirms analytical solutions with numerical
simulations. Finally, section VIII provides concluding remarks.
II. OWC SYSTEM
The diagram of an OWC system is presented in Fig. 1. The
incoming bits are divided into data chunks and mapped to
symbols from a known modulation scheme such as quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (M -QAM) or M -PAM. The M -
QAM/M -PAM symbols are modulated onto different frequency
subcarriers according to one of the following schemes: DCO-
OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, U-OFDM. Then, the result-
ing time domain signal is subjected to a number of predistortion
techniques, which condition it for transmission. This block in-
cludes oversampling, pulse shaping as well as clipping any val-
ues below the allowed minimum or above the allowed maxi-
mum. Clipping is performed because a DAC, an amplifier, and
an LED can only operate in a limited range, specified by their
electrical properties. The conditioned signal is fed to a DAC
which outputs an analog signal. This stage of the system con-
sists of a zero-order-hold element or other type of interpolator
followed by a low-pass filter. The output signal from the zero-
order hold is continuous in time. However, because the signal
has discrete amplitude levels, corresponding to the samples of
the oversampled pulse-shaped and clipped signal s′[t], it is an-
alyzed in terms of the discrete time-domain signal s′[t]. It is
assumed that the oversampling is sufficient, and the pulse shap-
ing operation is such that the low-pass filter after the zero-order
hold outputs a continuous-time signal which is equivalent to the
signal at its input for all practical considerations. Hence, in the
analysis, nonlinear transformations of the signal s′[t] are inves-
tigated. The analog output of the DAC is encoded into a current
signal by a voltage-to-current transducer with appropriate bias
and supplied to the LED. OFDM-based OWC with incoher-
ent off-the-shelf illumination devices can only be realized as a
baseband communication technique. Therefore, frequency up-
conversion is not required and, thus, has not been considered in
the presented analysis. Light intensity at the diode varies with
the current. At the receiver side, a photo diode transforms the
variations in the intensity of the received light into variations of
a current signal, which is turned into a voltage signal by a tran-
simpedance amplifier. The resulting signal is discretized at an
ADC and passed on to the processing circuitry, which includes
a matched filter, an OFDM demodulator with an equalizer, as
well as a bit demodulator.
III. OFDM MODULATION SCHEMES
The modulation schemes presented in this paper are modifica-
tions of conventional OFDM. The subcarriers in the frequency
domain are modulated with M -QAM symbols in the case of
DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, and U-OFDM and with M -PAM
symbols in the case of PAM-DMT. A time-domain block of
samples is obtained by taking the inverse fast Fourier trans-
form of a block of NFFT complex M -QAM/M -PAM symbols.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. DCO-OFDM Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated. (a) Bipolar
OFDM before biasing. (b) Biased DCO-OFDM.
Hermitian symmetry is imposed, which, according to the prop-
erties of the Fourier transform, generates a real time-domain sig-
nal [17]. The subcarriers at positions k = 0 and k = NF F T2 are
set to zero in order to satisfy the requirements of the Hermitian
symmetry. The real time-domain signal is bipolar in nature. An
LED can convey only positive signals when it is active. Hence,
the following four different methods have been designed for the
generation of unipolar signals, suitable for OWC.
A. DCO-OFDM
DCO-OFDM generates a unipolar signal by introducing a DC






provided that all available carriers are loaded with M -QAM. The
factors NFFT−2 and 0.5 occur due to the Hermitian symmetry
requirement. Ncp is the length of the cyclic prefix.
OFDM has a very high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
Following the calculations presented in [18], a lower bound for









where Na is the number of modulated carriers in the frequency
domain. Therefore, it is impractical to introduce a biasing level
which ensures that all possible time samples are positive. In
addition, electronic elements have an operational range, which
is limited both in terms of a minimum and a maximum value.
Hence, an OFDM signal would be clipped both from above and
from below in order to fit within the required range. A typical
value of a few signal standard deviations is used in practice for
clipping on each side of the signal distribution. This distortion
is easily modeled by the upper and lower limit of the DAC. This
modeling approach is adopted in this paper.
B. ACO-OFDM
Biasing in DCO-OFDM increases the dissipated electrical
and optical energy at the transmitter by a substantial amount.
The dissipated electrical energy is proportional to E[i2(t)] =
E[(isignal(t) + ibias(t))
2 ], and the dissipated optical energy is
proportional to E[i(t)] = E[isignal(t) + ibias(t)], where E[·] de-
notes statistical expectation. ACO-OFDM, illustrated in Fig. 3,
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. ACO-OFDM Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated. (a) ACO-
OFDM before clipping. (b) ACO-OFDM after clipping.
avoids the biasing requirement of DCO-OFDM by exploiting
the properties of the Fourier transform so that a unipolar signal
can be generated without biasing. As presented in [3], only odd
frequency subcarriers are modulated. This creates a symmetry
between samples in the time-domain OFDM frame. In general,
if s(k, n) is the contribution of subcarrier S[k] to the sample at
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For odd values of k, s(k, n) = −s(k, n + NFFT/2). For even
values of k, s(k, n) = s(k, n + NFFT/2). Hence, if only the
odd subcarriers in an OFDM frame are modulated, the time-
domain signal, s[n], has the property
s[n] = −s[n + NFFT/2]. (4)
If only the even subcarriers in an OFDM frame are modulated,
the time-domain signal has the property:
s[n] = s[n + NFFT/2]. (5)
Because complex exponential functions are orthogonal to each
other, if a signal has the property in (4), this means that in
the frequency domain only odd samples contain information.
Similarly, if a signal has the property in (5), then in the frequency
domain only its even samples contain information. Clipping the





(s[n] + |s[n]|). (6)
In ACO-OFDM, only the odd subcarriers are modulated.
Hence, (4) applies. Therefore, s[n] = −s[n + NFFT/2]. Then,
|s[n]| = |s[n + NFFT/2]|. This symmetry allows all negative
values to be removed. The clipping distortion |s[n]|, described
in (6), has the property stipulated in (5), and so it distorts only
the even subcarriers. The factor 0.5 occurs from the clipping and
is consistent with the analysis presented in [3]. An additional
factor of
√
2 is introduced to rescale the unipolar signal and
normalize the amount of dissipated energy, which would lead
to an overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance penalty
of 3 dB. This short proof describes the analysis in [3] in a more
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. PAM-DMT Generation. Cyclic prefix is not illustrated. (a) Bipolar
PAM-DMT before clipping. (b) Unipolar PAM-DMT after clipping and rescale.
concise manner. Not using the even subcarriers sacrifices about







In PAM-DMT, illustrated in Fig. 4, the frequency subcarriers
in an OFDM frame are modulated with imaginary symbols from
the M -PAM modulation scheme. Due to Hermitian symmetry
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The time-domain structure of a PAM-DMT frame exhibits
an antisymmetry, where s[0] = 0, s[NFFT/2] = 0 if NFFT is
even, and s[n] = −s[NFFT − n]. This means that |s[0]| = 0,
|s[NFFT/2]| = 0, if NFFT is even, and |s[n]| = |s[NFFT − n]|.
Therefore, if the negative values are removed, as described in
(6), the distortion term |s[n]| has Hermitian symmetry in the
time domain. This means that in the frequency domain, the
distortion is transformed into a real-valued signal. Hence, it is
completely orthogonal to the useful information. This proof has
not been formally completed in [4], but it is straightforward with






where M denotes the order of M -PAM modulation. It should
be noted that
√
M -PAM has roughly the same performance
as M -QAM in an AWGN channel. This makes PAM-DMT
comparable to ACO-OFDM in spectral efficiency for the same
bit error rate (BER) performance.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. U-OFDM Generation. Cyclic prefixes are not illustrated. (a) Bipolar
OFDM. (b) Unipolar U-OFDM.
D. U-OFDM
In U-OFDM, all possible subcarriers in the frequency domain
are modulated as in DCO-OFDM. After the time-domain signal
is obtained, it is divided into two blocks: a positive and a negative
one. The positive block is a copy of the original signal frame,
where all negative samples are set to zero. The negative block
is a copy of the original signal frame, where all samples are
multiplied by −1 to switch signs. After this operation, the neg-
ative samples are set to zero. The principle of how both blocks
form the original OFDM frame can be observed in Fig. 5(a).
The two blocks are transmitted separately. This can be seen in
Fig. 5(b). The cyclic prefixes are omitted in the given examples
for simplicity of illustration. The increased number of samples
in the time domain decreases the spectral efficiency by a factor





At the demodulator, the original OFDM frame is obtained by
subtracting the negative block from the positive one. This ef-
fectively doubles the noise at each resulting sample, and so the
performance of U-OFDM becomes the same as the performance
of ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT, where the clipping introduces
an SNR penalty of 3 dB.
IV. PULSE SHAPING
An LED is modulated with a continuous electrical signal,
and it emits a continuously varying light signal. A digital im-
plementation of OFDM generates discrete values which need
to be encoded into an analog signal, suitable to modulate the
LED. The pulse shaping operation allows digital samples to
be mapped to continuous pulse shapes. The selection of the
pulse-shaping filters is important because the communication
channel restricts the bandwidth of the signals which can be
successfully propagated to the receiver. The maximum modu-
lation frequency of off-the-shelf white LEDs is in the order of
2 MHz and in the order of 20 MHz when blue filtering is ap-
plied at the receiver [19]. The transmitted information signals
must be tailored to fit in that frequency range in order to avoid
distortion. Different pulse shapes have different time-domain
properties as well as different bandwidth requirements. An ex-
ample of a pulse shape is a square pulse which corresponds
to the zero-order hold function of a DAC [20]. This shape is
easy to implement and has a time duration which is perfectly
limited within a symbol period. However, it requires an infinite
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6. (a) ACO-OFDM pulse-shaped after removing the negative values.
(b) Addition of necessary bias to make the pulse-shaped signal unipolar.
bandwidth. Therefore, it is not possible to realize it without dis-
torting the received signal. In practice, if square pulses are used
as an interpolation technique, the signal is low-pass-filtered af-
terward to incorporate only a desired portion of the frequencies,
for example, until the first zero crossing in the frequency do-
main. This occurs at 1/Ts if Ts is the symbol period. A similar
shape is the triangle pulse, which corresponds to a first-order in-
terpolation of discrete samples [20]. This shape is characterized
with an improved bandwidth profile and a longer time-domain
duration compared to the square pulse. Exact recovery of the
transmitted signal, without ISI, requires accurate sampling at the
receiver. Theoretically, the most bandwidth efficient interpola-
tion filter is the sinc function [20]. Its bandwidth requirement
is 1/2Ts , so it is two times more efficient than a square pulse
low-pass-filtered at the first zero crossing. However, it spans an
impulse response with an infinite duration in the time domain.
This means that in practice the shape is truncated, and due to
the longer impulse response, it requires more processing. In ad-
dition, time jitter can introduce significant ISI. For this reason,
the raised-cosine filter and its modified version, the root-raised
cosine filter, are used in many practical implementations. They
allow the generation of an interpolation pulse with an arbitrary
bandwidth requirement between 1/2Ts and 1/Ts dependent on
an adjustable roll-off factor. The raised cosine filter gives the
designer the freedom to choose between the length of the pulse
in the time domain and the frequency requirement of the shape.
In practice, these filters are implemented by oversampling the
discrete signal, interpolating it with a discrete pulse shape and
then supplying it to the DAC, which typically consists of a zero-
order hold and a low-pass filter as described in Fig. 1. Signals
in ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM are made unipo-
lar after clipping of the negative values. Bipolar pulse shapes
like the sinc and the raised-cosine filter turn a unipolar signal
before pulse shaping into a bipolar signal after pulse shaping.
An example is presented in Fig. 6. The issue can be solved
by introducing a bias to account for the negative values. This
leads to an increase in the energy consumption of approximately
3 dB. Alternatively, the negative values after pulse shaping can
be clipped at zero again, but this leads to the distortion pre-
sented in Fig. 7. Therefore, it is important to implement pulse
shaping before the negative values in ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT,
and U-OFDM are removed. Then, as described in (6), the clip-
ping operation leads to a unipolar signal that consists of the
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. (a) Distortion in ACO-OFDM/U-OFDM after clipping the negative
values of the pulse-shaped unipolar signal. (b) Distortion in PAM-DMT after
clipping the negative values of the pulse-shaped unipolar signal.
original bipolar signal and a distortion term which is present
both inside and outside the desired bandwidth. The useful sig-
nal, however, remains within the bandwidth limit and is not
affected by the distortion term as described in Section III. The
rest of this section provides a proof.
The sampling frequency is denoted by Fs , Ts denotes the
symbol period, T = FsTs denotes the discrete-time symbol pe-
riod, and p[t] denotes the digital pulse shape. Then, the part
of the oversampled pulse-shaped discrete bipolar signal, which
contains the information of a given frame, is expressed as
s′[t] =
NF F T −1
∑
n=NF F T −N c p
s[n, 0]p[t−(n−NFFT)T ]
+
NF F T −1
∑
n=0
s[n, 0]p[t−nT ] +
NF F T −N c p +N pc p −1
∑
n=NF F T −N c p
× s[n, 1]p[t−(NFFT+Ncp)T−(n − NFFT)T ] (12)
where Npcp is the length of the cyclic prefix sufficient to remove
the effects of p[t], and s[n, 0] indicates the nth sample of the
OFDM frame at position 0, i.e., the current frame. The discrete-
time pulse-shaped bipolar signal relevant for sampling the first
NF F T
2 points of the current frame can be expressed as
s′1 [t] =
NF F T −1
∑
n=NF F T −N c p
s[n, 0]p[t−(n−NFFT)T ]
+





NF F T /2−1+N pc p
∑
n=NF F T /2
s[n, 0]p[t−nT ]. (13)
The discrete-time pulse-shaped bipolar signal relevant for sam-
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s′2 [t] =
NF F T /2−1
∑
n=NF F T /2−N c p
s[n, 0]p[t−nT ]
+
NF F T −1
∑
n=NF F T /2
s[n, 0]p[t−nT ] +
NF F T −N c p +N pc p −1
∑
n=NF F T −N c p
× s[n, 1]p[t−(NFFT+Ncp)T−(n − NFFT)T ]. (14)
The discrete-time unipolar signal, ready for digital-to-analog






(s′[t] + |s′[t]|) . (15)
At the receiver, the samples of a given frame after match filtering
can be expressed as






































, NF F T2 ≤ n
(16)
where ∗ denotes convolution, n[t] denotes AWGN, and h[t]
denotes the impulse response of the channel in discrete time.
The cyclic prefix is sufficient to remove ISI and to turn the
continuous-time convolution with the channel, h(t), into a cir-
cular convolution in discrete time with the channel, h[t]. As-
suming perfect channel knowledge, the equalized samples at
the receiver are expressed as
ŝE [n] =
(











































, NF F T2 ≤n.
(17)
A. ACO-OFDM
In ACO-OFDM, s[n] = −s[n + NFFT/2]. Therefore,
s′1 [t] ≈ −s′2 [t + NF F T2 T ] except for the third terms in (13) and
(14). Differences appear because in the time domain p[t] spans
beyond a single symbol duration and beyond the boundaries of
the OFDM frame. However, this effect is not significant when
Npcp << NFFT . As a consequence, |s′1 [t]| ≈ |s′2 [t + NF F T2 T ]|.
At the receiver, the distortion term in the first NF F T2 points,
1√
2
|s′1 [t]| ∗ h[t] ∗ p[t]|nT , is the same as the distortion term
in the second NF F T2 points,
1√
2
|s′2 [t]| ∗ h[t] ∗ p[t]|nT , because
|s′1 [t]| ≈ |s′2 [t + NF F T2 T ]|. Therefore, distortion falls on the
even subcarriers only as described in Section III-B.
B. PAM-DMT
In PAM-DMT, s[n] = −s[NFFT − n]. Therefore, with the
representations in (13) and (14), s′1 [t] ≈ −s′2 [NFFTT − t].
Again, differences appear between the first term in (13) and
the third term in (14). The differences are caused by the time-
domain span of p[t] but are not significant for Npcp ≪ NFFT .
Hence, it can be concluded that |s′1 [t]| ≈ |s′2 [NFFTT − t]|. The
pulse-shaping filter’s impulse response is an even function, so
p[t] = p[−t]. From (17), the distortion term after equalization
consists of 1√
2













maintains Hermitian symmetry, and hence, noise due to distor-
tion is orthogonal to useful information as described before in
Section III-C.
C. U-OFDM
The U-OFDM bipolar discrete signal is encoded in two con-
secutive frame blocks. The oversampled discrete-time bipolar
part of s′[t] which contains the information of the positive frame
block can be expressed with the representation in (12) and de-
noted as s′p [t]. The oversampled discrete-time bipolar part of
s′[t] which contains the information of the negative frame block
can be expressed with the representation in (12) and denoted as
s′n [t]. If sp [n] denotes the original bipolar samples of the posi-
tive frame block, and sn [n] denotes the original bipolar samples
of the negative frame block, then by design sp [n] = −sn [n].
Hence, a closer look at (12) shows that s′p [t] = −s′n [t] except
for the third terms in the summation. The differences appear
due to the time-domain span of p[t] but are not significant when
Npcp ≪ NFFT . Then, the samples of the positive frame block




























where n1 [t] and n2 [t] are two independent identically distributed
instances of the AWGN process. The bipolar samples at the re-
ceiver can be reconstructed by subtracting the received samples
of the negative frame block from the received samples of the
positive frame block
























are equal and so are completely re-
moved by the subtraction operation. The noise doubles as de-
scribed in Section III-D.
An important implication of these proofs is that pulse shaping
can also be incorporated in the analysis of the nonlinear dis-
tortions for ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM. If pulse
shaping is applied after clipping at zero, then the distribution of
samples in the time domain changes, and that compromises the
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accuracy of the analysis. OFDM samples in the time domain
follow a Gaussian distribution when the number of carriers is
greater than 64 [8], [10], [12]. Hence, the positive samples of
ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM follow the distribution
of a Gaussian function, clipped at zero. Pulse shaping is a linear
operation, which linearly combines the discrete samples of an
OFDM frame, scaled by the samples of a pulse-shaping filter.
Linearly combining samples that follow a clipped Gaussian dis-
tribution results in samples that follow a different distribution.
Hence, pulse shaping after clipping at zero produces a signal
which cannot be analyzed with the Bussgang theorem. On the
other hand, combining samples that follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion results in samples that again follow a Gaussian distribution.
Hence, if the pulse shaping is done before the clipping at zero,
the pulse-shaped samples follow a Gaussian distribution and
after the clipping operation they follow a clipped Gaussian dis-
tribution. This enables the use of the Bussgang theorem and the
analysis presented in this paper.
V. NONLINEARITIES IN OWC
There are a number of possible sources of nonlinear distor-
tion in an OWC system. Electronic devices have limited dynamic
ranges and often nonlinear characteristics within the dynamic
range. Furthermore, transitions between the digital and the ana-
log domain lead to signal quantization effects.
The processed digital time-domain signal needs to be passed
through a DAC in order to obtain a signal, which can be used to
drive the LED. An increase in the resolution of a DAC increases
the design complexity and cost. Decreasing the resolution leads
to signal quantization. In addition, nonlinear distortion occurs
from the limited range of the device which leads to clipping.
An accurate analysis of the distortion effects caused to a signal
allows for making informed choices between cost, range, and
accuracy of the DAC.
LEDs and photodiodes (PDs) are another source of nonlin-
earity. The voltage–current relationship at an LED is not linear.
With the design of suitable V-to-I transducers, this transition
step in the system can be almost completely linearized. How-
ever, the relationship between the current through the LED and
the produced light intensity is also not linear. In addition, there
is a minimum and a maximum allowed current level so that the
diode can operate properly. This means that the OFDM signal
should be clipped at the processing step in order to become suit-
able for transmission through the LED. The same effects due
to the nonlinear relationships between light intensity, current,
and voltage are present in the PD. However, this device operates
in a much smaller range, which means that distortion is not as
significant as in the LED.
VI. NONLINEARITY ANALYSIS
For a large number of subcarriers, NFFT > 64, an OFDM
time-domain signal can be approximated by a set of indepen-
dent identically distributed random variables with a continuous
Gaussian distribution [8], [10], [12]. According to [12], a non-
linear distortion in an OFDM-based system can be described
with a gain factor and an additional noise component, both of
which can be explained and quantified with the help of the Buss-
gang theorem. If X is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
and z(X) is an arbitrary memoryless distortion on X , then, fol-
lowing the Bussgang theorem in [21] and Rowe’s subsequent
work in [22]
z(X) = αX + Y (21)
E[XY ] = 0. (22)
In these equations, α is a constant, E[·] stands for statistical
expectation, and Y is a noise component not correlated with X .





where σx is the standard deviation of X . The noise component
Y can be quantified as follows:
E[Y 2 ] = E[z2(X)] − α2σ2x (24)
E[Y ] = E[z(X)] (25)
σ2Y = E[Y
2 ] − E[Y ]2 (26)
where σ2Y denotes the variance of Y . When the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is applied at the system receiver, in the fre-
quency domain the noise Y is transformed into additive Gaus-
sian noise due to the central limit theorem. The variance of Y in
the frequency domain is again σ2Y , and its time-domain average
contributes only to the 0th subcarrier. Therefore, at each modu-
lated subcarrier an additional zero-mean additive Gaussian noise
component with variance σ2Y is present. Overall the system ex-
periences an increase in the additive Gaussian noise power by
σ2Y and a decrease in the useful signal power by a factor of
α2 . This approach has been used in a number of works to ana-
lyze nonlinearities in an analytical or semianalytical fashion [8],
[10], [12]. The analytical solution, however, is not guaranteed
to be in a closed form. Whenever a closed-form solution is de-
sired, an additional step is required as the derivation needs to be
tailored to the respective nonlinear distortion function. In this
paper, a general derivation approach which leads to a closed-
form analytical solution with arbitrary accuracy for an arbitrary
memoryless distortion function is proposed. It is applicable to
the four OFDM-based modulation schemes investigated in this
paper. The rest of this section introduces the modified technique
and describes how it can be applied to DCO-OFDM, ACO-
OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM.
An arbitrary distortion function z(X) can be expressed as a
set of intervals I with cardinality |I| and a set of continuous
polynomials which accurately approximate z(X) in those inter-
vals. The polynomials can be generated through interpolation
of empirical data, or with a polynomial expansion of a function.
The polynomial degree sets the accuracy of the approximation.
Then, z(x) can be represented as
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j (U(x − xmin,l) − U(x − xmax,l)) (27)
where l denotes the lth interval, nl denotes the order of the poly-
nomial in interval l, cl,j denotes the jth polynomial coefficient
in interval l, and U(x) is the unit step function. Moreover, xmin,l
and xmax,l denote the lower and upper boundaries of interval l.
























































∫ xm a x , l





























where function D(t, a, b, µ, σx) is defined in the Appendix. The
variance of the time domain signal, σ2x , can be calculated with




NF F T −1
∑
j=0
log2(Mj )Ebj . (29)









where Mj is the size of the signal constellation and Ebj is the
energy per bit at the jth subcarrier. The factor of two for ACO-
OFDM and PAM-DMT results from the power rescaling after
clipping of the negative samples. It should be noted that after
pulse shaping, the variance of the oversampled signal is not
constant over time. However, the authors of [12] have shown
that for commonly used pulse shapes this does not influence
the validity of the analysis. Results in this paper confirm this
finding. The calculations necessary to complete the statistical
description of Y can be expressed as
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With the help of the Appendix and the standard differentiation
rules, it is straightforward to obtain closed-form expressions for
(28), (31), and (32). The procedure can easily be programmed
on a computer. The resulting SNR at each frequency subcarrier









where Enewbj is the resulting energy per bit of the jth subcarrier,
Ebj is the initial energy per bit of the jth subcarrier, σ
2
N is the
variance of the channel AWGN, and σ2NY is the overall noise
variance. Closed-form analytical expressions for the BER in
M -PAM and M -QAM as a function of the SNR exist in the
literature [20].
The Bussgang analysis presented so far is valid for zero-
mean signals with Gaussian distribution. All four optical mod-
ulation schemes—DCO-OFDM, ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, U-
OFDM—are modifications of the original zero-mean OFDM
signal and need to be treated with care for a correct assessment
of the nonlinearity effects. The analysis should take into account
all effects on the signal up to the point where an FFT operation
is performed by the OFDM demodulator at the receiver. Let’s
assume that z1(x) is a memoryless distortion at one stage of
the system, for example caused by clipping the signal within
the allowed range; z2(x) is a memoryless distortion at another
stage, for example due to quantization at the DAC; z3(x) is a
third memoryless distortion, for example the addition of a bias
level. Then, the overall distortion after the three separate con-
secutive distortions is z(s′[t]) = z3(z2(z1(s′[t]))). It does not
matter whether a distortion is linear or nonlinear. It can always
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be incorporated in the analysis if it is memoryless. This paper
assumes that there is no distortion with memory or any such
distortion can be completely equalized, for example ISI.
For comparison purposes, the average electrical energy per bit
Eb,elec and the average optical energy per bit Eb,opt dissipated

















where P avgelec is the average electrical power of the signal, pro-
portional to the mean square of the electrical signal; P avgopt is the
average optical power of the signal, proportional to the aver-
age intensity of the optical signal; η is the respective spectral
efficiency defined for the various schemes in (1), (7), (10), and
(11); zelec(s
′[t]) is the current signal at the diode; zopt(s′[t])
is the light intensity signal at the diode; B is the signal band-
width in hertz. For the examples which are presented in this
paper, zelec(s
′[t]) includes clipping, quantization effects at the
DAC, and biasing, while zopt(s
′[t]) includes the current-to-light
output characteristic of the diode in addition.
A. DCO-OFDM
The proposed analysis can be applied to DCO-OFDM in a
straightforward manner. The biasing of the signal can be con-
sidered as part of the nonlinear transform. It does not need to be
added separately like it has been done in other works [8], [10].
B. ACO-OFDM
The modulation process of ACO-OFDM includes clipping
at zero. This operation is a nonlinear transform, but does not
affect the odd carriers of the system. As a consequence, a slight
modification needs to be made to the analysis in order to ac-
count for this effect. The modified approach is described in the
rest of this section. In ACO-OFDM, the bipolar OFDM signal
before clipping consists of a set of positive samples and a set
of negative samples. The two sets have identical contribution to
each modulated value in the frequency domain [3]. Therefore,
setting one set to zero does not distort the useful signal except
for a factor of 0.5. This means that the nonlinearity analysis
can be conducted only on the positive samples. The result is the
same as if the effect of a symmetrical distortion function on the
bipolar OFDM signal is analyzed. Hence, for the calculations,
the intervals of the nonlinear transform can be specified from 0
to ∞. Then, (28), (31), and (32) can be calculated in the interval
[0;∞] and scaled by 2 to account for the negative half of the























































The removal of the negative samples does not influence the
odd subcarriers, as previously explained in Section III. The
calculated noise variance, σ2Y , needs to be halved before addition
to the AWGN variance because the noise is evenly distributed
on both odd and even subcarriers. There is a 0.5 factor to the
SNR, stemming from the removal of the negative samples. Then









It should be noted that the zeroes from clipped negative sam-
ples need to preserve their value in order not to influence the
modulated subcarriers. The overall distortion of the signal up to
the demodulator is zd(s
′[t]); this distortion does not include the
addition of AWGN. If zd(0) 	= 0, then the zeros obtained from
clipping the negative samples are distorted. The distortion on
the clipped zero values in the time domain adds distortion on the
odd subcarriers in the frequency domain. This effect is avoided
when the clipped values are zero. If zd(0) is interpreted as a dc
shift and subtracted from zd(s
′[t]), then the modified Bussgang
analysis described in this section can be applied without having
to additionally model the distortion resulting from the distorted
clipped samples. Hence, the overall distortion, experienced by
the nonzero ACO-OFDM samples is
z(s′[t])s ′[t]≥0 = zd(s
′[t])s ′[t]≥0 − zd(0). (40)
C. PAM-DMT
The time-domain signal of PAM-DMT has the same statisti-
cal properties as the ACO-OFDM signal. In addition, the power
of the additive Gaussian noise from the nonlinearity is equally
split between real and imaginary components in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the nonlinearity analysis of PAM-DMT is
exactly the same as for ACO-OFDM. It should be kept in mind
that PAM-DMT employs M -PAM while ACO-OFDM employs
M 2-QAM for the same spectral efficiency. In an additive Gaus-
sian noise environment, M -PAM and M 2-QAM perform iden-
tically in terms of BER.
D. U-OFDM
In U-OFDM, the signs of negative samples are switched,
they are transmitted as positive samples and switched back at
the demodulator. As a result, the nonlinear distortion on the
bipolar OFDM signal is symmetric around zero, i.e., z(s′[t]) =
−z(−s′[t]). Any two bipolar samples with the same absolute
value experience exactly the same nonlinear distortion. Hence,
z(s′[t])s ′[t]≤0 is formed as a mirrored version of z(s
′[t])s ′[t]≥0 ac-
cording to z(s′[t]) = −z(−s′[t]). Alternatively, it can be stated
that due to the symmetry of the Gaussian probability density
function (PDF), z(s′[t]) can be specified only in the interval
181
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[0;∞] for the calculations of (28), (31), and (32). Each of the
equations, however, needs to be doubled to account for the neg-
ative half of the distribution as is the case for ACO-OFDM and
PAM-DMT. The subtraction of the negative block from the pos-










It should be noted that in the demodulator the bipolar signal is
obtained by subtracting the negative block from the positive one.
If all zeroes corresponding to clipped negative samples from the
original signal are transformed to zd(0)	=0, then the subtraction
operation shifts all positive samples by −zd(0) and all negative
samples by zd(0). The function zd(s
′[t]) is the overall non-
linearity distortion which the signal experiences on its path to
the demodulator. The subtraction operation in the demodulation
process effectively adds additional distortion, which needs to
be accounted for by subtracting zd(0) from zd(s
′[t]), i.e., the
resulting overall nonlinearity becomes
z(s′[t])s ′[t]≥0 = zd(s
′[t])s ′[t]≥0 − zd(0) (42)
as in ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT.
The analyses of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM
show that all three schemes experience exactly the same SNR
deterioration for the same nonlinearity effects. This occurs be-
cause the three schemes exhibit the same statistical properties
in the time domain when their spectral efficiencies are equiv-
alent. This finding is also supported by the results in the next
section. Therefore, in addition to the equivalent performance in
a simple AWGN channel, the three schemes exhibit the same
performance in a nonlinear AWGN channel.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the joint effect of three nonlinear distortions
at the OWC transmitter is illustrated. These include clipping to
account for the limited dynamic range of the electronic devices,
quantization from a low-resolution DAC, and the current-to-
light output characteristic of the LED. Nonlinearities at the re-
ceiver are not examined since they are negligible in comparison
to the ones present at the transmitter. They could be analyzed in
an analogous manner using the concepts presented in Section VI.
In the following case study, the oversampled pulse-shaped signal
s′[t] has an oversampling ratio of 10.
The zero-order hold has a limited range of output amplitudes
between s′min and s
′
max , and a finite number of bits q. The
different levels of the device are equally spaced in the interval
[s′min ; s
′
max ] at a distance of
dq =
s′max − s′min
2q − 1 . (43)
Each quantization threshold is set in the middle between two
consecutive quantization levels. For example, the threshold be-
tween s′min and s
′
min + dq is set at s
′
min + dq/2. The values
of s′min and s
′
max are determined by the desired accuracy of
the DAC and by the allowed operational range of the LED,
[imin ; imax ]. Therefore, they account for the clipping effects in-
TABLE I
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS cl ,k IN INTERVAL l AND OF DEGREE k
troduced by the DAC and the LED. In the conducted simulations,
the resolution of the DAC is set to q = 8 bits.
After the signal values are quantized by the DAC output
function, they are biased by a constant and are passed through
the LED. The LED output function is a continuous function,
specified in the interval [imin ; imax ]. According to the device
datasheet [23], imin = 0.1 A and imax = 1 A. The LED output
function corresponds to a transition from a current signal to
an optical signal. The output characteristic of the LED has been
obtained through interpolation of data from the device datasheet.
A third degree polynomial has been used in the interpolation,
and its coefficients are presented in Table I. The relationship
between radiant flux (power) and luminous flux (power) is linear.
Therefore, since only the relationship between current through
the device and luminous flux is available in the datasheet, it has
been adopted as an accurate representation of the relationship
between the current and the radiation power.
It is assumed that the modulating signal is contained in the
current signal through the LED. The initial average energy
per bit of the original bipolar OFDM signal s[n] is Eb . The
actual dissipated electrical energy per bit at the LED assum-
ing that the resistance is normalized to 1Ω and including the
quantization effects and biasing is Eb,elec = E[i
2(t)]/(Bη) =
E[(z3(z2(z1(s
′[t]))) + ibias)2 ]/(Bη). In this formula, z1(s′[t])
is the clipping effect in the preprocessing step applied on the
oversampled pulse-shaped signal s′[t]; z2(x) is the quantiza-
tion effect of the DAC; z3(x) is the conversion from voltage to
current, which is assumed to be linear with gain 1. In order to
evaluate the optical efficiency of the system, a third quantity
is defined as Eb,opt = E[z4(z3(z2(z1(s
′[t]))) + ibias)]/(Bη),
where z4(x) expresses the transition from current to optical
signal in the LED, specified by the polynomial in Table I.
The modulation bandwidth of white-light LEDs is 2 MHz
[19]. The coherence bandwidth of the optical channel is around
90 MHz [19], which is much higher than the modulation fre-
quency of the LED. Hence, ISI does not need to be considered.
In an alternative scenario, where ISI is an issue, the presented
nonlinearity framework is still applicable as long as channel
knowledge is available at the receiver, and the signal can be
equalized. In the assumed system configuration, the received
current signal can be expressed as
î(t) = z4(i(t))hGγ (44)
where hG is the channel gain due to dispersion of light, and γ
is the responsivity of the PD. Using the profile of the LED light
spectrum and the PD responsivity to different optical wave-
lengths [24], the receiver responsivity to white light is calcu-
lated as γ = 0.52. The channel gain depends on a number of
factors–distance, receiver area, angle with respect to the trans-
mitter. In this paper, hG is selected depending on the M -QAM
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Fig. 8. Comparison between 4-QAM DCO-OFDM, 16-QAM ACO-OFDM,
4-PAM PAM-DMT, and 16-QAM U-OFDM in terms of electrical and optical
SNR. (a) Comparison of bipolar signals. Bias not taken into account. (b) Com-
parison of unipolar signals including contribution of bias to electrical power
dissipation. (c) Comparison of unipolar signals in terms of optical power re-
quirements. Bias contribution to power dissipation included.
modulation order that is used. The aim is to operate the LED in
the full range of its active region because then the improvements
of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM over DCO-OFDM
are demonstrated. In the cases when the optical signal varies
only slightly around the biasing point, the energy consumption
depends almost entirely on the biasing level, which makes the
energy dissipation almost constant for the four schemes.
The main source of AWGN in an OWC system is shot noise
at the photo detector caused by background light. The power
spectral density of shot noise is No = 10
−21 W/Hz according
to [19]. The variance of the AWGN is calculated as σ2N = BNo .
Fig. 8 presents a working example which compares 4-QAM
DCO-OFDM, 16-QAM ACO-OFDM, 4-PAM PAM-DMT, and
16-QAM U-OFDM—all with the same spectral efficiency of
1 bit/s/Hz. The simulated channel gain is hG = 4 × 10−6 , since
this value allows all the presented schemes to reach BER values
in the order of 10−3 and 10−4—required for successful commu-
nication [10], [19]. At the same time, this value of the channel
gain requires almost full utilization of the LED active range.
The bias levels for ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM
are set to ibias = 0.1 A, since this is the minimum biasing re-
quirement of the LED. The selected simulation parameters set
the minimum bias level for DCO-OFDM at ibias = 0.19 A. The
distribution region [−3σ; 3σ] is quantized for DCO-OFDM, and
the region [0; 3σ] is quantized for the other three schemes. Any-
thing outside those regions is clipped. These clipping levels are
chosen to be the default clipping levels as they introduce neg-
ligible nonlinear distortion according to simulations. Since the
AWGN power is constant, higher SNR values can be achieved
by amplifying the information signal through the LED. How-
ever, if that signal falls outside the allowed operational range of
the device when amplified, it is further clipped at the predistor-
tion step in order to satisfy the electrical properties of the LED.
Hence, the BER curves presented in this section are V-shaped.
The dip in the plots emerges because after a certain point the
distortion due to clipping outweighs the improvement due to the
SNR increase. Fig. 8(a) shows the electrical energy efficiency
of the four schemes when the energy dissipation due to bias-
ing is neglected. As expected for bipolar signals, DCO-OFDM
performs better than the other three schemes. The benefits of
the latter, however, are due to the biasing requirement, and this
can be observed in Fig. 8(b). In that figure, ACO-OFDM, PAM-
DMT, and U-OFDM require about 1 dB less energy per bit than
DCO-OFDM for BER = 10−3 and about the same energy for
BER = 10−4 . According to Fig. 8(c), DCO-OFDM is about
1 dB less optically efficient than the other three schemes for
BER = 10−3 and about 0.3 dB less efficient for BER = 10−4 .
It is interesting to note that, as expected, the BER values de-
crease with the increase in SNR up to a certain point. Afterward,
the active region of the LED is exhausted, and the increase in
power leads to increase in clipping, and hence, to more non-
linear distortion. It should also be noted that the theoretical
analysis coincides well with the Monte Carlo simulation results
for square pulse shapes (Boxcar filter). The Monte Carlo re-
sults for a root-raised-cosine filter are slightly better than the
other results because the matched filter at the receiver elimi-
nates some of the distortion noise which falls outside the desired
signal bandwidth. Nonetheless, the root-raised-cosine filter re-
sults follow closely the theoretical results and confirm validity
of the new analytical framework. For practical purposes, the
presented analysis can serve as a good lower bound approxima-
tion for the performance of systems which employ pulse shapes
with limited bandwidth. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
other available techniques for analysis of nonlinear distortion in
OWC do not consider bandlimited pulse shapes. They assume
simple square pulses (Boxcar filter) [6]–[10] for which an exact
analysis is provided in this paper. The curves for ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM fall almost on top of each other as
predicted by the theoretical analysis. This highlights the very
similar performance of the three schemes.
ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM exhibit better en-
ergy efficiency than DCO-OFDM. However, they require a
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(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Comparison of 4-QAM DCO-OFDM, 16-QAM ACO-OFDM, 4-QAM
PAM-DMT, and 16-QAM U-OFDM for a high channel gain, hG = 4 × 10−4 ,
scenario: (a) Electrical power efficiency including bias current; (b) Optical
power efficiency including bias level.
bigger M -QAM constellation size for the same spectral effi-
ciency. Larger constellations are more vulnerable to distortion.
This vulnerability can put the three schemes at a disadvantage in
certain scenarios. Such an example occurs if the channel gain is
decreased to hG = 2×10−6 . In this case, the minimum biasing
requirement of DCO-OFDM becomes ibias = 0.5 A, and it is
kept at ibias = 0.1 A for the other three schemes. In spite of the
worse performance in the previous simulation, in this scenario
DCO-OFDM becomes the better choice. It is still able to achieve
a BER of 10−4 , while all three other schemes cannot even reach
a BER of 10−3 . This example shows that a minor change of the
system parameters such as a factor of two in the channel gain
can be decisive in the selection of a modulation scheme.
Fig. 9 presents a case for a significantly higher channel gain,
hG = 4×10−4 . In this scenario, the information signal energy
requirement is small. Hence, the main contributor to energy con-
sumption is the biasing level. The bias of DCO-OFDM is set
to ibias = 0.1018 A, which is the minimum required bias that
is able to accommodate the information signal without severe
clipping distortion. The bias of the other three schemes is kept
at the minimum, ibias = 0.1 A. The electrical energy advantage
of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM over DCO-OFDM
is in the order of 0.06 dB, while the difference in the optical
energy requirement is in the order of 0.04 dB. The four schemes
are almost equivalent in performance because the main con-
tributor to energy dissipation is the bias of the LED. It should
be noted that the electrical energy efficiency of ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM is lower than presented in the pa-
pers which originally introduced these concepts— [3]–[5]. The
reason for this is that all clipped values which are set to zero
at the modulator actually cannot be lower than the minimum
required current at the LED and so also contribute to the power
dissipation.
The analyzed schemes achieve higher spectral efficiency
when the M -QAM/M -PAM modulation order is increased. This
leads to more variance in the time-domain signal as described
in (29) and (30), which for the same system parameters leads
to more distortion. At the same time, bigger constellations are
more sensitive to noise. Therefore, for higher spectral efficien-
cies and assuming the same OWC system parameters, the BER
performance suffers from additional deterioration.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A complete analytical framework has been presented for the
analysis of memoryless nonlinear distortion in an OWC sys-
tem. It allows for the analysis of an arbitrary distortion function
and guarantees closed-form solutions. The concept has been
successfully applied to four separate OFDM-based modulation
schemes proposed for IM/DD systems: DCO-OFDM, ACO-
OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM. Examples have been given
for the joint distortion effects from quantization at a DAC ele-
ment, as well as for distortion from the nonlinear relationship
between electrical current and emitted light in an LED, which
are the major sources of nonlinearity in an OWC system. Monte
Carlo simulations show very good agreement with the proposed
theory, thus confirming validity of the approach.
Analytical derivations as well as numerical results exhibit
equivalent performance of ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, and U-
OFDM in a nonlinear AWGN channel. The findings suggest
that these schemes are three separate and equally valid ap-
proaches with respect to spectrum efficiency and energy effi-
ciency. A brief analysis demonstrates that the optimal choice of
a modulation scheme depends on the operating conditions and
can change with variations in the system parameters. The pre-
sented framework provides a quick and accurate way to estimate
system performance without computationally expensive Monte
Carlo simulations and numerical integration. Thus, it enables
system optimization as the influence of a large range of sys-
tem parameters can be evaluated exhaustively with reasonable
computational complexity.
APPENDIX
This section presents the necessary formulas for derivation of
a closed-form solution in the proposed novel analytical frame-
work. The formulas are defined as follows:
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where Q(x) is the tail probability of the standard normal distri-
bution, and φ(x) is its PDF.
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Abstract— This letter presents a visible light communication
(VLC) system based on a single 50-µm gallium nitride light
emitting diode (LED). A device of this size exhibits a 3-dB
modulation bandwidth of at least 60 MHz—significantly higher
than commercially available white lighting LEDs. Orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing is employed as a modulation
scheme. This enables the limited modulation bandwidth of the
device to be fully used. Pre- and postequalization techniques, as
well as adaptive data loading, are successfully applied to achieve
a demonstration of wireless communication at speeds exceeding
3 Gb/s. To date, this is the fastest wireless VLC system using a
single LED.
Index Terms— Visible light communication, OFDM, optical
modulation, optical wireless communication.
I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS data traffic is growing exponentially. Recentforecasts indicate that it will be challenging to satisfy
the data-rate demands of mobile users because the avail-
able radio frequency (RF) communication spectrum is very
limited [1]. A potential solution to the looming spectrum
crisis lies in the migration of wireless communication into the
visible light spectrum. Using visible light offers a number of
advantages over RF: 1) 100s of THz license-free bandwidth;
2) simple front-end devices; 3) no interference with sensitive
electronic equipment; 4) possibility for integration into the
existing lighting infrastructure.
Incoherent solid-state lighting elements such as LEDs are
the most likely candidates for VLC transmitters. Several
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challenges are hindering the development of commercial
VLC systems [2]. Among them is the slow modulation
response of commercial white LEDs based on blue LEDs with
a yellow phosphor coating. The slow response time of the
phosphor restricts the modulation bandwidth of the device to
several MHz [2]. The application of a blue filter at the receiver
removes the slow component from the modulated signal and
enables modulation frequencies of up to 20 MHz [2]. Despite
the bandwidth limitation of the LEDs, techniques such as
equalization, high-order modulation/multiplexing, and parallel
data transmission have enabled communication of up to 1 Gb/s
using a single phosphor-coated LED and up to 3 Gb/s using
red-green-blue LEDs [2]–[4].
Significant research effort is being directed towards the
development of faster LEDs. Among them are resonant-cavity
light emitting diodes (RCLEDs) [5]. Using an RCLED has
enabled communication links of up to 3 Gb/s over a plastic
optical fiber (POF) [6]. Devices with comparable modulation
bandwidth can be manufactured by reducing the innate junc-
tion capacitance of diodes and by controlling the differential
carrier lifetimes through injected current density. In [7], a
light emitting diode with a diameter of 50 µm (µLED) is
introduced. The significantly-reduced size of the device leads
to notable improvements in its frequency response. VLC links
with a speed of up to 512 Mb/s [7] and up to 1 Gb/s [8] have
been successfully established for such µLEDs using on-off
keying (OOK) modulation. For a similar device, a 1.07 Gb/s
communication link over a POF has been reported in [9].
In this letter, the communication capabilities of Gallium
Nitride µLEDs [7] in conjunction with Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) are investigated. A character-
ization of the µLED bandwidth and an actual experimental
realization of an OFDM-based system are presented. OFDM
is selected because it allows cost-effective equalization with
single-tap equalizers in the frequency domain. Moreover,
OFDM allows adaptive data and energy allocation to different
frequency bands based on the communication system proper-
ties. In addition, the scheme provides an easy way to avoid
low-frequency interference caused by ambient light and by
the baseline wander in electrical components. In the current
work, a comparison is made between the performance of two
techniques for overcoming the effects of frequency-dependent
signal attenuation: 1) fixed-rate subcarrier loading with
pre-equalization; and 2) adaptive bit and energy loading. As a
result, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the fastest single-
link wireless VLC system is presented in this letter.
1041-1135 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II
provides a description of the experimental setup. Section III
presents the experimental results and offers a discussion.
Finally, Section IV provides concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Experimental Set-Up Parameters
Fig. 1 presents a diagram of the experimental OFDM-based
VLC system set-up. First, an incoming bit stream is encoded
into M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM)
symbols. Then, the resulting M-QAM symbols are assigned
to different frequency subcarriers and rescaled accordingly if
pre-equalization is employed. Afterwards, an inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) operation is applied on a block of
symbols, which produces a discrete time-domain signal. This
signal is conditioned for transmission by clipping any values
outside the allowed operational range set by the electrical
properties of the µLED. All digital processing steps are
performed in MATLAB®. Afterwards, the conditioned digital
signal is supplied to an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG),
Agilent N8241A, which maps it to an analog signal. The
analog signal is amplified with a high-power amplifier, Mini-
Circuits ZHL-6A, which drives the µLED. The µLED emits
blue light with a wavelength distribution centered around 450
nm and has a maximum optical power of around 4.5 mW [7].
A direct current (DC) bias from a laser driver is added to the
drive signal using a bias-T, Mini-Circuits ZFBT-6GW. Light
from the µLED is imaged onto a high-speed photodetector,
New Focus 1601FS-AC, using a high numerical aperture (NA)
microscope objective, model 40OA65 from Comar Optics.
The output signal of the photodetector is captured by a
digital oscilloscope, Agilent MSO7104B. Afterwards, it is
processed in MATLAB with a sequence of steps that include:
synchronization, fast Fourier transform (FFT), equalization,
and M-QAM demodulation.
The distance between the transmitter and the receiver is set
at 5 cm. This is limited by the optical power of the µLED
and the small area of the photodiode (PD). It can be increased
further with the addition of improved µLEDs, improved optics,
an avalanche PD detector, or additional transmitter elements
whose combined radiation power provides a sufficient signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver.
B. OFDM Parameters and Operating Condition
VLC with incoherent illumination devices can only be
realized as an intensity modulation and direct detection
(IM/DD) system. Hence, modulation signals have to be both
real and unipolar. However, conventional OFDM signals are
both complex and bipolar in nature.
It is possible to obtain a real OFDM signal by imposing
Hermitian symmetry in the IFFT operation during the signal
generation step [2], [3]. As a prerequisite, the DC subcarrier
and the π-shifted subcarrier are set to zero. In addition,
half of the subcarriers are set as complex conjugates of the
other half. In OFDM, a total of Nfft subcarriers are equally
distributed in the frequency range [−1/2Ts; 1/2Ts] where Ts
is the sampling period in the time domain. Data loading can
be omitted on some subcarriers in order to avoid interference
stemming from ambient light sources and from the DC-wander
effect. Subcarriers can also be left unused if SNR levels are not
sufficient in a certain frequency band. The spectral efficiency




k=0 sgn (Mk ) log2 Mk
Nfft + Ncp
bits/s/Hz (1)
where Nfft is the FFT size, Mk is the constellation size on
the kth subcarrier, Ncp is the size of the cyclic prefix in the
time domain, and sgn(x) is the sign function. The single-sided





Then, the data rate of the system is:
D = 2Bη bits/s (3)
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Fig. 2. Estimated: (a) channel gain; and (b) SNR.
In this letter, the FFT size is Nfft=512. The optimal cyclic
prefix length is set to Ncp=5 after exhaustive experiments.
A bipolar OFDM signal can be employed in an IM/DD
system if a suitable DC-bias is applied [2], [3]. This allows
the bipolar OFDM signal to vary around a fixed positive
operating point. The resulting scheme is known as DC-biased
optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM). The time-domain OFDM signal
is characterized by a very high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR), which grows with the number of IFFT points. The
dynamic range of the µLED is limited in terms of a minimum
and a maximum signal level. Hence, clipping of the signal
on both sides of the time-domain distribution is practically
unavoidable. In the current work, exhaustive experiments have
determined that clipping levels at −3.2σ and 3.2σ , where σ





k=0 Ebk log2 Mk
Nfft
, (4)
lead to an optimal utilization of the limited µLED dynamic
range. In (4), Ebk is defined as the energy per bit on the
kth subcarrier. The optimal biasing point is determined to
be at a voltage of Vbias=5.2 V which corresponds to a bias
current of Ibias=40 mA. The peak-to-peak voltage swing of
the modulating signal is set at Vpp = 2.5 V in order to utilize
the full dynamic range of the µLED. The sampling frequency
of the AWG is fixed at Fs=1.25 Gs/s, which results in a
maximum achievable single-sided bandwidth of B=625MHz.
C. Channel Gain and SNR Per Sub-Carrier
Channel estimation is performed with a pilot sequence
that consists of random binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)
symbols with constant energy. The relative channel gain
and the absolute SNR values, obtained through error vector
magnitude estimation, are shown in Fig. 2 for the different
frequency subcarriers. The channel attenuation follows closely
the frequency profile of the µLED whose 3-dB attenuation
occurs at a frequency of 60 MHz. The remaining elements in
the system are guaranteed to have a flat bandwidth up to a
frequency of at least 500 MHz. This assumption is supported
by Fig. 2(a) where the gain factor experiences a sudden drop
after subcarrier 220 which corresponds to a frequency of about
540 MHz. The estimated SNR profile of the communication
channel follows closely the estimated frequency profile, see
Fig. 2(b). This suggests that the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) distribution in the system is uniform within
Fig. 3. Power spectrum density of 64-QAM DCO-OFDM with the last
(a) 100 and (b) 60 subcarriers unused.
the communication bandwidth. The SNR values at the low-
frequency subcarriers are slightly lower than expected. This is
attributed to low-frequency noise from ambient light and from
the baseline wander effect. Nevertheless, the SNR on these
subcarriers is sufficient for successful communication.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the current study, two approaches are employed for
maximizing the utilization of the µLED communication
capabilities. In the first approach, a fixed M-QAM constel-
lation size is employed on all modulated subcarriers. Energy
pre-equalization is used in an attempt to equalize the achiev-
able SNR values on each subcarrier at the receiver. In the
second approach, both the constellation size and the energy on
each subcarrier are determined based on the achievable SNR
at that particular frequency. Based on widely-accepted results
from information theory, it is expected that the adaptive bit
and energy loading will exhibit better results as it provides
more freedom in the signal optimization procedure [10].
A. Fixed-Rate With Pre-Equalization
Pre-equalization consists of applying the inverse func-
tion of the system frequency response on all subcarriers
before transmission. This effectively scales the energy in each
frequency band with the inverse of the system gain. Hence,
after propagating to the receiver, all subcarriers should exhibit
the same average energy level. The power spectral density
(PSD) of the received signal for the case without pre-
equalization and for the case with pre-equalization is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. This shows pre-equalization leads to uniform
SNR distribution on all subcarriers. In the current experimental
setup, the highest data rate with this approach can be achieved
for a constellation size of M=64. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the
signal PSD when the last 100 subcarriers are not used, i.e.,
the signal bandwidth is about 380 MHz. Fig. 3(b) illustrates
the case when the last 60 subcarriers are omitted, i.e., the
signal bandwidth reaches 480 MHz. The case in Fig. 3(a)
achieves higher SNR values and so a lower bit error rate
(BER) because the signal energy is distributed over a smaller
frequency range. The system throughput, however, is also
lower than in the case presented in Fig. 3(b) where the data rate
reaches a value of D=2.8 Gb/s for a BER<0.002. Based on
the recommendations of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), it is expected that the addition of a forward error
correction (FEC) code with an overhead of about 7%, such
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Fig. 4. Allocated: (a) bits; and (b) energy.
Fig. 5. BER results and received constellations for D=3.22 Gb/s with
adaptive bit and energy loading.
as the RS(1023,1007)/BCH(2047/1952), can guarantee reliable
communication for BER<0.002 [11]. Due to the overhead, the
throughput decreases to D=2.63 Gb/s.
B. Adaptive Bit and Energy Loading
The algorithm in the current approach is based on the work
of Levin [12]. The optimal bit allocation for the current set-up
can be observed in Fig. 4(a). The theoretical system capacity
for the achieved SNR values on the different subcarriers is
also shown [13]. The small gap between the system throughput
and the capacity can only be closed through channel coding
techniques. Fig. 4(b) shows the assigned energy on each
subcarrier. The algorithm aims to ensure a constant SNR on
all received subcarriers with the same constellation size. This
optimized modulation signal achieves D=3.22 Gb/s with a
BER<0.002. With the 7% overhead for FEC, the data rate
becomes D=3 Gb/s. In general, reducing the data rate allows
the BER to be improved even without FEC. The results are
summarized in Fig. 5. The received M-QAM constellations
are also shown.
IV. CONCLUSION
The feasibility of a 3-Gb/s wireless link with a single
Gallium Nitride µLED is demonstrated in the current work.
OFDM is employed as a modulation scheme because it
allows optimal usage of a frequency-dependent commu-
nication system. Two separate approaches are tested for
optimization of the communication system utilization:
1) pre-equalization; and 2) adaptive bit and energy loading.
The latter is shown to be better with a maximum achieved data
rate of D=3 Gb/s. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the fastest single-link wireless VLC system demonstration
up-to-date.
The system throughput in the presented scenario is limited
not only by the µLED properties, but also by the characteristics
of the additional electrical components. The sampling rate of
the AWG and the frequency response of the amplifier limit the
modulation bandwidth. Work to further improve the data rate
is under way. The current demonstration is performed for a
narrow-field-of-view link over a 5-cm distance. The coverage
can be improved with the introduction of dedicated optics as
well as with ganging of multiple µLEDs in order to increase
the transmitted optical power.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of mobile technologies
over 30 years ago, wireless communications have
evolved into a utility similar to water and elec-
tricity, fundamental to the socio-economic
growth of modern society. To support the ever
growing demand for mobile communications,
cellular networks have had to evolve from simple
local service providers to massively complex
cooperative systems. Indeed, meeting this expo-
nentially growing demand (Fig. 1) is the main
challenge for wireless communications over the
next decade(s).
LOOMING SPECTRUM CRISIS
Figure 1 illustrates the discrepancy between
traffic demand and network capacity as a result
of the continued proliferation of mobile com-
munications. From Shannon’s initial work in
information theory, it is clear that the capacity
of a wireless link (and, by extension, of a net-
work) is directly proportional to the available
bandwidth. On one hand, the system capacity in
previous generations of cellular networks was
diminished by limiting the spatial reuse of fre-
quencies in an attempt to minimize interfer-
ence. On the other hand, the most recent
generation of wireless technologies, Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) and beyond, rely on full fre-
quency reuse along with advanced interference
management algorithms to maximize the system
capacity (i.e., each cell may use the entire avail-
able bandwidth). Nonetheless, in spite of
employing interference management, there is a
trade-off between bandwidth use and link con-
nectivity.
Future networks are moving toward more
heterogeneous architectures where multiple
access points (APs) (e.g., macro-, pico-, femto-
cells, relays, and/or remote radio heads) are
available in each cell [1]. This will lead to even
denser spatial reuse of resources. These hetero-
geneous networks (HetNets) provide enhanced
coverage in standard cellular networks and
improve the capacity of the system. As an exam-
ple, Ericsson’s recent acquisition of BelAir is
specifically aimed at advancing Ericsson net-
works to heterogeneous deployments, offering
“small cell” WiFi integration into traditional
macro-base station (BS) coverage. Unfortunate-
ly, the increased frequency reuse introduces both
inter- and intracell interference, which limits the
achievable capacity of the network. To this
extent, the conventional methods for capacity
improvement, enhanced spatial reuse and inter-
cell interference coordination (ICIC), will be
unable to support the growing demand for
mobile communications. Therefore, a new radio
frequency (RF)-orthogonal communication
medium is required to fill the ever increasing
capacity gap.
CLOSING THE
SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY GAP WITH VLC
Visible light communication (VLC) relies on the
visible light (VL) spectrum for communication
rather than the cluttered, scarce, and expensive RF
spectra used today for wireless communications. In
fact, VL is not regulated, and can therefore be
used freely for communication purposes, signifi-
cantly reducing the costs for operators. Thus, VLC
presents a viable alternative to traditional commu-
nication methods and may be used as a comple-
ment to current RF communications [3, 4].
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Furthermore, recent studies indicate that a
substantial portion (> 70 percent) of wireless
traffic originates indoors [5]. Signal propagation
through walls, however, severely inhibits the oper-
ation of indoor data services, which is attracting
considerable interest in providing wireless com-
munications directly indoors. Indeed, VLC is well
suited to fill this function as:
• Most indoor environments are illuminated.
• VL cannot penetrate solid objects.
• VL can easily be directed through optics.
• As previously mentioned, it is interference-
orthogonal to the cellular network.
These characteristics permit very close spacing
between VLC nodes, thereby increasing the spa-
tial reuse of resources, providing higher data
density, and resulting in increased network
capacity. In addition, in an attempt to reduce
the carbon footprint of the information and
communication technology (ICT) industry, there
has been a research drive for more energy-effi-
cient networks [6]. In this context, another
advantage of VLC systems is that the energy
used for communication in VLC is essentially
free due to the lighting requirement(s) of indoor
spaces; that is, no extra energy is required for
information transmission, with minimal addi-
tional power to drive the necessary circuitry for
communication.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RF AND VLC
Although both VL and RF communication
employ electromagnetic radiation as the infor-
mation medium, the two concepts differ signifi-
cantly in their inherent properties. Waves in
the visible region of the spectrum cannot pene-
trate through most surfaces that are present in
everyday surroundings. Radio waves, on the
other hand, are particularly apt at providing
sufficient connectivity through the majority of
commonly used materials. As previously men-
tioned, this offers very interesting benefits.
Information may be contained within the con-
fined space of the specific premises where a
VLC system is deployed. This practically elimi-
nates the possibility of casual eavesdropping.
More important, it eliminates interference
between spatially isolated communication sys-
tems, removing one of the biggest challenges in
RF communications. 
With the current state of off-the-shelf illumina-
tion components and photodetectors, VLC is real-
izable as an intensity modulation and direct
detection (IM/DD) scheme. This means that only
the signal intensity is used to convey information,
which although more limiting than RF, is also
advantageous. The wavelength of VL (380 nm to
750 nm) is much smaller than the typical area of
a photodetector, which effectively removes mul-
tipath fading (as opposed to RF communication)
from the system. In addition, signals in the opti-
cal domain do not interfere with the operation
of sensitive electronic systems and can be used
in a variety of applications where RF is not
allowed, e.g., hospitals, aircraft, chemical plants).
Indeed, the goal of VLC is not to replace RF,
but rather to complement it in the context of
HetNets where the best of both physical domains
and resulting propagation characteristics are
employed.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS FOR VLC
INFRASTRUCTURE
Wireless HetNets are widely seen as the future
of mobile communications, as smaller and small-
er cells are used to offload and localize traffic.
Indeed, the simple concept of cell-size reduction
has increased the system spectral efficiency by a
factor of 2700 over the last 50 years [7]. To this
extent, even smaller VLC atto-cells are just a
logical progression to provide the next 1000
times system capacity increase. There are two
important aspects to consider with small cells,
the first being coordination with the macro net-
work, and the second the integration of WiFi
capabilities with Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) technologies. This enables, for
example, mobile users to connect to WiFi APs
automatically based on authentication informa-
tion held in a mobile operator’s customer
database.
In this context, the term “light fidelity (Li-
Fi)” is defined as the subset of VLC that exhibits
high-speed, bidirectional, and fully networked com-
munications; the Li-Fi Consortium has already
begun promoting this technology. Li-Fi is envi-
sioned to fill a complementary role along with
WiFi to offload traffic from the macro BSs. The
key to a high-performing system is not merely to
increase the link-level spectral efficiency. In fact,
the most relevant aspect to a mobile vendor is
the area spectral efficiency (ASE), that is, what
mobile data rates can be offered for each user.
In this context, Li-Fi is shown to provide at least
an order of magnitude improvement in the ASE
[8]. In addition, one of the key obstacles to the
widespread application and integration of WiFi
in modern communication systems is the inter-
operability of the 3GPP technology with the
WiFi standards. Principally, Li-Fi requires adapt-
ing only the front-ends and physical layers of
typical femto- or picocells, while the above-lying
protocols, authentication, channels, and so on
can remain (fundamentally) unchanged.
However, a VLC standardization drive would
Figure 1. The predicted, almost exponential, increase in demand of mobile
communications services over the last few years [2] and the corresponding
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need to account for some of the VL-specific
problems such as intra- and inter-frame flicker,
dimming, visibility patterns, and others. The new
standard, which would be based around orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM),
could stipulate that only subcarriers above a cer-
tain frequency may be used for modulation. In
this manner, the system would always avoid
flicker issues. Similarly, dimming could be
achieved by reducing the average signal power.
For example, if direct-current-biased optical
OFDM (DCO-OFDM) is used, it would mean a
lower biasing point, as well as potentially shal-
lower modulation depth for the signal (of course,
this may result in a diminished signal-to-noise
ratio, SNR). This facilitates rapid development
and deployment of Li-Fi technology complemen-
tary to the current RF BSs with unique advan-
tages (i.e., high ASE, security, and lack of
electromagnetic interference, as mentioned ear-
lier). To this extent, the future implementation
of VLC technology should focus on retaining the
system architectures outlined in 3GPP and be
designed to comply with such standards. 
A well designed HetNet should make use of
its elements in an efficient manner. Each link in
the network is employed when it is most relevant
for the respective task. Just as optical fibers and
cables are most appropriate for high-speed back-
bone functionality, and RF communication is
suitable for APs with good coverage, VLC com-
munication is best suited for high data rates, and
a secure interface between a BS and a mobile
station (MS). Such a connection is not needed
constantly. A lot of the time, a mobile device is
simply dormant, waiting for an incoming data
transmission or for the user to request one. For
these tasks to be negotiated successfully, a con-
stant connection is required. Such a connection
can be provided by the existing well established
RF connectivity. The heavy load of the high-
speed data transfer can then be allocated to the
VLC network. If a VLC connection is not possi-
ble, the MS may be served with RF until an
appropriate optical AP is nearby.
Finally, the discussion regarding the practical-
ity, performance, and future of VLC is not con-
strained by the underlying technology of the
physical illumination devices. Currently, the
most widespread devices are traditional light
emitting diodes (LEDs); however, other tech-
nologies are emerging as well — organic-based
LEDs, micro-LEDs, as well as resonant cavity
LEDs — which are fundamentally all electronics
devices capable of data transmission. Thus, the
research community is investing significant effort
into manufacturing devices that are capable of
simultaneous illumination and communication.
OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR VLC
VLC could also enable indoor as well as improve
city canyon navigation where GPS signaling is
weak or nonexistent. Due to the simplicity of its
front-end hardware, it can play a significant role
in enabling the Internet of Things and machine-
to-machine communications in general. Car-to-
car communications [9] may be one of the first
implementation scenarios as manufacturers are
beginning to make a move toward solid-state
lighting solutions.
Other possible areas that stand to benefit
from the practical implementation of VLC
include museums, hospitals, and underwater
communications [2, 10]. Museums could exploit
the already present light fixtures to not only illu-
minate their exposition pieces, but also continu-
ously transmit information about them. This
could redefine the way automated tours are exe-
cuted. Hospitals could achieve ubiquitous net-
working without any detriment to equipment
that is sensitive to RF radiation. This should
improve hospital care and reduce staff workload.
Underwater communications stand likely to
benefit most. RF and sound communication are
unable to provide fast wireless connectivity
under water. Although VLC will also face chal-
lenges in that particular propagation environ-
ment, it should deliver significant data rate
improvements when conditions allow, and other-
wise fall back to existing technology (e.g., sound
waves) to provide basic connectivity.
CHALLENGES OF VLC PRACTICAL
IMPLEMENTATION AND INTEGRATION
MODULATION
Realization of VLC as an IM/DD system means
that only positive and real signals can be success-
fully transmitted. This limits the modulation
schemes that can be employed. Early work in the
field suggested on-off keying (OOK) and pulse-
position modulation (PPM) as viable techniques.
However, the bandwidth of the front-end ele-
ments and the optical channel is limited. This
leads to the requirement for multi-level schemes
like unipolar pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)
in order to achieve higher throughput. As the
communication speeds increase, the limited
communication bandwidth leads to intersymbol
interference (ISI). Hence, a more sophisticated
scheme like OFDM becomes the prime candi-
date for VLC.
Conventional OFDM generates complex
bipolar signals. Therefore, modifications have to
be made before it becomes suitable for VLC. A
commonly accepted method to generate a real
time domain OFDM signal is to impose Hermi-
tian symmetry on the carriers in the frequency
domain. The resulting waveform, however, is still
bipolar and needs to be modified further. A
number of different techniques for the creation
of unipolar signals exist. A straightforward
approach is called DCO-OFDM. It involves the
addition of a bias current to the bipolar signal,
making it unipolar [11]. However, the addition
of the direct current (DC)-bias increases the
power dissipation of the time domain signal sig-
nificantly when compared to the bipolar case.
In order to avoid this DC bias, alternative
techniques such as asymmetrically clipped opti-
cal OFDM (ACO-OFDM) exploit the properties
of the OFDM frame to generate a signal that
does not need biasing. In ACO-OFDM, only the
odd subcarriers in the frequency domain are
modulated, which leads to a symmetric time
domain signal [11]. The symmetry allows nega-
tive values to simply be set to zero without
affecting the encoded information as all distor-
tion falls on the even subcarriers in the frequen-
VLC could also
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cy domain. Other similar approaches that exploit
different properties of the OFDM frame but
effectively achieve the same result are: PAM dis-
crete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT), unipo-
lar OFDM (U-OFDM), and flip-OFDM. 
A modulation signal can be linearly encoded
in the current that flows through an LED. The
relationship between the current and the emitted
light is not linear, as illustrated in Fig. 2. OFDM-
based systems are particularly sensitive to the
described nonlinear effects due to their high
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). One
approach to counter nonlinearity is to operate
the LED in a small range where its output char-
acteristic is linear enough. However, the disper-
sive nature of non-coherent light and the
resulting high path loss require the use of as
much of the device active region as possible.
Another approach is to pre-distort the signal
such that the output of the LED has the desired
shape. This, however, is limited by the accuracy
of the digital-to-analog conversion and inconsis-
tencies in the nonlinearity of the LED output
characteristic. Currently, the question of combat-
ing nonlinearity is one of the biggest challenges
for VLC systems.
MULTIPLE ACCESS
As with any communication system, however, the
ability to serve multiple users is crucial. Both
time-division multiple access (TDMA) and code-
division multiple access (CDMA) are viable
alternatives for addressing the multiple access
limitation of Li-Fi. Indeed, TDMA was utilized
within the OMEGA project for the optical wire-
less medium access control (MAC) [12], whereas
optical CDMA uses codes to separate users over
the channel. To this extent, the underlying mod-
ulation scheme is irrelevant for enabling multi-
ple access in an optical wireless system. 
However, since OFDM is widely considered
as the most viable modulation technique for
VLC, orthogonal frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) is the natural extension to
provide multiple access. OFDMA can be
employed in VLC in a similar manner to RF
communications, where each user is allocated a
portion of the total available subcarriers in each
time slot. Furthermore, subcarrier allocations
may be varied over time, such that users’ poten-
tially varying traffic requirements and channel
conditions can be accommodated.
It should be noted that due to the constraints
of VLC (Table 1), not all OFDM subcarriers are
available for communication, as discussed earli-
er. However, this will not retard the multiple
access capabilities of the system, but simply limit
the number of subcarriers allocatable to each
user.
UPLINK
In general, most demonstrations of VLC tech-
nology up until now have focused on maximizing
the communication speed over a point-to-point
unidirectional channel [2, 10]. However, in order
to realize the envisioned Li-Fi communication
systems, it is clear that the first logical step is the
establishment of bidirectional communication
(i.e., uplink transmission). This is not straightfor-
ward, as employing the same VL band in both
directions would result in large self-interference
at a transceiver due to cross-talk, unless physical
separation of the photo diode (PD) and LED
can be administered. However, just as in RF
communications, there are two methods to sup-
port this bidirectionality: time-division duplexing
(TDD) and wavelength-division duplexing
(WDD) (termed frequency-division duplexing,
FDD, in RF).
WDD employs separate (non-overlapping)
frequency bands for downlink and uplink, such
that cross-talk between a transceiver’s LED and
PD is eliminated. For example, the near-infrared
band may be utilized for uplink transmission,
avoiding interference to/from the VL band.
However, because this band is outside the visible
region, eye safety must be ensured by transmit
power limitation. TDD, on the other hand,
allows the use of the same VL band, but down-
link and uplink are not performed simultaneous-
ly. But a VL transmitter at the device may be
uncomfortable from a user perspective, and the
power requirements for such a source may make
it impractical for device integration.
Finally, another perspective to solve this
problem is to make use of the already existing
infrastructure (i.e., RF communication).
Through the proliferation of WiFi and mobile
connectivity, the VLC downlink is maintained
while essentially piggybacking the RF networks
in order to provide uplink transmission. Howev-
er, seamless connectivity between networks and
fixed mobile convergence are long-standing
problems in RF, and therefore, this must be
Figure 2. Typical LED output characteristic is
nonlinear in three aspects: i) a minimum cur-
rent is required for photon emission to occur;
ii) light emission saturates after a certain cur-
rent level; and iii) the relationship between
current and light output intensity is nonlinear














Table 1. RF vs. VLC.
System Information Signal
RF Carried on electric field Complex valued Bipolar
VLC Carried on optical intensity Real valued Unipolar
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solved before Li-Fi can be properly integrated in
future RF HetNets.
RESULTS
This section present results from previous stud-
ies, indicating the enormous potential VLC has
for future networks in a multitude of application
scenarios.
HETNET ASE
Earlier, the evolution of wireless networks
toward heterogeneous architectures is described,
where multiple tiers of communication can be
located within the area normally served solely by
a macrocell. The reduced spatial separation
when reusing the RF spectra results in more
interference; using Li-Fi indoors can mitigate
this interference.
In [8], a comparison of the achievable ASE of
RF femtocells and a VLC network in a two-tier
HetNet is examined, yielding the results dis-
played in Fig. 3.
Depending on the size of the apartments
emulating the indoor environment (proportional
to the number of walls) and the number of
femto-APs allocated in the building, a Li-Fi sys-
tem can achieve over 900 times the ASE of a
corresponding femtocell network. Of course, this
gain diminishes for larger rooms and additional
femtocells; nonetheless, Fig. 3 shows that this
gain is always positive, indicating a unanimous
benefit when utilizing non-interfering VL spec-
trum rather than RF.
MULTI-BAND COVERAGE
In the early days of mobile communications, a
cellular network was generally separated into
clusters, within which the system bandwidth was
split and divided among neighbouring cells to
mitigate co-channel interference (CCI). The lat-
est generation of wireless technologies, however,
employ full frequency reuse, using intelligent
ICIC to control interference.
One of the core advantages of VLC is the
vast available spectrum in comparison to RF.
Instead of having to divide a set system band-
width into multiple orthogonal bands, it is now
possible to simply add a non-overlapping section
of VL spectrum, and thus not only enhance the
system bandwidth, but also curtail CCI caused
by dense spatial reuse.
Such a process is described in [13], with the
results shown in Fig. 4. By adding additional
wavelengths, it is evident from Fig. 4 that:
• The dead zones in the coverage area are
substantially reduced.
• The achievable signal quality (and conse-
quently rate) have been significantly aug-
mented.
Moreover, the utilization of multiple VL spectra
allows for enhanced data density, as physically
overlapping cells can transmit on different fre-
quencies and increase the available bandwidth
per unit area, and thus the ASE.
INITIAL MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT
INVESTIGATION
The finite bandwidth of front-end devices limits
the speed of a communication system. Different
laboratory experiments have shown communica-
tion capability of a single link up to 3 Gb/s [10].
However, in order to go well beyond the Gb/s
rate, it is likely that multiple-input multiple-out-
put (MIMO) would need to be employed in VLC. 
Currently, there are two possible implemen-
tations of MIMO receiver systems, one based on
PDs and the other on imaging type sensors. Uti-
lizing PDs has the advantage that the hardware
implementation is relatively simple. On the
other hand, imaging sensors facilitate easy sepa-
ration of MIMO channels. However, the speed
and accuracy of their present hardware imple-
mentations considerably limit their application in
VLC-MIMO.
Recent studies of MIMO have shown that
for a well distributed configuration of transmit-
ters, receiver elements with angle diversity
have the potential to reach very high communi-
cation capacity that scales almost linearly with
the MIMO order employed [14]. Figure 5 illus-
trates two possible MIMO configurations and
the corresponding capacity distributions across
an empty 5 m × 5 m × 3 m room for three dif-
ferent heights of the receiver. As apparent
from the results, the capacity is distributed
quite uniformly and grows about linearly with
the number of MIMO elements. This stems
from the possibility to isolate information
streams in space.
The concept of spatial modulation (SM) and
spatial shift keying (SSK) are shown to be partic-
ularly applicable in an optical wireless system
[15], where a low-complexity multiple-transmit-
ter generalized SSK (GSSK) signaling technique
for short-range indoor VLC is presented. In a
transmitter with Nt number of transmit elements,
this signaling technique is capable of achieving a
spectral efficiency of Nt b/s/Hz. GSSK supplies
higher spectral efficiency than the conventional
OOK and PPM techniques. Moreover, the GSSK
transmitter is much simpler than that of an
equivalent regular PAM system with similar
Figure 3. The ratio of VLC ASE and RF ASE for different floor layouts.
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If VLC is to become widespread, a number of
challenges pertaining to its commercialization
must be addressed. In particular, the drive
toward an industry standard, possible market
penetration, and applications must be consid-
ered. A number of suitable application scenarios
are identified later. However, these applications
must offer a sufficient incentive for potential
companies, and the standard must look ahead of
the current technology.
STANDARDIZATION
Some consideration has already been given to
VLC standardization. Most notably, the IEEE
802.15.7 standard was established in 2009 for
short-range optical wireless communications
using VL where the physical (PHY), MAC, and
logical link control (LLC) layers are specified
with very high associated LED bandwidths. Fur-
thermore, the VLC Consortium (VLCC) has
developed several standards for VLC, published
by the Japanese electronics standards body. In
addition, the Infrared Data Association (IrDA)
has created standards for point-to-point short-
range optical communications, with data rates
from 1 Gb/s. 
However, recent research showing successful
use of OFDM for VLC may drive the need for
new standardization. By considering O-OFDM,
chiefly enabled through the use of variable cur-
rent drivers and first demonstrated as a viable
transmission technique at TED Global in 2011, a
VLC system can achieve significant improve-
ments in spectral efficiency, and simplify both
multiple access and mobility considerations.
Because the PHY layer of an O-OFDM system
is so different from the existing VLC standards,
the MAC and associated higher layers are also
different. Therefore, if O-OFDM is to be at the
heart of the latest evolution of VLC, a new stan-
dardization drive is required. The nature of O-
OFDM means that only the optical front-end
and lower-level PHY would require changes to
seamlessly integrate a VLC system with the
existing higher-layer definitions of either LTE or
802.11. However, the potential of VLC is in the
PHY layer with the same features as cellular
communication, where it can replace the stan-
dard RF front-end with an optical alternative.
This consideration means that VLC can rely on
readily available IEEE 802.11 or LTE protocol
stacks. By removing the need to standardize the
entire communication system, VLC may be
employed in a large-scale network with minimal
infrastructure and coordination efforts. Such a
combination narrows the focus of any standard-
ization effort. In addition, since the publication
of the IEEE 802.15.7 standard, research in the
area of VLC has increased. Among the key find-
ings are the increased system performance result-
ing from the application of both OFDM and the
MIMO concept, which emphasizes the need for
a new industry-driven standard.
Figure 4. Throughput of DCO-OFDM estimated via a Monte Carlo ray-trac-
ing global irradiation simulation in a computer-aided design airplane cabin
model. Signal contributions from both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight
propagation paths are considered. Wavelength sets of [940 nm], 
[940 nm, 870 nm], and [940 nm, 870 nm, 840 nm] are employed in the differ-
ent scenarios with wavelength reuse factor of 1, 2, and 3, respectively: 
a) wavelength reuse of 1; b) wavelength reuse of 2; c) wavelength reuse of 3.
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MARKET CONDITIONS
Despite the need for standardization, companies
are actively working on commercializing VLC
technology. The VLC market is projected to grow
as LED lighting becomes more prolific. The VLC
market applications have been outlined. In addi-
tion, VLC is particularly well suited to provide last
mile connectivity; indeed, projects such as the
Reasonable Optical Near Joint Access (RONJA)
initiative are deployed to service this demand.
Furthermore, the U.S. Department of Energy esti-
mates that faster adoption rate of LED lighting in
the United States over the next 20 years can deliv-
er energy savings of about US$265 billion and
reduce the demand for lighting electricity by 33
percent in 2027. This highlights the inevitable
growth and proliferation of LED devices along
with the associated VLC market potential [2].
The VLC link is untethered in the sense that a
user is independent of any one AP and can acquire
the same information from other optical APs, pro-
viding mobility and seamless handover. Moreover,
each communication link can serve multiple dis-
tinct user devices. This is the future of indoor Li-
Fi applications, which at present are providing
data connectivity in point-to-point scenarios.
Nonetheless, indoor networking applications
account for the largest overall market share. This
market for VLC is expected to grow further from
around US$83 million in 2012 to around US$4.5
billion in 2018, increasing at a rate of around 84
percent annually from 2013 to 2018. To this extent,
indoor network applications compose around 70
percent of the global VLC market, and the growth
of indoor commercial connectivity will be the
major driver of this market [10].
CONCLUSION
In this article, VLC has been introduced as a
unique and viable alternative to RF indoor com-
munication strategies, and furthermore a plethora
of application scenarios for future systems have
been presented. VLC furthers the concept of ever
smaller cells to deliver wireless data at exponen-
tially increasing rates, now and in the future. It is
clear that wherever there is man-made light, there
Figure 5. Transmitter layout and room capacity for different MIMO configurations. Black dots indicate transmitter positions, the
red dot on the floor their directions. Emission pattern is Lambertian. High-power off-the-shelf illumination devices are assumed,
limiting the capacity to well below the values reported in laboratory experiments: a) 4 × 4 MIMO configuration; b) capacity distri-
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is an opportunity for high-speed wireless connec-
tivity complementary to RF networks and thus
interference-free. Furthermore, the vast unused
VL spectrum can provide the necessary band-
width to meet the ever growing demands for
mobile traffic. The fact that more secure indoor
networks can be established through VLC is a
further advantage. VLC, it seems, is destined to
provide ubiquitous wireless access in the next
generation(s) of mobile communication.
Being a relatively modern technology, there
are, of course, many challenges that VLC systems
are currently facing. Apart from the inherent non-
linearity of LEDs and limits of LED bandwidth,
aspects such as signal modulation, power delivery
to the transceiver, and multiple access pose diffi-
culties for the immediate proliferation of VLC.
However, since such technical challenges have
already been conquered in RF through decades
of research, VLC is well equipped to go along a
similar but much accelerated path. Furthermore,
while the current abundance and maturity of RF
communications may impede the commercializa-
tion and standardization of VLC technologies,
there is no doubt that VLC will be needed in
future communications generations. Thus, its pro-
liferation has already begun.
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Abstract—A novel modulation technique coined SIM-OFDM
was recently proposed. SIM-OFDM uses different frequency
carrier states to convey information and leads to increased
performance in comparison to conventional OFDM. Additionally,
its innovative structure can lead to a decrease of the peak system
power, which is highly beneficial in the context of optical wireless
communication. One of the issues of the original SIM-OFDM
scheme is a potential bit error propagation which could lead to
significant burst errors. The current paper proposes a modified
technique which avoids bit error propagation whilst retaining the
benefits of the concept.
I. INTRODUCTION
SIM-OFDM is a modification of the classical OFDM mod-
ulation scheme. In OFDM a number of different frequency
carriers are modulated with a signal from a scheme such
as Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). The novel ap-
proach of SIM-OFDM tries to exploit an additional “new”
dimension in the OFDM frame coming from the state of each
subcarrier – active or inactive. This additional dimension is
employed to transmit information in an On-Off Keying (OOK)
fashion. A detailed description of SIM-OFDM can be found
in [1].
The motivation behind this new concept lies in an attempt to
optimize power usage, which is crucial in the current climate
of “green communication systems” [2]. Each active carrier
receives the energy of an M -QAM symbol and the energy
of the additional bit encoded in OOK fashion. The individual
performances of QAM and OOK are thus improved. Overall,
this leads to performance improvement of SIM-OFDM on an
energy-per-bit basis.
SIM-OFDM is still a rather unexplored topic. An analytical
approach towards deriving its performance in a fading channel
is given in [1]. The same paper reports that SIM-OFDM has
the potential to outperform the traditional OFDM modulation
scheme in terms of bit error rate (BER). However, to the best
of our knowledge, a complete analytical description of its BER
performance does not exist in literature. SIM-OFDM suffers
from bit error propagation in the presence of Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN). This work provides a proposition
for a modified scheme which solves the issue of bit error
propagation. A further benefit of our modified approach is
reduction of the Peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) which
comes from the new enhanced structure of SIM-OFDM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives a brief description of the SIM-OFDM modulation
scheme and its demodulator. Section III describes the new
enhanced modulation scheme. Section IV shows an analytical
BER derivation of the enhanced SIM-OFDM. Section V
presents the numerical simulation results, which demonstrate
the close match between analysis and Monte Carlo simulations
of the system performance. Section VI discusses the PAPR of
the modified approach. Finally, section VII gives concluding
remarks to the topic.
II. SIM-OFDM
Fig. 1. SIM-OFDM carrier modulation scheme. Assumption for this example
is that 1 is the majority bit in BOOK
In SIM-OFDM the incoming bit stream is divided into
blocks of bits, each having a length of N( log2(M)2 +1), where
N is the number of subcarriers, and M is the constellation
size of the respective M -QAM modulation scheme. Each of
these blocks is divided into two parts. The first N bits of the
block form a subblock, which in the rest of this paper will
be refered to as BOOK. The remaining N
log2(M)
2 bits form
a second subblock, which will be refered to as BQAM. This
is further illustrated in Fig. 1. Before transmission BOOK is
inspected and the majority bit type is determined by checking
which bit value, 1 or 0, has more occurences. This is done
because all carriers which have the same position inside the
OFDM frame as the bits from the majority bit type in BOOK
will be classified as “active”, and the rest will be classified
as “inactive”. Inactive carriers are given the amplitude value
0 + j0 where j =
√
−1. The first N2 active carriers will be
given amplitude values corresponding to M -QAM constella-
tion symbols necessary to encodeBQAM. The remaining active
carriers can be used to signal to the receiver what the majority
bit type of BOOK is, and they will be assigned a signal whose
power is equal to the average power for the given M -QAM
scheme. This is followed by an N -point Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) in order to obtain the time-domain signal.
A slight modification of SIM-OFDM suggests that majority
bit type can be signaled either through secure communication
Enabling Green Wireless Multimedia Communications
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channels, or by reserving one particular frequency carrier and
transmitting the desired value with sufficiently high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). This leads to a slight improvement in the
SIM-OFDM performance.
Upon reception, the signal is transformed using a Fast
Fourier Transform as in traditional OFDM. Then all subcarri-
ers are inspected. Those subcarriers whose power is above
a certain threshold are marked as active, and the rest are
marked as inactive. Then BOOK is reconstructed from the
detected states of the carriers and the known majority bit
type. Afterwards, the first N2 active carriers are demodulated
according to the respective M -QAM scheme in order to
reconstruct BQAM.
There are two main issues which limit the performance
of SIM-OFDM. First, an OOK detector at the destination
requires the usage of a threshold. The threshold, however,
needs to be below the power of the M -QAM symbol with
the lowest power. Otherwise, any symbol below the threshold
would be unrecognizable even in high SNR conditions, and
that would lead to an error floor above zero. On the other
hand, a low threshold requirement diminishes the advantage
of OOK when a higher order M -QAM scheme is used. This
happens because even though on average a lot of power is
used in a subcarrier for higher order M -QAM, the threshold
needs to be below the smallest symbol power. Hence, the
system’s ability to correctly distinguish subcarrier states does
not improve significantly since the threshold cannot change
much. Second, an incorrect detection of a carrier state not
only leads to incorrect demodulation of the M -QAM symbol
it encodes, but also to incorrect demodulation of all subsequent
QAM symbols. This happens because an incorrect detection
of a carrier state changes the order in BQAM and misplaces all
subsequent bits in that part of the frame. This effect has the
biggest impact on the BER performance. Effectively, in order
to demodulate an M -QAM symbol correctly, it is necessary
not only to detect its carrier as active, but also to have detected
any previous carriers – active or inactive – correctly. As the
total number of carriers, N , increases, the issue becomes
worse. The main contribution of this paper is a solution to
these two problems.
III. ENHANCED SIM-OFDM
As mentioned in section II, the error propagation becomes
worse as the number of subcarriers, N , grows. However, a
slight modification in the way BOOK is encoded can limit
this effect. Instead of each bit from BOOK being encoded
in a single subcarrier state, it can be encoded in the states
of two consecutive carriers – a carrier pair. Fig. 2 illustrates
the principle of the new encoding scheme. Whenever a 1
is encountered in BOOK, the first carrier of the pair is set
as active and the second one as passive. Whenever a 0 is
encountered in BOOK, the first carrier of the pair is set as
passive and the second one as active. Effectively, now the size
of BOOK, which can be represented by carrier states, is
N
2
– half the size than in the original SIM-OFDM scheme. The
benefit, however, is that for each pair it is certain that exactly
one of the carriers is active. This means that bits from BQAM
can no longer be misplaced due to wrong detection of previous
subcarrier states. The error that can be made is limited within
each pair of carriers. In addition, there is no longer a need to
define a bit-majority in BOOK, and the total number of active
carriers is always the same – N2 . The number of active carriers
within each pair is known and is always one, so there is no
need to use a threshold for OOK detection. Instead, the carrier
with higher power can be recognized as active, which would
lead to better performance in the carrier state detection.
The only disadvantage of the modified scheme, compared
to the former SIM-OFDM, is the slightly reduced spectral




















For comparison purposes, the spectral efficiency of QAM-
encoded OFDM is log2(M). This negative characteristic can
be mitigated for SIM-OFDM when carrier pairs are expanded
to blocks with a total number of subcarriers L > 2. For
example, if L = 8 is used, there are 70 combinations in which
4 out of 8 subcarriers are set as active. This means a total of
6 bits (26 = 64 < 70) from BOOK can be represented by
combinations of active subcarriers in a block of 8 subcarriers,
which already yields a better spectral efficiency than in (2). If
the number of subcarriers in the block is L, and the number
of active carriers within the block is La, a general expression











If La is chosen to be close to L, the system gets closer to
conventional OFDM. If L is chosen to be close to N , and
La approaches 1, the system starts to resemble PPM. As L
approaches N , and La approaches
N
2 , the system gets closer
to the original SIM-OFDM.
Fig. 2. Modified SIM-OFDM modulation approach.
IV. ENHANCED SIM-OFDM BER DERIVATION
The BER derivation that follows describes the operation of




Analysis for a different combination of La and L can be made
in an analogous manner. No fading is assumed since it is not
an issue in scenarios related to optical wireless communica-
tion for which SIM-OFDM is primarily considered. There is
no dependence between the separate subcarrier pairs in the
enhanced SIM-OFDM frame. Therefore, the BER analysis of
one pair applies to the entire system.
Each carrier pair is received with an addition of AWGN.
Hence, the distributions of both carrier amplitudes resemble
the example illustrated in Fig. 3. The ’X’ marks a possible
value of the amplitude of the active carrier. In this case,
all values, which the inactive carrier may take and still be
correctly recognized as inactive, are contained inside the thick
circle. Hence, integrating the Gaussian distribution, centered
at 0, inside the thick circle would give the probability for
correctly distinguishing between the passive and active carrier
in the pair. Using some results from [3], this integration is
represented by (4), where d is 1 when carriers are correctly
distinguished or 0 when they are not. The symbol c stands
for the amplitude of the active carrier, and No stands for the
power of the noise.


































= 1 − e−
|x+jy|2
No (4)
Fig. 3. Contour lines of the distribution of the received carrier pair as a
function of the transmitted constellation symbol. Lines are not drawn to scale.
Equation (5) expresses the probability density that the
amplitude of the active carrier takes the value x+ jy. There is
an equal probability, 1
M
, that the value of the carrier before the
addition of AWGN was equal to any one of the M constella-
tion points. Hence, the probability density that the carrier value
at the receiver is equal to x+jy is expressed as a weighted sum
ofM different probability densities coming from the Gaussian
functions centered at the M constellation points. Symbol µk
marks constellation point number k. Symbols ℜ{µk} and
ℑ{µk} denote the real and imaginary part of µk.















Equation (6) expresses the probability for correctly deter-
mining the active and inactive subcarrier in a pair. Equation
(7) expresses the complementary probability - that the active
and inactive subcarrier are incorrectly determined.






P(d = 1|c = x + jy)P(c = x + jy)dxdy









P0 = P(d = 0) = 1 − P(d = 1) (7)
Based on the calculated detection probabilities, the BER
performance for the system can be calculated. When the carrier
states are incorrectly determined, the bit from BOOK, which
they encode, is in error. That bit amounts to 1log2(M)+1
part
of all the bits encoded in a carrier pair. Hence, the BER





An erroneous detection of a subcarrier state leads to the at-
tempt ofM -QAM demodulation of an unmodulated subcarrier,
which adds additional errors to the frame. Such erroneous
detection occurs with very high probability in the four M -
QAM symbols close to 0. Probability that wrong detection
occurs for any of the other symbols in the constellation is
low in comparison to the probability for those four. Those
four symbols encode bits which differ by only one bit on
average when the M -QAM constellation is Gray encoded.
Hence, in most of the cases only 1 bit will be wrong in
BQAM for wrong subcarrier detection. This is especially true
for high SNR and high modulation order, M . Hence, the first
part of the BER contribution of BQAM is the same as in
(8). Whenever a subcarrier state is correctly determined, there
still exists the possibility that the QAM demodulation will
lead to errors. Subcarrier state detection is not independent
from the QAM demodulation process since both depend on
the same subcarrier value. However, the Gray mapping of
the constellation leads to very similar BER for all symbols,
especially for high SNR. This happens because symbols are
mostly mistaken for their neighbouring symbols. Hence, the
BER of M -QAM, MQAMBER defined in [4], can be used
almost independently from the carrier state detection in (9)
in order to complete BERBQAM which is the contribution
of BQAM to the overall bit error rate. This assumption is
confirmed by numerical results in V and should become
more accurate as SNR increases since distributions converge
towards the original QAM constellation points. The final factor















The final expression for the bit error rate of the modified SIM-
OFDM system is as follows:
BERSIM−OFDM = BERBOOK + BERBQAM (10)
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS




















SIM−OFDM 4QAM − Simulation
SIM−OFDM 4QAM − Theory
SIM−OFDM 16QAM − Simulation
SIM−OFDM 16QAM − Theory
SIM−OFDM 64QAM − Simulation
SIM−OFDM 64QAM − Theory
SIM−OFDM 256QAM − Simulation
SIM−OFDM 256QAM − Theory
Fig. 4. Comparison between theoretical model and Monte Carlo simulations
for modified SIM-OFDM (L=2, La=1) performance in the presence of
AWGN
The numerical simulations of the modified SIM-OFDM
were performed for L = 2 and La = 1 in accordance with the
analysis in section IV. The results that compare the analytical
model with Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Fig.
4. The Monte Carlo simulations are obtained for 1000 SIM-
OFDM frames with errors.
In order to fairly compare SIM-OFDM with conventional
OFDM on a power-per-bit basis, each active carrier should
receive the energy of its M -QAM symbol and additional
energy to account for the bit encoded in the carrier states.
The comparison can be observed in Fig. 5. For the same
QAM modulation order, SIM-OFDM requires less energy per
bit than OFDM to achieve a target BER, which leads to an
energy gain. At the same time, M -QAM SIM-OFDM is less
spectrally efficient than M -QAM OFDM as illustrated in (2).
This decreases its performance for high orders ofM . However,
SIM-OFDM effectively improves the BER performance when
high spectral efficiency is not required. For example, 4-QAM
SIM-OFDM produces a BER curve which is not achievable
by 4-QAM OFDM without the use of coding. SIM-OFDM
with less active carriers than the presented version – L = 2,
La = 1 – has the potential to produce even more energy
efficient schemes.
































Fig. 5. Comparison between modified SIM-OFDM (L=2, La=1) and
conventional OFDM performance in the presence of AWGN
VI. PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER RATIO
Conventional OFDM modulation suffers from a high PAPR,
which can present a considerable problem to amplifier and
quantizer design in the system [4]. This aspect of SIM-OFDM
is worth discussing because the structure of the modified SIM-
OFDM frame leads to reduction of the PAPR, which is highly
beneficial especially in the context of optical wireless systems
where power is limited by eye safety regulations [5].
PAPR is defined as the ratio of the maximum achievable
power at any point in time, P
MAX










The time domain signal, x[n], to be transmited in an OFDM










where X [k] is the value assigned to the kth subcarrier. In
conventional OFDM, the peak power in time occurs at x[a]
when
X [k] = be
−j2πka
N , b ∈   (13)
The complex exponential in (12) is cancelled by the complex
exponential in (13) and the result is a summation of N equal
complex numbers b. When two complex numbers with the
same power are summed, they yield a result with the highest
possible power when both numbers are the same. Fig. 6
illustrates the concept graphically. Hence, (13) guarantees a
peak value at x[a] when b has the highest possible power.
The maximum power is achieved at x[0] when each subcarrier
is modulated with the same constellation symbol with the





∗. For a square
M -QAM modulation SHP = (
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M − 1) + j(
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of sum of complex numbers with the same




M −1)2 [4]. Hence, the maximum power is
PMAX = 2N(
√
M − 1)2 (14)
The average power is equal to the average frame energy
divided by the number of points in time domain. The average
frame energy is equal to the average energy per carrier
multiplied by the number of carriers. The average energy per







































An alternative derivation of (16) can be found in [4].
In SIM-OFDM, a number of subcarriers are “switched off”,
i.e., set to 0. A complex exponential, however, never takes
the value 0; its power is always 1. Hence, it is not possible
to allocate all the signal energy at a single point in time
anymore. This already suggests a reduction of the peak power
value. Adding zeros to the expression in (12) only means that
a smaller number of complex numbers need to be summed
in order to obtain x[n]. They still need to have the highest
possible power and be the same due to the property of complex
numbers, described in Fig. 6. Hence, the peak value is achieved
at x[0] when all active carriers are modulated with SHP. If Na



















































Equations (17)-(19) are a generalization of equations (14)-(16)
for an arbitrary number of active carriers. The PAPR depends
on both the number of active carriers, expressed by Na, and






The best PAPR is achieved in Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)
because Na = 1 and there is no carrier modulation. The worst
PAPR is achieved in the case of conventionalM -QAM OFDM
when Na = N , and both N and M are as high as possible.
An advantage of SIM-OFDM over conventional OFDM comes
from the fact that in general it has less active carriers. For
example, M -QAM SIM-OFDM has half the PAPR when
compared to M -QAM OFDM for any number of carriers.
VII. CONCLUSION
A modification of the recently proposed SIM-OFDM was
presented in this paper. The new scheme demonstrates im-
provement over conventional OFDM in terms of energy re-
quirement at low spectral efficiency. It is a potential technique
in the design of communication systems with a strong non-
linear characteristic where a low PAPR is required such as in
optical wireless communications where incoherent light from
off-the-shelf light emitting diodes is used to modulate data
[6]. An alternative application are uplink channels, where high
data rates are not of crucial importance, but energy efficiency.
SIM-OFDM can be beneficial in scenarios with a high density
of access points, for example in visual light communication
uplinks where sophisticated coding schemes require additional
design and processing complexity. Further research to inves-
tigate SIM-OFDM’s performance in comparison to different
coding methods and PAPR reduction techniques can fully
characterize it as a novel modulation scheme.
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Abstract—A novel modulation technique coined U-OFDM is
proposed. U-OFDM uses different time sample states and an
innovative rearrangement of the Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) frame which allow for the cre-
ation of unipolar OFDM signals required for Optical Wireless
Communication (OWC) with Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs). In
comparison to similar techniques like DC-biased Optical OFDM
(DCO-OFDM) and Asymmetrically Clipped Optical OFDM
(ACO-OFDM), U-OFDM is both optically and electrically more
power efficient in an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel, which is prevalent in an optical wireless system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for wireless data rates is growing exponentially.
It is forecast that globally in 2015 more than 6 Exabyte
of data will be sent through wireless networks per month
[1]. Continuously increasing amounts of data traffic have
led to new and refined wireless communication standards
that significantly improve the usage, and hence the spectral
efficiency of the scarce and limited radio frequency (RF) spec-
trum. Despite the improvements in current cellular standards,
the demand for mobile data throughput outstrips the supply
because the available RF spectrum is very limited. Hence, an
expansion of wireless communications into a new and largely
unexplored physical domain – the visible light spectrum – is
very appealing. The main advantages of an optical wireless
system are: (a) enormous amount of unregulated bandwidth,
(b) no licensing requirements, (c) low-cost front end devices,
and (d) no interference with the operation of sensitive elec-
tronic systems. Additionally, most of the existing lighting
infrastructure can be reused for communication, and there are
no known health concerns related to visible light as long as
eye-safety regulations are met.
The physical properties of LEDs and Photodiodes (PDs)
characterize a Visible Light Communication (VLC) system
as an Intensity Modulation/Direct Detection (IM/DD) system.
It means that only signal intensity and no phase and am-
plitude can be conveyed. This limits the set of modulation
schemes which can be employed. Techniques like On-Off
Keying (OOK), Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), and Pulse
Amplitude Modulation (PAM) can be applied in a straight-
forward fashion for the purpose of OWC. With the increase
of transmission rates, however, Intersymbol Interference (ISI)
becomes an issue. Hence, the usage of a more resilient
technique like OFDM becomes desirable. On one hand, it
allows equalization to be performed with single tap equalizers
in the frequency domain, which simplifies design. On the
other hand, OFDM allows different frequency carriers to be
adaptively loaded with bits according to the channel properties.
This improves performance, especially in channels where
signal attenuation is significant [2]. It is possible to generate
real OFDM signals by imposing Hermitian symmetry on the
carriers in frequency domain at the expense of half the spectral
efficiency. The bipolar nature of OFDM signals, however,
introduces an additional problem in VLC since LEDs can only
convey unipolar signals in light intensity. The issue can be
solved by introducing a DC-bias, which increases the power
requirement of the system and cannot be easily optimized for
any constellation size if Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(M -QAM) is used to modulate the different OFDM carriers.
This technique is known as DCO-OFDM. A power efficient
alternative to DCO-OFDM is ACO-OFDM, which uses the
properties of the Fourier Transform and asymmetrical clipping
to create unipolar signals in time domain [3]. ACO-OFDM,
however, has half of the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM
and a 3 dB performance disadvantage for bipolar signals when
compared to OFDM [4]. A third novel modulation approach,
in which carrier states are used to convey information is
described in [5]. The idea is a modification for improved
performance of Subcarrier-Index Modulation OFDM (SIM-
OFDM) described in [6]. It has been developed in an attempt
to create a modulation scheme with inherently reduced Peak-
to-average Power Ratio (PAPR) for the purposes of VLC. The
newly proposed modulation scheme, U-OFDM, is inspired
by the concept from [5] in an attempt to close the 3 dB
gap between OFDM and ACO-OFDM for bipolar signals,
whilst generating a unipolar signal, which does not require
the biasing of DCO-OFDM for OWC.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a description of the U-OFDM modulation scheme
and its demodulator. Section III describes the new modulation
scheme’s performance in an AWGN channel. Section IV
presents a theoretical approach for assessing the performance
of the system. Finally, section V gives concluding remarks.
II. U-OFDM
A typical discrete real bipolar OFDM signal in time domain
is illustrated in Fig. 1. A DC shift can be added to the
signal, so that DCO-OFDM is obtained for optical wireless
communication. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The DC bias
in this example is equal to the absolute value of the lowest
sample in the figure. In practice, OFDM has a very high PAPR.
The DC shift would have a typical value of a few standard
deviations of the original OFDM signal distribution, and any




Fig. 1. Typical real OFDM time domain signal
Fig. 2. Typical DCO-OFDM time domain signal
depends on the desired BER and constellation size as described
in [4]. In Fig. 2 it is easy to visualize that the power of the
signal is being increased by the DC shift when compared to
the original signal in Fig. 1.
Unipolar signals do not require a DC shift and lead to
higher power efficiency. ACO-OFDM is a state of the art
technique for achieving unipolar OFDM signals. As described
in [3], the method modulates only odd carriers in the OFDM
frame, which leads to a certain symmetry between positive and
negative values in time domain. In effect, all negative values
can simply be ignored and replaced with zeros. Any distortion,
caused by the clipping of the negative values, is projected on
the even carriers in frequency domain. The resulting unipolar
signal can be used for the purposes of OWC. By ignoring half
of the carriers in frequency domain, however, ACO-OFDM
has half the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM for the same
order of M -QAM modulation. In addition, ACO-OFDM has
a 3 dB disadvantage in power efficiency for bipolar signals
when compared to conventional OFDM for the same M -QAM
modulation order.
U-OFDM is a simple alternative technique which provides
the benefit of unipolar signals. The modulation process begins
with conventional modulation of an OFDM signal. After a real
bipolar OFDM signal such as the one in Fig. 1 is obtained, it
is transformed into a unipolar signal by encoding each time
sample into a pair of new time samples. If the original OFDM
sample is positive, the first sample of the new pair is set as
“active”, and the second sample is set as “inactive”. If, on the
other hand, the original OFDM sample is negative, the first
sample of the new pair is set as “inactive”, and the second
Fig. 3. A unipolar time domain signal
Fig. 4. U-OFDM time domain signal
sample is set as “active”. Active samples are set equal to the
absolute value of the original OFDM sample they correspond
to, and inactive samples are set to zero. That is how the signal
illustrated in Fig. 3 is obtained from the signal in Fig. 1. Fig.
3 only illustrates how the signs of the bipolar samples are
encoded in the position of the active sample in a pair. The
actual U-OFDM signal is obtained when the first samples of
each pair are grouped in their original order to form the so
called “positive” block while the second samples are grouped
in their original order to form the so called “negative” block.
The positive block is transmitted first and the negative block
is transmitted second. That is how the signal illustrated in
Fig. 4 is obtained. It can be used for transmission through
the LED. The idea behind the rearrangement procedure is
to obtain two blocks which can be linearly combined in
order to obtain the original bipolar OFDM signal. This is
done so that when both blocks are transmitted through an
ISI channel, their frequency components will be attenuated in
the same way. The linear recombination will ensure that the
symbols encoded in the frequency components of the original
bipolar OFDM signal will be subjected to the same attenuation
effects by the channel. Cyclic prefixes are not illustrated in
the given example. Since the length of the OFDM frame is
doubled, the spectral efficiency of U-OFDM is about half
the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM and the same as the
spectral efficiency of ACO-OFDM. There is a necessity for
a second cyclic prefix to separate the positive and negative
blocks. However, for a large number of carriers its influence
on the spectral efficiency will be negligible.
Once the U-OFDM signal is received, there are two ways
in which it can be demodulated. The first way consists of
subtracting the negative signal block from the positive one,
and afterwards continuing the demodulation process with
conventional demodulation of an OFDM signal since the result
of the subtraction would be identical to the original bipolar
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OFDM signal. When demodulated this way, the proposed
scheme performs 3 dB worse than bipolar OFDM for the
same M -QAM modulation order. This is due to the fact
that the subtraction of the negative block from the positive
one effectively doubles the AWGN variance at each resulting
point. The U-OFDM performance is exactly the same as the
reported performance of ACO-OFDM in [4]. An alternative
demodulation method allows for a significant improvement of
the scheme performance. Each pair of samples as illustrated
in Fig. 3 encodes the amplitude and the sign of the original
bipolar sample. If the receiver is able to detect which is the
active sample in a pair, it can successfully guess the original
sign and simply discard the passive sample since it carries
no further information. This procedure is ideally expected to
remove about half of the noise variance, and hence improve
the performance. A simple and efficient way to achieve this
is by comparing the amplitudes of the samples in each pair
- the one with higher amplitude will be marked as active.
A similar approach for ACO-OFDM demodulation has been
reported very recently by Asadzadeh et. al. in [7].
III. U-OFDM PERFORMANCE
Performance of U-OFDM has been simulated in an AWGN
channel. No fading is observed in IM/DD systems, and so
the AWGN channel is a sufficient model for the evaluation of
optical wireless systems. The rest of this work presents only
the performance of the improved demodulation scheme for U-
OFDM since the other case completely resembles the behavior
of ACO-OFDM and is trivial. For comparison purposes the
quantities electrical energy per bit (Eb,elec) and optical energy
per bit (Eb,opt) are introduced in [4] as the average electrical
and optical energy per bit consumed in the system. Then
Electrical Signal-to-noise Ratio (SNRelec) and Optical Signal-









where No/2 is the variance of the AWGN. The bit error rate
Fig. 5. U-OFDM vs OFDM and ACO-OFDM for bipolar signals
Fig. 6. U-OFDM vs DCO-OFDM performance for different values of
SNRelec
(BER) performance of U-OFDM as a function of SNRelec is
compared to the performances of OFDM and ACO-OFDM
for bipolar signals in Fig. 5. The theoretical BER curves of
M -QAM are used for the performance of OFDM, and the
same curves with a 3 dB shift are used for the performance
of ACO-OFDM in agreement with the analysis from [4]. The
new improved ACO-OFDM demodulation technique from [7]
is not taken into account. The curves for the improved U-
OFDM are obtained with Monte Carlo simulations. The sim-
ulations are conducted for 1024 carriers per U-OFDM frame.
As expected, U-OFDM cannot surpass conventional bipolar
OFDM for the same M -QAM modulation due to the additional
detection of active samples in time domain which is not always
perfect. However, it has noticeably better performance than
ACO-OFDM of the same modulation order. The performance
improvement reaches almost 3 dB for higher order M -QAM
modulation where U-OFDM approaches conventional OFDM.
The difference between U-OFDM and ACO-OFDM curves
also illustrates the reduction of the required power caused by
the improved demodulator. The performances of U-OFDM and
DCO-OFDM are compared in Fig. 6. ACO-OFDM creates
unipolar signals. Therefore, its performance does not need
to be considered again. The BER curves are plotted against
SNRelec. The energy consumed by DCO-OFDM depends on
the choice of a biasing point. Consistence with the work
presented in [4] will be kept for comparison purposes. Hence,




where S(t) is the bipolar OFDM signal in time domain before
the shift and k denotes the ratio of the DC shift and the stan-
dard deviation. This is defined in the same work as a bias of
10 log10(k
2 +1) dB. In consistence with the work in [4], bias
levels of 7 dB and 13 dB are chosen for DCO-OFDM. They
are not necessarily the optimum biasing points for the different
modulation orders. Estimation of the optimum biasing points
and a better comparison is a subject of further research. The
spectral efficiency of U-OFDM is half the spectral efficiency of
DCO-OFDM. That is why the orders of M -QAM modulation
are chosen such that the spectral efficiencies of U-OFDM and
DCO-OFDM are the same. For example, 16-QAM U-OFDM
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Fig. 7. U-OFDM vs DCO-OFDM performance for different values of
SNRopt
should be compared to 4-QAM DCO-OFDM, 64-QAM U-
OFDM should be compared to 8-QAM DCO-OFDM, etc. For
a BER = 10−4, U-OFDM performs better or the same as
DCO-OFDM in all the presented cases.
In order to compare the optical efficiencies of the systems,
we adopt the conditions,
PDCOopt = E[SDCO(t)] = 1 (4)
PUopt = E[SU(t)] = 1 (5)
for consistency with the work done in [4] where subbscripts
DCO and U denote time domain signals of DCO-OFDM and
U-OFDM respectively. PDCOopt and P
U
opt stand for the average
optical power of the DCO-OFDM and U-OFDM time domain


















Using the relations defined in (6) and (7), the performances
of U-OFDM and DCO-OFDM for different values of SNRopt
are compared in Fig. 7. U-OFDM surpasses DCO-OFDM in
performance for all presented cases, regardless of BER.
It should be noted that the relations in (6) and (7) are only
true for the conditions in (4) and (5). The relationship between
optical and electrical power efficiency of the system changes as
the average power of the signal is varied. The previous remark
about the optimum biasing levels of DCO-OFDM applies in
this case as well.
IV. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF U-OFDM
A theoretical approach for analyzing the performance of the
improved demodulator for U-OFDM in an AWGN channel
is presented in this section. In the context of the following
mathematical formulas, σn is the standard deviation of the
AWGN, i.e., σn =
√
No/2, σs is the standard deviation of the
real OFDM signal, S(t), before it is encoded in U-OFDM, i.e.,
σs =
√







−1 if s < 0
0 if s = 0
1 if s > 0
(8)




















Modeling a U-OFDM system analytically is a cumbersome
task due to the fact that during demodulation each individual
sample in time domain is subjected to a different nonlinear
transformation, which depends on two independent random
variables from the AWGN. As a starting point, we look at the
statistics of the value of a correctly detected active sample,
which is a random variable. The mean of that variable can be
viewed as a nonlinear transform to which the original S(t)




































































− f2c (s) (12)
Due to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), that variance will
be part of the variance of the AWGN in frequency domain
after the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed in the
demodulation process. For the incorrectly detected active




































































Using the Bussgang theorem, introduced in [8], a Gaussian
random variable, X , subjected to a nonlinear transformation,
f(X), has the following properties
f(X) = αX + Y (15)
E[XY ] = 0 (16)
α = const. (17)
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Based on these properties, the constant α and the variance























































ds − α2wσ2s (21)
The variance of Y will also be added to the variance of the
AWGN in frequency domain. The variances in (12) and (14)
are given as functions of the realization of the signal S(t). On












































For a large number of samples in a U-OFDM frame, the
number of correctly and incorrectly detected active samples
will have a ratio which corresponds to the probabilities for
correct and incorrect detection. Hence, the average gain factor,
ᾱ, and the average noise variance in frequency domain, N̄ ,
become
ᾱ = dcαc + (1 − dc)αw (25)





The achieved average SNRelec from (27) can be plugged in
the well-known formula for M -QAM BER performance [9].







The comparison between theoretical model and Monte Carlo
simulations of the system performance is presented in Fig. 8.
There is good agreement between the presented model and the
conducted simulations.
Fig. 8. Theoretical U-OFDM performance vs. Monte Carlo simulations
V. CONCLUSION
A novel multicarrier modulation scheme for optical wireless
communication has been presented in this paper. The new
scheme demonstrates improvement over some known mul-
ticarrier schemes for OWC. It provides the same benefits
as the already known ACO-OFDM modulation scheme as
well as an improved demodulation scheme for better power
efficiency in an AWGN channel. When compared to DCO-
OFDM, it shows better performance in terms of BER for the
presented scenarios. The current work additionally provides a
good theoretical analysis for the performance of the presented
scheme in an AWGN channel.
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Abstract—This paper discusses the issue of pulse shaping in
unipolar orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing-based mod-
ulation schemes for intensity modulation/direct detection systems.
Three previously presented schemes, asymmetrically clipped
optical OFDM, pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone
modulation, and unipolar orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing, are investigated. The current work demonstrates how
both unipolar and bipolar pulse shapes can be used for the
generation of unipolar continuous-time signals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless data traf c is increasing exponentially [1]. Despite
the continuous improvements in wireless communication tech-
nology, it is expected that the future demand cannot be met
because the radio frequency spectrum has been almost com-
pletely utilised. A potential solution to the emerging problem
is the development of optical wireless communication. Main
advantages of an optical wireless system are: (a) a lot of
unregulated bandwidth, (b) license-free operation, (c) low-cost
front end devices, (d) no interference with the operation of
sensitive electronic systems, (e) reuse of the existing lighting
infrastructure, and (f) no health concerns related to visible light
as long as eye-safety regulations are met [2].
The physical properties of light emitting diodes (LEDs) and
photodiodes (PDs) characterise a visible light communication
(VLC) system as an intensity modulation/direct detection
(IM/DD) system. In other words, only signal intensity and no
phase or amplitude can be conveyed. This fact limits the set
of modulation schemes which can be employed. Techniques
like on-off keying (OOK), pulse-position modulation (PPM),
and pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) can be applied in
a straightforward fashion. With the increase of transmis-
sion rates, however, intersymbol interference (ISI) becomes
an issue. Hence, a more resilient technique like orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) becomes desirable.
Conventional OFDM signals are complex and bipolar in
nature. It is possible to generate real OFDM signals by
imposing Hermitian symmetry on the carriers in frequency
domain at the expense of half the spectral ef ciency [2].
The bipolarity of signals, however, introduces an additional
problem in VLC since LEDs can only be modulated with
strictly positive signals. The issue can be solved by introducing
a DC-bias, which increases the power dissipation of the system
and cannot be easily optimised for all constellation sizes of
quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM) used to modu-
late the different OFDM carriers. This technique is known
as DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM). Three power-
ef cient alternatives to DCO-OFDM have been proposed in
previous works: asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-
OFDM) [3], pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone
modulation (PAM-DMT) [4], unipolar orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (U-OFDM) [5]. They use different prop-
erties of the OFDM frame for generation of unipolar signals,
which do not require DC-biasing and achieve better power
ef ciency. To the best of our knowledge, all three techniques
have been discussed in the context of digital signal processing
without special consideration of the pulse shaping necessary
for the generation of continuous-time bandlimited signals.
The current work will focus on this issue and demonstrate
that while special considerations need to be taken in the
signal generation process, all the modulation concepts can be
realised with commonly used pulse shapes. DCO-OFDM is
not considered in this paper since it does not have the same
issues because unipolarity is achieved through biasing in the
analog domain.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
provides a description of the unipolar modulation schemes.
Section III describes the problem which arises when bipolar
pulses are used for the generation of a continuous-time signal
and how it can be avoided. Section IV gives a theoretical
justi cation to the solution proposed in Section III. Section
V presents numerical results to con rm the theory. Finally,
section VI gives concluding remarks.
II. UNIPOLAR MODULATION SCHEMES
A. ACO-OFDM
ACO-OFDM was introduced in [3]. In this scheme only odd
subcarriers are modulated in frequency domain, which creates
a certain symmetry in time domain. In general, if s(k, n) is























If k is odd, s(k, n) = −s(k, n + Nfft/2), and if k is even,
s(k, n) = s(k, n + Nfft/2). Then, if only the odd subcarriers
in an OFDM frame are modulated, the time domain signal,
s[n], has the property
s[n] = −s[n + Nfft/2] (2)
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If only the even subcarriers in an OFDM frame are modulated,
the time-domain signal has the property
s[n] = s[n + Nfft/2] (3)
Due to the orthogonality of the complex exponential functions,
the property in (2) implies that only the odd subcarriers contain
information, and the property in (3) implies that only the
even subcarriers contain information. Clipping at zero of an




(s[n] + |s[n]|) (4)
Because only the odd subcarriers are modulated in ACO-
OFDM, equation (2) applies to the scheme. Therefore, s[n] =
−s[n+Nfft/2]. Then |s[n]| = |s[n+Nfft/2]|. Hence, the clip-
ping distortion |s[n]|, described in (4), possesses the property
in (3) and falls on the even subcarriers only. The factor 12
is consistent with the halving of the amplitudes, described in
[3]. An additional factor of
√
2 should be used to preserve the
amount of dissipated power, which would lead to an overall
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty of 3dB. This simple proof
is an alternative to the one presented in [3].
B. PAM-DMT
PAM-DMT was introduced in [4]. It modulates the carriers
of an OFDM frame with symbols from the PAM modulation
scheme, which are multiplied by j =
√
−1, and thus made
imaginary. Due to the Hermitian symmetry in frequency do-





































The structure of PAM-DMT exhibits an antisymmetry where
s[0]=0, s[Nfft/2]=0 if Nfft is even, and s[n]= − s[Nfft − n].
This means that |s[0]|=0, |s[Nfft/2]|=0 if Nfft is even, and
|s[n]|=|s[Nfft − n]|. Therefore, after the clipping operation,
described in (4), the distortion term |s[n]| will possess Hermi-
tian symmetry in time domain. This means that in frequency
domain, the distortion will be translated into a real signal.
Hence, it will be completely orthogonal to the original signal.
The authors of [4] have not formally completed this proof.
However, with the representation of clipping in (4), it is rather
straightforward as presented here.
C. U-OFDM
U-OFDM was introduced in [5]. However, the authors in [6]
present a very similar concept as Flip-OFDM. In the context of
this work, the scheme will be referred to as U-OFDM. The idea
is to separate a bipolar OFDM frame in two separate frames
- positive and negative. The positive frame is a copy of the
bipolar frame, where all negative values have been replaced
with zeros. The negative frame is a copy of the bipolar frame
where all samples are multiplied by −1, and again the negative
ones are replaced with zeros. Therefore, the positive frame
conveys the positive values in a unipolar positive signal, and
the negative frame conveys the negative values in a unipolar
positive signal. At the demodulator, they can be recombined
by subtracting the negative frame from the positive one.
III. PULSE SHAPING
Pulse shaping is used in communication systems for the
generation of continuous-time signals that possess speci c
characteristics. A simple pulse shape is the Boxcar lter (a
square pulse that corresponds to the zero-order hold function
of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC)) [7]. It is easy to
implement and simple to work with. However, it requires
in nite bandwidth, which is very wasteful in wireless commu-
nications. The most spectrum ef cient pulse shape is the sinc
function sinc(t) = sin(πt)
πt
[7]. However, it has a long impulse
response, which is prone to ISI due to time jitter and is hard to
realise. That is why, the raised-cosine lter and its modi ed
version the root-raised-cosine lter present a more practical
alternative. In addition, other pulse shapes like the hat function
(a triangular pulse that corresponds to linear interpolation of
samples) and the Gaussian lter exist. To the best of our
knowledge, pulse shaping has not been considered for the
schemes presented in Section II. It, however, is an integral part
of any communication system and raises additional questions
regarding the signal properties in the context of ACO-OFDM,
PAM-DMT, and U-OFDM.
The three modulation approaches as presented in [3], [5],
and [4] describe the process of generating a discrete unipolar
signal. Discrete signals cannot be directly translated into
continuous signals with the same properties if the bandwidth is
limited. A continuous-time signal, s(t), can be represented as
a superposition of different copies of the pulse-shaping lter’s
impulse response, p(t), scaled by the samples of the discrete-
time signal, s[n]. It is presented in (6) where F indicates
the frame order, s[n, F ] indicates the discrete signal s[n] in
frame F , Nfft indicates the number of fast Fourier transform
(FFT) points in a single frame, Ncp indicates the length of
the cyclic pre x, which is formed by the last Ncp points
of s[n, F ]. It is assumed that the phase is known, so F=0
corresponds to the current frame, and t=0 corresponds to the
rst sample position. If p(t) is bipolar, and s[n] is unipolar,
s(t) will tend to be bipolar as well. That is why, bipolar
pulse shapes like the sinc function and the root-raised-cosine
lter cannot be applied in a straightforward way to unipolar
discrete-time signals. Unipolar shapes like the Boxcar lter,
the hat function, and the Gaussian lter, can easily generate
unipolar signals, but raise questions about how bandwidth
ef cient they are as well as how match ltering would be
applied without generating intersymbol interference. The root-
raised-cosine lter is a very practical pulse-shaping technique,
which completely avoids ISI if there is no time jitter and
provides an easy way to do match ltering. That is why, it
will be used as the shaping pulse in the context of this paper.
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the continuous-time signal generated by
shaping a unipolar discrete ACO-OFDM signal with a root-

















s[n, F ]p(t−F (Nfft+Ncp)Ts−nTs)

 (6)
amended by introducing a DC-bias as in Fig. 1(b). However, it
would increase the average power consumption approximately
by 3dB, which would greatly reduce the power ef ciency of
the scheme. Alternatively, the negative values could be clipped,
but this would lead to the distortion illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The
other two schemes PAM-DMT and U-OFDM have exactly the
same problem with a very similar performance degradation.

























Fig. 1. (a) Discrete unipolar ACO-OFDM signal, shaped with a root-raised-































Fig. 2. (a) Distortion in the 16-QAM constellation after clipping negative
values of the continuous-time signal. (b) Distortion in the 4-PAM constellation
after clipping negative values of the continuous-time signal.
The rest of this paper will show that a bipolar pulse shape like
the root-raised-cosine lter can be used without performance
degradation in the previously described unipolar schemes if
the discrete-time signal is kept bipolar and clipping is done
after the pulse shaping operation. Fig. 3(a) illustrates a bipolar
discrete ACO-OFDM signal shaped with a root-raised-cosine
lter. Fig. 3(b) presents the signal, clipped after the pulse
shaping operation. The next section shows analytically why
the wave form from Fig. 3(b) retains the modulation concepts
described in Section II, and distortion is avoided.
IV. CONTINUOUS-TIME ANALYSIS
The complete continuous-time signal is presented in (6).
Assume that the channel impulse response is causal, h(t<0) =
0, and that the cyclic pre xes completely remove the ISI














Fig. 3. (a) Discrete bipolar ACO-OFDM signal, shaped with a root-raised-
cosine lter. (b) Signal from (a), made unipolar through clipping.
between the different OFDM frames. Hence, the portion of
the continuous-time signal at the transmitter, which is relevant

















s[n, 1]p(t−(Nfft+Ncp)Ts−(n − Nfft)Ts)
(7)
where Npcp is the length of the cyclic pre x suf cient to
remove the effects of p(t), and s[n] = s[n, 0]. The continuous-
time signal relevant for sampling the rst Nfft2 points of the

















The continuous-time signal relevant for sampling the second
Nfft
















s[n, 1]p(t−(Nfft+Ncp)Ts−(n − Nfft)Ts)
(9)
The continuous-time unipolar signal, ready for transmission,










Therefore, at the receiver, the samples of a given frame after
match ltering can be expressed as
ŝ
h







































, Nfft2 ≤ n
(11)
where ∗ denotes convolution and n(t) denotes additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). The cyclic pre x is suf cient to
remove interference and to turn the continuous-time convo-
lution with the channel, h(t), into a circular convolution in
discrete time, which can be completely reversed by equalisa-
tion. Hence, assuming the channel can be perfectly estimated,
the equalised samples at the receiver can be expressed as







































, Nfft2 ≤ n
(12)
A. ACO-OFDM
From the properties of ACO-OFDM, s[n] = −s[n+Nfft/2].
Hence, in this scheme s1(t) ≈ −s2(t + Nfft2 Ts) except for
the third terms in (8) and (9). The differences appear due
to the noncausal nature of p(t) but are not signi cant when
Npcp << Nfft. This also implies |s1(t)| ≈ |s2(t + Nfft2 Ts)|.
At the receiver, the distortion term in the rst Nfft2 points,
1√
2





, is the same as the distortion term
in the second Nfft2 points,
1√
2










t + Nfft2 Ts
)∣
∣. Hence, distortion will fall on the
even subcarriers as in (3).
B. PAM-DMT
From the properties of PAM-DMT, s[n] = −s[Nfft − n].
Hence, using the representations in (8) and (9), s1(t) ≈
−s2(NfftTs − t). Differences are observed between the rst
term in (8) and the third term in (9) as well as between a
single point in the third term of (8) and a single point in the
rst term of (9). The differences appear due to the noncausal
nature of p(t) but are not signi cant for Npcp << Nfft. This
also implies |s1(t)| ≈ |s2(NfftTs − t)|. The impulse response
of the pulse-shaping lter is even. Therefore, p(t) = p(−t).
Hence, a closer look at equation (12) shows that the distortion















, keeps its Hermitian symmetry, and so
it is orthogonal to the useful information as described in
Section II-B.
C. U-OFDM
The U-OFDM bipolar discrete signal is encoded in two
consecutive frames. The continuous-time bipolar part of s(t)
which needs to be sampled for the positive frame can be ex-
pressed before transmission as sup(t) in the form of equation
(7). The continuous-time bipolar part of s(t) which holds the
information of the negative frame can be expressed in the same
form as sun(t). If sup[n] are the original bipolar samples of the
positive frame, and sun[n] are the original bipolar samples of
the negative frame, then by design sup[n] = −sun[n]. Hence, a
closer look at equation (7) shows that sup(t) = −sun(t) except
for the third terms in the summation. The differences appear
due to the noncausal nature of p(t) but are not signi cant when
Npcp << Nfft. Then, after match ltering at the receiver, the




























where n1(t) and n2(t) are two independent identically-
distributed instances of the AWGN process. The bipolar sam-
ples at the receiver can be reconstructed by subtracting the
samples of the negative frame from the samples of the positive
frame






















are equal and so are com-
pletely removed by the subtraction operation. The noise dou-
bles as shown in [5] and [6].
For all three schemes, a cyclic suf x with length Npcp could
be added at the end of each frame to counter the effect of
subsequent frames and remove the ISI and resulting distortion
due to the noncausal impulse response of the pulse-shaping
lter. The value of Npcp depends on p(t).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Monte Carlo simulations with 16-QAM ACO-OFDM, 16-
QAM U-OFDM, and 4-PAM PAM-DMT have been conducted
in order to con rm the theory from Section IV. Figs. 4(a)-
4(c) present the results for Nfft=64 and a cyclic pre x with
length Ncp=5. The channel has been assumed at with gain
1. As can be observed from the examples, the original signal
is almost completely recovered if clipping is done after the
pulse shaping. Nevertheless, some distortion is still present due
to the noncausal impulse response of the shaping lter. Figs.
4(d)-4(f) present the results for Nfft=64 and the addition of




Fig. 4. (a) 16-QAM ACO-OFDM with a pre x only. (b) 4-PAM PAM-DMT with a pre x only. (c) 16-QAM U-OFDM with a pre x only. (d) 16-QAM
ACO-OFDM with a pre x and a suf x. (e) 4-PAM PAM-DMT with a pre x and a suf x. (f) 16-QAM U-OFDM with a pre x and a suf x.
TABLE I
SDR VALUES FOR 16-QAM ACO-OFDM, 16-QAM U-OFDM, AND 4-PAM PAM-DMT FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF FRAME CARRIERS
Nfft
ACO-OFDM SDR [dB] PAM-DMT SDR [dB] U-OFDM SDR [dB]
Pre x Only Pre x & Suf x Pre x Only Pre x & Suf x Pre x Only Pre x & Suf x
16 35.43 58.06 37.17 60.35 36.69 57.77
64 41.18 63.48 42.88 65.33 42.92 62.88
256 47.16 67.65 48.21 69.19 47.96 67.66













where S̄[k] denotes the distorted carrier values after pulse
shaping and clipping, E[·] denotes expectation. Table I shows
the SDR for a varying number of carriers, Nfft. It also shows
the SDR for cases with and without a suf x. Increasing the
number of carriers improves the SDR as the in uence of
subsequent frames becomes a smaller part of the overall signal.
Adding a cyclic suf x improves the SDR signi cantly as it
removes a big portion of the ISI caused by the pulse-shaping
lter.
VI. CONCLUSION
Pulse shaping is an integral part of a communication system.
Pulse shaping lters differ in terms of bandwidth requirements,
ISI, and polarity. Discrete unipolar signals require unipolar
pulse shapes to avoid bipolarity without additional power
dissipation. If pulse shaping is applied before clipping, bipolar
pulse-shaping lters can be used for the three modulation
schemes ACO-OFDM, U-OFDM, and PAM-DMT, and in-
band interference can be avoided. The structure of the interfer-
ence terms suggests that even out-of-band interference could
be avoided between systems that employ the same modulation
concept. This could be a subject of further investigation.
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Abstract—Multiple-input-multiple-output systems provide a
potential approach for achieving high communication capacities
in optical wireless. A small amount of publications based on
different scenarios are available. The current work will illustrate
that a very good distribution of communication capacity can
be achieved for certain configurations. In particular, we look at
angle diversity receivers which are able to successfully identify
transmitter directions. The investigated scenarios include 4x4 and
16x16 multiple-input-multiple-output configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid state lighting has seen remarkable improvements over
the past two decades. Energy-efficient illumination devices
such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) have gained large pop-
ularity due to the cheaper and superior lighting capabilities
they provide. More than that, they offer good modulation
capabilities, around 2 MHz for white light and up to 20 MHz
for blue light [1], which enable high speed data transmission.
This development has come at a point in time when demand
for data traffic is growing exponentially. It is estimated that
by 2015 more than 6 exabytes of data would be transferred
through wireless networks [2]. Despite the great improvements
in communication standards and electronics, the satisfaction of
this demand is deterred by the limited available bandwidth.
The radio frequency (RF) spectrum has been almost com-
pletely utilised. At a certain point, it would be physically
impossible to increase signal speeds unless a new physical
domain - such as the optical spectrum - is utilised. This part of
the spectrum has further benefits. It offers thousands of times
more bandwidth; it is unregulated; it does not interfere with
sensitive electronic equipment; it has no anticipated negative
effects on human health, and systems can be built with low-
cost front-end devices which are increasingly employed in the
lighting infrastructure anyway.
The concept of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tems comes from RF communication where the communica-
tion environment subjects the transmitted signals to a number
of physical phenomena like fading, refraction, reflection etc.
These effects decorrelate the gain and phase between different
antenna elements at the receiver and the transmitter which
allows information to be successfully divided into different
streams. The modulation speeds of off-the-shelf LEDs, 2-20
MHz [1], and the significantly higher coherence bandwidth
of indoor optical wireless channels make MIMO a very
good candidate for achieving high speed data transmission.
The current state of commercial optical components allows
optical wireless to be realised as an intensity modulation/direct
detection (IM/DD) system. In such a realisation, the phase of
optical waves cannot be reconstructed leading to the usage of
signal intensity as the only means to convey information. In
addition, the rather small propagation environments of indoor
optical wireless lead to very similar channel gains between
front-end devices which are close in space and thus lead to
very low channel diversity. Overall, MIMO in optical wireless
communication (OWC) is challenging to translate from the RF
domain.
A limited number of publications are available on the
subject of optical MIMO systems [3]–[5]. Two types of optical
MIMO realisations can be identified based on their receiver
configuration: non-imaging and imaging [3]. In an imaging
system, a single lens projects an image of each transmitter on a
matrix of photodetectors. The high diversity, resulting from the
large number of receiving elements, creates a full-rank channel
matrix, and so the information can be successfully recovered
[6]. This approach has certain limitations when unconstrained
movement needs to be allowed within the communication
space [3]. Individual detector elements would have small gains
especially when combined with large field of view (FOV)
optics. Furthermore, we believe that the single imaging lens
leads to limitations in the receiver shape, which we believe is
going to be crucial for systems with good coverage and inde-
pendent communication streams. Systems with a nonimaging
receiver have a number of optical detectors which operate
independently and have individual concentrator optics. The
benefit of this approach is that large gains can be achieved
for individual receiving elements with narrow FOV [7]. The
disadvantage of such a configuration is that it is very sensitive
to misalignment of the frontend elements.
O’Brien concludes in [8] that the “ideal” MIMO system will
probably be a compromise between imaging and nonimaging
configurations. We agree with this conclusion and suggest that
a compromise could be found in angle diversity receivers,
which employ a number of nonimaging detector elements at
various angles thus achieving both good coverage and high
gains [7]. We believe that such systems with a large number
of detectors provide enough design flexibility to construct a
receiver with good coverage, gain and ability to align itself
with optical transmitters. A simple example of such a device




Fig. 1. Example of an angle diversity receiver.
large number of detectors that have a narrow FOV, each of the
transmitters will always be in good alignment with at least one
detector provided that there is no shadowing. The greater the
number of detectors is and the narrower their FOV is, the better
will be the ability of the receiver to distinguish the different
streams. The independence of the nonimaging detectors allows
more flexibility in the construction of different receiver shapes.
The principles from the imaging receiver could be used to
perform good alignment algorithmically with the processing
circuitry. In a way, the receiver we are proposing emulates
the imaging receiver but with simpler optics and more design
flexibility. As a first step of the design process, the current
work will describe the communication capacity in a typical
indoor optical MIMO system in which the receiver elements
have managed to capture the locations of the transmitters
perfectly. Future work will include constructing an optimal
receiver shape and performing a good alignment algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
provides a description of the communication channel model
and how it is estimated. Section III describes the simulation
setup. Section IV gives numerical values for the capacity
distribution across a standard indoor environment. Finally,
section V provides concluding remarks.
II. OPTICAL MIMO CHANNEL MODEL
A typical l by k MIMO system is described by the following
equation:
y = Hx + n (1)
where x = [x1, x2, ..., xl] are the symbols emitted from each
of the l transmitters, y = [y1, y2, ..., yk] are the values received
at each of the k receivers, H describes the gain factors between
the different front end elements, and n = [n1, n2, ..., nk] are
simply independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) realisations
of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) processes which
corrupt samples at the receivers.
At a receiver with area Ar, the received optical power, Pr,









Fig. 2. Quantities related to transfer of light between a source and a
destination.
where m is the mode number of the source; φ is the angle
at which light is emitted relative to the normal vector of the
transmitter plane; θ is the angle at which the light is received
relative to the normal vector of the receiver plane; d is the
distance between the devices; Gof is the gain of the optical
filter; Goc is the gain of the optical concentrator; θ 1
2
is the
semiangle of the optical concentrator. An illustration of the
quantities is presented in Fig. 2. The mode number of the













is the transmitter semiangle. The optical concentra-













) , |θ| ≤ θ 1
2
0, |θ| > θ 1
2
(4)
where r is the refractive index of the optical concentrator
material. According to [7] and [11], this theoretical limit for
a concentrator gain can be closely approached with existing
design techniques. Hence, it will be used as the concentrator




go, λ1 ≤ λ ≤ λ2
0, otherwise
(5)
where the optical filter gain is considered independent of the
light incidence angle, θ, as the detector FOV assumed in this
work is sufficiently narrow. In addition, the authors in [7] state
that it is possible to circumvent the filter dependency on the




is the position vector of the transmitter, p
r
is the
position vector of the receiver, ot is the orientation vector
of the transmitter (orthogonal to the transmitter plane) and
or is the orientation vector of the receiver (orthogonal to the
receiver plane), then the angles φ and θ are described by [10]:
cos(φ) =






or · (pt − pr)
d
(7)
where, · , denotes a vector dot product, and the distance













where []T denotes the transpose operator.
In order to create a ray tracing algorithm which follows the
multiple reflections of light that travel across a room and reach
the receiver, the surfaces in the room can be divided into small
rectangles. Those can be modelled as receivers with area A
which absorb light according to (2) and reemit a portion of it
just like the original source. This approach is well-described
in [10]. Depending on the material from which each surface
is constructed, the radiation patterm it has is different, but
the majority of surfaces can be modelled as ideal Lambertian
sources with a semiangle of φ=60o. The light portion which
is reemitted after absorption varies typically between ρ=0.4
and ρ=0.9 of the absorbed light [9]. In this work, light path
has been traced up to the fifth reflection. The reflectivity of
wall surfaces has been assumed as ρ=0.65.
An OWC channel has two main contributors to signal distur-
bances: shot noise from ambient light reaching the photodiode
(PD) and thermal noise from the transimpedance amplifier
at the receiver. In a well-lit environment, the thermal noise
is significantly weaker than the shot noise for modulation
frequency, B, up to 20 MHz [7], [12]. That is why, the current
work will consider only shot noise as a significant contributor
to signal disturbances. The power spectral density of shot noise







where q = 1.60217646x10−19 C is the charge of an electron
in coulombs, R is the responsivity of the PD in A/W, and Pn
is the power of the optical noise reaching the detector.
Theoretical capacity of MIMO optical wireless Gaussian
channels is not readily available to the best of our knowledge.
However, if we are not concerned with the exact power dissipa-
tion of a system, the capacity equation for RF MIMO channels
can be used. MIMO capacity in a RF system is described in
[13] and its formula is repeated here for convenience:











where det() denotes a determinant, I is the identity matrix,
[]H denotes the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix, Ps denotes
the variance of the signal at a single transmitter, and N stands
for the variance of the AWGN which can be calculated as
N=BNo. This formula describes the capacity if no channel
state information is available at the transmitter. We adopt it
because it suggests a simpler system design without feedback
from the receiver. The absolute channel capacity is achieved
when the channel matrix, H, is available at the transmitter and
bits are encoded adaptively according to the respective channel
quality.
III. INDOOR COMMUNICATION SETUP
For consistency, the current work considers a 5.0 m x 5.0
m x 3.0 m empty room. The same setup is used in a number
of other publications [3], [10], [12]. A 4 × 4 and a 16 × 16
MIMO schemes have been simulated in three different cases.
In the first case, the receiver is at a distance of 85 cm from the
floor (the approximate height of a desk) in consistence with
the work in [3], [10], [12]. In the second case, the receiver
is at a distance of 135 cm from the floor (the approximate
height of a handheld device when used in a mobile scenario).
In the third case, the receiver is at a distance of 175 cm
from the floor (the approximate height of an average human’s
ear). An actual realisation of an angle diversity receiver, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, would have more detectors than what
is simulated here. We assume that the alignment algorithm
has managed to successfully determine the 4 or 16 detectors,
depending on the MIMO scheme, that have the best view of
the different transmitters, and we simulate the capacity that
can be achieved with those detectors only. At each position
in the room, we assume that the detectors are directed at the
exact positions of the transmitters. The transmitters are fixed






























(b) 16 × 16 MIMO.
Fig. 3. Communication setup for different scenarios. Black spots indicate
transmitters. Red spot on the floor has position pd = [2.5, 2.5, 0] and
indicates the direction of all transmitters.
Each transmitter uses an OSTAR LE CW E3A high-power
illumination LED for white light communication or an OSTAR
LE W E2B high-power illumination LED for blue light
communication. Each photodetector uses an OSRAM SFH 213
PIN PD. The modulation bandwidth is considered as B = 2
MHz for white light, and B = 10 MHz for blue light. The
white light bandwidth is consistent with devices from other
sources like [1]. The blue light modulation bandwidth of 20
MHz specified in [1] is the highest we have seen reported
so far and exceeds the one we have measured. The devices
which are used in [1] are not specified. The LED devices have
a Lambertian emitter pattern with a semiangle of φ 1
2
= 60o.
This means that the mode number of the source is m = 1
when calculated according to (3). The PD has a semiangle
of θ 1
2
= 10o and a plastic concetrator with refractive index of
r = 1.54. Then, the optical concentrator gain can be calculated
according to (4). The blue filter has a very sharp transfer
characteristic that allows blue light in the range between
λ1=430 nm and λ2=490 nm with a gain of go=0.9. The PD
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sensitivity to white light has been calculated as R = 0.33
A/W and to blue light as R = 0.15 A/W for the OSTAR
LE CW E3A LED. The same values have been calculated
as R = 0.27 A/W for white light and as R = 0.15 A/W
for blue light for the OSTAR LE W E2B. These values are
lower than the ones specified in [1] and [12]. Without loss
of generality, devices with better parameters could be used
in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values at the
receiver. The portion of blue light in the emitted spectrum by
OSTAR LE CW E3A is 0.11 while it is 0.27 for OSTAR LE
W 2EB which makes the latter more beneficial for blue light
communication. The allowed current for both devices is in the
range 0.1 A – 1 A with optical efficiency of about 25 lm/W.
The radiated optical power was measured at 3.6×10−3 W/lm.
The assumption is that the distribution of a Gaussian signal
between −3σ and 3σ (99.73% of distribution) needs to be fit
in the LED active range of 0.9 A in order to avoid significant
clipping effects. That makes a maximum signal variance of
σ2 = (0.9/6)2 = 0.0225 A2. The power spectral density of
the ambient noise, which we have measured in a well-lit room
with a combination of sunlight and fluorescent light, is around
10−21A2/Hz for white light, which is in the order of magnitude
presented by [1]. The blue light filter reduces the amount of
ambient noise which falls on the receiver. Considering that
sunlight has an almost uniform wavelength distribution and the
fact that we have a sharp filter that passes only light between
λ = 430 nm and λ = 460 nm, we assume that roughly about
15% of the shot noise will be present for the blue light receiver.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Capacity estimations are performed for white light com-
munication and for blue light communication with the setup
from Section III. Fig. 4 presents the capacity distribution
across the room for white light. Fig. 5 presents the capacity
distribution with blue light filtering. It seems that white light
communication has the potential for higher capacities than
blue light despite the higher frequencies achievable with the
latter. This is due to the fact that the SNR values of the
received signal are insufficient for the blue-light system to
take advantage of the higher bandwidth. It also seems that
the communication system is at a point where it is very
sensitive to SNR changes. This can be verified by changing
the parameter for blue light sensitivity of the PD to R = 0.28
A/W, the amount of transmitted blue light to 0.5 of the overall
LED emission, and the modulation frequency to 20 MHz as
in [1]. The achieved capacity with blue light communication
increases dramatically as illustrated in Fig. 6.
It is hard to put an absolute theoretical limit to achiev-
able communication throughput because a great number of
parameters are a subject of design variation. We have shown
that very good transmission speeds are possible with exist-
ing off-the-shelf components. We also believe that improved
speeds can be realised not only through selection of devices
with improved parameters, but also through better transmitter
configurations. Furthermore, an angle diversity receiver of the







































































(b) 16 × 16 MIMO.
Fig. 4. Capacity distribution of white light communication for different
MIMO schemes.
alignment, but also for improved SNR values since more than
one detector is likely to pick up the individual transmitter
signals which could lead to high diversity gains. The most
important result from the conducted experiments is that com-
munication capacity changes gradually for a moving receiver
across a typical office space. Furthermore, even with multiple
light reflections, narrow FOV receivers are able to decrease
interchannel interference (ICI) allowing for the realisation of
MIMO communication schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
The current work has investigated the achievable commu-
nication capacity in a typical 5.0 m x 5.0 m x 3.0 m office
space by means of an optical wireless MIMO system. Fixed
transmitters with wide illumination angles have been selected
in combination with narrow FOV photodetectors. The com-
munication scenario assumes an angle diversity receiver with
multiple detector elements. At any given time, each transmitter
is within the FOV of at least one detector. Assuming that such
detectors are successfully identified from the large array of
detector elements, we have shown that very good commu-
















































































(b) 16 × 16 MIMO.
Fig. 5. Capacity distribution of blue light communication for different MIMO
schemes.
Plans for further work include the design of the proposed angle
diversity receiver and exact simulation of achievable data rates
for specific receiver alignment algorithms.
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(b) 16 × 16 MIMO.
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Abstract—This paper presents an analytical framework to
determine the impact of nonlinear distortions in an optical wire-
less communication system that employs orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM). The presented theory applies the
Bussgang theorem, which has been widely used for the analysis
of nonlinear effects on normally-distributed signals. This work
proposes a new method to complete the well-known OFDM
analysis approach based on the Bussgang theorem and describes
how a closed-form analytical solution can be obtained for an
arbitrary memoryless distortion. The framework is tested in a
DC-biased optical OFDM system assuming two specific examples
of nonlinear distortion caused by: (a) signal quantisation, and (b)
a nonlinear light emitting diode (LED) characteristic.
Index Terms—optical wireless communication (OWC), DC-
biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM), nonlinear distortion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Demand for wireless data communication is growing expo-
nentially. It is expected that by 2016, more than 10 Exabytes
of monthly traffic would be required in mobile networks
[1]. Despite the significant improvements in communication
standards, it is very likely that the demand will not be
met. The main reason for this is the significantly reduced
radio frequency (RF) spectrum availability within the licensed
bands. In the past decade, a lot of research efforts have been di-
rected towards finding alternative communication bandwidth.
A major candidate for providing a complementary alterna-
tive to RF communication is optical wireless communication
(OWC). The optical spectrum features thousands of times
more unregulated bandwidth than its RF counterpart. Further-
more, optical radiation does not interfere with the operation of
sensitive electronic systems. This means that OWC can be em-
ployed in environments that are sensitive to RF radiation such
as hospitals, airplanes, petrochemical plants, etc. In addition,
OWC can be realised in conjunction with RF where they both
complement each other in a high-throughput heterogeneous
network. Existing lighting infrastructure could be reused for
the deployment of OWC. The energy used for illumination
could serve for communication purposes as well. This has
the potential to reduce operational costs significantly and to
decrease the environmental impact of wireless services.
The physical properties of available low-cost front-end
devices, such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) and photodiodes
(PDs), allow OWC to be realised as an intensity modulation
and direct detection (IM/DD) system. This is because the light
emitted by LEDs is incoherent and so information can be
encoded only in the signal intensity. Phase and amplitude of
the light wave cannot be modulated or detected. This limits the
set of conventional modulation schemes that can be applied.
Therefore, traditional pulsed modulation techniques such as
on-off keying (OOK), pulse-position modulation (PPM), and
pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) have been used in OWC.
However, with the increase of transmission rates, the limited
bandwidth of the optical wireless communication channel
leads to intersymbol interference (ISI). Hence, orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) becomes a more
appropriate modulation scheme. It enables simple equalisation
with single-tap equalisers in the frequency domain as well
as adaptive bit-loading of different frequency subcarriers ac-
cording to the channel properties, which results in a more
optimal use of the communication resources. At a system
level, OFDM provides a simple and straightforward multiple
access scheme. In OOK, PPM and PAM, the multiple access
technique would need to be added separately, and the options
are limited since, for example, frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) cannot be used.
Whenever a signal is passed through an OWC system, it
undergoes a number of distortions. Linear distortions, such
as attenuation and ISI, can be compensated by amplifiers
and equalisers. Nonlinear distortions, however, are often irre-
versible. Examples include quantisation effects in the digital-
to-analog converters (DACs) and the effects caused by the
nonlinear output characteristic of an LED. Performance anal-
ysis of OWC systems requires the designer to characterise and
evaluate nonlinear distortion effects. A number of works have
dealt with characterising distortion in OFDM-based modula-
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Fig. 1. Optical Wireless Communication System
tion schemes [2–9]. Papers [2–5] look at applications in RF
communication, and so only some general analysis principles
they present are applicable to OWC. The other works, [6–
9], focus specifically on the nonlinear distortions in an OWC
system. For example, the authors in [6] look at distortion
caused by the nonlinear relationship between current input and
light output in an LED within the active range of the device.
The actual distortion function is continuous, and the presented
case neglects some nonlinear effects such as clipping. Papers
[8, 9] analyse the clipping effects only, and the work in [7]
looks at the overall LED nonlinearity but in a semi-analytic
fashion. Analysis of nonlinear distortions can be a cumber-
some task. Although general procedures for obtaining an ana-
lytical solution exist [2], a closed-form solution is not always
easily obtainable. The current work attempts to completely
solve the problem by establishing a general framework which
always leads to a closed-form solution regardless of the type of
memoryless nonlinearity. This framework, for example, can be
applied to all the problems presented in [6–9] as well as any
other arbitrary memoryless nonlinear distortion in an OWC
OFDM-based system. Closed-form solutions do not require
high computational complexity as those that require numerical
evaluation of integrals. Compared to Monte Carlo simulations,
closed-form solutions reduce simulation times tremendously,
which can prove to be invaluable in optimization procedures.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the OWC system. Section III presents the
framework. Section IV discusses the results. Finally, Section
V concludes the paper.
II. OWC SYSTEM
The block-diagram of an OWC system is presented in
Fig. 1. The incoming bit stream is fed to the modulator
where it is mapped to symbols from a known modulation
scheme such as M -level quadrature amplitude modulation
(M -QAM). These symbols are put on different frequency
subcarriers and modulated according to DC-biased optical
OFDM (DCO-OFDM). The time domain signal, obtained after
multicarrier modulation, is conditioned for transmission. This
block includes clipping any values outside the allowed range,
as well as pulse shaping and any other required predistortion.
Clipping is performed because an LED can only operate above
its turn-on voltage and below its maximum allowed current.
The conditioned signal is fed to a DAC which outputs an
analog signal. The analog signal is then passed through a
voltage-to-current transducer with appropriate bias according
to the LED requirements and fed to the diode. At the receiver
side, the photodiode transforms optical intensity levels into
proportional current variations, which are turned into voltage
by the transimpedance amplifier. The resulting signal is passed
through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and fed to the
processing circuitry, which includes an equaliser, DCO-OFDM
demodulator, and an M -QAM demodulator.
The modulation scheme presented in this paper is a modi-
fication of conventional OFDM. Each subcarrier in frequency
domain is modulated with a symbol from the M -QAM mod-
ulation scheme. The time domain signal is obtained by taking
the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of NFFT M -QAM
symbols. Hermitian symmetry is imposed, such that a real
time domain signal can be obtained according to the properties
of the Fourier transform [8, 9]. As a result, subcarriers at
positions k = 0 and k = NFFT2 are set to zero. The Hermitian
symmetry constraint ensures the generation of a real signal
in time domain. This signal, however, is bipolar in nature. An
LED can convey only positive signals when it is active. Hence,
a DC-bias is introduced in order to generate a unipolar signal,
suitable for OWC. This DC-bias is realised by means of an
analog circuit as part of the LED driver.
In the context of the current work, the optical wireless
communication channel, h(t), is considered to be flat fading,
i.e., h(t)=δ(t). This assumption is made in order to simplify
the analysis. In practice, the channel will not be flat fading,
which leads to ISI. This occurs if high-speed communication
is realised, where the symbol rate exceeds the coherence band-
width of the communication channel. The effects of h(t) will
be reversed by the equaliser at the receiver stage. Memoryless
distortions do not include effects such as ISI. However, in
OWC the significant nonlinearity effects, which limit perfor-
mance, happen before the information signal experiences the
memory effects of the channel. Therefore, after equalisation,
the nonlinearly-distorted signal will have exactly the same
form as before it was passed through the channel, h(t). The
only notable difference observed at the different frequency
subcarriers will be the amount of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) as it will be amplified by the equaliser function.
Hence, in a practical high-data-rate scenario, the analysis
presented here keeps its merits. This is because the method
allows the analysis of the most significant nonlinear distortion




effects even if the channel is not flat fading. In particular, those
nonlinear effects include the signal quantisation distortion
introduced by the DAC and the transition between current
and light at the LED. The latter nonlinearity occurs due to
the physical properties of the device, in which the amount
of emitted light is not linearly proportional to the amount of
injected current.
III. NONLINEARITY ANALYSIS
A number of different approaches are proposed for the
analysis of OFDM-based systems that undergo nonlinear dis-
tortions [2–9]. We adopt the one described by Dardari et
al. in [2]. It states that a nonlinear distortion in an OFDM-
based system results in an attenuation factor and additional
noise component, both of which modify the resulting signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system and can be computed using
the Bussgang theorem. For a large number of subcarriers,
NFFT > 64, the samples of the time-domain OFDM signal can
be approximated by the realisations of independent identically-
distributed Gaussian random variables. This approximation
holds, even when not all the subcarriers in the frequency
domain are loaded with information such as is the case with
alternative modulation schemes like asymmetrically clipped
optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) where only the odd subcarriers
in a frame are modulated [8, 10]. The approximation is also
valid in cases where guard intervals are inserted in one or
both ends of the OFDM spectrum provided that the number of
subcarriers in the guard intervals is much smaller than the total
number of subcarriers. According to the Bussgang theorem
[11], if X is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable, and g(X)
is an arbitrary distortion on X , then
g(X) = αX + Yn (1)
E[XYn] = 0 (2)
where α is a constant, E[·] denotes statistical expectation, and
Yn is a noise component not correlated with X . From (1) and





where σ2 is the variance of X . The expectation of Y 2n can be
calculated as:
E[Y 2n ] = E[g
2(X)]− α2σ2. (4)
The expectation of Yn can be calculated as:
E[Yn] = E[g(X)]. (5)
The variance of Yn can then be calculated as:
Var[Yn] = E[Y
2
n ]− E[Yn]2. (6)
Due to the central limit theorem (CLT), when the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is applied in the demodulator for NFFT > 64,
the noise Yn is transformed into additive Gaussian noise [2,
8, 9]. The variance of the noise is preserved. Hence, each
modulated subcarrier experiences additional zero-mean ad-
ditive Gaussian noise with variance Var[Y 2n ]. An exception
occurs in special cases like clipping at zero in modulation
schemes such as ACO-OFDM and pulse-amplitude-modulated
discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT) [12]. However,
for common nonlinear distortions encountered in electrical
components such as in the cases presented in the current work,
the assumption of equal noise distribution in the frequency
domain holds. In future work, it will be shown that with
a slight modification the concepts presented here can be
extended to modulation schemes such as ACO-OFDM and
PAM-DMT. In frequency domain, the resulting SNR at each





No +Var[Y 2n ]
(7)
whereEnewbj is the resulting energy per bit of the j
th subcarrier,
Eoldbj is the initial energy per bit of the j
th subcarrier, Nnewo is
the resulting noise variance, and No is the variance of the
channel AWGN. The presented Bussgang analysis is valid
for zero-mean Gaussian signals. The analysed scheme, DCO-
OFDM, is not zero-mean. The biasing level should be taken
into account. It can be modeled as part of the nonlinear
transformation, applied on the original zero-mean OFDM
signal. The Bussgang approach has been used in a number
of works [2, 8, 9]. However, a closed-form solution has either
been impossible or it has been specifically tailored to the
respective nonlinear distortion. The rest of this paper will show
that there is a general approach which can always lead to a
closed-form analytical solution with arbitrary accuracy.
A distortion function g(X) can be represented by a set
of intervals I with cardinality |I| and a set of continuous
polynomials which accurately approximate the function in
those intervals. The polynomials can be generated with various
interpolation techniques for a set of empirical data, or with
polynomial expansion techniques for analytical functions. The
degrees of the polynomials can give arbitrary accuracy to the










xj (U(x− xmin,l)− U(x− xmax,l)) (8)
where l is the lth interval, nl is the degree of the polynomial
in interval l, c
l,j
indicates the jth polynomial coefficient in
interval l, U(x) is the unit step function, xmin,l and xmax,l
denote the boundaries of interval l. With this representation,






























































where D(t, a, b, µ, σ) and φ (x) are defined in Appendix A.










where Mj is the constellation size and Ebj is the energy per
bit at the jth subcarrier. E[Yn] can be calculated as:












































































































Taking the derivative of the D-Function with respect to the
variable t and setting t = 0 in the result, allows to compute
expressions of the form
∫ b
a
xjfX(x)dx, where X is a Gaus-
sian random variable. These expressions are essential for the
evaluation of (9), (11) and (12). Using Appendix A and the
standard differentiation rules, it is straightforward to obtain
closed-form expressions for (9), (11) and (12). The procedure
is easily programmable as well.
The computational complexity of the final closed-form
solution is limited by the tail probability function of the
standard normal distribution, denoted by Q(x) and defined
in Appendix A. This function represents a numerical integral
which has been well-characterised, tabulated, and widely-
used in practice for decades. A good number of closed-form
approximations to Q(x) exist both in theory as well as in
practical software for numerical analysis such as MATLAB.
The authors in [8, 9], for example, use the Q-function in their
closed-form solutions. The number of calls to this function
in the framework presented in the current paper depends on
the number of intervals in which the distortion function is
continuous and on the number of polynomial terms which are
necessary to approximate the distortion function within those
intervals. For the nonlinearities analysed in [6–9], for example,
only up to 3 intervals with a maximum polynomial order of 2
is required. In fact, the same closed-form solutions as in [8, 9]
could be obtained with the approach presented in this work.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Two separate distortion functions have been analysed in
the context of the current work. One represents the effects
of digital-to-analog conversion while the other one repre-
sents the distortion caused by the diode’s electrical-to-optical
conversion. Pulse shaping is not considered in the presented
scenarios. It is shown in [2] that the impact of pulse shaping
is negligible for commonly-used pulse shapes.
For comparison purposes we define a number of quantities.
The spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM is:
η =
(NFFT − 2) log2(M)
NFFT +Ncp
bits/s/Hz, (13)
where Ncp is the length of the cyclic prefix and s(t) is the
time-domain signal illustrated in Fig. 1. The electrical energy





where B is the communication bandwidth. The optical energy





1) Quantisation: An example of the nonlinearity effects of
quantisation in the DAC is proposed in the current work. A
quantiser can always be approximated by zero-degree poly-
nomials within the intervals formed by its thresholds. The
quantiser example in this work is specified between two values
ymin and ymax, which are the lowest and highest possible
output after the quantisation. The device is specified as a q-
bit quantiser, which means that there are 2q possible output
levels. The distance between output values is set evenly as:
dq =
ymax − ymin
2q − 1 . (16)
The interval boundaries are set at −∞, ymin + dq/2 − xbias,
ymax− dq/2−xbias, ∞ and at equal multiples of dq between
ymin+dq/2−xbias and ymax−dq/2−xbias, where xbias is the
DC bias of DCO-OFDM. For simplicity, all other stages of the
system are considered to be linear with gain 1. A comparison
between the presented theory and Monte Carlo simulations is
depicted in Fig. 2 for electrical power efficiency and in Fig.
3 for optical power efficiency. A modulation order of M=16
for M -QAM is presented in three different cases. In the first
two cases, the time-domain signal is clipped at −3σ and 3σ,
while in the last case it is clipped at −1σ and 3σ. The first
two cases use a resolution of 8 bits and 4 bits, respectively.
The last case uses a resolution of 8 bits. There is a very close
match between the results obtained from the novel analytical
framework and Monte Carlo simulations. The slight mismatch
for the high bit error rate (BER) values is due to inaccuracy
in the formula for theoretical performance of M -QAM [13].
Naturally, the BER cannot exceed 0.5.



























Fig. 2. DCO-OFDM performance as a function of ratio between electrical
signal power at transmitter and AWGN power. The DC-bias of the system is
included in the calculations of the SNR requirement.























Fig. 3. DCO-OFDM performance as a function of ratio between optical
signal power at transmitter and AWGN power. The DC-bias of the system is
included in the calculations of the SNR requirement.
2) LED Nonlinearity: The nonlinear relationship between
current and light intensity is analysed for DCO-OFDM. For
simplicity, all other stages of the system are assumed linear
with gain 1. The LED characteristic is obtained from [14]. The
minimum allowed current is set to Imin=0.1A. The maximum
allowed current is set to Imax=1A. The electrical signal, i(t),
at the diode is only subjected to clipping distortion, while the
light signal, g(x), also experiences the transfer characteristic
of the diode and represents the overall system distortion in (1).
The diode characteristic is normalised in the LED datasheet to
light flux Φ=430 lm at current i(t)=700mA. In this work, it
is approximated with zero-degree polynomials in the intervals
[−∞; 0.1A] and [1 A;∞] and with a third-degree polynomial
in the interval [0.1A; 1A]. A modulation order of M=16 for
M -QAM is presented in three different cases. In the first two
cases, the time-domain signal is clipped at −3σ and 3σ, while
in the last case it is clipped at −1σ and 3σ. In the first
two cases the diode is operated in the region [0.2A; 0.3A]
and [0.7A; 0.8A] respectively. In the last case the diode is
operated in the region [0.2A; 0.3A]. A comparison between























Fig. 4. DCO-OFDM performance as a function of ratio between electrical
signal power at transmitter and AWGN power. The DC-bias of the system is
included in the calculations of the SNR requirement.























Fig. 5. DCO-OFDM performance as a function of ratio between optical
signal power at transmitter and AWGN power. The DC-bias of the system is
included in the calculations of the SNR requirement.
the presented theory and Monte Carlo simulations is depicted
in Fig. 4 for electrical power efficiency and in Fig. 5 for
optical power efficiency. The figures illustrate very close match
between the results obtained by the novel analytical framework
and Monte Carlo simulations. Again, the slight mismatch for
the high BER values is due to inaccuracy in the formula
for theoretical performance of M -QAM [13]. An interesting
observation with respect to dimming is that if the LED is
operated close to the maximum optical power or close to
the minimum optical power, performance does not seem to
change significantly. The only notable difference is that in the
case with higher DC-bias the energy requirement increases by
around 14 dB for a BER of less than 10−3.
V. CONCLUSION
A complete analytical approach has been presented for
the analysis of memoryless nonlinear distortion in an OWC
system. It allows for the analysis of an arbitrary distortion
function and allows for the generation of closed-form so-
lutions. The concept has been applied to a DCO-OFDM
modulated IM/DD system. However, it can be applied equally-




well to alternative OFDM-based modulation schemes such as
ACO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM) [15]
and Flip-OFDM [16] as will be demonstrated in future work.
Examples have been given for distortion effects from quanti-
sation in DAC elements, as well as for distortion stemming
from the nonlinear relationship between electrical current and
emitted light in an LED. It is interesting to note that these
two nonlinear effects can be combined and analysed jointly as
will be demonstrated in future work. Monte Carlo simulations
show very good agreement with the results obtained from the
proposed theory. This confirms the validity of the approach.
APPENDIX A
We define the D-Function as follows:




































































where Q(x) is defined as the tail probability of the standard
normal distribution, and φ(x) is defined as the probability
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ABSTRACT
Motivated by the looming radio frequency (RF) spectrum crisis, this paper aims at demonstrating that optical
wireless communication (OWC) has now reached a state where it can demonstrate that it is a viable and matured
solution to this fundamental problem. In particular, for indoor communications where most mobile data traffic is
consumed, light fidelity (Li-Fi) which is related to visible light communication (VLC) offers many key advantages,
and effective solutions to the issues that have been posed in the last decade. This paper discusses all key
component technologies required to realize optical cellular communication systems referred to here as optical
attocell networks. Optical attocells are the next step in the progression towards ever smaller cells, a progression
which is known to be the most significant contributor to the improvements in network spectral efficiencies in RF
wireless networks.
Keywords: Li-Fi, VLC, optical wireless, visible light communications, optical attocell
1. INTRODUCTION
Thirty years after the introduction of the first commercially-available mobile communication systems, wireless
connectivity has evolved into a fundamental commodity like gas and electricity. The exponential increase in
mobile data traffic during the past two decades has led to the massive deployment of wireless systems. As a
consequence, the limited available RF spectrum is subject to an aggressive spatial reuse and co-channel inter-
ference has become a major capacity limiting factor. Therefore, there have been many independent warnings
of a looming “RF spectrum crisis”1as the mobile data demands continue to increase while the network spectral
efficiency saturates despite newly-introduced standards and great technological advancements in the field. It is
estimated that by 2017, more than 11 exabytes of data traffic will have to be transferred through mobile networks
every month.2 Most recently, VLC has been identified as a potential solution for mitigating the looming RF
spectrum crisis.
Over the past decade, significant research efforts have been directed towards exploring alternative parts
of the electromagnetic spectrum∗ that could potentially offload a large portion of the network traffic from
the overcrowded RF domain. Very interesting results have recently been reported from the use of millimeter
wave (mmWave) communication in the 28 GHz region as well as from the use of infrared and visible light. The
latter is particularly enticing as lighting is a commodity that has been integrated in virtually every inhabited
environment and sophisticated infrastructures already exist. The use of the visible light spectrum for high speed
data communication is enabled by the emergence of the light emitting diode (LED) which at the same time is at
the heart of the next wave of energy-efficient illumination. In that sense, the concept of combining the functions of
illumination and communication offers the potential for tremendous cost savings and carbon footprint reductions.
First, the deployment of VLC access points (APs) becomes straightforward as the existing lighting infrastructure
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can be reused, and there exist off-the-shelf technologies such as power-line communication (PLC) and power-
over-Ethernet (PoE) as viable backhaul solutions for retrofit installations, and new installations respectively.
Second, because lighting is on most of the time in indoor environments even during day time, the energy used
for communication would practically be zero as a result of the piggy-backing of data on illumination. However,
even if illumination is not required energy efficient intensity modulation (IM) techniques exist that would allow
data communication even if the lights are visually off.3 These are already compelling benefits, but the case does
not end there. The visible light spectrum includes 100s of THz of license free bandwidth, 10,000 times more
than the entire RF spectrum up to 30 GHz, including the mmWave spectrum. Optical radiation, in general,
does not interfere with other radio waves or with the operation of sensitive electronic equipment. Therefore, it
is ideal for providing wireless coverage in areas which are sensitive to electromagnetic radiation – some examples
include: hospitals, airplanes, petrochemical and nuclear power plants, etc. Furthermore, the inability of light
to propagate through walls offers an inherent level of network security. The same feature can be exploited to
eliminate interference between neighboring cells.
During the last ten years, there have been continuous reports of improved point-to-point link data rates
using off-the-shelf white LEDs under experimental lab conditions. Recently, data rates in excess of 1 Gbps
has been reported using off-the-shelf phosphor-coated white LEDs,4 and 3.4 Gbps has been demonstrated with
an off-the-shelf red-green-blue (RGB) LED.5 Another similar Gigabit/s wireless system with phosphor-coated
white LEDs has been demonstrated6 using a 4×4 multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) configuration. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, the highest speed that has ever been reported from a single color incoherent
LED is 3.5 Gbps.7 The experiment was led by researchers of the University of Edinburgh. A theoretical
framework for the achievable capacity of a intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) systems using
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been established in,8 and a closed-form solution on
the impact of non-linearties on the achievable signal-to-noise ratio in practical OFDM based VLC systems is
reported in.9 To date, research in the field of OWC has been focused on successful implementations of physical-
link connections and proofs of the concept.10 For the realization of a mobile communication system, however,
a full networking solution is required. This is what we refer to as Li-Fi: the networked, mobile, high-speed
VLC solution for wireless communication.11 The vision is that a Li-Fi wireless network would complement
existing heterogenous RF wireless networks, and would provide significant spectrum relief by allowing cellular
and wireless-fidelity (Wi-Fi) systems to off-load a significant portion of wireless data traffic. The current paper
summarizes some of the research conducted so far and looks at the different aspects of the communication system
with a particular focus on wireless networking. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 looks
at the modulation scheme requirements of Li-Fi which is based on IM/DD; Section 3 discusses the different
possibilities for achieving multiple access; Section 4 summarizes the uplink concepts; Section 5 introduces the
optical “attocell” concept; Section 6 summarizes interference mitigation techniques for optical attocell networks;
and finally, Section 7 provides concluding remarks.
2. SIGNAL MODULATION IN OWC
A seamless all-optical wireless network would require ubiquitous coverage provided by the optical front-end
elements. This necessitates the usage of a large amount of Li-Fi enabled lighting units. The most likely candidates
for front-end devices in VLC are incoherent solid-state lighting LEDs due to their low cost. Due to the physical
properties of these components, information can only be encoded in the intensity of the emitted light, while the
actual phase and amplitude of the light wave cannot be modulated. This significantly differentiates VLC from
RF communications.
VLC can only be realized as an IM/DD system, which means that the modulation signal has to be both
real valued and unipolar. This limits the application of the well-researched and developed modulation schemes
from the field of RF communications. Techniques such as on-off keying (OOK), pulse-position modulation
(PPM), pulse-width modulation (PWM) and unipolar M -ary pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) can be
applied in a relatively straightforward fashion. As the modulation speeds are increased, however, these particular
modulation schemes begin to suffer from the undesired effects of intersymbol interference (ISI) due to the non-flat
frequency response of the OWC channel. Hence, a more resilient technique such as OFDM is required. OFDM
allows adaptive bit and energy loading of different frequency sub-bands according to the communication channel
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properties.12 This leads to optimal utilization of the available resources. OFDM achieves the throughput capacity
in a non-flat communication channel even in the presence of nonlinear distortion.8 Such channel conditions are
introduced by the transfer characteristic of an off-the-shelf LED that has a maximum 3 dB modulation bandwidth
in the order of 20 MHz.4, 5 In fact, the record-breaking results presented in4–6 have all been achieved using OFDM
with, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first experimental OFDM results for VLC reported in.13 Further
benefits of this modulation scheme include simple equalization with single-tap equalizers in the frequency domain
as well as the ability to avoid low-frequency distortion caused by flickering background radiation and the baseline
wander effect in electrical circuits.
Conventional OFDM signals are complex-valued and bipolar in nature. Therefore, the standard RF OFDM
technique has to be modified in order to become suitable for IM/DD systems. A straightforward way to obtain
a real-valued OFDM signal is to impose a Hermitian symmetry constraint on the sub-carriers in the frequency
domain as illustrated in Fig. 1. However, the resulting time-domain signal is still bipolar. One way for obtaining
a unipolar signal is to introduce a positive direct current (DC) bias around which the amplitude of the OFDM
signal can vary as shown in Fig. 2. The resulting unipolar modulation scheme is known as DC-biased optical
OFDM (DCO-OFDM). The addition of the constant biasing level leads to a significant increase in electrical
energy consumption. This can be easily visualized when Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are juxtaposed. However, if the
light sources are used for illumination at the same time, the light output as a result of the DC bias is not wasted
as it is used to fulfil the illumination function. Only if illumination is not required, such as in the uplink of a
Li-Fi system, the DC bias can significantly compromise energy efficiency. Therefore, researchers have devoted
significant efforts to designing an OFDM-based modulation scheme which is purely unipolar. Some well-known
solutions include: asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM),14 pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete
multitone modulation (PAM-DMT),15 unipolar OFDM (U-OFDM),3 Flip-OFDM,16 spectrally-factorized optical
OFDM (SFO-OFDM),17 etc.. The general disadvantage of all these techniques is a 50% loss in spectral efficiency,
i.e., the data rates are halved. This limitation has recently been overcome by researchers at the University of
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Figure 1. Hermitian symmetry ensures a positive signal in the time domain: (a) real parts of the corresponding positive
and negative frequency components are equal; (b) imaginary parts of the corresponding positive and negative frequency
components are equal in absolute value, but have opposite signs.
From a networking perspective, OFDM offers a straightforward multiple access implementation as subcarriers
can be allocated to different users resulting in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). The
merits of OFDM have already been recognized, and OFDM is used in IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi systems. The multiuser
access version of OFDM, i.e., OFDMA, is used in the 4th generation (4G) Long Term Evolution (LTE) cellular
standard. Therefore, the application of OFDM in optical mobile networks would allow the use of the already-













(a) Unbiased bipolar OFDM signal.










(b) Biased unipolar OFDM signal.
Figure 2. Real OFDM signal made bipolar through the addition of a DC bias – DCO-OFDM.
3. MULTIPLE ACCESS
A networking solution cannot be realized without a suitable multiple access scheme that allows multiple users
to share the communication resources without any mutual cross-talk. Multiple access schemes used in RF
communications can be adapted for OWC as long as the necessary modifications related to the IM/DD nature
of the modulation signals are performed. OFDM comes with a natural extension for multiple access – OFDMA.
Single-carrier modulation schemes such as M -PAM, OOK and PWM require an additional multiple access
technique such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) and/or
code division multiple access (CDMA). The results of an investigation regarding the performance of OFDMA
versus TDMA and CDMA are presented in Fig. 3.18 FDMA has not been considered due to its close similarity















































































Figure 3. Comparison between different multiple access schemes:18 (a) TDMA vs. OFDMA vs. CDMA (with Walsh-
Hadamard code) in a three-user scenario; (b) TDMA vs. OFDMA vs. CDMA (with optical orthogonal code) in a six-user
scenario.
to OFDMA, and the fact that OWC does not use superheterodyning. In addition, due to the limited modulation
bandwidth of the front-end elements, this scheme would not present a very efficient use of the LED modulation
bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 3, CDMA is very inefficient as the use of unipolar signals creates significant
interchannel interference (ICI) and a substantial increase in the power requirements compared to its application
in RF communications. At the same time, the performance of TDMA barely surpasses that of OFDMA for the
different scenarios. The higher power requirement of OFDMA compared to TDMA is caused by its wider time-
domain signal distribution. This leads to the need for higher DC biasing levels and as a consequence to a higher
power consumption which is reflected in the shown signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In a practical scenario where
the functions of communication and illumination are combined, the difference in power consumption between
the different schemes would diminish as the excess power due to the DC bias would be used for illumination
purposes. It should be pointed out that this investigation has been performed for a flat linear additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel where only clipping effects from below, applicable only to OFDMA, have
been considered. This is due to the fact that nonlinear effects such as clipping from above as well as the
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nonlinear relationship between the modulating current signal and the emitted optical signal are device-specific,
while clipping from below is inherent to any IM/DD system. Furthermore, low-frequency distortion effects from
the DC-wander in electrical components as well as from the flickering of background light sources are also not
considered. In a practical scenario, these effects would not be an issue for OFDMA, but are expected to decrease
the performance of TDMA and CDMA. Therefore, the design complexity of a TDMA or CDMA system increases
as suitable techniques to deal with these problems need to be implemented. It is also worth noting that the
non-flatness of the channel in a practical scenario would further degrade the performances of CDMA and TDMA
compared to OFDMA.
In OWC there exists an additional alternative dimension for achieving multiple access. This is color, and
the corresponding technique is wavelength division multiple access (WDMA). WDMA harnesses the different
light wavelengths to facilitate multiple-user access. This scheme could reduce the complexity in terms of signal
processing, however, it would lead to increased hardware complexity as well as to the need at each access point
for multiple transmitter elements with narrow wavelength emission. This immediately puts strict requirements
on the optical front-end elements, and compromises SNR and, hence, capacity. In addition, WDMA excludes
the usage of a large variety of off-the-shelf LEDs as most of them are not optimized for WDMA. The typical
emission profile of an off-the-shelf white LED is illustrated in Fig. 4(a). At the same time, light sources with
different narrow wavelength emission spectra have different modulation frequency profiles as well as different
optical efficiencies. When combined with the varying responsivity of photodetectors at different wavelengths,
as shown in Fig. 4(b), these differences complicate immensely the fair distribution of communication resources
between multiple users.




















(a) Typical spectrum of a white-phosphor
LED.19



















(b) Typical responsivity of a photodetector.20
Figure 4. Data provided by device data-sheets.
4. UPLINK
Up until now, research has primarily focused on maximizing the transmission speeds over a single unidirectional
link.4–6 However, for a complete Li-Fi communication system, full duplex communication is required, i.e., an
uplink connection from the mobile terminals to the optical AP has to be provided. Existing duplex techniques
used in RF such time division duplexing (TDD) and frequency division duplexing (FDD) could be considered,
where the downlink and the uplink are separated by different time slots, or different frequency bands respectively.
However, FDD is more difficult to realize due to the limited bandwidth of the front-end devices, and because
superheterodyning is not used in IM/DD systems. TDD provides a viable option, but imposes precise timing and
synchronization constraints which is needed for data decoding, anyway. However, plain TDD assumes that both
the uplink and the downlink transmissions are performed over the same physical wavelength. This could often
be impractical as visible light emitted by the user terminal may not be desirable.21 Therefore, the most suitable
duplex technique in Li-Fi is wavelength division duplexing (WDD), where the two communication channels are
established over different electromagnetic wavelengths. Using infrared (IR) transmission is one viable option for
establishing an uplink communication channel.21 A first commercially-available full duplex Li-Fi modem using
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IR light for the uplink channel has recently been announced by pureLiFi.22 There is also the option to use RF
communication for the uplink.21 In this configuration, Li-Fi may be used to do the “heavy lifting” and off-load
data traffic from the RF network, and thereby providing significant RF spectrum relief. This is particularly
relevant since there is a traffic imbalance in favor of the downlink in current wireless communication systems.
5. THE LI-FI ATTOCELL
In the past, wireless cellular communications has significantly benefited from reducing the inter-site distance of
cellular base stations. By reducing the cell size, the network spectral efficiency has been increased by two orders
of magnitude in the last 25 years. More recently, different cell layers composed of microcells, picocells and femto
cells have been introduced. These networks are referred to as heterogeneous networks.23, 24 Femtocells are short
range, low transmission power, low cost, plug-and-play base stations (BSs) that are targeted at indoor deployment
in order to enhance coverage. They use either cable Internet or broadband digital subscriber line (DSL) to
backhaul to the core network of the operator. The deployment of femtocells increases the frequency reuse,
and hence throughput per unit area within the system since they usually share the same bandwidth with the
macrocellular network. However, the uncoordinated and random deployment of small cells also causes additional
inter- and intra-cell interference which imposes a limit on how dense these small RF can be deployed before
interference starts offsetting all frequency reuse gains.
The small cell concept, however, can easily be extended to VLC in order to overcome the high interference
generated by the close reuse of radio frequency spectrum in heterogeneous networks. The optical AP is referred
to as an attocell.25 Since it operates in the visible light spectrum, the optical attocell does not interfere with the
macrocellular network. The optical attocell not only improves indoor coverage, but since it does not generate
any additional interference, it is able to enhance the capacity of the RF wireless networks. Li-Fi attocells allow
Figure 5. The attocell in the context of the heterogeneous network.
for extremely dense bandwidth reuse due to the inherent properties of light waves. The coverage of each single
attocell is very limited, and walls prevent the system from suffering from co-channel interference between rooms.
This precipitates in the need to deploy multiple access points to cover a given space. However, due to the
requirement for illumination indoors, the infrastructure already exists, and this type of cell deployment results
in the aforementioned very high, practically interference-free bandwidth reuse. A byproduct of this is also a
reduction in bandwidth dilution over the area of each access point, which leads to an increase in the capacity
available per user. The user data rate in attocell networks can be improved by up to three orders of magnitude.26
Moreover, Li-Fi attocells can be deployed as part of a heterogeneous VLC-RF network as illustrated in Fig.
5. They do not cause any additional interference to RF macro- and picocells, and can, hence, be deployed within
RF macro-, pico- and even femtocell environments. This allows the system to vertically hand-off users between
the RF and Li-Fi sub-networks, which enables both free user mobility and high data throughput. Such network
structure is capable of providing truly ubiquitous wireless network access.
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6. THE CELLULAR NETWORK
The deployment of multiple Li-Fi attocells provides ubiquitous data coverage in a room in addition to providing
nearly uniform illuminance. This means that a room contains many attocells forming a very dense cellular
attocell network. A network of such density, however, requires methods for intra-room interference mitigation
while there is no inter-room interference if the rooms are separated by concrete walls. Interference mitigation
techniques used in RF cellular networks such as the busy burst27 technique, static resource partitioning,28 or
fractional frequency reuse29 have been considered. The unique properties of optical radiation, however, offer
specific opportunities for enhanced interference mitigation in optical attocell networks. Particularly important
is the inability of light to penetrate solid objects, which allows interference to be managed in a more effective
manner than in RF communication. According to,26 for example, the VLC interference mitigation caused by
solid objects in a typical indoor environment leads to a tremendous increase in area spectral efficiency (ASE) over
an RF femtocell network deployment in same LTE indoor office environment. The presented results highlight
that the improvement with respect to ASE can reach a factor of up to 1000 in certain scenarios.
Essential techniques for increasing wireless system capacity such as beamforming are relatively straightforward
to use in VLC as the beamforming characteristic is an inherent, device specific property related to the field of
view (FOV), and no computationally complex algorithms and multiple transmitting elements are required. A
simple example is provided with the technique of joint transmission in indoor VLC downlink cellular networks
proposed by Chen et al.30 and illustrated in Fig. 6. The application of multiple simple narrow-emission-pattern
transmitters at each attocellular AP results in significant co-channel interference reduction. The technique allows
the cellular coverage area to be broken down further into areas of low interference and areas that are subject to
higher interference – typically at the cell edges. The frequency allocation can then be performed in a more optimal
way which allows the overall throughput distribution over the coverage area to increase significantly as indicated
by the results in Fig. 7. A similar concept realized at the receiver side is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) where multiple
receiver elements with a narrow FOV provide a means for enhanced interference mitigation capabilities. The
narrow FOV causes each photodetector to scan only a fraction of the available space. The overall combination
of all photodetectors provides a wide FOV. This discretization of the receiver eyesight allows interference to be
avoided by careful recombination of the output signals from each receiver element. These are only some examples




(a) Illustration of signal contributions to cell-










































































































































































(b) Different frequency allocation schemes. Joint transmission 1 (JT1)
allocates the same frequency to all conflicting regions. Joint transmis-
sion 2 (JT2) allocates non-overlapping frequency bands to neighboring
conflicting regions.
Figure 6. Resource allocation by using joint transmission. The adjacent APs transmit the same data at the cell-edge
regions by coordinated transmissions. Note, in Li-Fi signals only add constructively which is a specific property that is
exploited here. Frequency bands allocated to the high interference regions are different than frequency bands allocated
to the cell-center regions.30
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(a) CDF of the overall system throughput.30

















(b) CDF of the single-user throughput.30
Figure 7. Performance comparison between four resource allocation schemes: full frequency reuse (FR), static resource
partitioning (RP). joint transmission 1 (JT1), and joint transmission 2 (JT2).30
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CR (FOV = 48.1o)
ADR (EGC FOV = 25o/device)
ADR (SB FOV = 25o/device)
ADR (MRC FOV = 25o/device)
(b) Performance conventional receiver (CR) vs
angle-diversity receiver with three possible sig-
nal recombination techniques: equal-gain combin-
ing (EGC), select best (SB), and maximum-ratio
combining (MRC).
Figure 8. Performance of an angle-diversity receiver (ADR) vs. performance of a conventional receiver (CR). Parameters
have been selected such that the effective area and the coverage of the two receivers are equivalent.
7. CONCLUSION
Research in VLC over the past ten years has primarily been focussed on finding an optimum modulation scheme
for IM/DD assuming point-to-point VLC links by taking into account that VLC may serve two simultaneous
functions: (a) illumination, and (b) gigabit wireless communication. The predominate sources for signal dis-
tortion are frequency dependent in such systems. This constitutes one key reason why there is now a general
understanding that OFDM is the most suitable choice as a digital modulation scheme for Li-Fi, and there are
good technical reasons to reconsider the IEEE 802.15.7 VLC standard. The straightforward multiple access tech-
nique that OFDMA provides at almost no additional complexity and its compatibility to state-of-the art wireless
standards like LTE and IEEE 802.11 further favor the selection of this modulation/multiple access scheme.
The realization of a bidirectional connection also seems to have been addressed successfully to an extent that
the first commercial bidirectional point-to-point Li-Fi systems are available. The most practical solutions to the
uplink channel realization is to consider the IR or RF spectrum. The confidence brought by encouraging recent
research results and by the successful VLC link-level demonstrations, has now shifted the focus towards an entire
Li-Fi attocell networking solution. The unique physical properties of light promise to deliver very densely-packed
high-speed network connections resulting in orders of magnitude improved user data rates. Based on these very
promising results, it seems that Li-Fi is rapidly emerging as a powerful wireless networking solution to the
looming RF spectrum crisis, and an enabling technology for the future Internet-of-Everything. Based on past
experience that the number of wireless applications increases by the square of the number of available physical
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connections, Li-Fi could be at the heart of an entire new industry for the next wave of wireless communications.
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Abstract—Unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(U-OFDM) has recently been introduced for intensity modulation
and direct detection (IM/DD) systems. The scheme achieves
higher power efficiency than the conventional direct-current-
biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-
OFDM) at the expense of half the spectral efficiency for the
same M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M -QAM) order.
This paper presents a modulation approach which doubles the
spectral efficiency of U-OFDM and still allows it to achieve
better performance in terms of both electrical power and optical
power dissipation compared to DCO-OFDM. The simulation
results and the theoretical analysis suggest that the performance
improvement of the proposed scheme over DCO-OFDM increases
with the modulation order. This trend is different from the
inherently unipolar state-of-the-art techniques such as U-OFDM,
asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and pulse-amplitude-modulated dis-
crete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT). It is typical for these
schemes to exhibit a loss in the power efficiency as the spectral
efficiency is increased. The novel approach is very promising
for the achievement of high data rates in IM/DD systems. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first design of
a strictly unipolar orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) scheme which requires no biasing and is able to demon-
strate significant energy advantage over DCO-OFDM without
sacrificing spectral efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical data indicates that demand for wireless com-
munication is growing exponentially. By 2017, data traffic
of more than 11 Exabytes per month is expected in mobile
networks [1]. Despite the significant technological advances
in communication systems, forecasts indicate that meeting the
future data rate demands will be challenging. The main reason
for this stems from the fact that the radio frequency (RF) spec-
trum with favourable communication properties is almost com-
pletely depleted. A potential solution to the looming spectrum
crisis lies in the expansion of wireless communication into new
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum such as infrared and visi-
ble light wavelengths. Optical wireless communication (OWC)
is a major candidate for providing a complementary alternative
to RF communication. The optical spectrum features 100s of
THz regulation-free bandwidth. Furthermore, optical radiation
does not interfere with the operation of sensitive electronic
systems and the existing lighting infrastructure could be reused
for backhauling. This would simplify the integration of OWC
into future heterogeneous wireless networks. Moreover, OWC
systems could potentially deliver significant energy savings
when successfully combined with existing lighting fixtures.
The foremost candidates for low-cost front-end devices in
OWC are commercially available light emitting diodes (LEDs)
and photodiodes (PDs). Light emitted by off-the-shelf LEDs is
incoherent and, therefore, information can be reliably encoded
only in the signal intensity. Phase and amplitude of the light
wave cannot be modulated or detected with LEDs and PDs.
Hence, an OWC system can be realised only as an intensity
modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) system. This limits
the set of conventional modulation schemes that can directly be
applied from the field of RF communication. Techniques like
on-off keying (OOK), pulse-position modulation (PPM), and
M -ary pulse-amplitude modulation (M -PAM) are relatively
straightforward to implement. With the increase of transmis-
sion rates, however, the limited modulation bandwidth of the
front-end devices and the limited bandwidth of the OWC
channel lead to intersymbol interference (ISI).As a result, or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) becomes a
more appropriate choice. It enables cost-effective equalisation
with single-tap equalisers in the frequency domain as well
as adaptive data and energy loading in different frequency
bands depending on the channel properties. This results in
an optimal use of the communication resources. At medium
access control (MAC) level, OFDM provides a straightforward
multiple access scheme. It is less straightforward to achieve
multiple access in OOK, PPM and M -PAM.
In practice, OFDM is realised by taking an inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) of a block of symbols from a
conventional modulation scheme such as M -ary quadrature
amplitude modulation (M -QAM). This effectively maps the
M -QAM symbols to different subcarriers in the frequency
domain of the resulting signal. The procedure, however, pro-
duces complex-valued time-domain samples, while intensity
modulation requires real positive signals. Hence, modifications
IEEE ICC 2014 - Optical Networks and Systems
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are required so that the OFDM signal becomes suitable for an
IM/DD system. A real signal can be obtained by imposing
a Hermitian symmetry in the information block which is
passed through the IFFT. The resulting time-domain samples,
however, are still bipolar. A number of approaches exist
for obtaining a unipolar signal. A straightforward method
is to simply add a bias value to all samples, which would
make the resulting signal nonnegative. This scheme is called
direct-current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (DCO-OFDM). The addition of the direct current
(DC) bias increases the energy dissipation of the signal
significantly. For example, 4-QAM DCO-OFDM requires a
minimum bias which results in a power penalty of about
6 dB, compared to a bipolar OFDM signal. Hence, alternative
methods for the generation of unipolar signals have been
explored. This has lead to schemes such as asymmetrically
clipped optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(ACO-OFDM) [2], pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete mul-
titone modulation (PAM-DMT) [3], Unipolar orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (U-OFDM) [4], Flip-OFDM [5],
etc. All these methods exploit the properties of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) and the properties of the OFDM frame
structure in order to realise a unipolar signal without biasing.
It is interesting to note that the underlying concepts presented
for U-OFDM in [4] and for Flip-OFDM in [5] and [6] are
the same. It is also interesting to note that all four approaches
achieve the same performance in an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel [7]. For the same modulation order,
the spectral efficiency of each of these four methods is halved
when compared to DCO-OFDM. However, the power penalty
when compared to a bipolar OFDM signal is only 3 dB for any
M -QAM constellation size, which amounts to a significant en-
ergy advantage over DCO-OFDM. Improved decoders, which
are equivalent in performance, have been developed for ACO-
OFDM [8], U-OFDM [4] and Flip-OFDM [6]. Even though, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, such an improved decoder
is not presented in the literature for PAM-DMT, it would be
straightforward to design. The improved decoders make the
power efficiency of all four schemes almost equivalent to the
case for a bipolar OFDM signal but can only work for a rela-
tively flat communication channel. The real problem, however,
stems from the decreased spectral efficiency, which requires
M -QAM DCO-OFDM to be compared to M2-QAM ACO-
OFDM/U-OFDM/Flip-OFDM and to M -PAM PAM-DMT in
order to keep the achievable data rate equivalent. This causes
a substantial loss of energy efficiency compared to DCO-
OFDM in all four schemes for a spectral efficiency above 1
bit/s/Hz [9]. Dissanayake et. al. have proposed a technique to
simultaneously transmit ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM in an
attempt to close the spectral efficiency gap [10]. However,
this method still requires a DC-bias for the generation of
DCO-OFDM. The current work proposes an algorithm to
simultaneously transmit multiple unipolar data streams which
do not require any biasing. As a result, the spectral efficiency
loss of U-OFDM is fully-compensated while a significant
energy advantage over DCO-OFDM is retained.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of U-OFDM. Section III presents the mod-
ified modulation approach. Section IV makes a performance
comparison between the proposed method and DCO-OFDM.
Finally, Section V offers concluding remarks.
II. U-OFDM
In U-OFDM [4], after the IFFT operation from the OFDM
modulation process, the time-domain signal is subjected to
a simple transformation in order to make it unipolar with
minimum or no biasing requirements. Each bipolar frame is
split into two separate frames, transmitted one after the other.
The first one holds the positive time-domain samples and zeros
in the places of the negative ones. In the context of this work,
this will be referred to as the positive frame. The second frame
holds the absolute values of the negative samples and zeros in
the places of the positive ones. This frame will be referred to as
the negative frame. This transformation halves the achievable



















The factor log2(M) indicates the number of bits that are
encoded in an M -QAM constellation; N
FFT
is the FFT size;
the factor (NFFT − 2)/2 appears because the DC subcarrier
and the π-shifted subcarrier are set to zero, and because only
half of the subcarriers are modulated uniquely as part of the
Hermitian symmetry requirement; Ncp is the length of the
cyclic prefix.
At the U-OFDM receiver, each original bipolar frame is
recovered by subtracting the samples in the negative frame
from the samples in the positive frame. This combines the
AWGN at both frames and leads to a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) penalty of 3 dB when compared to a bipolar OFDM
signal. The DC-bias in DCO-OFDM causes a substantial





E {s2(t)} = kσs, (3)
where s(t) denotes the bipolar OFDM signal, and E{·} denotes







when compared to bipolar OFDM [11]. The minimum biasing
requirement of 4-QAM DCO-OFDM, for example, leads to a
power penalty of about 6 dB. This penalty increases with the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the enhanced U-OFDM concept up to Depth 3. CP is the cyclic prefix of each frame. Pml signifies the unipolar frame which holds
the positive samples of the lth original bipolar OFDM frame at Depth m. Nml indicates the unipolar frame which holds the negative samples of the lth
original bipolar OFDM frame at Depth m. The illustrated digital-to-analog converter (DAC) includes all necessary operations required for transition from a
discrete-time-domain signal to a continuous analog signal. This block includes pulse-shaping and signal amplification. The resulting analog signal drives the
LED transmitter.
modulation order. Hence, U-OFDM is more power efficient
than DCO-OFDM for the same constellation size. However,
as described in Section I, halving of the spectral efficiency
means that M -QAMDCO-OFDM should be compared to M2-
QAM U-OFDM for the same spectral efficiency. As a result,
U-OFDM very quickly loses its energy efficiency over DCO-
OFDM as M increases.
An improved decoder for U-OFDM is presented in [4]. This
decoder employs a recombination technique for the positive
and negative frames, which at each position selects the sample
with higher amplitude between the two frames. This ideally
removes half of the AWGN. However, it is still insufficient to
make up for the power penalty which results from the require-
ment for a higher constellation size compared to DCO-OFDM.
Furthermore, this technique is only applicable in relatively flat
communication channels where the ISI is negligible. If the ISI
is considerable, then this demodulator requires equalisation
to be performed in the time domain. In addition, since this
method discards half of the U-OFDM samples, the channel
attenuation at different frequency subcarriers is not consistent.
This renders use of adaptive bit loading techniques difficult.
Furthermore, frequency-dependent distortion effects caused by
the DC-wandering in electrical circuits as well as by the
flickering noise from ambient light sources could become
unavoidable and could further aggravate the issues when using
this demodulation algorithm.
III. ENHANCED U-OFDM
The current paper proposes a modification of U-OFDM
which effectively doubles the spectral efficiency. The concept,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, allows multiple U-OFDM information
streams to be combined in a single time-domain signal used
to modulate the LED. A single U-OFDM signal is represented
by the information stream, labelled Depth 1. A frame labelled
with P holds the positive samples of a bipolar OFDM frame
and zeros in place of the negative ones. A frame labelled with
N holds the absolute values of the negative samples of that
same bipolar OFDM frame and zeros in place of the positive
ones. The signal at Depth 1 is generated exactly as described in
Section II and in [4]. A second U-OFDM information stream,
indicated by Depth 2, is superimposed on the first one, and
it does not affect the ability of the receiver to recover the
transmitted bits as long as the additional stream follows a
certain structure. In particular, at Depth 2, each U-OFDM
frame is replicated and transmitted twice, where the second
instance is an exact copy of the first one. Hence, in the figure,
the second frame at Depth 2 is an exact copy of the first
one, the fourth frame is an exact copy of the third one, etc..,
as indicated by their label. Since each frame is transmitted
twice in the second stream, the power of each frame instance
is scaled by 1/2. A third stream can be added in the same
way as the second one, and the structure requires the U-
OFDM frames to be replicated four times now. The power
of each frame instance is scaled by 1/4 in this case. In a
similar fashion, additional information streams could be added
where each frame would be replicated into 2d−1 consecutive
frames whose amplitude would be scaled by 1/
√
2d−1, where
d indicates the depth of the stream.
At the receiver, the modulation stream at Depth 1 can
be demodulated using the standard techniques for U-OFDM.
Each negative frame is subtracted from each positive frame,
followed by conventional OFDM demodulation of the obtained
bipolar frames. For example, at Depth 1, the first bipolar
frame is obtained from the operation P11 − N11, the second
one is obtained from the operation P12 − N12 and so on.
The additional streams do not interfere with the successful
demodulation because the interference that falls on P11 is
equivalent to the interference that falls on N11 caused by
P21 + P31. Hence, the subtraction operation cancels out both
interference terms. The same happens to the interference terms
on all subsequent frames at Depth 1. Hence, the information
at Depth 1 can be successfully recovered with the conven-
tional U-OFDM demodulator. Once the information bits are
demodulated at Depth 1, they are remodulated again in order
to recover the original U-OFDM signal at Depth 1. This signal
is then subtracted from the overall received signal, and the
result only contains the information streams from Depth 2
and all subsequent levels. Every two equivalent frames at
Depth 2 are summed. For example, the first and the second




frame at Depth 2 are summed, the third and the fourth frames
are summed, etc.. Then, the demodulation process continues
with the conventional U-OFDM demodulator just like for the
information at Depth 1. Again, subsequent streams do not
interfere because the interference from the subsequent streams
is structured in such a way that it is completely removed by
the subtraction operation. After the bits are recovered, they are
remodulated and the result is subtracted from the remaining
received signal. This iterative demodulation procedure contin-
ues until the information at all depths is recovered.
The spectral efficiency of the new scheme is the sum of the

















where D is the maximum modulation depth of the scheme,
which indicates the total number of streams that are superim-
posed in the modulation signal. As the maximum modulation
depth increases, the spectral efficiency of this enhanced U-




















For a maximum modulation depth of D=5, η
eU
is already
96.8% of ηDCO , which means the difference is negligible.
The average power of a U-OFDM signal is E{σ2s /2}, where
σs is the standard deviation of the bipolar OFDM signal,
introduced in (3). This result can be quickly deduced from
the fact that half of the U-OFDM time-domain samples have
the same absolute values as the bipolar OFDM samples and
the other half of the U-OFDM samples are set to zero. The
average electrical power of the eU-OFDM signal is higher due
to the additional information streams. It can be calculated as:
P avg
elec,eU




















































































where seU(t) is the time-domain eU-OFDM signal, sd(t) is
the time-domain U-OFDM signal at depth d, and φ(0) is
the probability density function (PDF) of the standard normal
distribution. In (7), the time-domain expectation of the U-




2d−1, can be quickly
derived from the fact that half of the U-OFDM samples follow
a Gaussian distribution clipped at zero, and the other half of the
samples are set to zero. The truncated Gaussian distribution
and its statistical properties are described in more detail in
[12]. The number of bits carried by eU-OFDM is 2−1/2D−1
times more compared to U-OFDM, and, as a consequence, the
increase in the required SNR compared to U-OFDM for the
same M -QAM constellation size becomes:



























where B is the communication bandwidth of the system
and No is the power spectral density (PSD) of the AWGN.
Given that U-OFDM, decoded by subtraction of the negative
frame, performs 3 dB worse than bipolar OFDM, a bound
on the performance of eU-OFDM can be easily evaluated
theoretically. This is achieved by applying a factor of 2 and a
factor of α to the SNR in the formula for calculating the bit
error rate (BER) of conventional real M -QAM OFDM. This
bound is expected to coincide with the BER curve for the
information stream at Depth 1 of eU-OFDM where distortion
is caused only by the AWGN as the inter-stream interference
of any subsequent streams can be completely removed by
the subtraction operation. The BER of the additional streams
is expected to increase with the depth. This occurs because
the performance of each stream is affected by the BER of
the previous streams. Any errors in the demodulated bits
at a given depth translate into imperfections in the iterative
cancellation algorithm. This results in overall deterioration of
the signal quality at all subsequent information streams. The
performances of all streams are expected to converge to the
performance of the one at Depth 1 as the SNR increases.
This expected trend is confirmed by the simulation results in
Section IV.
In a similar fashion, the average optical power of the eU-
OFDM signal can be calculated as:
P avg
opt,eU




















A closed-form bound can be calculated for the BER perfor-
mance as a function of the optical SNR. The relationship
between electrical SNR and optical SNR can be expressed
as the ratio of (7) and (10). This means that for any optical
SNR, the equivalent electrical SNR can be obtained, and for





























Fig. 2. 16-QAM eU-OFDM performance at different depths as a function of
the electrical SNR. The optimum biasing level for 16-QAM DCO-OFDM is
estimated at 7.5 dB, as described in (4).
the electrical SNR a closed-form bound already exists. The














The calculations presented so far assume an eU-OFDM sig-
nal with zero bias. This occurs when at the lowest operational
point the LED light intensity output is generally not visible.
Then, a zero bias can be assumed for the estimation of the
optical efficiency of the system. However, an LED normally
requires a minimum bias current at which the device turns on.
Therefore, for the calculation of the electrical efficiency, this
bias needs to be taken into account. As long as it is small,
relative to the span of the information signal, the bias will not
introduce significant changes to the energy efficiency of the
system. Therefore, in the current study, it is neglected.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section compares the performance of DCO-OFDM and
eU-OFDM in the context of a linear AWGN channel. The only
nonlinear operation considered in this study is clipping of any
negative values in the modulation signal. This occurs because
an LED is active only for a positive signal. In practice, clipping
of the signal from above is also present due to saturation of
the optical output power and due to maximum current and
optical radiation constraints. This effect is not considered in
the current work as it is strongly dependent on the particular
device which is used and also dependent on the signal level
constraints. The clipping from below, however, is inherent and
cannot be avoided in a scheme such as DCO-OFDM unless
an impractically large signal bias is introduced. The peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) of an OFDM signal is quite high
and grows linearly with the number of active subcarriers in the
frequency domain [13]. Hence, it is very inefficient to use a
bias level which can make all possible negative values positive
in DCO-OFDM. The novel modulation scheme, eU-OFDM, is
strictly positive and so it requires no biasing. In the current
study, the maximum modulation depth of eU-OFDM is set
to D=5. The performance of the information streams at the

























Fig. 3. 16-QAM eU-OFDM performance at different depths as a function
of the optical SNR. The optimum biasing level for 16-QAM DCO-OFDM is
estimated at 7.5 dB, as described in (4).
different depths is illustrated in Fig. 2. As expected, the stream
at Depth 1 performs best and its BER curve matches exactly
the theoretical bound described in Section III. All subsequent
streams converge to the performance of the first one as the
SNR increases. The same behaviour is depicted in Fig. 3 where
the performance of eU-OFDM is illustrated as a function of
the optical SNR.
The average BER of the information at all depths is com-
pared against the BER of DCO-OFDM for different M -QAM
constellation sizes. Fig. 4 presents the results as a function of
the electrical SNR. At BER=10−4, the performance improve-
ment of eU-OFDM over DCO-OFDM starts at 1 dB for M=4
and increases to about 5 dB for M=256. The bias levels for the
different realisations of DCO-OFDM are optimised through
Monte Carlo simulations, in agreement with previous works
such as [12], [14]. This means that adding less bias would
lead to more clipping and, hence, to higher BER values for
a given SNR, while adding more bias would lead to higher
SNR levels without actually reducing the BER. The bias level
in each case is indicated as the estimated SNR increase in dB
compared to the case for a bipolar OFDM signal as described
in (4). It is interesting to note that, for a depth of D=5,
the factor for the SNR increase of eU-OFDM, described in
(8), is α=1.96, which translates in an SNR penalty of less
than 6 dB, compared to the real bipolar OFDM signal. This
SNR penalty is constant for all values of the constellation
size M . Therefore, it is easy to explain and quantify the
increasing energy advantage of eU-OFDM over DCO-OFDM
with the increase of the M -QAM modulation order. Fig. 5
illustrates the performance difference between eU-OFDM and
DCO-OFDM for different modulation orders in terms of the
BER as a function of the optical SNR. For M=4, the two
schemes seem to perform equivalently at BER=10−4. As the
constellation size increases, the increasing biasing requirement
of DCO-OFDM causes eU-OFDM to become more efficient.
The savings in terms of optical power reach about 2 dB for
256-QAM.






























Fig. 4. eU-OFDM performance vs. DCO-OFDM performance for different
M -QAM constellation size as a function of the electrical SNR. Optimum
biasing levels for 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM DCO-OFDM
are estimated at respectively 6 dB, 7.5 dB, 9.5 dB, and 11 dB, as described
in (4).
V. CONCLUSION
A novel approach for increasing the spectral efficiency
of U-OFDM has been presented in this paper. It allows U-
OFDM to approach the spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM
without the need to introduce any form of biasing, apart from
the practical minimum around the turn-on voltage, and, as a
consequence, the new scheme avoids energy efficiency losses
due to LED biasing. The new method achieves significant
improvements in terms of both electrical power dissipation
and optical power dissipation. The better energy efficiency
of the scheme comes at the cost of increased computational
complexity in the modulation and demodulation procedures.
At the same time, the design complexity of the analog circuitry
is reduced, compared to DCO-OFDM, since the biasing level
needs to be optimised only once for any signal strength and
any constellation size.
The other two types of unipolar OFDM - ACO-OFDM and
PAM-DMT - include a special structure within their time-
domain frame which allows well-structured interference terms
to be orthogonal to the useful information. As a consequence,
the authors believe that the currently presented concept could
be extended to those schemes as well. Further work on the
subject may include a more detailed evaluation of ACO-
OFDM and PAM-DMT. In addition, a performance analysis
of eU-OFDM in the presence of nonlinear distortion, resulting
from the electrical-to-optical characteristics of an LED, will
also be conducted.
The other two types of unipolar OFDM - ACO-OFDM and
PAM-DMT - include a special structure within their time-
domain frame which allows well-structured interference terms
to be orthogonal to the useful information. As a consequence,
the authors believe that the currently .
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Fig. 5. eU-OFDM performance vs. DCO-OFDM performance for different
M -QAM modulation order as a function of the optical SNR. According to
(4), optimum biasing levels for 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM
DCO-OFDM are set at 6 dB, 7.5 dB, 9.5 dB, and 11 dB, respectively.
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